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I .— On the True Scientific Spirit in which the Cla 
Phrenology amt Mesmerism ought to be examine.

It. cannot be denied, that, in the present day, know 
more generally diffused, and education, as far as con 
acquaintance with natural science, more rational, tl 
the case a hundred years ago, or even at the comme 
of the present century. But it is equally certain, i 
knowledge existing generally in society is lamenta 
cient, and that the scientific part of modern educatio 
is very imperfect, or has not yet had time to prod 
very notable effect on the public mind. To convin« 
this, it is only necessary to study the reception give 
world to new truths, or to statements professing at 
be truths, founded on careful and accurate observ 
nature.

We are ready enough to refer to the absurd coi 
those who refused to look through the telescope of 
and see with their own eyes those discoveries wh 
denied; and of those who could think that a compul 
cantstion of an opinion founded on observation, and 
refuted by observation, was either desirable or eve 
cious, unless as a direct encouragement of falsehoc 
contrast with such conduct the reception lately give 
beautiful discovery of Leverrier, by which the linea 
of our system has been doubled. And it is no dot 
that the great truths of astronomy have been so stro 
pressed on the public mind, that an extension of oil 
ledge, in conformity with our notions of those truths ot 
readily admitted.

VOL. XX. N. 3. NO. XXXVIII.— APRIL 1847.



98 Reception of New Truths—

But. the true question is this,—How do we receive new 
truths! that is, truths involving principles different from 
those which we acknowledge. How should we receive, for 
example, the announcement of a doctrine of the universe, as 
different from that of Newton as Newton’s was from those 
of his predecessors >. It is much to be dreaded, that a can
did answer to this question would indicate a line of conduct 
not very remote from that of the opponents of Galileo, of 
Newton, or of Harvey.

It would appear that the human mind has usually opposed 
an instinctive resistance, a vis inertiw, to the progress of new 
ideas. Many of us can recollect, that when gas was first in
troduced, Walter Scott spoke and wrote of the idea as that 
of a visionary, and yet, before thirty years had passed, he had 
a gas factory at Abbotsford, and was chairman of the Edin
burgh Oil-Gas Company. Here, a man of a sagacious and 
practical turn of mind recoiled from a great practical im
provement, apparently for no other reason but that, the idea 
was new to him. Even the history of railways, at a still 
later period, can furnish an entirely parallel case ; and the 
same may be said of steaming across the Atlantic.

If, then, where the point in dispute is so eminently prac
tical, the first impulse be to reject the new, this is much more 
likely to be the case where the new doctrine treats of mat
ters not lying on the surface, and where a personal know
ledge and conviction of the truth can hardly bo obtained 
without laborious study and observation. If, in addition, the 
new doctrine should clash, or should appear to clash, with 
established views on points on which the feelings are apt to 
be excited and interested, we may reckon with absolute cer
tainty, even in the middle of the nineteenth century, on an 
opposition to it., very similar to that which might have been 
experienced in the sixteenth,—equally vehement, and, inas
much as it originates from the passions and not from the 
intellect, equally unreasoning.

The reception of Phrenology by the contemporaries of 
Gall was a case in point. Without an attempt to verify or 
disprove his statements by observation, his whole doctrine 
was at once rejected, and he, the patient, unwearied, and sin
cere student of nature, was stigmatized as a quack by men 
who had never even looked at a brain or skull, with a view 
to discover the relation they might bear to the mental mani
festations. Nay, an authority, yet living, who certainly was 
not in the habit of making physiological or anatomical inves
tigations, actually went so far as to declare, that “ there is 
not the smallest reason for supposing that the mind ever 
operates through the agency of any material organs, except



Phrenology and Mesmerism.

in its perception of material objects, or in the spontanea 
movements of the body which it inhabits.” •

The opposition to Phrenology, on the part of Gall's co 
temporaries, has all the characters above alluded to. Li 
the opponents of Galileo, those of Gall refused to look tlirouj 
bis telescope ; but thought themselves, nevertheless, justifi 
in denying his statements of facts, and in accusing him 
quackery and imposture. In place of arguments founded i 
independent observation, the only legitimate answer to stat 
incuts of facts founded on observation, they attempted to p 
hitn down by reasonings a priori, founded on what they chn 
to assume as the order of nature, or by attributing to his dc 
trine certain consequences inconsistent with their views 
ethics and of religion ; as if any doctrine truly deduced frci 
natural facts, could be inconsistent with true religion or tr  
morals; or as if, supposing the doctrine to be illogically d 
duced from the facts, or the facts to be erroneously assum 
as such, the proper method of meeting it could possibly be i 
reasonings, either a priori or to consequences. They forg 
that both these false modes of reasoning were employ 
against Galileo and the other discoverers above alluded 1 
and that the Bible was then supposed to declare that the si 
really moved round the earth.

It is not in the least material to this question, whetli 
Phrenology be true or false. Whether true or false, it a 
peals to facts and to nature; and no such appeal, whatev 
be the doctrine legitimately deduced from it, can be proper 
or even fairly met, except by a similar appeal to facts. No 
when we look at the history of the various attacks made i 
Phrenology, we find that they are almost uniformly churn 
terised by the entire absence of facts or observations, 
well as by the prevalence of the argument a priori, or t 
argument from the supposed consequences of the doetrir 
The very few attempts at a refutation of Gall’s doctrine 
means of observation, which have appeared, have been eith 
ludicrously self-contradictory, or else founded on a total m 
apprehension of the doctrine to be refuted. At all even 
they have not been successful, since each successive an 
phrenologist has rejected the refutations of all his predece 
sors, and has been in turn rejected as insufficient by his su 
cessors.

If we endeavour to account for the fact, that new truth 
or statements of fact involving new principles, whether su. 
statements be correct or not. are met, as they would ha 
been two or three centuries since, not by an appeal to n *

* Edinburgh Review, vol. xliv . j>. 2G7.
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boasted education is grossly defective in tlii 
the young seldom receive any instruction a 
them to judge of the evidence produced by a 
support of his views of natural truth. Not 
what constitutes evidence of a natural fact, 
ful that men should come to very different 
respect to the inferences to be drawn fron 
all were duly trained to appreciate evid 
science, they would, when a new subject w 
them, speedily come to a common decision 
and from these the inferences would follow 
course, and all the time would be saved wli 
throw n away in disputes that could not oce 
ants knew the laws of evidence in natural sc

It would be easy to quote many examples ■ 
able form of opposition to Phrenology, or 
above mentioned ignorance of what constiti 
natural science. But the chief object of the 
draw attention to another instance of the < 
producing the very same result, namely, a 1 
diced opposition to new ideas, in the case of

Mesmerism, like Phrenology, is essential] 
facts, or of w hat are, at least, alleged to be 
merism, as in Phrenology, the observers des 
have seen, and appeal to nature; while in IV 
Phrenology, many individuals, without appe 
without making a single observation, unhesi 
the alleged facts to be no facts, and the obser 
dupes or impostors.

Now, in Mesmerism as in Phrenology, it is 
est importance in reference to the present qt
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the observers of incapacity or of fraud, unless these asser
tions are made good by an appeal to facts. And yet such is 
the staple of the opposition to Mesmerism.

One chief cause of this must be sought in the same want 
of accurate notions as to what constitutes evidence in natu
ral science, to which we have referred the principal part of 
the opposition to Phrenology. Let us, therefore, endeavour 
to trace the process, that we may discover the fallacy or fal
lacies which must exist somewhere, to account for the cir
cumstance that, while, on the one hand, statements of fact 
are made by those who profess to have observed them, and 
who appeal to nature, maintaining that every man may, if he 
choose, observe them for himself; on the other, these alleged 
facts are contemptuously rejected on a variety of grounds, 
but certainly without the objectors having, as they ought to 
have done, investigated the matter experimentally for them
selves. We say that some fallacy or fallacies must exist 
here to lead to so strange a mode of treating a question of 
fact; and that if we can trace it, we shall probably find it to 
be the same which operated in producing precisely similar 
conduct on the part of the opponents of Copernicus, Galileo, 
Newton, Harvey, and Gall.

We do not here proceed on the assumption that what is 
called, in general, Mesmerism, is true. We only maintain 
that, whether true or false, it appeals to fact, and has been 
met by every kind of opposition except the only legitimate 
one in such a case, namely, a fair appeal to fact on the part of 
the objector.

If we take the accounts of the mesmeric phenomena from 
the modern writers on the subject, we find that they may be 
divided or classified into several states or stages, which are 
not always found to occur in the same individual—sometimes 
one only appearing, sometimes another, and sometimes two 
or three in succession.

The first of these is the mesmeric sleep, passing, in many 
individuals, into sleepwaking or somnamhulism. Indeed the 
latter may almost be described as a distinct stage. It is, 
however, very closely connected with simple mesmeric sleep, 
and in many cases is the first, stage observed.

In the next stage, the subject, still asleep, and commonly 
with shuteyes, can readily communicate with his mesmeriser, 
and often exhibits attachment to him, often also sympathy 
with him, with or without contact, so as only to hear, or. at 
least, to notice, his voice, &c. In this stage, if not in the 
former, the subject frequently exhibits insensibility to pain 
(though this is far from uniform), and community of taste.

_



predicts accurately the course of his own 
times exhibits a like power with referenct 
others.

As a general rule, in simple souinaml 
the higher stages, the consciousness of tin 
from that of his ordinary state, in which 1 
t'on of his mesmeric proceedings. But, a 
phenomena, so in this, there is great varie 
her part, others the whole, of what occurs 
may here be mentioned generally, but it 
ticularly alluded to hereafter, that the vj 
phenomena is so great that not only no tw 
to yield exactly the same result, but even 
different times, may exhibit very different

Now, there is nothing in such statemen 
deprive them of the benefit of the ordinary 
investigation. They are surely such as ca 
if true, or disproved, if false, by experime 
and this would appear to be the only leg 
meeting them. Let us see, then, how fa 
Mesmerism have or have not adopted it.

1. The first objection commonly urged i 
phenomena, such as those of clairvoyance 
incredible, and must therefore be rejected ; 
from tills proposition, it is also maintain« 
profess to have observed such phenomena 
selves impostors, or the dupes of fraud o 
subjects of their observations.

To any one accustomed to scientific rest 
obvious that such a mode of getting rid ot 
cannot be called argument, is altogether i
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ratio to that which is unknown, as the science of Newton, in 
his own opinion, did to the vast mass of undiscovered truth, 
when he compared himself to a child picking up pebbles on 
the sea-shore, Secondly, It assumes the right to deny the 
bona fides or capacity of the observer, merely because we 
cannot account for the facts to which he testifies. Now, in 
reference to this point, it may be safely laid down that the 
bona fides of an observer is on no account to be denied, un
less his previous conduct have given good grounds for doing 
so. And it is more especially our duty to give every ob
server credit for truth and honesty, when the facts he states 
are such as may easily be ascertained by experiment. To 
act otherwise, is to infringe, in the most direct and inex
cusable manner, the Divine precept, “ Whatsoever ye would 
that men should do unto you, do ye even bo unto them.” The 
generation now passing away had a striking lesson on this 
duty in the history of Bruce of Kinnaird, the Abyssinian 
Traveller, whose statements of facts, to which he was eye
witness, were contemptuously classed with travellers’ tales, 
although the truth and candour of Bruce were previously un- 
impeached, merely because these statements were startling, 
and the authorities of the day chose to consider the facts im
possible. The lapse of time, however, has shewn that Brtice 
had strictly adhered to truth in all his statements; which 
have been fully confirmed, even where apparently most impro
bable, by subsequent travellers in Abyssinia. No one now 
hesitates to admit that those who accused Bruce of mala fides 
were alike deficient in justice and in logic; and the Bame 
judgment is impending over those who have accused the 
writers on Mesmerism of fraud, merely because the facts 
they described could not be explained or accounted for.

Here it may be observed, that there is a remarkable ten
dency in the human mind to be satisfied with any thing which 
wears the aspect of an explanation of natural truth, even 
where, in reality, nothing is explained and nothing account
ed for. It is easy to find many persons who attach great 
importance to Newton’s law of gravitation, not because it 
enables us to classify the facts, to remember the law accord
ing to which they occur, and with the aid of that law to pre
dict new facts occurring under it, but as accounting for the 
phenomena, as explaining achy bodies attract each other. It 
is not, then, very wonderful, that those who suppose that 
they are accounting for gravitation, when they are merely 
stating the facts in a connected form, or, in other words, the 
law according to w hich, and not the cause in consequence of 
which, they take place ; it is not, wre say, wonderful that
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Who can tell how a copper wrire, in con 
electricity or of heat, becomes a magnci 
netic force of the current be measurable 
why or how an acid and an alkali ne 
although we can measure the force of th 
us look where we may, we shall find tin 
all natural phenomena quite unknown tc 
on that account, deny the facts of life, sen 
of astronomy, magnetism, electricity, a 
Still less do we accuse the observers of 
fide», because we cannot explain them, 
said, “ but these facts are obvious to out 
not deny what we see.” But it must nc 
these very facts, or many of them—for 
facts of astronomy— were actually long d 
ing their obviousness. And, on the othei 
of Mesmerism appeal to nature, and ass 
there you will find it impossible to deny 
Mesmerism, just as you find it impossit 
of electro-magnetism, strange and unaeci 
Now we maintain that such an appeal ci 
by sheer denial of the facts, or in any ot 
appeal to observation ; which, if the fa 
and not true facts, must be a very short 

In reference to the first objection, then, 
that it is no valid answer to statements of 
to say that the higher phenomena are it 
that the difficulty or impossibility of nec< 
does not entitle us, any more than it did 
Bruce, to accuse of mala fides observers 
ously unimpeached._________________
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dieting future events. It is also said, that the unbounded 
influence acquired by the mesmeriser over his patient is most 
dangerous, and capable of being perverted to the worst pur
poses.

In considering objections of this class, the first thing that 
strikes us is, that the existence of any real fear of bad conse
quences implies belief of the facts themselves. We cannot 
fear the perversion of that the existence of which we deny. 
If, therefore, Mesmerism be altogether the result of fraud 
and imposture, these evil consequences must be imaginary. 
If, on the other hand, the facts he admitted, as they must be 
by those who sincerely dread such consequences, then we 
maintain that, in all questions of natural fact, we are entitled 
only to ask, “ Is this true 1” “ Does it exist!” and not, 
“ What are its consequences !" If the alleged fact be true, 
it must be the work of God ; for human nature can possess 
no powers which are not derived from Him. This being the 
case, the dread of evil consequences argues an imperfect 
acquaintance with His works, and should rather act as an 
additional inducement to us to investigate these obscure phe
nomena, than lead us to neglect the additional knowledge to 
be obtained by such researches.

With regard to the influence of the mesmeriser over his 
patient, in some cases it appears to be great, in others limited, 
in others again it is absent. The abuse of this power can 
only be dreaded by those who admit its existence, and there 
is no reason to suppose that it is more liable to abuse than 
other powers or agencies, none of which arc exempt from the 
liability to abuse. The best security, in all such cases, is not 
ignorance but knowledge.

In reference, therefore, hi this second class of objections, 
it is plain, that, where entertained, they can only be so by 
those who admit the facts ; and it is equally obvious, that to 
reason against a natural fact from its supposed evil conse
quences, is contrary to all the rules of scientific research, 
which, in all cases where facts appear to lead to evil »•esults, 
prescribe, not a denial or oblivion of the facts, but a more 
diligent study of them, in the conviction that no natural 
truth, when fully understood, can be otherwise than bene
ficial to mankind.

3. Another class of objections, on which great stress is 
laid, is that drawn from failures in mesmeric experiments.

Here it must be observed, in the first place, that one well- 
attested instance of success will overbalance, as evidence, 
hundreds or even thousands of failures, which, in that ease, 
can only prove at the utmost, that we are not sufficiently
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familiar with the conditions of success. To borrow an illus
tration from another department of science—when a chemist 
of known accuracy, announces the discovery of a new and 
remarkable compound, and describes a process for its pro
duction, and when other chemists, on first repeating the pro
cess, fail to obtain the desired result, they do not conclude 
that the statement is false, hut simply, either that the neces
sary conditions have not been described with sufficient minute
ness, or else that they have neglected some one or more of 
these conditions ; and they repeat the experiment till it suc
ceeds, or apply to the discoverer for more detailed instruc
tions. This happens every day in chemistry ; but what 
would be thought of a chemist who should refuse to try the 
experiment, and yet consider himself justified in denying the 
truth of the discovery, and accusing his brother chemist of 
imposture, because it appeared to him impossible, or because 
he could not account for it 1

But, in the second place, when we consider the special case 
of Mesmerism, we perceive many reasons why failure in ob
taining certain results is a circumstance of even less weight 
and importance than in such a science as chemistry. In 
mesmeric experiments, the conditions of success are much 
less known. From the very nuture of the subject of experi
ment, namely, the living nervous system, it is far more exposed 
to variations arising from causes apparently slight, but in re
ality only imperfect ly st udied, than the dead subjects of chemi
cal research. There are many experiments even in chemistry, 
in which a difference of a few degrees in temperature will cause 
utter failure. How much more probable is it, then, that the 
nervous system should be affected by a great variety of causes 
of uncertainty and failure ! Everyone knows in his own experi
ence, that the mental powers, and indeed the bodily powers 
also, are not at all times alike. The poet is not always able 
to rhyme, nor the musician to compose, with equal success ; 
and the slightest variations in the shite of health, especially 
in nervous temperaments, produce corresponding variations 
of mood or humour, as it is called. Why, then, should it 
appear strange that the powers possessed by individuals in 
the mesmeric state should vary at different times 1 Ought we 
not rather to expect that which, according to all writers on 
Mesmerism, actually occurs—namely, that the mesmerised 
person shall at one time possess powers which at another 
time are absent ? I t would indeed be strange if mesmeric 
phenomena alone exhibited a uniformity never seen in the 
other phenomena of the nervous system.

Hut further, there are other causes of failure, to which mes-
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tnerie experiments are peculiarly liable. The first of these 
is a consequence of ignorance on the part of the experimen
ter, of the facts just alluded to. and of a confidence in the re
sults, which, if not justified to the full extent by a careful 
study of the subject, is, at least, a strong indication of the 
bonafides of the observer. We allude here to the boldness 
with which those who have once obtained certain results in a 
given case, undertake, even in public, to exhibit and demon
strate the same results, and thus to convince sceptics. Now, 
these bold exhibitors, in many cases, not only do not practi
cally attend to the considerations above stated as rendering 
occasional failure possible, but, also, neglect other consider
ations which render it even probable. Of these the most 
important are, the exhaustion of the subject, the arbitrary al
teration of the conditions of experiment, and the effect, on 
the mesmerised subject, of the proximity of many persons, 
or indeed of persons other than the mesmeriser, and especi
ally of the sceptical and uncandid.

I t frequently happens, at exhibitions of mesmeric pheno
mena, whether public or private, that certain experiments, 
requiring the full powers of the individual, are tried when 
he is already exhausted by a long scries of efforts, and when, 
therefore, his answers are more or less unsatisfactory. This 
cause of failure is obvious and easily avoided ; but there is 
another which is less so : we mean the arbitrary alteration 
of the conditions of experiments. For instance, we shall sup
pose that an individual is said, when mesmerised, to acquire 
the power of rending a closed letter, or the page of a book 
covered with twenty other pages, or the dial-plate of a watch 
laid on the epigastrium, or held near the occiput. The expe
riment is tried, and succeeds ; but a sceptic starts up and de
clares that he, for one, is determined not to be taken in ; that, 
in the experiment just performed, collusion and imposture 
were possible ; and if he does not actually assert them to have 
been employed, he gives it to be understood pretty plainly 
that such is his opinion. He will not, he says, be satisfied, 
unless the clairvoyant shall read a letter inclosed in several 
folds of paper, and shut up w ithin a box, perhaps in the inner 
one of two boxes; or else he insists that the eyes of the 
clairvoyant shall be closed with strips of adhesive plaster, 
and bandaged in half a dozen towels and handkerchiefs, 
with the aid of pledgets of cotton wool. Without this, he 
will not believe ; the mesineriser and liis clairvoyant, without 
having ever tried the proposed method, at once agree to his 
preposterous demand (a striking proof, by the way, of bona 
fides on their part); and the experiment now fail's, as was

Phrenology and Mesmerism.
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the sceptic takes a most erroneous view o 
the experimenter in scientific research, wl 
observe and record the phenomena presen 
whether by simple observation or by expe 
has no right to dictate to Nature the conditi 
she must exhibit a fact. He is at perfect 1 
form of experiment he chooses ; but he is, a 
bound, above all, to study the fact, as present 
(ure. To return to our case—he may try as m 
as he pleases, and on any conditions, howev 
absurd, that he chooses to impose ; but he i 
say that his belief, or that of others, depends 
pend, on the fulfilment of these conditions; 
to study the case under the natural condition 
under which the fact was first observed. 
Mesmerism agree in this, that a patient may e 
ance when his eyes are shut, and the objec 
perceived is behind his head ; but it is nowh 
he is certain to succeed if, in addition, his e; 
and loaded with bandages, in the way record« 
found sceptics. Indeed, were such a statem 
we should instinctively reject it as absurd. I 
that the horrid discomfort of such a blinding o 
have any other than a most injurious effect oi 
the patient! That, in some such cases, the es 
ceed, in spite of the obstacles thus unwan 
against them, only shews that some patients 
annoyed or disturbed than others. We must n< 
it is quite possible that any change in the 
cause failure, and that, at all events, to proi 
ntand. before trmw tin r mr
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compelled to say that such varied experiment would not suc
ceed. Failures of this kind, therefore, only prove the rash 
confidence of the exhibitor, and, while they speak in favour 
of his bona /ides, they argue a very limited acquaintance (such 
as we fear is too common among exhibitors of Mesmerism) 
with the phenomena which he professes to demonstrate.

There is entire unanimity among the chief authorities on 
Mesmerism in regard to this—that the proximity of other 
persons besides the mesmeriser, produces in many patients a 
degree of disturbance highly unfavourable to the successful 
exliibition of the higher powers ; and that this is particularly 
observed when the patient is in proximity to a person in a 
sceptical, above all, in an uncandid frame of mind ;—that, 
for example, the approach of a person who is convinced that 
the patient is guilty of fraud, and has probably expressed this 
opinion to the company, will often deprive a clairvoyant of 
his whole power. Nay, it is stated by all writers on the 
subject that the patient will often detect this state of mind 
in those with whom he is placed “ en rapport," although it 
has been concealed from all. Deleuze mentions a very strik
ing instance of this, where the sceptic, finding that his secret 
thoughts, thus read, acted as an impediment to the further 
exercise of clairvoyance, became convinced that imposture 
could not account for this, and, investigating the matter for 
himself, becltme a distinguished mesmerist. But it is suffi
cient here to state that such is the uniform testimony of all 
the authors on the subject. Now, this being the case, it is 
plain that a very large proportion of public failures must ad
mit of being thus explained ; or at least, that those who state 
the fact as we have here given it, would be entitled, on their 
own principles, to predict numerous cases of failure under 
such circumstances. Such failures, therefore, if they prove 
anything at all, prove the truth of Mesmerism, by demon
strating one of the most curious mesmeric phenomena, 
namely, the alleged power of penetrating the thoughts and 
sentiments of others,—or, as it may be called, occult mental 
sympathy, and the extreme sensitiveness of the mesmerised 
patients. Of course we understand that the failure shall be 
distinctly traced to this cause, as in the case mentioned by 
Deleuze.

These considerations are not to be regarded as ex post facto 
attempts to explain failures. Weoffer them, on the contrary, 
as views deduced from the writings of the best authorities on 
Mesmerism, which would lead us, a priori, to contemplate 
the probability of numerous failures in experiments performed 
under the circumstances we have mentioned ; and which, so



nomena of Mesmerism are subject to frequen 
riations.

The conditions of success being much less 
other experimental sciences, mesmeric experii 
more liable to failure than others.

The exhibitors of mesmeric phenomena, iis 
or not attending to it, expose themselves to fai 
taking to perform exactly what they have per

The patient may vary in his power on dif 
from slight changes in his health, or from exh 
vious experiments ; and in all these ways fai 
place.

Again, the sceptic often unwarrantably diet; 
tions of experiment, which are rashly accepte 
is the result.

Lastly, the proximity of persons in a sceptic; 
persons in an uncandid, prejudiced state of mint 
ful and most unfavourable influence on many s; 
jects ; and many failures are thus accounted f

But even supposing that failures should oci 
ting of explanation in any of the above ways, s 
indisputable that the evidence derived from i 
experiment carefully observed and accurately 
outweighs that deduced from a hundred 01 
failures, which can at most prove that wo ci 
others have done.

It is hardly necessary here to do more than 
tain cases of alleged failure, in which the onlye 
has been the extravagant and unreasonable e 
the experimenter or of the sceptic. A sceptic 
the account of the mesmeric phenomena exhib 
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what may be called lay sceptics, that is, sceptics with 
scientific training, it is difficult to imagine the extent to wl 
bad logic can be pushed. Yet nothing is so common ai 
hear a person ask, as a test of truth, on being told t 
another has been thrown into the mesmeric sleep, “ Is 
clairvoyant ?” and nothing is so difficult as to convince s 
a person that iv patient may experience the mesmeric sb 
without possessing a trace of clairvoyance, or even of ins 
sibility to pain. But we can hardly be surprised that 
sceptics should reason thus, when we find a medical i 
asking of a patient who was said to exhibit insensibility 
pain or some other mesmeric phenomenon, “ Does he r 
with his belly !”—as if any writer on Mesmerism had t 
stated, or even hinted, that each patient must exhibit 
higher phenomena or all the phenomena ; or, as if the ti 
of one depended on the existence of the other.

We shall not dwell on the singular objection to Mesmer 
namely, that it proceeds from the Arch-fiend, and is tc 
shunned and denounced as a snare of Satan. This object 
like those which refer to consequences, presupposes the ti 
of the facts.

Having thus briefly gone over the common objection 
Mesmerism, it plainly appears that they are, for the t  
part, founded on ignorance of the laws of scientific evidei 
and that, if the evidence produced in favour of the allt 
facts of Mesmerism is to be treated as scientific testin 
on questions of fact generally and very properly is, then 
essential points in the statements of the chief writers on 
subject must be admitted.

We have already established a parallel between Phreno 
and Mesmerism in regard to their first reception ; and it 
pears to us that this parallel may be extended somewhat 
ther, so as to embrace the present state, and widely ext 
ed reception of both.

With regard to Phrenology, the Edinburgh Revien 
longer ventures the amazing dictum, “ that there is not 
smallest reason for supposing that the mind ever oper 
through the agency of any material organs,’’ except thos 
the external senses and voluntary motion. Not only is 
brain allowed to have a connection with the mind, but it 
be looked on as a generally received truth, that the forel 
is the seat of the intellectual powers, so that no man wi 
view to intellectual superiority, would desire for his s< 
low and contracted forehead. I t is even very generally 
mitted that the coronal region is connected with the hij
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from the truth. Gall first noticed the 01 
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also seated there; then that of Love of 0  
the occiput; aud so on—for years, witho 
the three great regions, till the greater ni 
of his faculties and their organs being fix< 
that the organs of the intellectual factdti 
anterior lobe, those of the moral scntimei 
region, and those of the animal propensi 
and posterior parts of the brain. Those, 
mit the three great classes of faculties, wit 
ing regions (which they almost instinctiv< 
are not aware that this admission implies 
details to which they object, inasmuch a 
been established only through the lattt 
they suppose, assuming a class and localil 
and mapping this out into organs of Be 
tion, &c., Gall did the very reverse; for 
by one, the organs of these and other sen 
at length that they were allied in nature 
position of the organs, and thus formed 
classes with its corresponding region of I 
tails, then, which are denied, proved or ei 
ral fact which is admitted.

In regard to Mesmerism, in like mannei
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veraally admitted. Indeed it is difficult to conceive how 
could ever have been denied, considering the abundant tea 
mony of all ages to its occurrence as a spontaneous com 
tion. We are prepared to maintain that the testimony 
favour of its production by artificial means, such as mesmei 
passes, is quite equal to that which establishes the fact 
spontaneous somnambulism; nay, that it is absolutely in 
sistible. The admission of this state as produced by Mi 
merism, or even as a spontaneous phenomenon, we look up< 
as the turning point of the controversy, as important to Me 
merism as the admission of the three great classes of fact 
ties and the three regions of the brain is to Phrenolog 
Before, however, making some observations on the bearin 
of this point, we may remark that another mesmeric phen 
menon either is now or very soon must be admitted as ur 
versally as the existence of somnambulism. We refer 
the production of insensibility to pain by Mesmerism.

It is not going too far to say, that no natural fact is mo 
satisfactorily established than this. Even the first case r 
corded in England of the performance of a capital surgic 
operation without pain on a man in the mesmeric state (tl 
case of the man Wombell, reported by Messrs Ward ai 
Topham), is supported by un amount of testimony, such a 
in any other case, would have commanded instant belief, at 
such as in every unprejudiced mind will produce entire co; 
viction of the truth of the statement, made by the patient at 
the gentlemen who mesmerised him and performed the op 
ration. The whole account of the case bears the obvious it! 
press of truth ; and the manner in which it was received 1 
the London Medical and Chirurgical Society is a very mark« 
instance of the prevalence of those fallacious notions of win 
constitutes evidence in such cases, to which we have alread 
referred, and will long remain a lasting stigma on thi 
body.

But so far is that case from being a solitary one, tin 
hundreds of similar cases have since been reported, an 
among these upwards of 100 painless operations perforiue 
by one gentleman, Dr Esdaile, in the presence of numeroi 
officials of the East India Company and others, in the Con 
pany's Hospital at Hoogly. We look on the mass of ev 
deuce adduced to shew the production of insensibility to pni 
by Mesmerism, by Dr Esdaile in his Mesmerism in India, i 
many times more than sufficient to establish that point, ha 
no other evidence existed ; but there exists even a larg« 
amount of unimpeachable testimony to the same effect in tl
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mony which was absolutely, in point of cogency, the same as 
that which in the former case produced instant conviction. 
We rather think that many imagine that they can understand, 
account for, or explain, the action of the ether, which is a 
tangible material agent, whereas the action of Mesmerism, 
being of an intangible or spiritual nature, appears to them 
incapable of being explained ; therefore, the alleged result is 
incredible, impossible, forged ! It is hardly necessary here 
to add, that we can as little explain the mode of action of 
ether as we can that of mesmeric passes.

As little is it necessary here to point out that this dis
covery of the power of ether is destined to clear away an 
enormous mass of prejudice still existing on the subject of 
Mesmerism. When people are accustomed to believe (and 
already hardly any one doubts this), that insensibility to pain 
can be caused by artificial means, they will easily discover 
that there may be various modes of doing this ; and as soon 
as they try the experiment, they will find that one of these 
is the so-called mesmeric process. They will also find that 
passes are far from being the only means of producing the 
mesmeric state. All this will take place before long; and 
people will ask themselves with wonder, how they were ever 
able to shut their eyes to the evidence laid before them of 
the power of Mesmerism in producing insensibility to pain ; 
and, above all, how they could so far forget the dignity of 
scientific investigation as to accuse medical gentlemen of the 
highest honour, and patients whose characters had been till 
then unimpeached, of conspiring to deceive the world by such 
stupid, unmeaning frauds ; frauds, moreover, which must 
infallibly have been exposed in a very short time.

Let us now consider for a little the bearing on the whole 
controversy of what we have just stated; namely, that the 
existence of the mesmeric sleep as a result of certain pro
cesses is recognized; and that the artificial production of 
insensibility to pain, in like manner, is, or presently will be, 
generally admitted.

The former of these is an immense step gained. It is but 
a few years, or rather months, since even the very existence 
of the mesmeric sleep was flatly denied, and those who, hav
ing seen it, professed their belief in it, were designated as 
either duping or duped, either rogues or fools. But now, 
most persons who have thought on the subject at all, are 
ready to admit the sleep, even while they deny most vigor
ously the existence of clairvoyance. In regard to the sleep, 
they seem to have a notion that they get rid of the matter 
by ascribing it to the imagination. “ No doubt,” they will
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with the sleep more firmly established than another, it is 
that of the divided or double consciousness, or the circum
stance that the somnambulist, when awake, does not, as a 
general rule, recollect what has occurred during his sleep, 
although he may recollect it in his next sleep. To this rule 
there are exceptions; and this fact is of itself a strong proof 
of bona fides in the patients. Were they impostors, they 
would all exhibit what is believed to be an essential mark of 
the true mesmeric sleep. Now if this divided consciousness 
exist, a lesson in fraud given in the waking state would be 
of no avail in the sleep. If it be said that the fraud is de
vised and carried out in the sleep, this admits the sleep as a 
fact, and we come again to the altogether inadmissible theory 
that all the patients and their mesmerists who have told the 
truth as to the first stage of mesmeric sleep, at once rush 
into deliberate falsehood in regard to the more advanced 
stages. We have seen many who admit the entire truth of 
the first, which they consider the least marvellous stage of 
the mesmeric condition, yet who absolutely reject the higher 
phenomena. Now it does appear to us very wonderful in
deed, that such persons, professing a wise incredulity, should 
either admit the existence of so astounding a mass of deceit 
appearing in the same forms in all parts of the civilized world, 
on the part of persons who give a true account of the earlier 
phenomena; or should not perceive that this is implied in 
their utter rejection, as the produce of fraud, of the higher, 
while they admit, as facts, the lower mesmeric phenomena. 
Least of all, are those who adopt so amazing an hypothesis 
as that of the existence of fraud in all mesmeric cases, en
titled to sneer at Mesmerism as a theory.

Having felt from the first, that the testimony in favour of 
the facts of Mesmerism was of such a nature as to entitle 
the subject to the most earnest and careful investigation on 
the part of all who feel an interest in natural truth, we have 
availed ourselves of such opportunities as have been pre
sented to us of studying the phenomena. This we have done 
in private, because, from the very nature of the thing, it is 
very ill adapted for public exhibition ; and we have, in seve
ral instances, seen and produced the ordinary mesmeric 
sleep, entire insensibility to pain, divided consciousness, and 
some others of the more common phenomena. It is altogether 
unnecessary here to specify cases or details, inasmuch as, 
with peculiarities in each case, the general results are pre
cisely such as have been described with perfect truth in hun
dreds of published cases. Most of our observations were 
made on individuals who had never been exhibited, even in
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a private party, and some of them had never been mesmer
ised before. We cannot possibly be more certain of the 
entire absence of wilful deceit or fraud in any persons or 
circumstances whatever, than in these cases ; and we are 
bound to say, that, as far as they go, they entirely confirm 
the statements of all the best writers on Mesmerism.

But our opportunities have been but very limited, and we 
have not yet met with the higher phenomena, more especi
ally clairvoyance. Still it would be contrary to all sound 
principles of reasoning were we, on that account, to deny the 
existence of clairvoyance, seeing that it rests on the testi
mony of the very same persons whose statements, in regard 
to the lower phenomena, we have found to be not only true, 
but in a high degree accurate and minute. And it would be 
even far worse, were we, because of our own want of suc
cess in the attempts to elicit those higher phenomena, to ac
cuse of imposture those same observers whose testimony we 
have in other points found to be so trustworthy. Belief is 
involuntary, and no one can insist on our believing the exist
ence of clairvoyance when we have not seen it. But not to 
believe or feel satisfied of the fact is a very different thing 
from accusing of falsehood those who say they have seen it. 
and whom we have no reason to doubt. On the other hand, 
it is not always necessary to see a fact in order to believe it. 
There are many facts which we believe on testimony, without 
having ever seen them ; and it cannot surely be said that no 
amount of testimony would be sufficient to convince us of 
the existence of clairvoyance. There are many people, nay 
there are probably some medical men, who have never seen 
a case of ague, yet none of these persons doubts that an ague 
can be cured bv means of quinine. Why is this ! Simply 
because the testimony is sufficient. It cannot be said that 
the power of quinine to cure ague is more easily explained 
than clairvoyance ; for those who have most studied the sub
ject, best know how far we are from any thing' approaching 
to a satisfactory theory of the action of quinine, or indeed of 
any other remedy. It is well remarked by a modern writer 
on physiology, that, in truth, the formation of a crystal is to 
the full as wonderful as the production of an organized being; 
and we may say, that our ordinary nightly sleep is not less 
wonderful than clairvoyance, as far as concerns our ability 
to explain these phenomena.

While, therefore, we have not yet been able to see any case 
in which the highest mesmeric phenomena have occurred, we 
find it utterly impossible to resist the mass of recorded testi
mony, both of the dead and of the living, tm this point. We
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doubt not that there may have been exaggeration ; that the 
phenomena may frequently have been ill observed ; and that 
many fallacious theories may have been founded on them : 
but making all possible allowances, there remains an amount 
of absolutely unimpeachable testimony, more than sufficient, 
if fairly weighed, to prove that, in the higher stages of the 
mesmeric sleep, the patient frequently acquires powerswhich, 
in his waking state, he does not possess. Whether these 
powers be acquired merely through an exaltation of the deli
cacy and acuteness of the ordinary senses; or whether, as 
some suppose, a new sense or senses be developed; or what, 
finally, may be the explanation or the true theory of these 
facts, we cannot say; but the evidence of the facts we hold 
to be irresistible, and to be such as, in any question where 
prejudice was not excited, would never for an instant be 
doubted. It is not within the limits of possibility, practi
cally, that so many observers, during the last sixty or seventy 
years, in so many different places, and under such various 
circumstances, should, in regaixl to clairvoyance, agree on 
all essential points, unless the facts were facts ; and besides, 
the very idea of deceit on the part, of all these observers is 
at once felt to be preposterous.

The testimony of modern observers on this subject, is 
greatly strengthened by the existence of numerous recorded 
cases of spontaneous somnambulism, exhibiting powers far 
beyond the ordinary reach of the senses; of double or alter
nate consciousness; and even of insensibility to pain. And 
although there be little recorded exactly corresponding to 
mesmeric clairvoyance, yet the agreement of the descriptions 
of the recorded cases with those of mesmeric somnambulism 
in all the recorded phenomena, is such as to give us great 
confidence in the accuracy of the modem reports. There are, 
however, some facts recorded, which would seem to indicate 
that some of the higher mesmeric phenomena had been ob
served as spontaneously occurring, generally in cases of dis
ease of the nervous system, such as hysteria and catalepsy; 
and usually ascribed to supernatural influence.

This leads us to notice the very common objection urged 
by those who are not so ready as some are to charge others 
with falsehood ; namely, that the mesmeric phenomena, being 
observed only in “ hysterical females,” are, on that account, 
unworthy of attention.

We profess our inability to perceivo the cogency of this 
argument. It cannot be meant that a fact is less a fact be
cause it occurs as a symptom of hysteria. It is probably in
tended to maintain, that hysterical females are so fanciful,
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many things that can he ascertained in 
deney, which is in itself a very curious 
worthy of careful study. Indeed, if such 
were capable of simulating the mass of 
phenomena, even in a small degree, this po 
as wonderful as clairvoyance.

But, in truth, mesmeric phenomena are 
in persons not at all hysterical, as in thos 
steria, and nearly as often in males as i 
there are some cases in which a tendency 
this has been noted and described by the \ 
rism themselves, while they all agree in t 
a most frequent characteristic of the nu 
exalted moral sense, and the highest degre 
cerity.

There is another point connected with 1 
must here be noticed. We allude to its 
remedy. There can be no doubt that if oni 
evidence which has been published, as to 
ployment of Mesmerism, had been produ 
new drug, it would long since have been tr 
titioner. Here we see the same fallacy th 
difference between the reception given to t 
insensibility to pain, as produced by Mesu 
duced by ether. Men imagine, that where 
are ascribed to a drug, a taugible means 
system, it is, somehow, easier to understa 
where there is nothing material employed.
;i ( T f A i i l f l r  f - . i l l o i - v  •— — i n  t l m  m i  ,i . U l a i ——



Phrenology and Mesmerism.

patient’s acting on himself, either by fixing the eyes on a 
point, or by concentrating the thoughts on the subject.

Of course the remedial efficacy of Mesmerism is likely to 
be exaggerated by those who have witnessed or experienced 
it. But the same remark applies to all new remedies, and 
cannot justify us in refusing to try them. An agent which 
has so powerful an effect on the nervous system, ought to be 
made the ally of the physician ; and the less understood and 
the more dangerous the power is, the more is it the duty of 
the physician to study it with care. The best precaution 
against its nbuse is the fullest possible knowledge of it. On 
the whole, we must confess, that medical men have been very 
far from attaching due weight to the evidence produced in 
favour of the curative powers of Mesmerism. Considering 
its direct and powerful influence on the nervous system, we 
should naturally expect to hear of its efficacy in diseases of 
that system ; and, accordingly, we find that the alleged be
nefits of Mesmerism have been chiefly in cases of epilepsy, 
paralysis, hysteria, neuralgia, melancholia, and mania 
Surely where other means have failed, as they too often do 
in such diseases, we are bound to try this remedy, were it 
merely on account of the respectable testimony by which it 
is recommended.

With regard to the use of Mesmerism in surgical opera
tions, the introduction of ether, as a means of producing in
sensibility to pain, will very much limit its employment. 
There is, however, much reason to conclude, that the state 
induced is the same in both methods; and, if so, we must be 
prepared for the occurrence of very great varieties in the 
effects of the ether. It is highly probable that cases will 
present themselves which will not yield to ether; and some 
of these may yield to Mesmerism. Cases also may occur in 
which ether is injurious, and in which Mesmerism may be 
safely employed. It is also to be expected, that a careful 
study of the phenomena produced by the inhalation of ether 
will throw much light on the mesmeric phenomena.

Having thus gone through the circumstances connected 
with the reception of Mesmerism, it appears that it was at 
first rejected, not for want of evidence, but because men's 
minds were so prejudiced as not to give the evidence a 
fair consideration ; that the evidence, being exactly such 
as is required in all other branches of natural science, is gra
dually producing a general conviction of the truth of Mes
merism ; that to admit the lower phenomena, and, with re
gard to the higher, to assume mala fide» on the part of all

r j i
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ought to be. As there is no difference betwee 
in the two cases, sufficient to justify the oppi 
they have met with, we cannot avoid the cc 
after some time, the evidence in favour of M 
produce its full effect, and that the subject will 
all its departments, precisely as any other bra 
science is.

II. liemarks on Monomania. By C. L ock UAH' 
M.D., Resident Physician in the Cumberlai: 
Lunatic Asylum at Dunstan Lodge, Gates 
(Extracted from the Northern Journal of 
June 1846.)

Bytheterm monomania(the partial insanity of 1' 
is generally understood a state of mind irnpre 
particular delusion, reasoning from which, as t 
inises,* the individual so affected converses 
himself insanely on points connected with hi: 
on every other subject he talks rationally, and 
managing his affairs, provided his delusion does 
them. Following out this view, authors! and 
been led to question the propriety of depriving 
rights persons labouring under some harm 
“ All these doubts,” as Ur Prichard truly obs 
been raised without reason or necessity. Thei 
a very erroneous notion as to the real nature ol 

I have never met with a monomaniac whose ' 
was centred in one erroneous impression. On 
1 believe- that a minute investigation of every
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moral insanity—that while, prior to its appearance, the in
tellectual powers of the mind were sound, the moral and ac
tive powers were diseased—that long ere any delusion was 
manifest, the kind parent had become a tyrant, the loving 
husband alienated from his wife, the benevolent deaf to the 
cry of distress, the man of honour given to deceit.

The only authors who have recognised this fact, are Drs 
Prichard and Jacobi.* Esquirol did not fully appreciate it, 
although I shall presently cite a case related by him which 
illustrates the real nature of monomania.

The importance of the bearing these considerations have 
on legal medicine is evident. If the delusion constituted the 
whole disease, it would in many instances be both unjust and 
unnecessary to deprive a man of his liberty, and of the com
mand of his property. But if the delusion be, as I have stated, 
merely a symptom of a perv erted state of the moral and ac
tive powers of the mind, the individual, whatever may be his 
delusion, is always unfit for society, and often most dangerous.

The origin and progress of monomania is well illustrated 
by the following case at present under my charge:—

M r-------- , act. 41, was admitted into the Dunstan Lodge
Asylum in December 1845.

Ten years since, he met with a disappointment with regard 
to a testamentary document. From that period symptoms of 
moral insanity have manifested themselves. He has been 
wayward and capricious in his conduct, reckless in his ex
penditure, and frequently unkind to a most affectionate wife. 
He has also squandered large sums of money in purchasing 
property, and selling it at a loss, &c. &c.

In December 1844 there supervened on this morbid state 
of the moral and active powers, a delusion that his life had 
been attempted by poison, and that liis servant had been 
bribed to administer it to him in his food. He kept fire-arms 
about his person, and threatened the life of any one who 
should attempt to enter his house, stating that an English
man’s house was his castle.

This same delusion still persists ; he will listen to no argu
ments against it. He threatens with the extreme penalty of 
the law, those who have placed him in confinement. On all 
other subjects he converses rationally, and is a very agree
able companion.

Similar is the course of monomania in the case of Mr----- ,f

* [The tendency of morbid emotion« to give riBe to corresponding partial in
tellectual E lu s io n .« han been remarked in this Journal, vol. xvi. 11. 187 8.— E d .
P-JJ

t Enquire!, I>e* Maladies Montale*, A c., tom. ii. j>. 12. 1’urU. 1838.



newspaper paragraph regarding the pretenc 
imagined himself the son of Louis XVI., whicl 
left him.

Such also were the symptoms exhibited I 
gentleman of great intellectual capacity, and 
of reasoning, w ho, from a fear that his wife 
an undue influence over his judgment, bee 
morally insane—then monomaniacal, with gi 
mind, and at last he destroyed himself.

The progress of monomania in the case o 
similar. For several years he laboured und 
moral insanity, was dejected in spirits, morose 
satisfied with himself, and suspicious of all t 
him. He then became a monomaniac, beli 
heard whispers in distant apartments of the h 
of malevolence and abhorrence.

Similar was the progress of the disease in t
----- , set. 41, who was admitted in Octobei
years prior, she had, from too grent anxiety i 
come low spirited, unsettled, and unable to a 
fairs. Her moral feelings became gradually 
perverted; she took a groundlcssdislike to man 
relatives; was capricious, wayward, and ungo 
her language became abusive in the extreme.

There was no lesion of the intellectual pnwe 
health was good, the catamenia regular. S 
this state without any improvement until abou 
when the delusion that her bed, body clothinj 
were damp, manifested itself. She sits const; 
tire, but never is she dry. At night she take 
tions to keep out the damp, the curtains are ci
and su rrounded  hv the countemane. Her m
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dans l'enfance sociale, tandis que dans les sociétés avancées, 
elle a pour cause et pour caractère, l'orgueil, l’abnégation de 
toute croyance, l’ambition, le jeu, le désespoir, le suicide. Il 
n’est pas d’époque sociale qui n’ait été remarquable par quel
ques monomanies empreintes du caractère intellectuel et 
moral de chaque époque."

A striking set of cases of monomania are those superven
ing on that variety of moral insanity commonly termed me
lancholia, and in which the imaginings are of the same som
bre tint. Such patients, after being for some time in a low 
desponding state, imagine that they are doomed to death, 
nay, that against them even the gates of eternal mercy are 
closed, and that everlasting punishment must be their lot, 
&c. &c. I have several such cases at present under my charge. 
One can almost recognise them at first sight, by the thin, 
pale, yellow face, aud the fixed, immovable expression of 
woe. I have one patient who is constantly tearing his flesh, 
crying “ Lord, have mercy upon me.” They are utterly be
yond possibility of conviction “ N’ayant* la raison lésée 
que sur un point, ill semble qu’ils mettent en action toute 
leur puissance intellectuelle pour se fortifier dans leur délire 
. . . rarement parvient on à les convaincre, jamais on ne les 
persuade."

Hallucinations and illusions are another remarkable variety 
of monomania. Patients in a state of hallucination believe, 
from the evidence of their diseased senses, in the presence 
of persons and things, which for them at least can have no
existence. Thus M argaret----- , a patient in this asylum,
sees and converses w ith her former friends, who she states 
are standing beside her. She has often long disputes with 
them, and nothing can convince her of their non-presence. 
Before the supervention of these hallucinations, she was 
morally insane. Some hear musief—others threatening 
voices, while all around is still. Some see the heavens 
opened ; others behold flames and serpents ready to devour 
them, &c. &c.

Illueions, on the contrary, depend on the false perception 
of some really existing bodily condition. Thus the illusion 
that a woriuj is gnawing at the brain may depend on head
ache—that the brain is liquefied, on the throbbing of the ar
teries—that an animal is in the stomach, on the presence of any 
form of dyspepsia. Although both illusions and hallucinations 
do, by being engrafted on a state of moral insanity, constitute 
monomania, they may also present themselves as symptoms

*  K*f|uiro!, |>. UD. t J Ibid.



have always reference to himself. They relat 
his fortune, rank, personal identity ; at others 
of body and his sensations. In the former clai 
patient, feeling himself unhappy, fancies hii 
ruined, betrayed; or, being disposed to an op 
feelings, possessed of great wealth and affluent' 
to all mankind. The difference of these irnpi 
to depend upon the different state of spirits, 
affected by the former kind of impressions ar 
minds are predisposed to gloom and forebodi: 
latter kind affect the sanguine and excitable 
themselves kings or emperors, prophets or the 
seen a French lunatic who exclaimed with gre 
of dignity, ‘ Je suis le Pape, le saint-père d< 
monomoniac who fancied himself possessed o 
once asked me if he should give me a sum of m 
down and wrote a cheque, ‘ Pay Dr Pricliar 
charge on God's bankers.' Another, a pauper 
told me, while thanking me for some medicine 
my bill in at Christmas, he would with great pi 

The prognosis in moral insanity is generally d 
much more so it must be when on that state o 
sion has been engrafted ! The treatment of i 
mands, more than any other form of insanity, n 
ledge of the character of the patient ; whethe 
kindness or severity, sympathy or ridicule, » 
greatest influence on his mind. This is the p 
treatment. The carrying out of it will vary in 
—in but few will our endeavours be successfu

I'l'XSTAN Li» u o b , March 1840.
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tat ions in fresco of Theology, Poetry, Philosophy, and Juris
prudence. The picture in illustration of Philosophy is com
monly called “ The School of Athens.”* The cartoon from 
which it was painted with some variations, is in the Ambro
sian Library at Milan. It is about 30 feet long, is drawn 
with black chalk on grey paper, and is in perfect preserva
tion. “ It represents,” says Mrs Jameson, “ a grand hall 
or portico, in which a flight of steps separates the foreground 
from the background. Conspicuous, and above the rest, are 
the elder intellectual philosophers, Plato, Aristotle, Socrates : 
Plato characteristically pointing towards heaven; Aristotle 
pointing to the earth ; Socrates impressively discoursing to 
the listeners near him," Ac. The following remarks oc
curred to me after studying both the cartoon and the finished 
fresco.

“ The School of Philosophy” possesses the great character
istics of Raphael’s genius. I t represents a scene replete with 
life, action, and interest ; yet quiet, calm, graceful, and digni
fied. The composition is excellent, and no trace of study in 
the placing and grouping of the figures is discernible. They 
all seem to have taken the places, and fallen into the atti
tudes, naturally springing out of their occupations. Each is 
engaged in his own department,—some teaching, some listen
ing, and some studying. Each is unconscious of everything 
foreign to his own occupation. The figures represent philo
sophers and students of the highest order. There is no pe
dantry, no excited intensity, nothing to proclaim conscious
ness on their part that they are distinguished men, or that 
they are doing any thing for which they expect to he ad
mired. We look on the scene of their daily life, yet we dis
cover their greatness. Some uncertainty, however, prevails 
concerning what Raphael meant to represent in this picture. 
Shortly after his death it was said to contain a religious sub
ject ; but opinion has now pretty generally settled into the 
belief that it is the “ School of Athens,” a conclusion which 
appears to me to be strongly supported by the details of the 
work itself. Kuglerj says, “ The general arrangement of 
this picture is most masterly. . . . The style is grand
and free ; a picturesque unity of effect seems to have been 
the artist’s aim throughout ; and this aim he has attained 
most perfectly.” I cordially subscribe to the soundness of 
this criticism, and add that the effect of the composition is 
increased by the entire absence of every thing like study in

*  II Vatirann de*critto ©d illustrnto, vol. vii., tav. 31.
t  Handbook of the History of Painting, Book v., chap. Jv,



Obviously“Tor tin- sake ot balancing me two 
ture. In “ The School of Athens” all is m 
ful, and the superiority of the effect strikes 
observer.

Kugler proceeds:—“ The taste of desig 
of Athens both in the nude and in drapery 
is everywhere guided by the purest sentii 
There are, however, some important exee| 
rectness of this remark. In general where 
high, Raphael gives a high moral and inte 
ment to the head, and adds to it a eorrespon< 
ful, refined, and intellectual. I trace the ij 
feel in such figures to the circumstance thaj 
is brought out by means of appropriate foJ 
tions in the head, the trunk, and the linj 
fineness of texture in the animated surfaJ 
pression, attitude, and occupation, corresp 
intellectual qualities and moral emotions, 
duates these qualities in different figures 
skill: while lowering them to represent inf 
he preserves harmony in all the parts, and j 
abrupt transitions until he reaches the bolt 
where we find the low mind accompanied bj 
harsh forms and inelegant proportions, coa 
ungraceful attitudes! For example: In this 
to the right of the centre (the left of the sp> 
seats Socrates clothed in green drapery. T1 
from the ancient busts of this philosopher, 
exactly with liis historical character. It js l 
lobe of the brain is large, and the coronal 
particularly in the situations of the organs 
and Veneration. But the portion behind I 
positilill "! IliC CM r It -M-lf ill l-t-liltimi til tllil —
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these features, and the rest of the countenance, are softened, 
elevated, and lighted up by a fine moral and intellectual ex
pression, corresponding to the high development of the moral 
and intellectual regions, and the active manifestation of these 
in which he is engaged. His figure and attitude proclaim 
the ascendency of the higher powers. They are graceful, 
earnest, and full of mind; but in his countenance the exist
ence and vigour of the lower propensities, as part of his na
ture, are distinctly recognisable. He is using his fingers in 
elucidating a proposition to his scholars, who, also earnest, 
graceful, and intellectual, are grouped around him.

In the foreground, almost in the centre of the picture, 
there is a figure reclining on a stone pedestal or table; his 
left hand is pressed on his cheek, his elbow rests on the 
table, and he is writing with his right hand. It is not men
tioned whom this figure is intended to represent; but the 
manner in which he is treated is altogether worthy of Raphael. 
Although in Athens, this man is not a Greek. He has a 
Roman head ; that is to say. the base of the brain is very 
broad, the region of the perceptive organs is largely deve
loped, but that of the coronal region is only moderately high. 
The temperament is purely bilious. This portrays a power
ful physical man, with an acute observing intellect, but with
out high moral and reflecting attributes ; and, in conformity 
with this character, Raphael has bestowed on him strong 
black hair, hardness and harshness of features, a thick form 
of person, with strong and rather coarse limbs, indicated in 
the naked knees and bands; while his attitude is constrained, 
and the forms of his drapery are heavy and iuelegant.

Nothing can be more perfectly harmonious and true to 
nature than these two figures in all their parts.

Contrasting with them both, is the figure of Diogenes re
clining in the centre of the foreground between the groups, 
and apart from all. He appears with a Greek head, which 
exhibits a comparatively narrow base of the brain, a well 
developed coronal region, and a large anterior lobe. This 
combination indicates a high moral and intellectual charac
ter, and Raphael has accordingly bestowed on him a grace
ful, well-proportioned person, of fine texture, and a graceful 
easy attitude. Yet there is an error in the face. The artist 
has given him the ill-natured cynical expression which cor
responds with his historical character ; but this is at variance 
with the soft, amiable, good, and graceful head and figure 
with which it is associated, and to which it does not belong. 
The head should have represented Self-Esteem, Destructive
ness, and Secretiveness plu*, and Benevolence, Veneration,
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BIUIC, U rn in aM^iung particular names and 
the figures we may be doing injustice to their 
for there is no authentic evidence that he mea 
present the personages now mentioned. It is 
when he deviates from the consistency of natu: 
example, he bestows on the supposed Diogeiu 
head which indicates kind, social, and bencvolei 
and combines with it a cynical expression of e( 
that he is open to just censure. Farther, these 
are placed considerably above the spectator, at 
expressions and apparent forms of the figures ii 
to vary according to my position ; whence, e: 
ment may unconsciously have been engendere 
such mistakes, I visited the pictures again ai 
compared my remarks with the best prints ; bu' 
to judge modestly, for prints are not always 
owing to occasional carelessness in copying ar 
For example, during my visits, an artist had 
and finished the chalk drawing of a copy of thii 
I observed that instead of copying the head of i 
as it is drawn by Raphael, and before describe 
the position of the ear, enlarged the posterior 
head, and, instead of rounding it, carried it pe 
up, thereby enlarging certain animal organs, dit 
organs of Concentrativeness. and enlarging i 
Esteem and Firmness. He also added a portion 
of Veneration, while he diminished the indica 
lectual power by shortening the anterior lobe. 
Socrates, the head leans gently and earnestl 
teach—the natural attitude which would be l



copy, would have carried his head high, and looked magis
terially and sternly.

Raphael's own head, as we have seen (vol. xix. p. 47.), was 
of moderate size, and his natural superiority apparently 
sprang from a high quality of brain, and an admirable com
bination of organs. The display of gigantic power and 
stormy passion, therefore, were not within the sphere of his 
natural endowments ; which was that of grace, beauty, purity, 
and calm moral and intellectual dignity. It is mentioned, 
however, that after he became acquainted with Michael 
Angelo, whose head and temperament were very different 
from his, and whose manner of feeling and painting was 
bold and energetic, he adopted a freer and bolder style, ap
proaching in some degree to that of his distinguished rival. 
Critics are divided in opinion whether Raphael really im
proved the merits of his works by this imitation of Michael 
Angelo’s manner. As might naturally be expected, the pre- * 
ference is given to his original style by those in whom the 
brain is developed similarly to Raphael's own ; while his 
adopted style is preferred by those whose brains more closely 
resemble that of Michael Angelo. Those critics especially, 
in whom the organs of Form and Size are but moderately 
developed, are distracted by the great size of the figures in 
the new style, while those in whom these organs are very 
large, feel his original style to be contracted, timid, and 
feeble. Bold forms and large masses alone fill up and gra
tify their capacious powers.

“ The Fire in the Borgo,’’* is one of the most successful 
examples of bis new manner. The Borgo is that part of 
Rome which lies close by the Vatican. It is represented as 
on fire, and in the midst of the conflagration the Pope ap
pears at a window of that palace, and stays the progress of 
the flames by miraculous power.

The first circumstance which strikes an observer, is the 
calm atmosphere in which the Pope stands: although high 
on a balcony, not a fold of his robes is moved ; while in the 
foreground, in the close neighbourhood of the fire, the 
draperies of the women who are flying from it, or carrying 
water to extinguish it, are agitated by a powerful wind—so 
violent, indeed, that Kugler speaks of “ their drapery being 
tossed in grand folds by the storm.” This is a mistake— 
there is no storm ; but Raphael, with that extraordinary 
correctness of observation which he so generally displayed 
in hist works, represents, with philosophic exactness, the
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Test enueavnur t o  display a kiiom 
perhaps from a wish to rival the powerful figM 
Angelo.” The figures of the young women a f l  
children (escajiing from the flames) here a l l t l  
certain grandeur of outline when considered ill 
effect ; which was probably all that the artist a l  
plishing. But when we examine them in detal 
to me to be unsatisfactory. The arms and legil 
are large and coarse, even to clumsiness ; andl 
expressions of their faces are of a low type. T | 
dren are lumps of fat flesh. Forms certainly! 
expressed ; but viewing them as connected wi 
and expression, they are mean forms. Is it a ril 
size alone is capable of conferring grandeur, ui 
may be pleasing in their outlines, although till 
expression be coarse and low ? Homer gave £ 
size to his gods; but he did not fill up his out) 
complete them so far as to present us with tin 
of their parts. The Artist is more circums 
figures must possess definite proportions, and 
well as magnitude ; and although grandeur m 
at in the size, yet unless the proportions 
harmonize, the result may be unpleasing.

I grant that in this picture Raphael represent 
fire, and individuals of the humblest class escn 
labouring to extinguish the flames; and that a 
troversy may be maintained whether in a pictun 
should possess grace and beauty, or only th 
which would most probably be found in then 
nature. Assuming that T
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was compatible with the subject of this picture. Nature’s 
nobility are sometimes found in the humblest rank ; and the 
painter is authorised to select them for his designs. At all 
events, he should render their different qualities consistent.

It appears to me that in this work Raphael has stretched 
his forms beyond the limits within which his genius could 
successfully deal with them. In enlarging the Bize with a 
view to attaining grandeur of effect, he has lost in some de
gree his command over proportion, texture, and expression; 
just as a fencer, who could wield a small sword with grace 
and dexterity, might strain, falter, and make awkward passes 
with a heavy claymore. All Raphael’s pictures in which he 
has attempted this grand style and form, are inferior in their 
other qualities to those in which he has followed his natural 
manner. In this opinion I am supported by the authority of 
Kugler himself, who says, that,“ like all other artists, Raphael . 
is always greatest when, undisturbed by foreign influence, he 
followed the free original impulse of his own mind. His 
peculiar element was grace and beauty of form, in as far as 
these are the expression of high moral purity. Hence, not
withstanding the grand works in which he was employed by 
the Popes, his peculiar powers are most fully developed in 
the Madonnas and Holy Families, of which he has left so 
great a number.” This criticism is sound ; and the truth 
which it embodies is a direct consequence of the cerebral de
velopment and physiological constitution which Raphael pos
sessed.

As the object of the present communication is to discuss 
tiie principles of art in connection with Raphael’s brain and 
genius, rather than to criticise his works in detail, I shall 
now consider the Cartoons—those great designs which are 
accessible to the British public, and which are justly re
garded as among the most successful productions of his pencil. 
These are pictures on a large scale, which were prepared 
for and worked by a Flemish weaver into tapestries, to 
adorn the Sistine Chapel in Rome. The originals having 
been left in neglect in the warehouse of the weaver at Arras, 
were afterwards, on the suggestion of Rubens, purchased by 
Charles I. of England. They were originally eleven in num
ber, but four of them are lost, and the remaining seven are 
now in the Gallery at Hampton Court. The intention of the 
artist was to represent certain striking incidents in the his
tory of the Church. Hazlitt gives the following description 
of them, which is correct, in so far as regards their general 
qualities :—

Com]>ure>l with these (says he), all other pictures look like oil and varnish,

Mr Combe on the Works of Raphael.
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"fill, raise, and satisfy the mind, they seem to hn\| 
thing. Everywhere else we see the means ; her 
apparently without any means. There is a spirii 
creation before u s ; we are unconscious of any sti 
gross made : we are aware only of comprehensl 
musses of figures; the sense of power supersedes thl 
It iB as if we had ourselves seen these persons and I 
state of our being, und that the drawing certain 
by some unknown spell brought back the entire i 
made them pass before us, palpable to thought, feel! 
not all this is owing to genius; something of this ell 
to the simplicity of the vehicle employed in end. 
something to the decaying and dilapidated state of thd 
They arc the more majestic for being in ruins. \V| 
with the truth of proportion, and the range of concep 
ritual. The corruptible has put on incorruption ; am 
of colour and the mouldering of material beauty, nol 
universe of thought, or the brood imminent slmdowB i 
tion and majestic pains.

This encomium relates only to the general. 
toons; a few words may be expended iu ana 
rate merits of each, and we may consider tin 
order in which they are arranged in the Gal!

1.— T h e  D eath  of A nanias.

This picture receives the highest praise f 
artists; but it is placed in such an unfavoui 
the Gallery, under the shade of a wall, that 
several visits to the collection in April 1846 
fortunate as to meet with light

Fnt* 4m
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blind, not seeing tbe sun ibr u season. And immediately there tell on 
him a mist and a darkness ; and he went about seeking some to lead him 
by the hand.”— Acts xiii. 11.

Mrs Jameson gives the following description of this Car
toon :—

The Proconsul Sergius, seated on his throne, beholds, with astonishment, 
Elymos struck blind by the word of the Apostle Pnul, who stands on the 
left ; an attendant is gazing with wonder in his face, while eight per
sons behind are all occupied with the miraculous event which is passing 
before their eyes ; two lictors are on the left ; in all fourteen figures. 
Size 11 feet 7 inches by 11 feet 1 inches.

This cartoon, us a composition, is particularly remarkable for the con
centration of the effect and interest in the one action. The figure of St 
Paul is magnificent; while the crouching abject form of Elymas, groping 
his way, and blind even to his finger-ends, stands in the midst, und on 
him all eyes ure bent. The manner in which the impression is gradua
ted from terror down to indifferent curiosity, while one person explains 
the event to another by means of gesture, are umong the most spirited 
dramutic effects Raphael ever produced.

This criticism conveys a just idea of the general effect of 
the picture ; but we may inquire into the means by which it 
is produced. Assuming the artistic qualities of drawing, 
colouring, and composition, to he present in a high degree, 
the questions remain, What kind of human beings has the 
painter introduced ? What parts has he assigned to each, aud 
in what manner has he adapted their mental and physical attri
butes to the qualities and offices which he confers on them ? 
The scene is in Greece, and an important personage in the 
drama is Sergius Paulus, the Roman proconsul, seated on his 
throne. An ordinary artist might have introduced the figure 
of any well-made man, and considered him a fit representa
tive of a Roman governor ; but not so Ruphael. He has 
placed on the throne a being the very fae-simile of the old 
Roman statues in Rome, and of the Trastevere men of modern 
days, who obviously are the descendants of the ancient Ro
mans, and who retain their organization unchanged. The 
figure is self-consistent and Roman throughout. The head 
is large ; it is broad at the base ; there is a large anterior 
lobe, a rather low coronal region, a bilious-nervous-lym
phatic temperament, and a large broad chest ; ami in exnct 
correspondence with this combination the figure is well form
ed, but thick and muscular. It is characterised by strength, 
much more than by grace or elegance ; but there is so much 
of the express stamp of intellect upon it, that it is neither 
coarse nor vulgar. The other figures are individuals, and 
their self-consistency is admirable.



"are the permanent elements 
expressed through his organization. His te 
sion is scarcely so well adapted to his circun] 
suddenly struck blind, and his whole being. I 
manifests the puzzle of the intellect which til 
but there is in the face and attitude no terror! 
anger. There is simply the puzzle, the shr 
groping of unexpected blindness. There 
either intense insensibility, or extreme Se<I 
Firmness in the character, to render such an 
puzzle without surprise or terror) natural 
stances. Whatever induced Raphael to best! 
character, he has at least the merit of rendering] 
figure self-consistent. It is reported, that 
objected to the truth of the Sorcerer’s act! 
West, who was present, requested him to shu 
walk across the room; in doing which, h< 
shrunk back, stretched out his hands, and b< 
his way, with the exact attitude and expressii 
seated. May we not infer that Raphael, by an e 
and judgment, selected the kind of man that 
the Sorcerer to be, blind-folded him, made him 
actly copied his appearance ! If so, the paint 
his model represented only a man whose eyes 
own consent, and by perfectly natural meani 
folded for the moment, and whose attitude a 
therefore, represented merely the blindness 
his situation, but nothing of astonishment or t 
simple reason, that, in his case, there was not 
either emotion. An
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base, and a full anterior lobe, developed chiefly in the lower 
and middle lines; deficient in Ideality and also in Wonder. 
The whole body and expression correspond. It is a business
like practical head, and the expression is one simply of a busi
ness-like interest in the event, with such a degree of surprise 
only as a business-like practical mind would experience. The 
temperament is bilious-nervous, and the texture of the skin 
and forms of the features indicate strength predominant over 
refinement. The character of firmness and strength pervades 
the whole figure, and the attitude and drapery display Ra
phael's usual sound judgment and correct taste.

The figure on the spectator’s extreme right (the extreme left 
of the picture) is another complete and harmonious individual. 
The temperament is nervous-sanguine-bilious, the base of 
the brain is moderate, and the moral and intelli ctual regions 
are those of a common average man. The expression is 
lively, correspondingly with the temperament; it is free from 
all taint of low propensity, correspondingly with a moderate 
base of the brain, yet it is not spiritual or poetically beauti
ful, thus harmonising with a moderate Ideality ; it is acute, 
but not profound, in accordance with a fully developed but 
not great anterior lobe; and although vivacious it is not fri
volous, in accordance w ith a full size of brain and corre
sponding solidity of character. The figure is toll, animated, 
aetive, and handsome, and although it does not attract atten
tion by its beauty, yet it is pleasing in its effects.

Next to, and backwards from, this figure, is seen an old 
man with a bald head and white beard. Compared with the 
last mentioned figure, the temperament is more purely ner
vous, and the intellectual organs are larger. Raphael has 
also given a large organ of Ideality to this head, and he has 
infused the refined quality which this combination produces, 
into the texture of the skin and expression of the counte
nance. The features are more finely cut, and there is that 
blending of fine texture, fine form, and fine colouring, which 
accompanies a great endowment of Intellect and Ideality.

Here we see that Raphael, with skill in composition and 
beauty of form and colouring, combines truth in t he individual 
characters of the beings whom he represents. He gives to 
each a certain temperament, and a certain size and form of 
head—in other words, the external signs of certain talents 
and dispositions—and then he works out all the subordinate 
details in harmony with the mental basis. Even the folds 
of the drapery are imbued with and speak forth the qualities 
indicated by the form of the head, and temperament. His 
figures, therefore, interest us as real beings with the same

Mr Combe on the Work* o f ltaphael.
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high mental and physical qualities, and harmoi 
tion is its most important element. In paintit 
ture, attitude is the only representation which 
of motion. It is motion arrested at the mome 
the artist for his event, and it is determined b 
impulses which at that instant animated the being 
Generally speaking, Raphael’s attitudes are in h 
the mental expression, and both are admirabl; 
physical qualities indicated by the brain ; but 
mentioned, there are exceptions. Guided, as h 
been, chiefly by a sort of inspiration or intuitioi 
from his own hue quality of brain, and finely coi 
brul organs, he generally reached the standard o 
nature, but not ahvays. In this picture of Elyi 
cerer, for example, Paul’s head and expression 
a hard, sharp, irritable mind, excited by anger, 
ties historically belonged to Paul; but. unfortuna' 
seems in this case not to have combined them 
pression of moral grandeur and dignity. I shall li 
to revert to this subject when treating of Paul ] 
Athens.

3. T u f  H ealing or th e  L ame Man at th e  B faptipcl
T  E M P L E .*

“ Then Peter said. Silver and gold have I none ; but ei 
give unto thee. And he took him by the right hand, i 
up."—Acts iii. 6, 7. Under the portico of the Temple 
stand the two Apostles Peter and John ; the former is 1 
hand a miserable deformed cripple, who ga/.es up in his fa



Mrs Jameson’s artistical criticisms on this cartoon in the 
Memoirs from which I have quoted this description, are 
spirited and acute, and appear to me to be sound. As her 
work is in every body’s hands, 1 shall not quote her remarks, 
but only add that in this picture St John is far inferior to the 
St John of Leonardo da Vinci in “ The Last Supper.” In the 
latter, this apostle has a large intellectual with a very high 
moral development, particularly in Benevolence and Venera
tion ; and his expression and attitude are the sweetest, the 
meekest, the most engaging and graceful, that can be con
ceived—altogether worthy of the disciple whom Jesus loved. 
Raphael’s St John has an anterior lobe of moderate size, the 
lower region predominating, while the moral region also is 
only moderately developed. He appears with a broadish face, 
a sanguine and lymphatic temperament, and a pensive but 
not a high expression of countenance ; altogether, an amiable 
but common-place man. The cripples, on the other hand, are 
represented with extraordinary skill. Their heads as well 
as their bodies are ill-formed, yet so managed as not to be 
repulsive. Their anterior lobes are pretty well developed, 
the base and back portions of the brain are large, and the 
coronal regions are deficient. The character indicated by 
this development is one of passion and animal energy, ac
companied by some degree of intellect. It tells of sin as 
well as of suffering. Here, ill-proportioned and ill-shaped 
bodies correspond with ill-shaped brains ; yet the traces of 
intellect and of animal energy, diminished, but not extinct, 
ward off all sentiment of meanness. Moreover, as much of 
grace in the attitudes and outlines as is compatible with the 
characters, is added to complete the effect.

4. T hk M iraculous D raught of F ishkb.*

“ When Simon Peter suw it, he fell down at Jesus' knees, saying, 
Depart from me, for I am a sinful man, O Lord.”—Luke v. 8. On the 
left Christ is seated in a bark, in the net of speaking to St Peter, who has 
fallen on his knees before him ; behind him is a youth, and a second bark 
is on the right. Two men are busied drawing up the nets miraculously 
laden, while a third steers. On the shore, in the foreground, stand three 
cranes ; and in the distance are seen the people to whom Christ had been 
preaching out of the ship or boat.

Mrs Jameson adds: “ In this cartoon the composition is 
very beautiful ; and the execution, from its mingled delicacy.

* Lib. cit., vol. vii., tav. 11. Tliis ¡»Into also is reversed, and in some pnr- 
t ic u U n  altered . The form of th e  hem! of Christ i# rnthor improve«! upon that 
o f the rertoon, hu t the exprewiion is unw orthy of the chw ncler.
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ngure is nne, tree. m utual. ami 
happily treated. Whatever might have been it 
simple attitude, it is here turned partially to t 
effect of which position is, that it appears to rise 
the region of Self-Esteem and Love of Approbati 
is so far forward that a short, poor look is given 
teriur lobe; and the coronal region, as presented i 
tator, is only full. The diminished appearance of 1 
lobe arises from the face being partially turne 
spectator. This attitude is attended with the do 
vantage: while it takes off from the apparent sizi 
terior, it enlarges that of the posterior portion of 
a sure method of detracting from flie indication 
character. Another consequence is, that the ft 
small, and the lower part of the face recedes so i 
have an air of feebleness. The temperament is 
lymphatic, and the character expressed by the fig 
ther, is that of a soft, sanguine, amiable, small 
hand also appears small.

The other figures, particularly the two in th 
Jesus, are full of life and truth. They have prac 
in which the knowing intellectual organs predoii 
an average coronal region, and bilious temperan 
are not men of a high order: but they are first-rat 
of their class. The incident in the text before c 
presented in the most admirable manner. Si 
a plain Jewish fisherman, is here penetratei 
body, by a profound sense of the greatness of 
and of his own unworthiness ; but in his expresi 
no weak surprise, no crouching or recoiling, a 
himself a base being : the effect produced is a
rational apprehension of his Master’s holiness
------------- ____________Ji___- l i - L i l . ._________1 _ J



11 strange black birds," be they herons or cranes, partake of 
the excitement of the men, ami add greatly to the spirit of 
the picture.

5 . P a u l  anu  B a r n a b a s  a t  L y s t r a .*

'* Then the priest of Jupiter which was before their city brought oxen 
and garlands unto the gates, and would have done sacrifice with the people; 
which when the apostles Barnabas and Paul heard of, they ront their 
clothes.”— Act* xiv. 18, 14. On the left Paul and Barnabas arc standing 
beneath a portico, and appear to recoil from the intention of the towns
men to offer sacrifice to them ; the first is rending his garment and re
buking a man who is bringing a ram to be offered. On the right, near 
the centre, is seen a group of the people bringing forward two oxen ; a 
man is raising an axe to strike one of them down ; his arm is held buck 
by a youth who, baring observed the abhorrent gesture of Paul, judges 
that the sacrifice will be offensive to him. In the foreground appears 
the cripple, no longer so, who is clasping his hands with an expression of 
gratitude ; his crutches lie useless at his feet: an old man, raising part 
of his dress, gazes with a look of astonishment on the restored limbs. In 
the background, the forum of Lystra, with several temples. Towards the 
centre is seen a statue of Mercury, in allusion to the words in the te x t: 
“ And they called Paul, Mercurius, because he was the chief speaker.”

The composition of this cartoon is highly praised by artists, 
but as a picture it is not so interesting to me as those before 
mentioned. Paul is tearing open his vestments to shew them 
that he is a man, and his face is looking down, and much in 
the shade. The forms and expression are hard, harsh, and 
unpleasing. Barnabas stands behind him, and in the cartoon 
his head is indistinctly seen ; but in the plate mentioned in 
the foot-note, he is represented with a deficient anterior lobe, 
the reflecting region almost wanting, a small coronal region, 
and a large base of the brain, all enveloped in a thick massy 
covering of hair. The forms and expression of the face cor
respond with this combination. He is a silly, angry, excited, 
gaping, staring man. Paul beside him looks, in the plate, 
like a Jupiter Tonans, he is so powerful, and so full of scorn. 
The most interesting objects are two beautiful, intelligent, 
natural-looking boys standing at the altar, and a vigorous, 
athletic man, who, with an uplifted axe, is about to kill an 
ox in sacrifice. This man’s head is, in point of form, a com
mon one, but it is large ; the temperament is bilious, the 
thorax ample, and the figure is strong, hard, and muscular; 
every line of it being in harmony with all the rest. The ox 
is well painted ; and, on narrowly examining the heads to 
the right of the spectator (left of the cartoon), some of them

* M b. cit., vol. vii„ ti»v, 8. This p lat*  »l»o in reversed.
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Athens, 1 perceive that in all things ye are t 
passed by and beheld your devotions, I found 
tion, To the unknown God.”—Acte xvii. 22,

Mrs Jameson gives the following < 
this picture: “ Paul, standing on so 
preaching to the Athenians in the Ai 
are three philosophers of the different 
Epicurean, and the Platonic ; beyond 
disputing among each other. On the r 
figures of Dionysius the Areopagite a 
Dentaria, of whom it íb expressly said tl 
clave unto him.’ On the same side, i 
seen the statue of Mars, in front of a 
point of pictorial composition this cart( 
in the series. St Paul, elevated above 
dignified in bearing, as one divinely ins 
and position, ‘ stands like a tower.’ Tl 
has been imitated from the fresco of Ma 
at Florence. There Paul is represente 
in prison. One arm only is raised, th 
upward : he is speaking words of conso 
the grated bars of his dungeon, behin 
form of St Peter. Raphael has taken I 
raised the two arms, and given the wh< 
energy wanting in the original. The j 
him are not to be considered a mere pro 
of individuals ; among them several tigi 
to personify a class, and the different st 
sophy may be easily distinguished. H( 
ing deeply, and fabricating objections ; tl 
on his staff, giving a steady but scomfu
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••licit troth or acknowledge conviction. At a considerable 
distance in the background are 9een two doctors of the Jewish 
law. The varied groups, the fine thinking heads among the 
auditors, the expression of curiosity, reflection, doubt, convic
tion, faith, as revealed in the different countenances and 
attitudes, are all as fine as possible: particularly the man 
who has wrapped his robe around him, and appears buried in 
thought. This figure also is borrowed from Masaccio. The 
closed eyes, which in Masaccio might be easily mistaken for 
sleeping, are not in the least ambiguous in the cartoon; his 
eyes indeed are closed, but they are closed with such vehe
mence that the agitation of a mind perplexed in the extreme 
is seen at the first glance. But what is most extraordinary, 
and 1 think particularly to be admired, is that the same idea 
is continued through the whole figure, even to the drapery, 
which is so closely muffled about him that even his hnnds are 
not seen ; by this happy correspondence between the expres
sion of the countenance and the disposition of the parts, the 
figure appears to think from head to foot.”

I have cited this criticism at full length, because, although 
it coincides with the opinions generally expressed by con
noisseurs and artists, I am reluctantly led to dissent from 
it in relation to the most important figure in the picture, 
namely, that of St Paul himself. This figure appears to me 
to be the least successful representation of a great moral 
character which Raphael has left behind him. I was struck 
with its deficiencies in the tapestry woven from the cartoon 
when I saw it in the Vatican; then the idea occurred to me 
that the weaver must have altered the head; but on studying 
the original cartoon in Hampton Court, I find that it bears 
exactly the same character. The anterior lobe is of only mo
derate size, the coronal region is deficient, and the base and 
hind portions of the head are very large ; all indicating a 
low, irritable, contentious disposition, unredeemed by great 
moral and intellectual powers. St Paul, highly excited, is 
uttering the words, “ Ye men of Athens, I perceive that in 
all things ye are too superstitious but the excitement, al
though true to the character of the head, is altogether in
consistent with that of a great and good man. In the forms 
and expression of the face, there is no intellectual depth, no 
moral grandeur, even no religious inspiration. On the 
contrary, there is a sharp, querulous, and almost mean ex
pression, bespeaking a small brain and feeble mind, roused 
by anger.

St Paul’s combination of faculties probably presented a dif-
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guage, he must have had a large brain, with 
of Combativeness, Destructiveness. Self-Estee 
ness, giving rise to vehemence, severity, and 
also large organs of Conscientiousness. Wonde 
tion, producing moral sincerity and religious e 
all which must have been added a large ante 
reflecting region predominating; for he rnanifes 
of character in his actions, and powerful met 
argumentative talents in his writings. Rap! 
lmd too decided a predominance of the moral ai 
organs in his own brain to be able to realize 
ness or inward state of being of such a mat 
vividly as to be able to represent him successf 
of excitement. Singularly enough, and in coi 
this conjecture, he did not himself invent this fi 
cording to tradition, borrowed it from Masac 
must have laboured under great difficulties befi 
to borrow an entire figure from any artist, ai 
he must have been deserted by his intuitive ge 
adopted the St Paul of Masaccio. The portraits 
er represent him as having had very large km 
especially those related to art, but to have bee 
rately gifted with those of reflection ; and he al 
fore, but ill qualified to penetrate into the chi 
Paul, and to realize him on canvas.

The original of Raphael’s figure has been asc 
critics to Filipino Lippi, a monk ■* whose life a] 
been most scandalous, even without considerati 
ligious habits.” If so, he too was a polluted 
which to derive the image of a great tencher o 
I have not seen Lippi’s figure, but Raphael’s i 
very close to that of Masaccio that I am dispi
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selves in such an expression of countenance and body, could 
, not have roused, or detained for five minutes, the attention 

of the superior order of men who constitute his audience. 
Combativeness and Destructiveness give great fire and 
power to the mental manifestations, when combined with high 
moral and intellectual qualities; and this combination, we 
have reason to believe, characterised St Paul in an eminent 
degree. We have here, however, only the querulousness 
and excitement of the lower feelings, without the weight, 
dignity, refinement, and mellow blending softness of the 
higher powers. By nature, St Paul belonged to that 
class of men of which Luther and John Knox are eminent 
specimens; and we know by their portraits that, they pos
sessed the combination of the higher with the inferior organs 
which I have here ascribed to St Paul. Raphael himself 
must be placed in the class of which Melancthon is a fit re
presentative; and hence, as I have said, probably arose his 
difficulty in drawing St Paul from his own inspiration.

The drapery, attitude, and figure of St Paul, merit the artis- 
tical encomiums bestowed on them ; but they are not in har
mony with the mind of which they are the expression. To 
have been correct, they should have been less dignified and 
graceful. They are are far superior to the head and expres
sion ; but this remark is more applicable to Raphael's figure 
than to that of Masaccio. In the latter, the head of St Paul 
presents large size, large organs of the propensities, great 
Firmness, and powerful intellectual organs; while the atti
tude, drapery, and expression, are characterised by a vigor
ous strength, more than by grace and refinement. Raphael 
has lowered the character of the head and facial expression, 
while he has added to the grace and dignity of the attitude 
and drapery. Sir Joshua Reynolds, in the passage before 
quoted, recognises the fact that, in a perfect picture, the 
drapery even bespeaks the mind which animates its folds. 
That this is the case in nature may be discovered by any 
good observer, who studies the dress of an elegant, sensitive, 
and accomplished woman when in high health and spirits, 
and observes it again when she has the misfortune to suffer 
under an attack of hypochondriasis, or other disease accom
panied by nervous depression. The apparel may be the same, 
but she no longer communicates to it the spirit, grace, and 
air, which formerly pervaded it in every fold. A poor, cold, 
lifeless tawdriness has taken the place of the elegance and 
elasticity of health. According to this principle, the mind 
represented in the head and face of St Paul never could have 
produced the air, attitude, and grace of the person and 
drapery bestowed on him.
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losophers, men of mind and learning, asst 
science and letters. In both pictures the 
On analyzing and contrasting the groups i 
however, we find in “ The School of Ath 
gentlemen. High moral and intellectu 
themselves in calm, refined, graceful, and 
ances, attitudes, and draperies. We arc ir 
of the noblest faculties of man, clothed wi 
sonified. In “ Paul Preaching," on the otli 
inferior class of persons. They are not a f 
ccllaneous group, accidentally assembled, 
pressions, and attitudes, are lower, but 
specimens of humanity. The penetratio 
ment, which led Raphael to make such dis 
ly admirable and wonderful.

7. T h e  C harge to St P eter.* — “ Feed my Sh<
Christ is standing and pointing with the righ 

sheep ; his left hand is extended towards Peter, w 
kneels at his feet. The other ten apostles stand b 
with various gestures and expression, to the words 
the background a landscape, and on the right the Lai 
a fisher's bark.

In this picture Christ stands at full len; 
towards the spectator. Raphael has be 
brain of an average size, with a moderate a 
nevolenee and Veneration are well de veli 
and Wonder are deficient, and the expres 
tenance corresponds with this combination 
sober, serious, good man, taking leave of 1 
is deficient in depth of thought, weight at
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same forms and expression appear in two others, whose full 
faces are presented to the spectator. The whole picture ap
pears to me to be much inferior in vigour and inspiration to 
several others of the cartoons.

Here I beg leave to close my remarks on Raphael and his 
works. I fear that to many of your readers they may have 
appeared tedious and uniuteresting ; but I hope that to the 
thoroughly instructed phrenologist some principles may have 
been stated, which may serve to direct his judgment in 
criticising works of art. I have aimed also at shewing that 
the highest genius, placed in the most favourable circum
stances, cannot, without the science of his art, always attain 
to the most perfect conceptions of his figures, or preserve the 
consistency of nature in working out his details. If I have 
cited few, and these only the most popular authorities, in 
regard to the opinions, which I have either approved of or 
ventured to controvert, it is because, in the works on 
art which I have read, I have succeeded in finding but little 
sound or serviceable philosophy. The Discourses of Sir 
Joshua Reynolds, and the criticisms of Kugler and Mrs 
Jameson, appear to me to be more generally characterised 
by solid sense and truth, than the works of many other 
authors ; and it is on this account that I have confined my 
citations chiefly to them. Many of Mr Haydon’s principles 
of art also are sound, and were drawn by him avowedly from 
Phrenology ; but his knowledge of the science was only ge
neral and superficial. The merits of the principles of criti
cism now propounded can be competently judged of by those 
only who are to some extent physiologists, phrenologists, 
and observers of life and manners, as well as students of art ; 
and by the judgment of such I am ready to stand or fall-

G e o . C o m b e .
4.1 Mk i.v i i .l e  St r e e t , E d in b o u g h ,

20lh Augutt 1846.

Dr Davey on the Character o f the Cingalese.

IV. The Character of the Cingalese phretiologically considered. 
Read before the Ceylon Branch of the Asiatic Society 
of Great Britain, in August 1845, by J. G. D a v e y , M.D.* *

The social position of nations, equally with that of the indi
vidual, is satisfactorily explained by a reference to the cere-

* Abridged from the Ceylvn *)verlun<l ()b$ervtr (Colombo) of loth April 1846, 
where Ur Davey published his essay in consequence of the decision of the



should he allowed to observe, mar w.m 
bach, the eminent German physiologie 
varieties, viz., the Circassian, the Mong< 
the American, and the Malay. It is not 
this classification of the human species i 
plete ; all that can be said of it is, that i 
prominent characteristics of mankind. ' 
a great number of people scattered thro 
tinents of Asia, Africa, and America, wl 
cal a character as to render it doubtful to 
varieties of Blumenbach they may belong 
is, however, of much importance, and of : 

The Circassian variety of man, to whi 
markable for its fine bodily formation. rJ 
well proportioned ; the forehead is broad 
is handsome, and the features delicatel 
arranged. The Circassian or Caucus 
eminent in all those mental and corpore; 
distinguish man from brutes. It is to 
variety that Milton’s lines apply—

“ For contemplation he and valour 
For softness she, and sweet attra<

The intellectual faculties of its individu* 
the highest cultivation, while the senses 
and seeing, are much less acute than in 
sophy and the fine arts flourish in it as 
To the vigorous constitution, the animal 
mental qualities of the Caucasian, mu 
prominent position in this world’s histc
Committee o f Management of the Society that it shot 
actions. The Committee probably disliked some of i 
sions and averments, which are omitted in our al
phrenologists will agree with ns in regarding the f«
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veloped braiu alone must be referred the very marked pro
gress of the Circassian race towards civilization. The ample 
brain it is which has placed this variety of mankind at so im
measurable a distance beyond every other. To it, we owe 
nearly all that dignifies the name and enhances the happiness 
of the human being. All that we possess of written litera
ture—from the poetic, historical, aud philosophic treasures of 
Greece and Rome, and the romantic creations of Arabian 
fancy, to the productions of the modern press—has emanated 
from the Caucasian variety of mankind. Aristotle, Plato, 
Homer, C®sar, and Euclid, among the ancients, were of this 
variety; and so were Newton, Bacon, Locke, Milton, and 
Shakspeare. The arts and sciences are almost exclusively 
known to this people. * * * Not only are we indebted to 
the Caucasian family of mankind for free political institutions, 
elective senates, and jury trials ; for the coinpass, the steam- 
engine, and chronometer, not forgetting, too, the art of print
ing ; but also must acknowledge it to have been the first to 
raise Woman from the condition of a slave to that of an equal 
with Man, and thereby make her a partner in his joys aud 
sorrows, his hopes and fears. The happy combination of in
tellect and courage in the Caucasian variety has enabled it 
to subjugate tbe entire world; before its superior resources 
every other people has successively yielded. Would that I 
could add that the conquering European has never abused his 
great power.

The Mongolian variety, of which the Chinese may be taken 
as an example, though possessed of excellent natural abilities, 
and presenting in its social and political condition very marked 
evidences of an advanced civilization, yet cannot be put on a 
level with the Caucasian. Professor Broussais says, that the 
Chinese nation is, perhaps, the best organised that we are 
acquainted with ; the intellectual organs are large; the nation 
produces philosophers, theologians, and some profound think
ers ; but their knowledge of the natural world, which can 
alone correct the notions of man, is imperfect; and whenever 
the Chinese intelligence quits the arts in which it excels, its 
operations are confined to the innumerable signs of a language 
too long for the life of man to comprehend, and thus produce 
nothing but ontological chimeras. Should the day arrive 
when the Chinese nation, having reformed its language and 
thrown aside its prejudice, shall throw open its cities to free 
communication with the rest of mankind, and send its children 
to be educated in our capitals, and initiated in our acquire
ments, the progress of the nation will undoubtedly be rapid 
and immense.
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foot on their soil. Partial exceptions to this description, as 
Mr Combe observes, may be found in some of the Southern 
districts of North America; but the numbers who have 
adopted the modes of civilized life are so small, and the pro-

f-ess made by them so limited, that, speaking of the race, 
do not exaggerate in saying that they remain to the present 

hour enveloped in all their primitive barbarity, and that they 
have profited nothing by the introduction among them of Arts, 
Sciences, and Philosophy.

The Malay variety of man is, by some naturalists, described 
as holding an intermediate rank between the Circassian and 
the Ethiopian. The moral character of the Malays, generally 
speaking, is of an inferior order. They are possessed of a 
peculiarly active temperament, and are said to be fond of 
maritime enterprise. They exhibit considerable intellectual 
capacity, and are an ingenious people. The political condi
tion of the Malays partakes of that character which naturally 
belongs to a people of their mental attributes. Their form 
of government is essentially monarchical; and although their 
laws and institutions partake of a large amount of the selfish 
and exclusive principle, they are nevertheless infused with a 
full share of reason.

Such, then, are the five varieties of mankind adopted by 
Blumenbach, who is followed by most modern philosophers. 
I have here some drawings which represent very faithfully the 
Circassian, Mongolian, Ethiopian, American, and Malay. Of 
the first three are here shewn very correct drawings of the 
skull: it is quite impossible for any oue to look at these, and 
not to be directly struck with their strong dissimilarity. Re
garding the form and size of the skull as indicative of the 
form and size of the brain, and looking on the latter as the 
index of the mental capacities and inclinations of the indi
vidual, we must be convinced, that to each one of the three 
must have belonged very distinct and permanent features of 
character, and which of course now belong to their successors. 
We can have no difficulty in making choice of the position 
held by the Ceylonese among these several varieties described. 
I have here a very beautiful aud correct portraiture of a 
Cingalese skull. If you look at it critically you will perceive 
that it more nearly resembles the Circassian than any other; 
their general character is to a certain extent alike, though, 
as I shall explain, they differ much in certain particulars.

In judging of the peculiarities of any one of t he many sub
divisions of the Caucasian variety (as of the Hindoo or 
Cingalese), we must, of course, be influenced by those general 
principles which are invariably recognised in our examination
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brain, or the organs of the animal propensities. In short, 
the cerebral confirmation of the European indicates a higher 
natural power of reflection, and a greater natural tendency 
to justice, benevolence, veneration, and refinement, than that 
of the Cingalese. I here present to your notice a drawing of 
two skulls, the one a European and the other a Cingalese, 
and both, of course, Circassian or Caucasian. I beg you to 
compare the Ethiopian cranial development with them ; the 
contrast cannot fail to strike one as very remarkable and in
teresting. The low and receding forehead, the depressed 
coronal region, and the largely developed posterior and in
ferior regions of the brain of the Ethiopian or New Hollander, 
plainly bespeak their lost and unhappy condition. The posi
tion of Ceylon, then, in the world’s history, is fully explained 
to us. The very moderate intellectual powers of the Cingalese, 
ns indicated by the form of the forehead, would naturally 
render them, as a people, the dupes of a designing and selfisîi 
aristocracy or priestcraft. Their timid disposition, and easy 
aud enduring character, their want of a proper courage or 
spirit of contention, as plainly indicated, too, in their cerebral 
configuration, has rendered them very little else than the 
slaves of succeeding powers—as the Malabars, the Portuguese, 
Dutch, and English. These several nations possess the com
bative propensity in great vigour, whereas the Cingalese have 
it not. The propensities most active in them are cunning, 
pride, the love of gain, and the love of offspring. If you look 
to the skulls of the Cingalese, you will not fail to observe that 
those parts of the brain which infuse an energy and force of 
character into the individual, in short, the combative and de
structive propensities, are sadly deficient. I here present to 
you the drawings of two skulls, a Cingalese and a Tardy [?], in 
which this fact is plainly demonstrated. In the Hindoo head 
the very same fact obtains ; and therefore it is that we have 
seen millions of both Cingalese and Hindoos conquered by a 
mere handful of Europeans, and kept by them in a state of 
mere servitude. What the Cingalese want in energy and 
force of character, they compensate by extreme cunning and 
cautiousness, qualities which are as plainly indicated in their 
cerebral configuration, as is their muscular strength and mode 
of progression by their physical organization. * * * *

The observations above made on the various races of man 
are, of course, intended to be considered in a general sense, 
rather than in a particular one ; their general truth is proved 
by a reference to the following table of Professor Morton’s, 
which demonstrates the relative capacity of the skulls of all 
the varieties of mankind. The advantage is plainly shewn

Dr Darcy on (he Character o f the Cingalese.
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sentiment, feeling, or propensity. In such a ease, the parti
cular disposition would be the effect of his individual cerebral 
conformation. In the endless diversity of individual forms, 
says Mr Lawrence, many instances are met with, in each 
variety of mankind, of organizations approaching to that of 
the others; so that among many Europeans and Negroes we 
might select skulls in which it would be difficult to determine 
the predominant character of the numerous tribes or nations 
in each division; some come nearer to one, and some to the 
other, of the two immediately adjoining varieties. We must, 
therefore, conclude that the diversities of features and of 
skulls are not sufficient to authorise us in assigning the dif
ferent races of mankind in which they occur to species ori
ginally different. This conclusion will be strengthened by 
the analogies of natural history. The differences between 
hurnun crania are not more considerable, nor even so remark
able, as some variations which occur in animals confessedly 
of the same species. * * * However, without dwelling
on this matter, I will, in conclusion, briefly allude to the 
practical inferences from the foregoing observations. If the 
favourable exceptions to a rule just now mentioned, in the 
persons of the Cingalese kings, Rammohun Roy, and the 
Negro Capitein, have occurred spontaneously, it may be asked, 
Might we not take the hint and cultivate such, and hereby 
elevate the whole human race, and introduce among them 
the arts and sciences of civilized life 1 There can be little 
doubt that, supposing the inferior races of man were placed 
under the most favourable circumstances for the develop
ment of the higher mental powers, they would be very ma
terially benefited—that certain faculties once feeble would 
be then seen to take in an increased activity, proportionate 
to the stimuli offered to them—that in fact an important 
step would then have been made towards their amelioration 
and advancement, and very probably the number of such ex
ceptions as those I have mentioned would be increased. But 
I would nevertheless caution the enthusiastic philanthropist, 
and beg him to moderate his expectation, if he were to ima
gine that any kind of educational means could elevate the 
Ethiopian, Carib, or New Hollander, or even the American 
and Malay—including, too, the Cingalese—to an intellectual 
and moral equality with the European. It is the expressed 
opinion of Cuvier, Blumenbacli, Bufl'on, Camper, Gall, Law
rence, Spurzheim, Elliotson, Abernethy, Hunter, and a host 
of naturalists and physiologists of unexceptionable authority, 
that the type of every living thing is unchangeable, that cir
cumstances of whatever kind, whether accidental or acquired, 
can only modify its physical or organic conditions, and that

Dr D o tty  on the Character of the Cingalese.
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150Case of Inherited Destruetiveness in a Hoy,

previously told that he was a wonderful example of here
ditary mental faculties, the exhibition of which was, in his 
case, as strong and characteristic, as if the son of a Cuvier, 
for instance, had given, even from boyhood, indications of a 
genius equal to his father’s for the natural sciences. As 
soon as I saw him, I perceived that some good-natured im
position had been practised upon me. He was of a nervous- 
lymphatic temperament, with fair and nearly pearl-coloured 
hair, and squinting eyes. The outline of his very pale face 
was oval, with a narrow, low, and retreating forehead, the 
frontal protuberances of which were but slightly marked. 
The whole of the back of his head was of an enormous size; 
and, what struck me most, the posterior two-thirds of the 
squamous Buture of the temporal bone presented a remark
ably elevated convexity of a longitudinal segment of an 
ovoid. These were the boy’s characteristic features. I 
asked, as if in jest, whether his father was a butcher. The 
answer was, that his father belonged to a wealthy and gen
teel family, and that he had gone through a regular course 
of studies at one of the universities. On my declaring that 
I was unable to discover in the boy any other mark of pre
dominant psychical tendencies than that of an instinctive 
propensity to destruction and murder, the following state
ment was made, before two witnesses, by an enlightened 
and most worthy priest, whose efforts were at the time 
directed to counteract, by education, the evil propensities in 
the boy’s nature.* “ This boy is exceedingly fond of hand
ling knives ; he constantly tries to steal one away from the 
dinner-table, that he may go out and play with it. His 
kntfe-playing consists in running against any one who comes 
near him, both with threatening gestures and words. He 
always uses the following Italian phrase—‘ Guarda che ti 
ammazzo’—‘ Take care, or I'll murder you.’ When he can
not get at a knife, he will lay hold of a nail, or a piece of 
wood, and go with it to his favourite sport. He will turn 
his weapons even against his mother, whenever she attempts 
to dispossess him of them. When he is alone, he attacks the 
walls and household furniture, trying to pierce them with his 
iron instrument, and still exclaiming, as usual, ‘ Guarda che 
ti ammazzo.’ He will sometimes even turn it upon himself, 
muttering, ‘ I ’ll murder myself.’” I asked howr he could pos
sibly have inherited such a murderous disposition from a

* All tuatter-of-fuct details contained in this statement are authenticated 
by autographic documents, which may be seen upon application to the Abbe 
Restani [at Milan],
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employed. The greatest sagacity is necessary to distinguish 
the degree of importance to be attached to each influencing 
element, and we have frequent proofs that even clever men 
have been led into absurdities by ascribing to certain causes, 
influences produced by other causes which they bad neglected 
to take into consideration.’’—(P. viii.) Dr Tburnam shews 
himself deeply convinced of the truth here enunciated ; and 
his work is an elaborate, valuable, and praiseworthy contri
bution towards the improvement of the statistics of insanity, 
and the drawing of just conclusions from numerical data 
when obtained. “ Whilst I contend,” says he, “ for the uti
lity, present and prospective, of carefully reported numerical 
statements of the results obtained in asylums and hospitals 
for the insane, I freely admit that the way in which tables 
are frequently presented in reports, as proofs of certain con
clusions, is empirical and unsound. The statistical returns 
form only a part of the data necessary for a right comparison 
of the results obtained in different establishments ; and the 
circumstances which remain unfigured would doubtless, if 
obtained, in many instances lead us altogether to reverse 
our judgment. In such cases of hasty induction, however, 
the error is in the logic rather than in the statistics. A pri
mary object of the following pages is the attempt to shew 
how far, and in what manner, such comparisons are war
ranted in the present condition of the statistics of asylums, 
and to advocate various methods for the improvement of 
these statistics. Because the information we obtain from 
this source, whether from inherent or accidental causes, is 
more or less imperfect in its character, we are not, I think, 
justified in neglecting numerical returns altogether. Rather, 
on the contrary, let us mortify that spirit of crude and over 
hasty generalization, which has been well stated, by a dis
tinguished philosopher, to be a prevailing error of the 
present age, and let us apply ourselves to the careful obser
vation and registration of facts, and to the cautious deduc
tion of inferences from them.’’—(P. vii.)

The work is divided into’three chapters:—I. On the me
thods of deducing and exhibiting the results of t reatment ; 
and on the circumstances in the character of the cases ad
mitted, capable of influencing their results ;—II. On the 
influence exerted on the statistical results, by the several 
particulars of treatment, in asylums and hospitals for the 
insane;—III. On the results of treatment in the principal 
asylums and hospitals for the insane, in Great Britain and 
Ireland, the United States of America, and Continental 
Europe. Three essays follow :—I. On the relative liability of
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it; and in such cases the accused ought to have the full 
benefit of every reasonable doubt. But whilst we admit this 
frequent impairment of the moral sense and feelings in the 
partially insane, we must not forget that there are few in 
whom the powers of the will, the reason, and the conscience 
are so far undermined, as to render them altogether inca
pable of self-control, and consequently irresponsible. Most 
of the improvements which, of late years, have taken place 
in the treatment of the insane, have flowed from the more 
decided recognition of the principle of more or less power of 
self-control remaining in the insane; and there could hardly 
be anything more inconsistent with modern, and. as I believe, 
correct, views of moral treatment than the adoption by me
dical or legal authorities, or by any considerable part of the 
public press, of the doctrine that the plea of insanity in all 
cases of crime, in the partially insane, ought to be admitted in 
bar of punishment. There can indeed be no doubt that the 
fear of disgrace and of punishment operates strongly and 
often salutarily on many more or less partially disordered 
minds; and if in our courts of justice, the plea in question 
should come to be indiscriminately admitted in all cases of 
partial insanity, one strong incentive to self-restraint, one 
important aid in the proper treatment of mental disorders, 
would doubtless be withdrawn, and with what amount of evil 
result to society I will not here presume to determine. It 
can never be too fully impressed on the minds of medical wit
nesses, in cases which involve this plea, that there is no defi
nition or test of insanity that, will apply to all cases, and that 
the interests of society and of humanity alike demand that 
every case should be judged by its own merits, and not by 
reference to any single test or standard whatever."—(P. 48.)

The following remarks on the duty of the sane to the in
sane will meet with a response in every well-constituted 
mind:—

There are not, and cannot be, two opinions as to its being the duty 
of those entrusted with the care of the insane, to use every possible means 
to promote their recovery; but, as has been observed by an anonymous 
but eloquent writer, it was asked by Plato, os it is sometimes asked even 
at the present day, “ W hat has society to gain by the protracted existence 
of lunatics ? W hat, in England, too, whose population according to 
some philosophers, is increasing so much faster than subsistence ? Much. 
It is a law of nature that every man should be liable to innumerable 
diseases,—secure from none. No one can look forward with certainty 
to a constantly serene course. 1 he heart that beats well to-night may 
fail on the morrow; the subtle brain, playing in all its might, and 
throwing off thick-coming thoughts, may in a day be cast into irreparable
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of’ the patients should not be forgotten; and whilst, on the 
one hand, the error of a too scanty diet should be avoided, 
that of a too stimulating and highly aniinalized one should 
be equally so on the other. As a general rule, the diet for 
all classes of the insane should be approximated to that of 
the respectable middle classes of this country; that of the 
insane pauper being somewhat more liberal and nutritious 
than he usually, or at least frequently, meets with in his own 
cottage ; whilst that of the wealthy insane person should be 
simpler and plainer than that of which he generally partakes 
at his own table.”—(P. 00.) I t  appears that in the existing 
large asylums there is such a difference in the quantity and 
description of the food as would demand enquiry and equali
zation, even if there were no reason to infer that diet has so 
great an influence on recovery as it seems to have. “ In the 
three asylums with the more liberal diet, we find that the 
recoveries averaged 43 7 per cent., and that the mean mor
tality was 0-35 per cent.; whilst in the four institutions in 
which the diet was less liberal and nutritious, the recoveries 
only averaged 36‘75 per cent, and the mean mortality was 
as high as 14 54 per cent. I t must not, however, he for
gotten that there may be, and no doubt are, other circum
stances in the condition of these asylums, which materially 
influence the results of treatment, and which will thus explain 
many of the discrepancies in the results which the table 
exhibits ;* but, though this is the case, I cannot but conclude 
that the amount of difference which does exist, is in great 
measure dependant upon the difference in the diet.”—(P. 66.)

The author next proceeds to consider the medical treat
ment of the insane; which he does under the two heads of 
“ Physical and phurmuccutic treatment,” and •* Moral treat
ment”—the latter including “ prevention of injury—res
traint “ removal of exciting and aggravating causes 
and “ diversion of attention from morbid trains of thought.” 
Dr Thumaui disapproves of personal restraint, except in 
rare instances. “ That the insane,' says he, “ may, in all 
cases, be governed by purely moral means, I suppose all will 
regaial as an untenable position ; but still I believe we may 
conclude that there is no circumstance which more decidedly 
marks a faulty system, and none which is likely to be attended 
with more unfavourable results, than an unrestrained use of

•  *' Thus the three asylums in which the diet is more liberal all receive a 
limited proportion of patients of the upper class; whilst, with the exception 
of SulTolk, those of the other group are ulmost exclusively devoted to pauper 
patients. This would tend to give a somewhat more favourable aspect to the 
results in the three first institutions, but could not altogether explain the actual 
difference.”
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the means of personal restraint, whether these consist in 
long continued seclusion, or in the mechanical restraint of 
the body or its members, either by instrumental means, or, 
what is usually worse, by the physical and manual force of 
the attendants . . . .  Whilst on the one hand I cannot doubt 
that the course and duration of many cases has been miti
gated and shortened, and the character of the disorder ren
dered less virulent, by the disuse of restraint, I must here 
state, that occasional inconvenience in the shape of alarm, 
and of interruption to the quiet of other patients, and also as 
regards the destruction of clothing and the breakage of glass, 
have, on the other hand, been connected with it. On the 
whole, however, that greater vigilance and forbearance on 
the part of the attendants, which, under competent superin
tendence, the comparative disuse of personal restraint more 
or less necessarily implies, have, I feel no hesitation in say
ing, been attended with a decided increase of comfort and 
decrease of irritation in those divisions of the establishment 
in which instruments of restraint were formerly not unfre- 
quently resorted to.”—(Pp 104-5.)

With respect to the application of religious worship and 
instruction in the moral treatment of insanity, Dr Thurnam 
makes some remarks which may be usefully kept in mind 
without, as well as within, the walls of lunatic asylums :—

There can, now, ( say* he) be no doubt that a large proportion of 
the inmates of an hospital for the insane are capable of deriving instruc
tion and advantage from that form of religious worship to which they 
have been accustomed, when this is modified so as, in the main, to suit 
their peculiar circumstances. It henoe becomes an obvious duty to pro
vide the means of public worship in every establishment for the insane. 
In the public ministrations of the chaplain of an asylum, which on any 
one occasion should rarely occupy so long a period as an hour, it will be 
necessary for him to remember that lie has a congregation which in 
great measure consists of the excitable and hysterical on the one hand, 
and of the melancholic and desponding on the other : and that in both 
classes there are probably those who are the subjects of hallucinations of 
a religious character. Under such circumstances, the first endeavour of 
a judicious clergyman will, at the least, lie to do no harm ; and in his 
short discourses, he will hence avoid much that would be suited to the 
circumstances of a more sane congregation. Avoiding argumentative 
and doctrinal topics, his addresses, without being altogether one-sided, 
will be characterized by their simplicity, and by the inculcation of 
that calm and hopeful faith which are so appropriate to the circumstances 
of his auditory. In his more private ministrations, in individual cases, 
the chaplain should always act with the knowledge and concurrence of 
the Buiierintending physician ; to whom he has it in his power to render 
essential service. Even as regards those portions of the sacred volume

1 fît» Dr T  humain s Observations ami Essays
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which are read to the insane, there is room for judgment in the selec
tion. From retaliation and revenge being permitted by,its moral code, 
and from the typical and poetical character of many of its books, many 
parts of the Old Testament are peculiarly open to misapplication by the 
insane ; and we have it on the highest testimony that many of the 
Epistles contain * things hard to be understood,' which are liable to be 
wrested by the 1 unlearned and unstable.' On the whole, the narrative 
parts of the New Testament,— which in combination with more didactic 
lessons, present us with pictures of the highest excellence,— with well 
selected portions of the Psalms, appear to be those which, for public 
reading, are most suited to the condition of a large majority of the in
sane.— (Pp. 107-8.)

The author concludes the section on the moral treatment 
of the insane by remarking that he might “  have pointed out 
the numerous points of contact between the moral and the 
physical, or, as it is often called, the medical, treatment. 
This however,” says he, “ is hardly necessary; for all who 
are practically acquainted with the management of the insane 
must be aware that the two are virtually inseparable. 
* Mind and matter are too closely combined to be studied or 
treated apart. To medicine alone it belongs to contemplate 
and to treat THE ENTIRE MAN—PHYSICAL, MORAL, AND 
INTELLECTUAL.’ *”•—(P. 112.)

The next section is devoted to the illustration, from the 
history of the “ York Lunatic Asylum,’’ of the influence of 
hygienic and moral treatment of the insane. Of the horrors of 
which that Asylum exhibited in former times we have spoken 
elsewhere (vol. xvi., p. 211), and the reader will not be sorry 
if we spare his feelings a repetition of the harrowing details. 
“ The whole history,’’ says Dr Thurnam, “ is one which 
should possess extreme interest to all persons connected 
with the care and management of asylums and hospitals for 
the insane; and I feel that in introducing this sketch of it 
here, I am keeping before our view, an example which is 
pregnant both with instruction and warning, and that, in 
addition to my more immediate object, 1 am at the same 
time contributing my mite to the real interests of the in
sane.’’—(P. 162.)

With respect to “ the relative liability to insanity at dif
ferent ages”—the subject of his second “ Essay”—Dr Thur
nam finds that although, as regards England and Wales, 
the data are too limited to warrant his drawing any positive 
inferences from them as to the absolute liability, yet they may

* *• What,” Dr Williams add«, “can I say more of the intellectual greatness 
o f our ar t? '1 Pnncfpfo of Medicine, by < ’harlf * J .  13. William*, M.D., F.R.S. 
1843, p. 34.



■wwtwwc uic earner stages oi me, ne nuus icus 
twice as great from 30 to 40 as from 50 to GO, f 
much more than twice as great at this period a 
subsequent to 60. This general conclusion, he j 
might a priori have been expected, considering 
exposure of the mental feelings and powers to 
irregular action at the earlier ages.

In his third “ Essay’’ the author shews that 
yet been ascertained about the relative liability oi 
insanity ; and expresses the opinion that “ tlioug 
rials which may contribute towards our forming fi 
in relation to it, are gradually becoming more c< 
accurate, it is still very doubtful whether we si 
able to draw a strict comparison between the nun 
insane in the Society of Friends and those in thl 
at large.* Having, then, no means of determ 
statistical grounds, whether the liability to menta 
in this community be greater or less than it is ii 
at large, our experience of the very frequent fi 
priori conclusions on general questions of all d 
forbids us to hazard a positive opinion on the 
(P. 181.) He proceeds :—

If we look at the opinions which hare been entertained 
tion, we find that Dr Burrows believes that the proportii 
insanity is decidedly greater in the Society of Friends than 
lation at large; and he accounts for the supposed fact by 
stance of their marriages being confined to the families 
society, and therefore, as he thinks, within a very limited < 
opinion of Dr Burrows appears to have obtained very gen 
with writers of all descriptions in this country ; and there
ni wti ttnn Ml of i uo t n  . — a. „ 1— m m 2\\
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treatise we select the following passages:—
Weakness or Perversity of Mind in Young Persons. - 

few patients brought under the core of asylums who, tho 
quiring some degree of restraint, are hardly proper objec 
for the decidedly insane. Coses of this kind I have met wi 
sons, generally young men, hardly of adult age, who in con 
original defect of capacity or natural perversity of dis] 
some accidentally untoward circumstances, have never b 
tored, nor had their education satisfactorily carried ou 
circumstanced, as they approach maturity, and when 
developed in their full vigour, become not uufrequentl 
duct, a source of anxiety to their friends; and in soim 
acts of violence, and in others, by a more or less con 
wayward conduct, they excite so much apprehension as 
being placed under restraint. In some cases of this 
come under my notice, there have been no grounds 1 
existence of any physical or organic cause, nor could 
insanity be traced. Indeed, upon being placed under 
ances of excitement or traces of disorder have disap 
Moral treatm ent; the inculcation of correct views of lii 
principles of action ; the inuring to regular habits, and 
suitable food for the mind ; in short, a sustained system 
what is mainly required in such coses ; though occupati 
und exercise for the body, or physical education, would 
tiol auxiliary. The treatment required is hygienic and p 
than curative ; and I should therefore rejoice, if, by t 
of the age, an “ Orthophrenic Institution," worthy of tl 
ever be established. The objects of such an establishment 
predisposed to mental disorders, but in whom insanity, 
acceptation of the term, cannot be regarded as actually 
if left to themselves, moral insanity, or some other fc 
would almost certainly arise. For many reasons, it is 
that such coses should be treated in hospitals for the int 
should be brought into contact with disordered mind.



Condition of Patients in reference to Marriage.— Table 8.—Of the 
whole number admitted, two-thirds, or 06 per cent , (64 per cent, for 
the men, and 68 for the women), had never been married. It is scarcely 
necessary to say, that this is out of all proportion to the number of un
married persons of adult age existing in the Society of Friends. Of 
those who were, or had been married, one-fifth had never bad offspring.

I am indebted to my friend Samuel Tulce for the important remark, 
that our conclusions as to the influence of celibacy (as, amongst other 
things, predisposing to insanity), as drawn from a comparison of the 
numbers of married and unmarried persons admitted into hospitals for 
the insane, must be allowed to be modified by the consideration that 
many of the coses occur in a class of persons, as regards mental vigour, 
less likely to be married than the average of the community at large. 
In such cases, of course, we must admit that the celibacy is to be regarded 
as an effect, rather than a cause.— (P. 72.)

Totvn and Country Life.— Table 10.—Of the 415 patients, 228, or 
about 55 per cent., have been admitted from cities and large towns, in
cluding in this class all places having a population much exceeding 
5000; 101, or 24 per cent., were from small towns and villages; and 
86, or 21 percent., from more completely rural districts. As there cun 
be no doubt that a much larger proportion than 55 per cent, of the 
Society of Friends in England, is resident in cities and large towns, 
there is perhaps some reason for concluding that insanity is somewhat 
more prevalent in the village and rural, than in the city, population of 
this community. This is an inference, which though opposed to some of 
the more generally received opinions as to the positive causes of insanity 
being often connected with the pursuit of wealth, the spread of luxury, 
and even with the general progress of knowledge and civilization, is still 
supported by the results of other researches ; and should, at least, put us 
upon our guard against those less obvious and more negative causes of 
mental disorder, which may be more peculiar to a country life. It 
must, nevertheless, be granted that the inferences we form from these 
statements, should not be too positive. It may be, that young persons 
who are deficient in mental power or in self-government, and who are 
so far more exposed to insanity, are not only more frequently put to 
agricultural pursuits by their friends; but that such individuals, in 
after life, will generally be but little inclined to exchange their rural 
pursuits for those of a city.— (P. 73.)

Insane Children of Healthy Ccusint.—Though not given in the 
table, it may be stated as a curious fact that three persons, consisting 
also of a brother and two sisters, were admitted, who were supposed by 
their friends to have been predisposed to insanity, from being the off
spring of first cousins. The parents were respectable, well-educated 
persons, considered more than usually intelligent, and without any known 
hereditary tendency to insanity. They had a family of one son and 
seven daughters; and it appears that, with but one or two exceptions, 
more or less singularity or weakness existed in such of them as did not 
actually become insane. The case seems worthy of notice in reference to 
the somew hat |>opular opinion of the undesireableness of such connections. 
The marriage of first cousins being of unfrequent occurrence in. and for
bidden by the rules of, the Society of Friends, may account, if, us appears
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posing cause ; confirming the remark, that in s< 
dation of the disease appears to have been laid ; 
gcnce in early life ; by which the ill trained mai 
contact with the oppositions and difficulties of 
habits of endurance or self government.— (P. 79

Intemperance and Insanity.— Excepting in 
alcoholic and fermented liquors, no particular re: 
exciting causes which follow in the table, thou| 
very important, appears to be called for. The i 
neeted with the Society of Friends, in whom int 
was supposed to have operated us an exciting ci 
was twenty-one. Of this number five were.femi 
also addicted to the use of opium. There were 
in whom intemperance and free living were thoug 
disposing causes. This is a somewhat larger nu 
previously been computed as connected with t 
being attributable to further information respecth 
having been subsequently obtained. Of the w' 
eight, it may be observed that not more than twei 
Society. This proportion is still a very small om 
usually observed in institutions of this kind. AJ 
it must nevertheless be remarked that in sevei 
doubtful whether the intemperance which had 
insanity can really be regarded os its cause ; as in 
the amount of intemperance was so small as justlj 
respect, being such as, in the world generally, \ 

character with respect to temperance ; and, in a 
fully as probable that it was one of the modes in 
manifested itself. Indeed this was so evidently t 
of two of the women, whose cases ought perhapi 
eluded in this table, that the mental disorder und 
has been classed under the head of monomania of 
Table 17).

Religion and Insanity. Great confusion hi 
tiniruisliimr cam' mid i;tlirt, in rrhtinn In Uummi
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nected with this kind of cause, is little more than three (3'3) per cent, of 
the whole number admitted ; which is very small as contrasted with those 
reported in the published reports of most other public institutions in this 
kingdom. In connexion with this subject, it may be stated, that during 
the forty-four years, there have only been four persons in the station of 
religious ministers in the Society of Friends admitted into the .institu
tion ; and that in all of these there were causes for the mental disorder, 
wholly unconnected with the religious habits or opinions of the individuals. 
It may ]>crhapa be fairly concluded from the statement* now made, that 
the religious tenets and practice® of the Society of Friends are rot. us 
has been sometimes supposed, in themselves, unfavourable to sanity of 
mind. Looking, indeed, at the question in a more general way, there 
can be no doubt that those whose minds are influenced by true religion, 
under whatever form, are less liable to insanity than others. As a 
learned and excellent physician has well observed, ‘‘ the moral causes of 
derangement which would not fail of producing injurious effect® on others, 
prove innocuous in them ; for these causes would be met by controlling 
and calming considerations and sentiments, such as w-ould deprive them 
of intensity, or neutralize their effects Truly religious sentiments and 
obligations soothe the more turbulent emotions, furnish consolations in 
afflictions, heal the wounded feelings, administer hopes to the desponding, 
and arrest the hands of violence and despair.”*— (Pp. 82-3.)

Dr Thurnam pays a well merited tribute to Dr Conolly, 
to whom, he thinks, more than to any other man, we 
have of late years been “ indebted for the patient and self- 
denying attention which, through good report and through 
ill report, he has bestowed on the treatment of insanity, in 
the largest asylum of the kingdom. The results of his la
bours, as depicted in the annual reports of the Middlesex 
County Asylum, in his published letters, and clinical lec
tures,f exhibit the physician who, more than any other, 
seems to me to have realized the true idea of the medical 
treatment, moral and physical, of the class of disorders to 
which he has so zealously devoted himself.”

Dr Conolly's admirable lectures in the Lancet, here re
ferred to, have been extremely useful in diffusing sound views 
of insanity and its treatment. The “ letters" to which Dr 
Thurnam alludes are published in the British and Foreign 
Medical Review, Nos. 37 and 38 (Jan. and April 1845), tinder 
the title of “ Notices of the Lunatic Asylums of Paris, Ac.” 
We intended to lay before our readers some extracts from 
both the letters and the lectures, but hitherto have been pre
vented from doing so by more urgent demands on our space. 
In the former, Dr Conolly gives some interesting sketches of

*  D r Copland. D ic tio n a ry  o f  P ra c tic a l M ed ic ine , vol ii , p. 491.
f  Lancet. 1845-li.
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II. Essays on Human Mights and their Pol'd 
By E. P. I IurIjBUT, Counsellor at Law in 
York. With a Preface and Notes by ( 
Edinburgh : Maclachlan, Stewart, <fc Co. 
shall, k  Co., London. 1847. Royal 8vo,

The following account, of this publication 
Combe in his preface:—

My friend Mr E. P. Hurlbut, the author of the f 
distinguished barrister in the supreme courts of the S 
und took an active part in the proceedings which led 
of a Convention of delegates to prepare a Revised t  
State in 1846. The following essays, indeed (which 
livered as lectures in New York, and, after being re 
nals, were collected in a volume, published in 1845), 
the discussions, but, I believe, led to the adoption of 
of the Constitution by the Convention. I allude t< 
shew that Mr Hurlbut is not a mere theorist, but a j 
active politician.

The aim of the work is to determine the foundatioi 
vernment, and the powers with which the Legislat 
should be invested to enable them to jierfonn their 1 
advantage to the State. In his inquiry into the orig 
the author observes that the American Declaration 
1776 asserted, rather than proved, “ the sacred inv 
life, liberty, and happiness,” and that the essays of 
in defence of Republicanism, still fall short of afford: 
tieal philosophy. His object is to supply this want 
views on the basis of universal human nature. " T1 
lature,” suys he, “ is simply to conform to natural tr 
know himself, and his true relation to his fellow-men 
ture. All truth becomes natural truth—all rights.



of the mind—those which produce civilization— have not yet been fully 
developed.

Mr Hurlbut lays it down os a principle, that a true science of mind is 
indispensable to the successful discussion of human rights and their poli
tical guaranties . and he adopts the philosophy of Dr Gall, founded on and 
demonstrable by means of the physiology of the brain, as the basis of his 
reasoning. The necessity for founding this inquiry on the science of 
mind becomes apparent from the mere statement of his fundamental prin
ciple— namely, that "  Wherever Nature hat ordained detire, the hat 

tpread before it the mean* of gratification. From thi* toe infer the 

right to it» indulgence—and hence, alto, the rights of man." I trust that 
the adoption of Phrenology by Mr Hurlbut will not deter any who reject 
that system of mental philosophy from perusing his work; for many who 
reject the physiological doctrines of Gall, and deny that, even if  true, 
they have any bearing on moral philosophy, may nevertheless agree with 
the author in attributing to the human mind all or most of the powers 
and feelings which he enumerates in his first chapter. I have elsewhere 
said, that in claiming for Phrenology the merit of having unfolded new 
truths for the guidance of human conduot, there is no wish to go a step 
beyond the limits warranted by facts. It is admitted that Phrenology 
has created no 'new faculty, and that every mental quality of which it 
treats existed and operated before Dr Gall was born. Phrenology pro
fesses not to be more than a description of objects that exist, and their 
relations. It is quite true that descriptions, more or less accurate, of the 
general characters and modes of operation of many of the mental 
faculties, may be found in the works of even the earliest writers. Still, 
however, owing to their having possessed no sure means (except in the 
case of the external senses) of distinguishing between what is really a 
primitive faculty and what is only a mode of action common to many fa
culties—and owing also to their ignorance of the orgatts of the mind, and 
of the effects of size in these organs upon the strength of the functions— 
their knowledge, as it seems to me, never assumed the certainty and con
sistency, or reached the full practical character, of a science. In the opi
nion of phrenologists, the discovery by Dr Gall of the functions of the 
different parts of the brain has accomplished for mental philosophy what 
the discoveries of Kepler, Copernicus, Galileo, and Newton had previ
ously done for astronomy; it lias substituted a basis of physiological 
facts ascertainable by observation, for hypothesis and conjecture. It has 
brought to light several elements of human nature which the metaphysi
cians had failed to discover, and given certainty to the existence of seve
ral which hod been with them subjects of dispute; while it has shed a 
new light on the effects of combinations of the faculties in different de 
grees of relative strength in different individuals. It has also erubled 
philosophers to trace the relations between the mind and the external 
world more successfully than when the mental organs were unknown. 
But, as I have said, the reader may reject these views, and yet find in 
Mr Hurlbut’s pages much that will interest and instruct him. and com
mand his cordial assent.

“ Man.” says the author, '* has a right to the gratification, indulgence, 
and exercise of every innate power and faculty of his mind. The exer-
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This view of the origin of human rights places them 
only true an I stable foundation, that of nature, and 
whole code of arbitrary and artificial legislation. It a< 
tically a moral government of the world to have been 
and to be uctually carried into effect by His wisdom un 
sequently to bo the only safe guide for the enactment of 
Hurlbut, for example, finds in man an instinctive lov< 
objects in nature— which may be acquired by skill and 
lated to gratify it. Nature, then, according to this 
stowed the desire, and furnished the means of its grati 
blished the right of each individual to hold and retai 
against all invaders, the objects acquired by his sk 
Moreover, nature has prescribed certain conditions to tl 
right, which also are deducible from the faculties of i 
sentiment of justice, for example, which, while it confi] 
our title to the acquisitions of our own skill and industi 
guards, as equally sacred, the right of every other indi 
joyment of the products of his labour and ingenuity.

The distinction between this theory of human rights 
my Bentham is evident.. “ Natural law, natural right 
tham in his ‘‘Theory of Legislation” (p. 104), “ are tw. 
or metaphors, which play so great a part in books of lej 
deserve to be examined by themselves.” •* The won 
the same as the word law, has two senses—the one a pn 
a metaphorical sense. Rights, pro|>erly so called, are tl 
law properly so called; real laws give birth to real 
rights are the creatures of natural law ; they are a mi 
rives its origin from another metaphor. There is no r< 
natics armed with natural rights.” Speaking of the l 
he says (p. 137), “ There is no such thing as natural pi 
it is entirely the work of the law. Property is nothi 
expectation,” &c.

Mr Bentham’s editor, M. Dumont, in expounding the 
that when Mr Bentham proposes a law, “ he does not 
corresponding luw in the code of nature; and by a (
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cation of human desires, and the abusive indulgence of them. There is 
the same difference as between eating and gluttony—between drinking 
and drunkenness— between mirthfulness and satire— between justice ihd 
vengeance.”

This brief abstract of the author's fundamental principles, is intended 
to afford to the reader the means of appreciating the nature and aim of 
the work, that he may judge for himself whether it merits the trouble of 
a serious perusal. Tome it appears to be highly interesting and instruc
tive, and particularly needed at the present time, when the increased and 
increasing influence of the public mind over our general legislation, and 
the loud demands which are so frequently mode for government interfer
ence and assistance, call for a clear understanding, equally on the part of 
constituents and representatives, of the real foundations of government 
and laws, the objects which they are capable of accomplishing, and the 
means by which these may be most successfully attained.

The political and legal institutions of the United States of North Ame
rica differ, in several important particulars, from those of Great Britain 
and Ire lan d a n d  the present work being composed by an American law
yer, and addressed to the American people, may be expected to oontain 
views and doctrines more related to the condition of that country than to 
ours. But as the author throughout his whole disquisitions professes to 
adopt nature as his authoritative guide, his principles, if  true to this 
standard, must be of universal application ; and they may in consequence 
be found to stand forth only in bolder relief from their connection with 
national institutions different from our own. The reader may thus find 
himself enabled to form a clearer and calmer judgment of their merits, 
than if  they had related more directly to that social state with which all 
our attachments, prejudices, and predilections are inseparably interwoven 
from the very dawn of our reason to the day of our death.

The foundations of the work, with few exceptions, appear to me to be 
solid ; the arguments to be profound, clear, and comprehensive; the style 
simple, forcible, and occasionally eloquent; and the aim of the author 
throughout to be highly moral and beneficent. I, therefore, respectfully 
recommend the book to the consideration of British readers. I have 
added a few notes in elucidation, and occasionally in correction, of the 
text, where I differed in opinion from the author; but the latter instances 
are of rare occurrence and of comparatively subordinate importance.

The subjects treated of by Mr Hurlbut are—the origin of 
human rights—the true function of government—the consti
tution of government—constitutional limitations and prohibi
tions—the elective franchise—rights emanating from the sen
timents and affections—the rights of woman—the right of 
property and its moral relations—and, lastly, intellectual pro
perty. The subjects of Mr Combe’s notes in the Appendix 
are—the right to preserve existence—the function of govern
ment—treatment of criminals—religious test of witnesses— 
offences against religion—Sunday—religious education—the 
enfranchisement of the clergy—national education—control
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Having already presented, in our- 
lumes, several of the essays collected in the prei 
tion, it is unnecessary to give here any farther 
Mr Hurlbut's work. To those who perused t  
our pages it is enough to say, that the others 
within the reach of the British public are nowi; 
merit. On “ the rights of woman” and “ inte 
perty” the author is more than usually eloquent

III .— The Education of the Body : An Address 
ing Classes. By C h a r l e s  B r a y . Second 1 
ventry : Evan and Lewis, 1847. 8vo, pp. 24.

The author of this address is a manufacturer 
known staple of Coventry. He has for more th 
devoted much of the energy, talent, and accomplj 
ordinary intellect, prompted by the kindest and i 
feelings, to the public good, and especially to 
ment, intellectual, moral, and physical, of his ov 
in all, hut particularly, the working classes, 
cationist and Sanitarian to our heart’s content) 
been led to, and guided in, his benevolent laboii 
viction of the truth and practical value of Plf 
his position he is a person of great value; 
occasional encounters with the shrine-tnaketi 
and other lovers of things as they arc,*—for 
a rare activity, energy, and moral courage, adj 
—he has effected much good in his native tov 

We owe an apology to the author for tbesl 
and yet cannot resist the temptation to carry
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his boyhood, which conveys so striking a phrenological lesson 
that we feel assured he will pardon our alluding to it, for 
an object so dear to himself—the public good. As a boy, he 
manifested all the violence and self-will of large destructive
ness, combativeness, self-esteem, and firmness; and as edu
cation then, as it yet does, addressed itself chiefly to “ tame” 
such a moral compound by violence and severity, that course 
was pursued in young Bray’s case, in utter ignorance that 
there existed impulses of a kindlier nature in his character. 
Corporal punishment, however, proved a game at which the 
pupil played as well as the master, and the latter came out 
of the duel considerably more damaged than the former. 
Dismissed as incorrigible from one school, the young rebel 
was sent to another; but as in no school of the time did 
there exist any other course than the violent, after maiming 
Squeers after Squeers, and leaving them in brown paper and 
vinegar, the victorious Nickleby was returned home finally 
declared to be possessed by seven devils, of which not one 
had been effectually whipped out. Had it been his lot, which 
was then no one's, to be sent to a seminary founded on and con
ducted according to the “new-fangled’’ system, rebellion and 
kicking of shins would never have been heard of; on the con
trary, the real moral and intellectual worth of the boy’s cha
racter would have come out in all its gentleness, attachment, 
and teachableness, to the effect of raising him, in all respects, 
to the head of the school. These higher qualities, then un
dreamt of, have now given him a station unsurpassed, if 
equalled, in his native town ; while the elements of the 
“ old Adam ” in his composition perform their legitimate 
part in the “ new man,” by furnishing activity, zeal, perse
verance. and philanthropic valour, all in an eminent degree. 
We need scarcely add that he is too sound a philosopher to 
be other than a liberal, of the best quality, in his politics.

So much for the author. Of the pamphlet we have really 
uothiug more to say than that it is in accordance with those 
views which, originating with our earliest phrenological 
masters, have now become common ground to all who write on 
phrenological principles We therefore notice the treatise 
rather to advertise than analyze it. We would counsel the 
author to send a copy to the Mayor of every town in the 
kingdom, which functionary could not do a more important 
duty than order a large consignment of copies on the credit 
of the Corporation.

After an able exposition, or rather, salutary exposure, of 
the anti-sanitary abominations of Coventry, which at least 
entitle that ancient and classical town to a full equality in 
the honours of all the other as yet abominable towns in the

Mr Bray on the Education o f the Body.
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kingdom, the author proceeds to indoctrinate his townsmen 
how they ought to treat their bodies in all their functions 
so as best to preserve health and sound mind. In his 
section on the S k i n , the structure and functions of that tegu
ment are clearly stated, and all the appliances for its scru
pulous cleanliness explained and recommended. Under this 
head naturally comes the consideration of water, baths, and 
wash-houses. Then follows a practical statement of the 
laws of the L u n g s , leading to the subject of ventilation and 
sewerage, and all that tends to keep pure the air we breathe.* 
E x e r c i s e  follows, with the best means of securing this 
blessing to working men. and inducing them to make it tlieir 
own. Next comes the chapter on the S t o m a c h  and D i g e s 
t i v e  P o w e r s , connected with the health of the young, and 
the temperance of more advanced life. The B r a i n  aud 
N e r v o u s  S y s t e m  the author treats concisely and well. We 
quote the following passage :—

Up to the present time the importance of the brain and nervous system 
has been very much underrated, oven by medical men. All the other 
functions of the body are important only as they promote the healthy 
functions of these ; for it would be no use to us to live if we did not 
feel, and it is through the instrumentality of the brain that we feel and 
think. . . .I t  is not the intention to represent brain and mind as the same 
thing, but it has been and is too much forgotten that here God has 
so closely united them, that in no case does one act without the other. 
For practical purposes, it requires always to be kept in view, that the 
state of the mind, and our capability of thinking and feeling, will ahvays, 
as long as we live here, depend upon the state of the brain ; whatever, 
therefore, affects that, affects the mind also.

Here then the importance of all that has previously been stated be
comes most apparent, and let no one say that he has never suffered any 
ill effects from neglecting the above laws of health. It is absolutely ne
cessary for the health of the brain that it should be supplied with good 
and pure blood : if  therefore the skin is neglected so that it cannot re
move the waste matter from the blood ; if  the blood is not properly oxy
genized by a due supply of pure air to the lungs ; if  it is not supplied 
with fresh nourishment from the stomach ; or if the heart does not circu
late it vigorously enough, for want of exercise-—the brain suffers, and 
the mind always suffers together with it. I f  therefore there are any 
who have not brought upon themselves positive bodily disease by their 
neglect of these rules, yet in all probability they have suffered in mind,

*  The author has, however, inadvertently fallen into an error in spanking of 
a tire in a  bedroom being n dangerous source of impurity from the quantity of 
fixed air which it generates. No doubt a fire does generate fixed air, but it is 
carried in n heated state up the chimney, and docs not vitiate the air of the 
room. On the contrary, it often improves ventilation by the more rapid re
newal of the air. The real risk from a fire in a bed-room arises from over
heating it i f  it be small, and from its frequently becoming the resort of gossips 
or friends, whose presence, and not the fire itself, vitiates the air.

Mr Bray on the Education of the Body.



by lowness of spirits, hypochondria, nervous fooling«, &c., or by the want 
of that mental energy and activity which they otherwise would have en
joyed, and of the positive feeling of happiness which always attends the 
proper and healthy action of all the functions of the body, and more par
ticularly of the brain. Dr Andrew Combe quotes as the necessary con
sequence of the want of pure air, and therefore of imperfectly oxygenated 
blood going to the brain, “ languor and inactivity of the mental and nervous 
functions, and a tendency to headache, syncope, or h y s te r ia a n d  be says 
that much observation has convinced him that this cause is “ greatly more 
influential in the production of nervous disease and delicacy of constitution, 
than is commonly imagined."

Some judicious remarks follow on the danger of forcing 
the brains of precocious children—a practice which frequently, 
as in the touching case of little Paul Dombey, consigns 
them to early graves. The author adds a valuable chapter 
on N u r s e r y  E d u c a t i o n , chiefly quoted from Dr Caldwell, 
in which proper diet, clothing, temperature, air, and muscular 
exercise, for infants, are made as plain as the wife of a work
ing man could desire. He concludes with warning his 
readers not to make light of his homely teachings, as many 
are apt to do, on such pleas as that they could not be trou
bled with such fidgetty attentions, they have done very well 
without them, and so forth—excuses which they may come to 
regret sooner than they are aware o f ; at least he advises that 
the principles inculcated should be taught to and practised by 
the young. “ As we always find that we attend the best to 
those things to which we have been habituated in childhood, 
it is the duty of parents, who are more responsible for the 
health and happiness of their offspring than is generally al
lowed, to see that the laws of health form a part of the daily 
duties of children. By early and habitual attention to such 
laws, the term of life and all that makes life desirable may 
be very considerably extended, for sickness and preventable 

» • causes of disease now destroy much of the enjoyment that is
within the reach of the working classes, even in their present 
circumstances.’’
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IV.— Observations on Combe "on the Constitution of Man,"prin
cipally in reference to Phrenology, and its merits as a science. 
With an Appendix, containing a brief review of the state of 
learning in ancient times, and a Chronological Table of Phi
losophers, Literati, ifc., from the earliest period down to the 
eighteenth century of the Christian Era. London : Simpkin, 
Marshall, & Co. 1847. 12mo, pp. 73.
Self-esteem has two distinct phases in its excess. Too 

often it is positively offensive in the form of pride, hauteur,



arrogance, insolence, and obtrusive self-sufficiency ; but not 
seldom it occurs in a negative and quiet form—a tranquil 
persuasion of his own merit and wisdom, which the individual 
never doubts or questions, but which leads him calmly to 
criticise, to direct, to legislate, to instruct, and to oraculate, 
quite unconscious of thereby presuming, or interfering with 
the common course of things. It is by no means necessary 
to this manifestation of self-complacency, that the effusions 
should excel in wisdom ; they are often characterised by 
stupidity and common-place, quite obvious to all but Sir 
Oracle himself. The author of the brochure before us, for 
example, no doubt thinks that it was reserved for him, after 
nearly twenty years, to settle the real merits of The Constitu
tion of Man. It requires some patience to read the slipslop 
hap-ha/.ard reasoning with which the author “ sets matters 
straight” when distorted by some great fundamental principle 
stated by Mr Combe. W hat an imperfect idea should we 
form of The Constitution of Man had we nothing else than 
this commentary! Single, and often very short sentences 
are quoted, like so many detached bricks pulled from a large 
building, and that building is to be judged of from such frag
ments. In many of these texts the very meaning of the 
author is mistaken by his wordy commentator. He is one 
of those who declare there is no use whatever in Phrenology, 
seeing that any truths to which it legitimately leads were 
all known before. Human nature, he avers, was perfectly 
understood by the ancients, by the Egyptians themselves, 
and by Moses who learned of them ; while to this knowledge 
Phrenology has added nothing whatever, and has only led to 
materialism. The very naming of this unexamined bugbear 
will to the better informed reader at once reveal to what 
humble class of philosophers the author belongs. The value of 
his Observations may be judged of from the following com
mencement. The italics are the author’s.

“ In preparing the succeeding remarks, it appeared best 
to examine the subjects under consideration, in accordance 
with the arguments of the writer in question, as contained 
in the following quotations ; comparing them with the princi
ples of right reason and common experience.

“ From page 1.—‘ Intelligence, wisdom, benevolence, and 
power characterise the works of creation ; and the human 
mind ascends, by a chain of correct and rigid induction, to a 
great First Cause, in whom these qualities reside. Hut 
hitherto this great truth has rather excited a barren, though 
sublime admiration, than led to beneficial/>radical results'
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“ The first part of this quotation presents to us a self-evi
dent and sublime truth ; the second is not so clear, and will, 
I conceive, admit of great exceptions ; for, in the contempla
tion of that * intelligence, wisdom, and goodness, as exhibited 
in the works of creation,’ it cannot be denied that great and 
beneficial practical results have been already conferred upon 
mankind by the discoveries in astronomy, geography, natural 
history, botany, geology, mineralogy, chemistry, electricity, 
navigation, and many other sciences, which are yet progress
ing, and are evidently deduced from an intimate knowledge 
of the laws and arrangements of Nature we everywhere see 
around us in the universe, proclaiming the ‘ intelligence, 
wisdom, .and power of a great First Cause.’”

Here is a profound misapprehension of Mr Combe's mean
ing in the short sentence commented on. So far from for
getting the great discoveries in science enumerated by his com
mentator, Mr Combe must have had them in his mind, as they 
must be in that of every reader of intelligence, as the very 
proofs afforded by “ the works of creation,” of the existence 
and attributes of Deity. This commentator inverts matters, 
and by the figure called hysterou proteron—freely translated 
from the Greek, the cart before the horse—concludes that a 
previous knowledge of the divine attributes led to the scien
tific discoveries. Mr Combe developes the meaning of his 
introductory position throughout his work, in a system of 
natural theology, in which he endeavours to establish clearer 
and more consistent views of the divine government of the 
world than had previously been promulgated.

We really lgck patience to reply to the author's disjointed 
objections to Phrenology, having considered them, when 
urged by others, hundreds of times. The author, like others 
of bis school, would limit and control natural science by his 
own interpretations of Scripture—which, philosophically 
speaking, is to fight with unlawful weapons, and, therefore, 
we beg to leave him in possession of the field. The appendix 
has curious and interesting matter in it, but not in our line.

Judicious friends, we think, would have counselled suppres
sion of the Observations; but the nothing-doubting self-esteem 
which we described in the outset, blandly whispered “ Pub
lish,” and out the treatise came.
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IZZ. Z N T F L I  I G F N C E ,  (Sic

Lecture* cm Phrenology.— In January and February, a course of eleven 
lectures was delivered in the Liverpool Mechanics’ Institution, by Dr 
Hodgson, the Principal of that flourishing seminary. W e learn from the 
Liverpool Mercury of 26th February, that, " In spite of the uncommon 
severity of the weather, a large audience collected every night to listen 
to his admirably lucid and philosophical exposition of this very interesting 
subject. These lectures were characterised by Dr Hodgson’s well-known 
talent, an entire absence of effort, an ease of delivery, a clearness, an 
almost transparency, of language, and a felicitous choice of words which 
always pleases the ear and satisfies the judgment. The logical consecu
tiveness of the ideas was no less masterly. There was no attempt to 
astonish, or to take the understandings of his hearers by surprise ; the 
doubtful or debateable points were clearly and candidly distinguished 
from those which are considered by phrenologists as established. The 
lectures were judiciously interspersed with suitable anecdotes and quota
tions, to illustrate the subject and relieve the monotony of didactic details. 
The objection to Phrenology, that it leads to materialism, was trium
phantly refuted, the lecturer shewing that, far from throwing any new 
light on the subject, Phrenology leaves the question of materialism exactly 
where it was. To many, the most interesting parts of the lectures must 
have been the numerous applications to morals, the management of the 
young and of the insane, and the reclaiming of criminals. Indeed, we 
heartily wish that Dr Hodgson would take the hint so palpably given by 
the audience on the last evening of the course, and favour us with one or 
two supplementary lectures on the application of Phrenology to education, 
to the treatment of insane people, and to criminal jurisprudence. To 
conclude, there may be more brilliant lecturers, exhibiting more of what 
commonly passes for eloquence; but never did we listen to one who more 
completely possesses the true spirit of eloquence, a perfect adaptation of 
his language to the subject, a manner better calculated to win and fix, 
without straining, the attention of a large and mixed audience, whilst 
conveying deep instruction, and supplying matter for future thought.” 
The popularity of Dr Hodgson’s course is pretty well indicated by the 
fact, that the rival establishment, called the Liverpool Collegiate Institu
tion (which is under the patronage and management of churchmen and 
conservatives, while the Mechanics' Institution is supported by the dis 
senters and liberals), forthwith engaged Mr Donovan, of London, to de
liver six lectures on the same subject in February and March. “ This,” 
says the Mercury, “ is a  gratifying evidence of the power of truth to make 
its way in spite of opposition and neglect. Always excepting Christian pre
cept and example, we know no better cure for bigotry and narrow-minded
ness than the study of Phrenology affords.” A report of Mr Donovan's 
opening lecture, in the Liverpool Albion of 1st March, says that, " al
though much of it wus necessarily general and introductory, yet such is 
Mr Donovan’s knowledge of his subject, and his happy mode of treating it, 
that it was rendered in the highest degree interesting, and appeared to be 
both clearly understood and highly appreciated by the audience.” It ‘‘con
cluded with an able reply to the charges against Phrenology on the score of



materialism and fatalism." The last lecture of th« course was delivered on 
16th March.— Besides these lectures in Liverpool, the following have been 
delivered by Mr Donovan during the last Biz months :— Four lectures at 
the Stratford Mechanics' Institution, Essex, in October and November ; 
seven at the Luton Mechanics' Institution in November; ten at the lilack- 
heath Mental Improvement Society in December and January; four at 
the Arthur Street Mechanics’ Institution, Old Kent Road, London, in 
January and February; two at the Southwark Literary and Scientific 
Institution, in December and March ; two of an unfinished course at the 
Bexley Heath Literary and Scientific Institution, in January ; and one at 
the Finsbury Mechanics' Institution, London, in November. Mr Done 
van also opened classes for instruction in a systematized mode of manipu
lating the head and estimating developments and temperaments, at S trat
ford Institution, Luton, and Blackheath. These classes included, at the 
three Institutions, forty-one members ; two (at Blackheath) being medi
cal practitioners.—In January and February. Mr S. Eadon delivered 
before the Sheffield Phrenological Society, four lectures on “ the bearings 
of Phrenology, Mental Science, and Christianity.” They are reported 
in several numbers of the Sheffield Independent, which records that, at 
the conclusion of the course, “ Mr Bach moved a vote of thanks to tho 
lecturer, for his four extraordinary lectures, which he described as the 
most able, sound, interesting, and intellectual, that the society had been 
favoured with. Mr Broad head seconded the motion, which was carried by 
acclamation ; and the lecturer, in briefly acknowledging the compliment, 
thanked the audience for their untiring attention; adding, that if- he had 
succeeded in casting from the mind of one individual the fulse notions 
often entertained, he should feel himself amply rewarded.”— In January. 
Mr E. T. Hicks delivered before the Devon and Cornwall Natural His
tory Society, at Dcvonport, a course of lectures on Phrenology, ” in which 
(says the Plymouth Joumeil) he dwelt upon the importance of the science 
as a guide in education. The attendance was but small, but the frequent 
plaudits of those present manifested how highly they esteemed the re
marks of the lecturer.” Shortly afterwards, he delivered a course of 
three lectures at the Devonport Mechanics' Institution.

Ditcvmons on Phrenology.— On the evening of 10th February, Phre
nology formed the subject of a debate in the Edinburgh Hunterian Medi
cal Society. Dr Struthers, a lecturer on anatomy, assailed it and its 
advocates in contemptuous terms, his principal arguments being borrowed 
from Dr Carpenter. He was replied to, rather feebly, by Mr J. Boyd, a 
professional phrenologist, after whom several gentlemen spoke on both 
sides. Vie are informed that, on this occasion, about a hundred of the most 
intelligent students attending the university were present. A t an ad
journed meeting two papers were read, one in favour of Phrenology, and 
the other against i t ; and several speeches on each side followed. We un
derstand that no vote was taken on the question. On 20th March, Dr 
Struthers repeated his attack in a lecture on the Physiology of the Brain, 
delivered in the Argyle Square School of Medicine. The objections 
brought forward were again almost exclusively those of Dr Carpenter; 
but the lecturer repeatedly informed his audience, thut these were but a 
small traction of the many conclusive arguments he could adduce against 
Phrenology. At the conclusion of the lecture he complacently remarked,
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In following the same pseudo-authority you hare alio been led errone
ously to suppose, that Dr Carpenter was allowed to read a paper on the 
Physiology of tho Encephalon, in which he so far forgot what honesty 
required as to omit all mention of the name of Gall, without one amongst 
the audience being found to rise up and protest against the injustice; no 
mention of any such protest, nor of the phrenological discussion that 
followed it, being to be found in its pages. Your obedient servant,

T. S. P kideaox.
S O C T H S M P T O N ,  March 1 , 1 8 * 7 .

[In the January Number of the Zoist, 473, Mr Prideaux says :— " At 
the Ethnological Section, after the reading of a paper by Dr Latham 
‘ on the distribution of round and elongated crania,’ by Prof. Retzius, I 
exhibited a cast from a skull (found on Portsdown Hill with flint celts 
and arrow-heads), as a fine specimen of unmixed celtio. During the 
discussion which ensued, Mr Ogilby, a member of the committee, observed 
that ‘ a marked difference was observable in the skulls discovered in 
ancient tumuli in Britain, according as they were found associated with 
iron, brass, or stone weapons, the former being the best developed in the 
forehead, and the latter the least, as might be expected from their bar

barous condition.’ On this latter remark, Mr Ogilby was immediately 
called to order by the chairman, Dr Latham, and reminded that Phreno- 
logy was a prohibited subject I” In the 7th article of the same No of 
the Zoist, Mr Prideaux has replied to Dr Carpenter.]

A Clerical Estimate of Phrcfnology and Mesmerism.—The Rev. Dr 
W. L. Alexander, minister of a Congregational is t Church in Edinburgh, 
in a Recommendatory Note prefixed by him to a lately published work 
entitled “ The Mosaic Creation viewed in tho Light of Modern Geology, by 
George W ight,” delivers an opinion concerning Phrenology and Mes
merism which we here extract for the edification of our readers :— “ The 
enemies of revelation delight to dwell upon and to magnify all apparent 
discrepancies between science and scripture, for the purpose of discrediting 
the divine claims of the latter. From every science that has offered, or 
seemed to offer, any opposition in its conclusions to the statements of the 
Bible, they have eagerly drawn their materials of assault; and in their 
unseemly zeal, they have even accepted the assistance of such inventions as 
Phrenology and Mesmerism, which con be entitled to the name of sciences 
upon no other principle than such as would justify a dreamer in ranking 
his castles in the air as part of his available property.”

Practical Phrenology__ The following letter from Mr C. Donovan to
the editor of the Coventry Herald, appeared in the number of that paper 
for 1st January 1847 :— “ Sir,— In your paper of the 18th ult., there 
are some observations (in your notice of an article on Phrenology in the 
liritish and Foreign Medical Review), respecting the practice of Phre
nology, as it is frequently applied, in estimating mental tendencies from 
the development of the brain of individuals, which seem to me to convey 
no small share of contempt for such a proceeding, as well as a most sweep
ing reprobation of all those who include this operation in their profes
sional pursuit of the science of Phrenology. You admit, nevertheless,
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that the practice of taking developments may be turned to udvantage, 
and that ‘ a very correct general estimate of character may bo thus ar
rived at,’ if  1 extreme caution’ be exercised, and a due allowance inode 
for certain difficulties. * I f  this were done,’ you add, ‘ and if there 
were not so many impudent quack#, presumptuous in proportion to 

their ignorance. Phrenology, we believe, would now hold a very different 
grade in public estimation.' Now, Sir, as I have visited Coventry three 
times within the last four years, as a public practitioner of Phrenology ; 
and as I hod, each time, a great deal of practice os a manipulator of 
heads, and as a teacher of practical Phrenology ; and as my name must 
be well known in Coventry, in connection with the subject of Phrenology, 
as well as in Leamington, where I sojourned for three months, in 1844 
and 1845, I beg leave to ask you thus openly, Must I consider myself us 
included by you in the class of practitioners of Phrenology to whom you 
have alluded î I  am, &c. C. D onovan. 18 Strand, London, Dec. 22, 

1846.”— To this the editor subjoins the following note :—“ Certainly 
we believe that no one can justly accuse Mr Donovan of ignorance, or 
of being an impudent quack. The impression he left both in Coventry 
and Leamington was favourable, both to his own talent and to the truth 
of Plirenology. The papers, however, that we have seen of his, as well 
as all that we have heurd of predicating character from development 
alone, confirm us in our belief, that not more than a tolerably correct 
general estimate of character can be arrived at by such means. But this 
is much ; and if all the difficulties that stand opposed to greater correct
ness were candidly admitted and explained, and the public taught not 
to expect more, we believe that Phrenology would to  totter served than 
by the assumption of too great accuracy. W e know Mr Donovan to be 
a good practical phrenologist, and a clever manipulator ; and his advice, 
particularly for educational purposes, may to  most useful ; hut it is as a 
lecturer and teacher of Phrenology in classes, that he has rendered, and 
may render, most service to the science. We know that for his lectures 
he has received public addresses, and that he holds the highest testimo
nials from medical, clerical, and philosophical class pupils.— Ed. C. H." 
If  pecu liarly-shaped heads to  excepted,—that is, heads in which certain 
organs are remarkably large or small in proportion to the others,—we 
agree with the editor of the Coventry Herald, that “ a tolerably correct 
general estimate of character” is all that can to  derived from mere phre
nological manipulation. Gall himself has written, “ Jamais je n ’ai pré
tendu distinguer des modifications peu prononcées des formes du crâne, 
ou de légères nuances du caractère.”

Relation of Phrenology to Metaphysics.—Sin, I have for long been 
interested in metaphysical inquiries, and have often wished to possess 
some positive knowledge respecting the analysis or classification of the 
mental powers. W ith this object I have inquired into and studied the 
usual works on the subject, including the metaphysical portion of the 
phrenological publications. Now, Sir, 1 am not a believer in Phrenology ; 
I have not examined the evidence upon which it rests scientifically ; but 
I never doubted for a moment that if  i t  were true, it would be of advan
tage to me in my studies, and that i t  would supply, to some extent, what 
I was in search of. I knew that inucVi of what I read could not to  cor
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rect, and that many things asserted to be unknown were sufficiently clear, 
assuming the phrenological theory. W hat, then, was my surprise on 
reading a paragraph from Mr Morell’s work, quoted in your last number, 
to the effect that the advantages of Phrenology terminate in it« rnvsio- 
looical researches. W hy, the man who makes this statement, and who 
thus denies the bearing of Phrenology on any portion of metaphysics, is 
the very same man who, in another sentence, objects to a special propen
sity for the Love of Children ; thus proving that his metaphysical views 
mast he changed or modified according as he believes in Phrenology ! 

For it is evident, that if it could be demonstrated to him that such special 
fundamental feeling does exist, be would have to believe what he now 
disbelieves ; and that, consequently, Phrenology would have added to his 
metaphysical knowledge. I am, &c. <J>.

Shakspeare’s Bust—“ Furrows of Thought.”—To th e  E ditoii.—  
Sir,— In the 89th number of the Journal there is an extract from the 
Athenccum, January 17, 1846, which contains what I deem to be a 
phrenological fallacy, and which, though the extract be not written, 
for aught that appears, by a phrenologist, may seem to receive some 
sanction from the fact of its being inserted without correction in the 
Journal. The writer, Mr Bell, believes that ho has discovered in the 
bust of Shakspearo, at Stratford on-Avon, certain indications of its 
authenticity, " particularly in the markings about the eyes, and the wrinkles 
on the forehead, which last, though slight, are firmly shewn, and are i r 
regular, and individual.-' “ I  confess,” Mr Bell continues, “ I had often 
wondered to see the forehead of the great bard, as usually represented, 
so free from the furrows of thought, and had almost doubted the faithful
ness of such smoothness, for transverse markings had been in my obser
vation, always, in some measure, the accompaniments of thought, and in 
the bust at Stratford, behold ! they are clearly observable.” Now, the 
observation, though specious, and in accordance with popular notions, I 
deem to be founded on erroneous assumptions, and at variance with sound 
phrenological doctrine. For what may properly be called “ thought,” as 
distinguished from care, anxiety, and painful recollections, has, so far as 
my observations have extended, the contrary effect to that attributed to 
it by Mr Bell. Thought consists in the exercise of the intellectual facul
ties ; exercise strengthens these, and enlarges their organs ; this enlarge
ment acts upon the skull and its integuments, so as to prevent rather than 
cause “  furrows of thought." Foreheads in which the most furrows are 
to be found, are those of the lymphatic, the uneducated, the lazy-minded, 
the thoughtless. Now, I presume that Shakspcare had a nervous tem
perament, with a fair share of repose from the lymphatic ; and seeing that 
he died comparatively young, it is, in my humble opinion, likely that his 
was not a furrowed, but a smooth forehead, as is decided in the following 
lines of another bard, whose name may well be associated with that of 
his immortal brother Poet and D ram atist:—

“ How vigorous thou the a th le tic  form of ago !
How clear its  u/wn and unw rinkU d  brow !
W here neither avarice, cunning, pride, nor care,
Had stamped the seal of g rey  deform ity
O'er a ll the m in g lin g  lineaments of time.”— S h e l l e y .
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rate museum.”------ Mr J. Dennison of 12 Bold Street, Liverpool, inform*
us that ho lias me’, with many cases of a strong disposition to laagh and 
weep, in conjunction with a large development of the cerebral region 
marked •• Î ’’ on the bust. He will be glad to shew some of the cases to 
any phrenologist. W ith respect to the organ named W it, he says he has 
always found that persons who have it large are remarkable for “ pro
found and comprehensive judgment— the power of embracing the wliole 
principles involved in any subject, and are not liable to be led away by 
ex parte statements."------The Oxford and Cambridge Review for Novem
ber 1816, after quoting from the Phrenological Journal Mr Hytehe’s 
account of the heads of boys of the lowest older in London, proceeds thus : 
“ Without committing ourselves to all the dogmas of Phrenology, we 
cannot but attach both truth and importance to such opinions as these, 
borne out os they are by so many concurring testimonies of other and less 
dubious kinds. (P. ¿92, art. on The Ragged and their Reformation.) 
The same number contains a very fair review of Mr Noble's work on the 
Brain... An American edition of Mr Sampson's work on Criminal Juris- 

vmdence considered in Relation to Cerebral Organization, with notes 
and illustrations by E W . Faraham, matron of Mount Pleasant State 
Prison, New York, has lately been published. W e have not seen this 
edition, but, judging from the high character of Mrs Farnham (see ante, 
vol. xix., p. 199), we expect to find much sound and interesting matter
in her notes.------ About the middle of February a paper was read at the
London Ethnological Society on and in favour of Dr Retzius’s views os 
to the crania of the north of Europe. In the course of the discussion 
which followed, Mr Richard Cull introduced Phrenology, took exceptions 
to the Doctor's views, and directed attention to what phrenologists have 
done in Ethnology. All this was well received, though Dr Prichard 
occupied the chair. A notice of Dr Retzius’s work “ On the Form of 
the Skull of the natives of the North of Europe" will be found in the
British and Foreign Medical Review, No. 36 (October 1844). p. 372____
Dr Renouard, in his Histoire de la Médecine depuis son Origine jusqu‘ 

au XIV* Siècle (Paris 1846). vol. i., p. 3, says:— “ Two interesting 
branches have recently sprung from the majestic trunk of the science 
which treats of the physical nature of man. The first, which is named 
Orthopedy, teaches how to correct certain external deformities, whether 
accidental or congenital ; the success which has followed it, and the ex
tension it has acquired, already assign it a special place among the other 
departments of the medical urt. The second branch is called Phrenology* 
a Greek word signifying literally a discourse on the mind, or on the facultie, 
of thesouL But the mind is here taken for the organ which more parti
cularly serves for its manifestation [Not for the organ, but for the men
tal faculties which it manifests]. I t is, then, of the organ of the mind, 
that is to say, the encephalon, that Phrenology treats. Those who have 
made a special study of that branch believe that the development of the 
faculties of the soul, or rather the manifestation of those faculties, depends 
on the size and form of certain parts of the encephalon. This size and 
form, and consequently the degree of development of the corresponding 
faculties, they hope even to determine by examination of the outside of 
the head. If  ever the promises of Phrenology be realized, it will be 
able to furnish great assistance in the physical and moral education of 
man."
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Books received.—The Zoist, Jan. 1847.—The British and Foreign 

Medical Review, Jan. 1847.- Remarks. Theoretical and Practical, on the 
Education of Idiots, and Children of Weak Intellect. By W . R. Scott, 
Ph. D. London : Hamilton, Adonis, & Co. 12mo. pp. ¿6.— Report of 
the Annual Soiree of the Liverpool Mental Improvement Society, Jan. 
1847.— Why ought the Punishment of Death to be abolished ? By Anti- 
Gallows. London : Gilpin. 1846. 12mo, pp. 27.— An Essay on the
Separate and Congregate Systems of Prison Discipline. By S. G. Howe. 
Boston, U .S ,: Wm. D. Ticknor & Co. 1846. 8vo, pp. 90.— William 
Ilowitt and the People’s Journal: an Appeal to the Press and the Public. 
By John Saunders. London, 1847-—William Howitt’s Reply to Mr 
Saunders' Appeal. London, 1847.—A Journal of a Visit of ihree 
Days to Skibbereen and its Neighbourhood By Elihu Burritt. London : 
C. Gilpin. Svo. pp. 15__ The Medical Times, weekly.

Xewspapers received.— Coventry Herald, Dec. 25, Jan. 1, Feb. 5, 
March 19.—Theatrical Times, Dec. 23.— Sheffield Independent, Jan.
3, 30, Feb. 6, 13. Plymouth Herald, Feb. 0__ Plymouth Journal,
Jan. 28. Liverpool Albion, March 1.— Douglas Jerrold’s Weekly News
paper, March 13.— The New Moon, Nos. 26, 27, 28 — The Morningside 
Mirror, Vol. ii., Nos. 3, 4, 5.

To Correspondents.— We invite " A quondam Old Subscriber" to send 
us an essay on the subject he suggests, and shall be happy to lend him 
the Italian pamphlet if he will mention through what channel it may 
reach him.—Our intended remarks on Dr Carpenter's article in the 
British and Foreign Medical Review are again unavoidably postponed.— 
Mr Hytche's paper on •* Love of the Past" will appear in next number. 
— J. M. (Camberwell) is thanked for the two pamphlets.—The letter of
" A Lady" has been received__ “ * ” may probably obtain the American
edition of Gall's work on the Functions of tire Brain, from Messrs Goyder 
of Glasgow, or through Messrs Wiley and Putnam of London.— Mr 
Deville’s phrenological collection is still unsold.

In our next Number Mr Combe will continue his “ Remarks on Na
tional Education," in an article under the title of “ The Relatiou be
tween Science and Religion ; or, The Order of Nature a Guide for H u
man Conduct.” I t will be published also separately as a pamphlet, which 
will probably appear before the Journal.

Communications for the Editor (prepaid) may be addressed to Mr 
R obert Cox, 25 Rutland Street, Edinburgh. Books or parcels, too 
heavy for the post, may be left (free of expense) with the London pub 
Ushers, Messrs Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.. Stutioners' Hall Court. 
Articles intended for the next foUowing Number must always be with 
the Editor tie weeks before the dap of publication. Communications for 
the section of I ntelligence,"  and also Advertisements, should bo 
in hand at least a fortnight before the same day. Charges for Advertis
ing :— Eight lines, 6 s .; twolve lines, 7s. 6 d .; every additional line, 6 d .; 
half a  page, 14s. ; a whole page, 25s. Advertisements may be sent to 
the pubUshers in Edinburgh or London-.
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I.— On the It elation between It dig ion and Science. By 
Geoiuje Combe.

The Reformation in the sixteenth century produced ft power- 
fid effect on the European mind. The miracles, precepts, and 
sublime devotional effusions of the Old and New Testaments, 
excited, with deep intensity, the religions sentiments of the 
people, introduced ardent discussions on temporal and eter
nal interests, and, unfortunately, led to furious and desolat
ing wars. Freedom on earth, and salvation in heaven or per
dition in hell, were the mighty topics which then engaged 
public attention.

In the beginning of the seventeenth century, a generation 
born and educated under tlie.se exciting influences, appeared 
upon the stage. The Reformation was then consummated, but 
the duty remained of acting it out in deeds. The new genera
tion had read in the Books of the Old Testament of a people 
whose king was God ; whose national councils were guided 
by omniscience, and whose enterprizes, whether in peace or 
war, were aided and accomplished by omnipotence employ
ing means altogether apart from the ordinary course of na
ture. The New Testament presented records of a continued 
exercise of similar supernatural powers; and the great lesson 
taught in both seemed, to that generation, to be. that the 
power of God was exercised as a shield to protect, and an irre
sistible influence to lead to success and victory in secular 
affairs, those who believed and worshipped aright, who em
braced cordially the doctrines revealed in the sacred volumes, 
who abjured all self-righteousness and self-reliance, and who 
threw themselves in perfect confidence and humility on Him 
as their King, protector, and avenger.
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expectations renewed from time to time whilst we waited 
upon God, to sec which way He would manifest himself upon 
our appeals! And shall we, after all these our prayers, fast
ings, tears, expectations, and solemn appeals, call these 
hare ‘ eveuts ?’ The Lord pity you.”*

While the people of that age entertained these views of 
the manner of God’s agency in secular affairs, they were 
equally convinced of the supernatural agency of the devil, and 
with similar earnestness acted on this conviction. They as
cribed to satanic influence on their minds their sins of un
belief, and carried their horror of it into practical effect by 
burning thousands of human beings as witches, for supposed 
compacts with the fiend. This belief lingered among the 
Scotch people a century later. In February 1743 the “ As
sociate Presbytery*’ of the Secession Church passed an “ Act 
for renewing the National Covenant;” and among other na
tional sins which they confessed and vowed to renounce is 
mentioned, “ The Repeal of the Penal Statutes against Witch
craft. contrary to the express laws of God. and for which a 
holy God may be provoked, in a way of righteous judgment, to 
leave those who are already ensnared to be hardened more 
and more, and to permit Satan to tempt and seduce others 
to the same wicked and dangerous snare.”

These were the views of God's providence entertained by 
the religions men of the seventeenth century. ’Those who 
were not penetrated by a deep sentiment of religion acted 
then, as the same class does now, on the views of the order 
of nature with which their own experience and observation, 
aided by those of others, had supplied them. They did not 
trouble themselves by much inquiry whether this order was 
systematic or incidental, moral, or irrespective of morality ; 
but acted as their views of expediency dictated at the mo
ment. I t  is with the opinions of the religious and earnest 
men of that century that we are now principally engaged.

In commenting on that period, Thomas Carlyle observes, in 
his own quaint style, that “ the nobility and gentry of Eng
land were then a very strange body of men. The English 
squire of the seventeenth century clearly appears to have 
believed in God, not as a figure of speech, but as a very fact, 
very awful to the heart of the English squire.” He adds, 
“ We have wandered faraway from the ideas which guided 
us in that century, and, indeed, which had guided us in all 
preceding centuries; but of which that century was the ulti-

*  i/etter XCVJI., Cromwell to “  The Governor of Edinburgh Ctutle," dated
"  Edinburgh, 12th September 1650.”  Lib. (it., vol. ii., p. 65,
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world was similar to that entertained by the Greeks and 
Romans. Homer's priests and heroes offered supplications 
to the gods for direct interference in favour of their schemes, 
and their prayers are represented to have been occasionally 
granted. Cromwell, and the men of his age, with more true 
anil exalted conceptions of God, believed in His still adminis
tering the affairs of men, not by means of a regular order of 
causes and effects, but by direct exercises of special power.

I should say that in this condition of mind they were in
spired by pure and exalted religious emotions, but misled by 
great errors in theology. There is a wide difference between 
religion and theology. Religion consists in the devotional 
emotions which spring up in the mind, on contemplating an 
object which we have been trained to reverence. “ Theology,” 
on the other hand, is used to designate the intellectual notions 
which we form concerning that object. Hence the untu
tored Indian, the Mahomedan, and the Hindoo, when they 
sincerely venerate and worship the objects which they have 
been taught to regard as divine, are religious ; although their 
“ theology” may be altogether erroneous. In like manner, 
the English Independents and Scotch Presbyterians of the 
first half of the seventeenth century, were earnestly and pro
foundly religious, although their theological ideas may appear 
to later generations to have been at variance with nature 
and truth.

It was, however, under the influence of such views of the 
course of providence as they entertained, that the existing 
standards of the Church of England, and of the Presbyterian 
Church of Scotland, were framed ; and hence perhaps arose 
the very meagre recognition of God’s providence in the course 
of nature, as a practical system of instruction for the guid
ance of human conduct, which characterises them.

After that age, however, the human understanding, by 
a profounder and more exact study of nature, obtained 
a different view of the course of providence in the adminis
tration of temporal affairs. Science revealed a system 
in which every object, animate and inanimate, appears to be 
endowed with peculiar qualities and agencies, which it pre
serves and exerts with undeviating regularity, as long as its 
circumstances continue unchanged ; and in which each ob
ject is adapted, with exquisite wisdom and benevolence, to the 
others, and all to man. In the words of the Rev. Mr Sedgwick, 
science unfolded a fixed order of creation, so clear and in
telligible that “ we are justified in saying that, in the moral 
as in the physical world, God seems to govern by general 
laws.”—“ 1 am not now,” says he, “ contending for the doc-
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human affairs, and it has presented a systemt 
ture, which man may study, comprehend, ai 
guide to his practical conduct. In point of fat 
has already partially taken the place of the 
thing physical, men now act more on the 1 
world's administration is conducted on the 
established order of nature, in which objects a 
presented to man for his study, are to some ex 
der the control of his will, and are wisely cal 
mote his instruction and enjoyment. Some in 
the same view in regard even to moral affairs 
the modern man of science is well expresse 
wick in the following wortls:—“ If there be a 
Providence, and if His will be manifested by 
operating both on the physical and moral w| 
a violation of these laws be a violation of IIis ici 
nant with inevitable misery. Nothing can, in th 
dient for man, except it be subordinate to those It 
of Nature has thought fit to impress on his m 
cal creation.” Other clergymen also embrace 1 
The Rev. Thomas Guthrie, in his late admin 
li A Plea lor Ragged Schools,’’ observes, that, 1 
a grave mistake, who forget that injury as ine 
from Hying in the face of a moral or mental, a 
law.”

Notwithstanding, however, this pariai revo 
tical belief, the theology of the British nation 
mitted to retain the forms in which it was ni 
olden time ; and what has been the consequem 
ral order of providence is very meagrely taught 
in theolojTY to their followers, as uf divine mil
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short, the great secular interests of mankind,—now governed 
by special acts of supernatural power ? Science answers that 
they are not. Are they, then, governed by any regular and 
comprehensible natural laws l If they are not, then is this 
world a theatre of anarchy, and consequently of atheism,—it 
is a world without the practical manifestation of a God. If, on 
the other hand, such laws exist, ns science proclaims, they 
must he of divine institution, and worthy of all reverence; 
and I ask, In the standards of what church, from the pulpits 
of what sect, and in the schools of what denomination of 
Christians, are these laws taught to either the young or old 
as of divine authority, and as practical guides for conduct in 
this world's affairs ? If we do not now live under a special 
supernatural government of the world, but under a govern
ment by natural laws; and if these laws are not studied, 
honoured, and obeyed, as God's laws; are we not actually 
a nation without a religion in harmony with the true order 
of Providence ; and, therefore, without a religion adapted to 
practical purposes 1

The answer will probably be made—that this argument is 
rank infidelity. But, with all deference, I reply that the denial 
of a regular, intelligible, wisely adapted, and divinely ap
pointed order of nature, as a guide to human conduct in 
this world, is downright atheism; while the acknowledg
ment of the existence of such an order, accompanied by the 
nearly universal neglect of teaching and obeying its require
ments, is true, practical, baneful infidelity, disrespectful to 
God, and injurious to the best interests of man. Let those, 
therefore, who judge us, take care that they be not judged; 
and let those who think that they stand, take heed lest they 
fall. The public mind is opening to such views as I am now 
unfolding; and they must in future be met by other argu
ments than cries of “ irreligion,” and appeals to bigotry and 
passion.

The churches which have at all recognised the order of 
nature, have attached to it a lower character than truly be
longs to it. They have treated science and secular knowledge 
chiefly as objects of curiosity and sources of gain ; and have 
given to actions intelligently founded on them, the character 
of prudence. So humble has been their estimate of the im- 

•• portance of science, that they have not systematically called 
in the influence of the religious sentiments to hallow, elevate, 
and enforce the teachings of nature. In most of their schools 
the elucidation of the relations of science to human conduct 
is omitted altogether, and catechisms of human invention 
usurp its place.

Relation bel/eecn Religion and Science.
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Society, meantime, including the Calvinistie world itself, 
proceeds in its secular enterprises on the basis of natural 
science, so far as it has been able to discover it. I f  practi
cal men send a ship to sea, they endeavour to render it 
stanch and strong, and to place in it an expert crew and 
an able commander, as conditions of safety, dictated by their 
conviction of the order of nature in flood and storm. If 
they are sick, they resort to a physician to restore them to 
health, according to the ordinary laws of organization. If 
they suffer famine from wet seasons, they drain their lands; 
and so forth. All these practices and observances are taught 
and enforced by men of science and the secular press, as 
measures of practical prudence ; but few churches recognise 
the order of nature on which they are founded, as a becoming 
subject of religious instruction.

On the contrary, religious professors have too often made 
war upon science, on scientific teachers, and on the order of 
nature, from the days of Galileo to the present tim e; and 
many of them still adhere, as far as the reason and light of 
the public mind will permit them, to their old doctrino of 
an inherent disorder reigning in the natural world. That 
disorder does prevail is undeniable; but science proclaims 
that it is to a great extent owing to man’s ignorance of his 
own nature, and of that of the external world, and to his 
neglect of their relations. Many theologians do not recog
nise such views, but proceed as if human affairs were, some
how or other, still, in our day, influenced by special mani
festations of Divine power. Mr Plumptre is reported, in 
the Times, to have lately said, in his place in Parliament, 
while discussing the existing famine in Ireland through the 
failure of the potato crop, that “ He did not mean to enter 
at large into the question where the guilt,‘which had drawn 
down upon them this tremendous dispensation, lay—whether 
that guilt lay with the people or the rulers; but he could not 
help expressing what he considered to be a well-founded 
opinion, that the rulers of this country had deeply offended, 
by some acts which they had recently placed on the statute- 
book, and which, in his belief, were calculated to bring down 
the Divine displeasure on the land; but into this he would 
not enter.”

It is conjectured that this Honourable Gentleman had in 
view the grant to the Roman Catholic College of Maynooth, 
or the repeal of the corn-laws, as the “ act” “ which, in his 
opinion, was calculated to bringdown the Divine displeasure 
on the land." Be the acts what they may, the speech im
plied that, in his opinion, sin in the people, or in their rulers,



had led to a special deflection of physical nature from the 
ordinary course, in order to produce a famine for the punish
ment of the offenders. In the olden time, eclipses were viewed 
as portentous announcements of Heaven’s wrath against the 
sins of men ; hut the discovery of unswerving physical laws, 
by which the motions of the heavenly bodies are regulated, 
and in virtue of which eclipses occur, has expunged that 
superstition from the civilized mind. Nevertheless, the same 
blind love of the wonderful and mysterious, which led our 
ancestors to quail before a natural and normal obscuration 
of the sun, leads the unenlightened mind in our day to seek for 
the causes of agricultural blights in sin, instead of in phy
sical conditions presented to our understandings, as pro
blems to be solved by our own industry and ingenuity, and 
to be then turned to account in avoiding future evils. On 
the other hand, many educated laymen, and also a number 
of the more enlightened among the clergy, whose scientific 
studies have produced in their minds a conviction of the 
stedfastness of the course of physical nature, have sought 
for the cause of the failure of the potato crop in some phy
sical condition (unconnected with sin) of the plant itself, of 
the earth, the air, or the electrical fluids; which, if dis
covered, might in their opinion, enable husbandmen in future 
years to avert the calamity: and they have declined to re
cognise fasts, humiliations, and prayers, as means adapted, 
according to their views of the course of Providence, to avert 
the recurrence of the evil. Indeed, these observances, inas
much as they mislead the public mind, with respect to its 
causes, are regarded by such persons as positive evils.

The Archbishop of Dublin, in his “ Address to the Clergy 
and other Members of the Established Church, on the use 
and abuse of the present occasion,” (the famine in Ireland 
in 18-1G-47,) says—

*' But advantage lias been taken of the existing calamity to inculcate, 
with a view to the conversion of persons whom I believe to be in error, 
doctrines which I  cannot but think utterly unsound and of dangerous 
tendency, by arguments which will not stand the test of calm and ra
tional examination. There are some who represent the present fumino 
(as indeed they did the cholera some years hack) as a divine judgment 
sent for the punishment of what they designate as national sins ; espe
cially the degree of toleration and favour shewn to the members of the 
Church of Rome. Now this procedure, the attributing to such and such 
causes the supposed divine wrath, is likely, when those of a different 
creed from our own are thus addressed, to he, by some of them, rejected 
as profane presumption, and by others retorted. When once men begin 
to take upon them the office of inspired prophots, and to pronounce bold-
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by worshipping Dual, the ijulutors might have contendif 
incut was sent by Baal against the worshippers of Jehosl 
m p U  expressly denounced that judgment beforchnnI 
both tho coinmenceinent, and afterwards the termination, I 
besides calling down tho fire from heaven upon the nltl 
that enables us to pronounce that that famine was a 
sent for the sin of Israel, and for what sin. And it is the! 
many similar cases that are recorded in Scripture. Tli 
Gomorrah were destroyed on account of their abominable I 
know, becaunc Scripture tells us so. And that Ananias! 
were struck dead for tempting the Spirit of God we knovl 
sent knew, becauite the Apostle Peter announced beforeha 
and declared the crime which called it down. But for 
man to take upon him to make similar declarations resjiectil 
his neighbours who may die suddenly, or concerning any 
be destroyed by a volcano or an earthquake, is os irrational t 
tuous as it is uncharitable and unchristian.”

Unfortunately, however, the English clergy in je 
not so far advanced in science as the Archbishop 
and they have afforded the nation a striking ai 
illustration of the practical consequences which i 
enforcement of religious observances, based on obi 
ciples. The ()ueen, under their advice, issued a 
tion, dated the 9th of March 1847, ordering a Ge 
and Humiliation to be held on the 24th of that r 
order to obtain pardon of our sins,” and “ the 
those heavy judgments, (‘ scarcity and dearth of 
tides of sustenance and necessaries of life,’) which 
fold sins and provocations have most justly deBerv 
ordinance obviously proceeds on the assumptioi



press. Among others, Douglas Jen-old, in his Weekly News
paper of the 20th March, entertained his readers with gro
tesque representations of “ tlie Fast-day at the Palace"’— 
“ in the fashionable world”—“ in the House of Commons" 
—and “ the Fast-day of the respectable man’’—“ of the 
middle classes’’—and “ of the destitute.” His is not an 
intidel or irreligious newspaper, but one which has a wide 
circulation among the middle as well as the lower classes. 
No more effectual means could be devised by the wit of 
man to destroy all seriousness of religious feeling in the 
nation, and all saeredness in their views of the manifes
tations of God’s providence, than proclamations ordering 
Fasts which provoke ridicule ; and apparently they owe their 
existence to the errors of the Church, which, in this instance, 
is the instigator of the Government. I t chooses to remain 
behind the age in its theology,—and to expose religion, the 
Queen's authority, and itself, to public derision. The famine 
in Ireland unquestionably proceeded from Divine appoint
ment, and taught a most solemn and instructive practical 
lesson to all reflecting men ; but it must be viewed in a dif
ferent light, and different deductions must be made from it 
from those which appear in the proclamation, before it can 
be invested with that solemnity and sacredness which really 
characterise it.

The Fast-day sermons present a striking illustration of 
the confusion of ideas which prevails in the public mind re
garding the course of Providence in temporal events. Science 
confirms the declaration of Scripture, that God maketh “ his 
sun to shine upon the evil as upon the good,” and gives 
no countenance to the notion, that vegetable substances 
prosper or suffer directly in their growth, in consequence of 
the moral qualities of the men in whose fields they grow. 
On the contrary, it proclaims that their condition and pro
ductiveness depend on the soil, the heat, the moisture, the 
electric influences to which they are subjected, the manure 
and the seed, and on the skill with which these are brought 
to co-operate in yielding a return. The moral qualities of 
their cultivators may lead them to attend to, or neglect, the 
proper administration of these natural causes of fertility, in 
so far as they are subject to human control, and, by this 
means, indirectly influence the productiveness of the ground ; 
but there is no warrant in science for believing, that if all 
the natural conditions of fertility be present, a blight will 
nevertheless pass upon the crop because of the owner’s gene
ral or particular sins ; or, vice versa, that if these natural 
conditions be absent, God will nevertheless send a rich harvest
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only a natural Provni 
blight; while many others spoke as if Providen 
instances, observed the fixed relations of cause 
and, in others, set them all aside.

It is impossible that the public mind c.an ad van 
and self-consistent practical principles of acti 
world’s affairs, while such conflicting views of 
ligion, and the course of God’s Providence, are p 
from the pulpit and the press ; and it is equally 
that the youthful mind can be trained to study, 
and obey the course of God's Providence, while it 
with so little consideration by those who assume 
selves the character of the accredited expositors of 
Will.

The questions, then, whether there be an intelligi 
of nature revealed to the human understanding, vl 
should be taught to the young, and whether the 
sentiments should be trained to venerate and obe
l.)ivine institution, are not barren speculations r 
dogmas and doctrines. They touch a highly ra 
practical principle. While an impassable gulph si 
tween the views of God’s Providence, on which soc 
daily business acts, and the religious faith which it 
to believe, the influence of the latter on social corn! 
necessarily be feeble and limited. It is a matter of 
portance to have the principles of action and of belie 
into harmony. Nothing can retard the moral and 
tual advancement of the people more thoroughly tin 
a theology for churches and Sundays, and a widely 
code of principles for everyday conduct; and yet tl 
mint continue to he, the ease with nil the Christian 
while they fail to ......



knowledge of that constitution and its adaptations, as the 
basis of their religious faith and practice in reference to this 
world; and train them to realize in their own minds and 
bodies, and in the society to which they belong, the natural 
conditions on which health, prosperity, purity, piety, and peace, 
depend. Until this change shall have been accomplished, re
ligion will never exert its due influence over human affairs.

Thomas Carlyle,in treatingof the opinions of the seventeenth 
century, observes, that “ the Christian doctrines which then 
dwelt alive in every heart, have now in a manner died out of 
all hearts,—very mournful to behold; and arc not the guid
ance of this world any more." This is literally true in the 
sense in which I have explained the fact; but in most other 
respects it is erroneous. It is chiefly in regard to the continu
ation of the special supernatural agency of God in this world, 
that the belief of the seventeenth century has practically gone 
out. I t  has not been abandoned in direct terms; on the con
trary, it is retained in the standards and instructions of the 
churches; and is embraced, or attempted to he embraced, 
in the minds of many individuals ; but, in point of fact, it is 
no longer felt to be a reality by modern enlightened Christians.

“ Nay, worse still," continues Mr Carlyle, “ the cant of 
them does yet dwell alive with us; little doubting that it is 
cant." With the ignorant, it is not cant, but a sincere, al
though a sadly confused belief. The strong-minded and 
well-informed men who have abandoned the ancient faith, 
are wrong in supposing that it is cant in their weaker 
brethren. They are themselves to blame for not honestly dis
abusing them, nnd informing them that the belief of the seven
teenth century was, in this particular, a mistake, and that it 
no longer constitutes a practical rule of action. Mr Carlyle 
proceeds, “• In which fatal intermediate state, the eternal sa
credness of this universe itself, of this human life itself, has 
fallen dark to the most of us." This is literally true. The 
religious sentiments are not permitted practically to recog
nise God’s administration in the ordinary course of nature, 
as of Divine authority for the guidance of human conduct. 
We really «re in the intermediate state here described. The 
old belief has partially died away, and our churches scowl 
upon the new belief, which perhaps may help to restore “ the 
eternal sacredness of this universe itself, and of this human 
life itself."

In Germany, which led the way in the Reformation, the 
same truth has forced itself on the attention of religious 
men. Dr Tholuck, professor of theology in the university
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of the regularity. The word does not designate the efficient 
cause of the action ; yet many persons attach a meaning to 
the term, as if it implied causation. The cause of the regu
larity which we observe in the motions and reciprocal influ
ences of matter, may be supposed to be either some quality 
inherent in the atoms, or certain powers and tendencies 
communicated to them by the Divine Mind, which adapts 
and impels them to all their modes of action. This last is 
the sense in which I understand the subject, and I coincide 
in the views expressed in an article in the Edinburgh Review,9 
generally ascribed to the Rev. Mr Sedgwick.

“ W lmt know we," says he, “ of the God of nature (we speak only 
of natural means), except through the faculties l ie  has given us, rightly' 
employed on the materials around us ? In this we rise to a conception 
of material inorganic laws, in beautiful harmony and adjustment; and 
they suggest to us the conception of infinite power and wisdom. In like 
manner we rise to a conception of organic laws— of means (often almost 
purely mechanical, as they seem to us, and their organic functions well 
comprehended) adapted to an end—and that end the well-being of a 
creature endowed with sensation and volition. Thus we rise to a con
ception both of Divine Power and Divine Goodness; and we are con
strained to believe, not merely that all material law is subordinate to His 
will, but that H elias also (in the way He allows us to see His works) so 
exhibited the attributes of His will, as to shew liimself to the mind of 
man as u personal and superintending God, concentrating His will on 
every atom of the universe.’’

I add that, in adopting Mr Sedgwick’s phrase of “ a per
sonal God,” I use the word “ person,” according to Locke's 
definition of it,—“ a thinking, intelligent being, that has rea
son and reflection, and considers itself as itself, the same 
thinking thing in different times and places.” In this sense 
of the word, our faculties enable us to assign a personal cha
racter to the Deity, without presuming to form any opinions 
concerning Ilia form, Ilis substance, or His mode of being.

The key to the system of natural Providence appears to me 
to consist in a knowledge of the distinct agencies of nature and 
their results. Physical objects act in certain determinate 
modes, and produce certain invariable consequences ; organic 
substances act in certain determinate modes, and produce 
also invariable effects; and each faculty of the mind, and 
function of the body, has its appointed constitution and mode 
of action, and it produces happiness or misery according 
as it is used or abused. General health, happiness, anil 
prosperity, are the results of our habitually acting in confor- *

* Vol. lxxxii., p. 62, July 1845.



mity with the several ordinations of nature, each communi
cating its own pleasures or pains, independently of the others, 
but all being in harmony among themselves, and with the 
nature of man.

These view’s have now been submitted for twenty years 
to public consideration, in “ The Constitution of Man,” 
and more recently in my “ Lectures on Moral Philosophy,” 
to which I beg leave to* refer. The Calvinistic press and 
pulpit have, at intervals, made war upon them; but the 
only plausible objection which I have seen stated to the 
general doctrine contained in them, is, that circumstan
ces occasionally occur in which it is virtuous to set the phy
sical and organic laws_ at defiance;—as when a man rushes 
into the water to rescue a drowning fellow-creature ; or on a 
railroad-track, in order to remove from it a child or deaf or 
blind person, w ho, but for such assistance, would be smashed 
to pieces by an advancing train. The benevolent agents in 
such enterprizes occasionally lose their own lives, either 
saving, or not, those of the objects of their generous care; 
and it is argued that, in these instances, we applaud the self- 
devotion which set at nought the physical action of the 
waves and the train, and risked life to perform a disinterested 
act of humanity. But these cases afford no real exceptions 
to the doctrine which I have maintained, that even virtuous 
aims do not save us from the consequences of breaking the 
natural laws. A few explanations will, I hope, remove the 
difficulty apparently presented by these and similar instances. 
Unless the benevolent actors in these enterprizes are able suc
cessfully to encounter the waves and escape the train, there 
is little chance of their realizing their generous intentions or 
gaining the objects of their solicitude. Obedience to the 
physical laws until they succeed is indispensable, otherwise 
both they and their objects will perish, and the calamity will 
thereby be aggravated. If they save the object, but die them
selves, there is no gain to society, but the contrary ; the life 
lost is most probably more valuable than the one saved.

No man, therefore, is justifiable in leaping into the water 
even to rescue a fellow-creature, unless he be confident that, 
by his skill in swimming, -or by mechanical aid at his com
mand, he can comply with the physical law which regulates 
floatation. If he do go into the flood deliberately, and in the 
consciousness that he cannot comply with the conditions of 
that law, he commits suicide. If, under the impulse of gene
rous emotion, he plunges into the water, miscalculating his 
power, and is overcome; although we may admire and ap
plaud his humane intention, we must lament the mistake he
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made in the estimate of his own ability. In the case of the 
railway train, if the generous adventurer, after removing his 
fellow-creature from the rail, is himself overtaken by the 
engine and killed ; while we give the tribute of our esteem to 
his humanity, we must regret his miscalculation. In no 
case is it possible to set the physical laws at defiance with im
punity. Cases, sueh as those before alluded to, may occur, 
in which it may be justifiable to risk the sinister influence of 
a physical or organic law for the sake of a moral object of 
paramount importance; but even in such instances we are 
bound to use every possible precaution aud effort to obey 
those laws, because our success in attaining the object pur
sued will depend on the extent of our obedience. We cannot 
escape their influence, if we do infringe them, and, assum
ing that we save a fellow-creature, if we perish ourselves, we 
shall have only half attained our aim.

The objection to the doctrine of the natural laws, founded 
on these cases, appears to me to arise from a misunderstand
ing of the sense in which I use the word “ punishment.’’ The 
dictionary definition of punishment is “ infliction imposed in 
vengeance of a crime but this is not my meaning. The in
flictions under human lams have no natural, and therefore no 
necessary, relation to the offence they punish. There is no 
natural relation, for example, between stealing and mounting 
the steps of a tread-mill. When, therefore, I am represented 
as teaching that, in theso instances, the benevolent agent is 
“ punished” with the loss of life, for acting under the impulse 
of his moral emotions, those who understand the word “ punish’’ 
in the dictionary sense, are shocked, and reject the doctrine 
ns unsound. But the difficulty disappears when the word is 
differently defined. By punishment, I mean the natural evil 
which follows the breach of each physical, organic, and moral 
law. I regard the natural consequence of the infraction, not 
only as inevitable, but as pre-ordained bp the Divine Mind, for 
a purpose : That purpose appears to me to be to deter intel
ligent beings from infringing the laws instituted by God for 
their welfare, and to preserve order in the world. When 
people, in general, think of physical laws, they perceive the 
consequences which they produce to be natural and inevitable; 
but they do not sufficiently reflect upon the intentionalpre-or- 
dainrnent of these consequences, as a warning or instruction to 
intelligent beings for the regulation of their conduct. I t is 
the omission of this element that renders the knowledge of 
the natural laws, which is actually possessed, of so little use. 
The popular interpretations of Christianity have thrown the 
public mind so widely out. of the track of God’s natural



providence, that Ilis object or purpose in this pre-ordainment 
is rarely thought o f; anil the most flagrant, and even deli
berate infractions of the natural laws, are spoken of as mere 
acts of imprudence, without the least notion that the infringer 
is contemning a rule deliberately framed for his guidance by 
Divine wisdom, and enforced by Divine power.

In considering moral actions, on the contrary, the public 
mind leaves out of view the natural and inevitable. Being ac
customed to regard human punishment as arbitrary, and ca
pable of abeyance or alteration, it views in the same light 
the inflictions asserted to take place under the natural moral 
law, and does not perceive divine pre-ordain men l and purpose 
in the natural consequences of all moral actions. The 
great object which I have had in view in “ The Constitution 
of Han,” is to shew that this notion is erroneous ; and that 
there is a natural pre-ordained consequence, which man can 
neither alter nor evade, attached to the infringement of every 
natural law.

To express this idea correctly, a term is required, some
thing between simple “ consequence" and “ punishment.” The 
former fails to'convey my idea in its totality, and the latter 
adds something to distort it. I find it difficult to discover an 
appropriate word; hut hope that this explanation will render 
the idea itself comprehensible.*

Believing, then, that this world is governed by physical, 
moral, and organic laws, appointed by Divine power and 
wisdom, and pre-ordained as guides to human conduct, I 
select from physiology an illustration of the practical appli
cation of this proposition.

Science enables us to discover that the Author of Nature 
has assigned a certain constitution, and certain functions, 
to the human lungs. The chief use of the lungs is to 
purify and vitalize the blood; and the blood is the grand 
fountain of nourishment to the boues, muscles, skin, nerves, 
and brain; in short, to the whole man. The organism of 
man is calculated to act for threescore years and ten, and 
during that period to afford enjoyment to the intelligent 
and sentient principle resident within it. But Divine Wis
dom has appointed certain conditions, on the observance of 
which the organism will continue successfully to perform

•  The admirable expositions of Natural Theology by I’nley, and in the 
Bridgewater Treatises and other simitar works, have not been generally 
applied to practical purposes; and the reason may be found in their not re
cognising the distinct consequences attached to »lie breach of the several 
natural laws, as instituted, and pre-ordained to serve as guides to human 
conduct.
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its functions, and on the infringement of which it will either 
become impaired or altogether cease to act. These condi
tions are, to a great extent, cognizable by the human intellect, 
and constitute the terms on which the boon of health and life 
is presented to man ; it being left in his option to accept and 
fulfil them, or to reject and infringe them, as he pleases: 
only, certain consequences are pre-ordained to follow each 
specific course of action ; and these he must abide by, whether 
he will or not. One of these conditions is, that he shall 
breathe the atmosphere in that state in which God has pre
pared it and adapted it to the lungs and blood. A combina
tion of oxygen, nitrogen, and carbonic acid gas, in certain 
definite proportions, exists in the air, and is exquisitely 
adapted to our frame. A great increase or diminution of 
the proportions of any one of these, or the introduction of 
certain other gases, is fatal to health, and eventually to life 
itself.

Regardless, however, of this Divine arrangement, the in
habitants of Exeter, Liverpool, and many other towns, have, 
through ignorance and indolence, allowed the exhalations of 
decaying animal and vegetable matter to mingle with that 
compound atmosphere adapted by nature to their lungs and 
blood, and the consequence has been that many of them have 
suffered from disease, and prematurely died. On the 8th of 
December 1846, a public meeting was held at Exeter, “ to 
consider the sanitary condition of that city.” The Mayor 
was in the chair, and among the persons present were 
Viscount Ebrington, Sir J. Duckworth, M.P., Edwin Chad
wick, Esq., Dr Southwood Smith, &c. A report was read by 
Mr Terrell, which “ analysed the mortality of Exeter, and 
shewed that while the deaths in those parts of the city where 
there was good sewerage and an ample supply of water were 
from 1-83 to 193 per cent, (per annum), in other parts, 
where the drainage was deficient, the mortality was 5 to 7 
per cent.” Mr Chadwick observed, that in infancy, “ life is 
more susceptible than at any other period—infants, as it 
were, live more on air.” “ Now what is the mortality at 
Exeter compared with Tiverton ? I find that while one child 
out of every ten born at Tiverton dies within the year, and 
one-tenth is the average of the county,—one in five dies at 
Exeter. And then, after its escape of the first year’s mor
tality, it has not gone through all its chances. I find, 
farther, that while, in Tiverton, twenty-sir per cent, die under 
the age of five years, in Exeter no less than forty-jive per 
cent, die under the age of five years.”

When we trace these effects to their causes, is it not clear
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that that purity of the atmosphere which, by the appoint
ment of the Author of Nature, is necessary to the support of 
life, had been destroyed by foul exhalations ; that the human 
intellect was capable of discovering and removing the sources 
of that corruption ; and that it was a duty which the inhabi
tants of Exeter owed equally to God and to themselves, to 
apply the whole powers of their understandings and will to 
comply with the conditions of life ? Can there be a more 
becoming theme for the combined exercise of the intellect 
and religious sentiments than that which is presented by 
such occurrences as these, in which the voice of nature calls 
aloud on parents to save their children by yielding obedience 
to the Creator’s laws i Yet what occurs 1 Mr Chadwick 
informs us. “ Well,” says lie, “ here, in this city, in one of 
the healthiest counties of the kingdom, with an admirable 
site, and with all favourable circumstances, you have an in
fantile mortality and slaughter that very nearly follows— 
very closely indeed—upon the infantile slaughter of Spital- 
fields, <fcc.”

The same gentleman mentioned that, “ about three years 
ago, an epidemic raged in Glasgow, and there was scarcely a 
family, high or low, who escaped attacks from it. But at 
Glasgow they have an exceedingly well-appointed, well- 
ventilated prison ; and in that prison there was not a single 
case of epidemic; and in consequence of the overcrowding 
of the hospitals, which killed some two thousand people, they 
took forty cases into the prison, and not one of them spread. 
In fact, there are so many classes of disease so completely 
within management, that medical men who have the care 
and custody of those who are in comparatively well-condi
tioned places, are in the habit of saying, in relation to cases 
in their private practice, * Oh, if I had but that case in pri
son, I could save it.’ Now, what has your mortality to do 
with that disease here in Exeter ? I find that in Tiverton, 
while 23 out of 10,000 of the population are swept off by 
epidemic diseases, in Exeter no less than 103 are killed.”

Here, then, we see a man of science, whose understanding 
is enlightened by the study of chemistry and physiology, 
clearly unfolding to the people of Exeter certain relations 
established by the Author of Nature between the composi
tion of the atmosphere and the human body, in consequence 
of the infringement of which thousands of their fellow- 
citizens have perished prematurely. Yet these infractions 
of the laws of nature were allowed to continue, year after 
year, under the eyes of the Bishop of Exeter, unheeded and 
unrestrained. Not only so ; but while his flock was thu
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dying from causes that were discoverable and removable, 
his Lordship was warmly engaged in denouncing, as irreli
gious, the Irish system of National Education, because it pro
posed to teach, under the name of secular instruction, mi- 
mingled with the leaven of the Thirty-Nine Articles of the 
Church, a knowledge of these very institutions'of the Crea
tor, a due regard to which would have enabled the people to 
save their own lives and those of their children! 1 do not
doubt that he and his clergy duly consoled the dying, read 
the burial-service over the bodies of the dead, and comforted 
the bereaved parents whose cherished offspring were thus 
prematurely snatched from them by the hand of death. But 
if these mournful effects followed, by God’s appointment, from 
causes which were cognizable by human intelligence, and re
movable by human skill, why did they shrink from teaching 
the people to reverence this connection, and to avoid the 
evils, by acting on the lessons which it was reading to their 
understandings ? This would have tended in some degree to 
restore the sacredness of this universe ‘and tiiat earnestness 
of the human mind, the disappearance of which religious men 
so grievously deplore.

So far from acting in this manner, these excellent and esti
mable persons not only treat the order of creation and its 
lessons with neglect themselves, but by their cries of “ infide
lity ” deter other men, who see and reverence its sacrednesg, 
from appealing to the nobler faculties of the mind with full 
practical effect in its behalf. What a soul-stirring theme 
did not the facts now detailed offer to Mr Chadwick and his 
brother philanthropists, for an appeal to the sentiment of 
Veneration of the people of Exeter, to induce them to bring 
these evils to a close ! But no : science, divorced from re
ligion, dared not to trespass on such a field. Unfortunately, 
also, in the minds of the suffering members of the Bishop’s 
flock, there was no adequate knowledge of science on which to 
found an appeal to their religious sentiments. The speakers, 
therefore, could urge only the humbler motives of economy 
and prudence.

“ Now,” says Mr Chadwick, *‘ while, amidst this population of the 
Tiverton district (32,499), in Tiverton CIO die, no less than 920 die in 
Exeter. That makes an excess of deaths due to Exeter of 332 deaths 
in the year. The ixpensc of a funeral is certainly not less than L.5 on 
the average. Taking it at L.5, your expense» in funerals, for the ex
cess of funerals compared with Tiverton during tho year,

are . . . . .  L.1000 0 0

Carry forward, L.1C00 0 0



Brought forward, L.1600 0  0
Every case of death involves at least 29 cases of sick

ness, which at L.7 per case, is an annual expense of 9265 0 0
Besides that, yon have a loss of labour of four years 

and eleven months by premature death, as compared 
with Tiverton, which, on the excess of this year's mor
tality, mukes a sum, supposing wages to be 7s. 6d. 
weekly per adult, on the average (and a very low 
average), of , . . . . 39,000 0 0

Making a total charge to this city of at least . L. 19,865 0 0
Say L.50,000 a-year. And that does not take into account anything 
for the loss of the maintenance of the children that have been swept 
away, nothing for the extensive amount of premature widowhood, for the 
laTge amount of orphanage, you will find burdening your charities.”

This is ft tru/i/ English Argument, employed to induce a 
people suffering from gross infringements of the order of 
nature, to remove the causes of pestilence and death from 
their dwellings ! I greatly err in my estimate of the mental 
faculties of Mr Chadwick, if he is not as deeply impressed 
with the '• sacredness of this universe, and of this human 
life itself," as he is obviously alive to the emotions of bene
volence ; and if he would not have felt his power over his 
audience greatly increased, if he had found their understand
ings so far enlightened, that he could have ventured to appeal 
to their religions sentiments, in order to give weight and au
thority to his words. Not only, however, was the knowledge 
of nature wanting in them, but an appeal to it, in connec
tion with the religious sentiments, might have been regarded 
by religious men as infidelity', while by some men of science 
it would probably have been ridiculed as “ cant and a 
creed.” Such is the predicament into which the teaching of 
the order of nature as a guide to human conduct under the 
sanction of the religious sentiments, has been brought by 
English education ! No safe course was left to Mr Chadwick, 
but the one which he pursued, that of addressing the lower 

faculties of the people—their acquisitiveness and fear !
I do not question the force of the arguments addressed to 

these faculties ; because nature is so arranged, that when we 
depart from her paths in one direction, we are liable to fall 
into a multitude of errors, each accompanied by its own pe
culiar evils. Pecuniary loss is one of the natural conse
quences of had health ; but the consideration of that inflic
tion is not one of the highest, or most efficacious motives 
for rousing a well educated people to energetic action, to re
move from their hearths the causes of disease and death.
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I select another example from Scotland. A report of the 
mortality in Edinburgh and Leith for the year 1846, lately 
published, presents the following results :—

The mean age at death of the 1st class, composed
of gentry and professional men, was 434 years.

The mean ago at death of the 2d class, merchants,
master tradesmen, clerks, &c., . 364 years.

The mean age at death of the 3d class, artizans,
labourers, servants, &c., . . 274 years.

As I  interpret this document, it is an intimation that these 
different classes have fulfilled, in widely different degrees, 
the conditions on which God proffered to continue with them 
the boon of life. We cannot imagine that Pie deals partially 
with men, and establishes one law for the rich and another 
for the poor : On the contrary, the structure of the various 
organs of the body on which life depends, is similar in all ; 
and the elements of the atmosphere, the rays of light, and 
the winds of heaven, which affect these organs for good or 
evil, diffuse their appointed influences without the least re
spect of persons. To the circumstance, therefore, of obe
dience or disobedience to the organic laws, must these pain
fully different consequences be ascribed. Is it wrong to in
quire into the naturo of these conditions ; to unfold them, 
when discovered, as valuable practical instruction to all 
these classes, and to appeal to their whole moral and reli
gious sentiments to respect and observe them as Divine in
stitutions, in order that the great gift of life may no longer 
be trampled by so many persons under foot ?

I became desirous to learn how much of this instruction is 
communicated by the Established Church of Scotland, in their 
great normal seminary in Edinburgh, an institution in which 
several hundreds of children belonging to the third class of 
citizens are educated, and nearly one hundred teachers are 
instructed in the duties of their pi’ofession. I t is partly sup
ported by Government, and partly by the Church. On vi
siting the school, I was informed that physical science forms 
no part of the instruction given either to the pupils or to 
the stndentrteachers, unless a few chapters on natural phi
losophy and chemistry in one of their reading books, 
taught without apparatus and experiments, be entitled 
to that name. Nay, it was added, that lately Professor 
Johnston had voluntarily instructed the student-teachers 
attending the institution, in as much of the elements of 
practical chemistry as might have enabled them, when 
they became parish schoolmasters, to train their scholars in

21C



the rural districts to the analysis of soils, by which means 
they might have learned to cultivate their gardens and their 
fields with an intelligent perception of the laws on which 
fertility depends; but that this instruction had not been 
followed up. It formed no part of the course of study pre
scribed by the Church; many of the teachers saw no parti
cular value in i t ; and when the Professor ceased to attend, 
it was entirely abandoned.

As a contrast, I find the following statement in the 
“ Twelfth Report of the Commissioners of National Educa
tion in Ireland for the year 1 8 4 5 —“ We have adverted in 
former reports to the importance of agricultural instruction. 
We have now five Agricultural Model Schools in operation, 
and we have undertaken to make grants towards five more, 
which have not as yet been established. There are also seven 
of the ordinary National Schools which have land annexed to 
them, and afford agricultural instruction.” This shews some 
degree of appreciation, in the Irish Commissioners, of the im
portance of teaching one department of the order of nature 
at least to the Irish children. They also report, that “ the 
principle is, and has been from the beginning, that the Na
tional Schools shall be open alike to Christians of all deno
minations !” In their Tenth Report, they assure us, that 
“ the tendency of the system is to produce peace, and that 
knowledge of men’s true interests, the want of which is so 
likely to lead to disaffection and crime.” This stands to rea
son ; but, nevertheless, their system, which teaches nature 
without the leaven of the thirty-nine articles of the Church 
of England, has been stigmatized as “ godless while that 
of the Church of Scotland, which omits nature and substi
tutes a catechism in its place, is admired as a bright example 
of sound religious education !

While schools under clerical guidance thus reject nature, 
the current in scientific channels runs in a different direc
tion. Dr Symonds, physician to the Bristol Infirmary, in a 
letter published by him in the British and Foreign Medical 
Review for October 1846, remarks, that medical “ art, after 
all, is but Nature in a new form—a fresh arrangement of the 
forces of Nature, compelling them to work under new condi
tions'' He adds, “ I am not fond of arguments from final 
causes; but can it be doubted that the various medicines we 
possess, were, as such, a part of the plan of the universe de
signed to have a relation to morbid states of living organisms 
as much as esculent matters to healthy conditions!” If this 
view be sound doctrine, which it certainly is, are not both of 
these adaptions fit subjects for the reverential exercise of our
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religious sentiments, as well as for the investigation of our 
understandings ? At present the public attention is much inte
rested by the application of sulphuric ether to produce insensi
bility to painduring surgical operations. This application of it 
is still under trial, ; but should it ultimately prove beneficial, 
it will present another instance of the adaptation of physical 
elements to living organisms for benevolent ends.* I t baffles 
our comprehension why this discovery (if it shall prove ad
vantageous) was not made sooner ; unless, perhaps, we con
jecture that lie  who endowed the ether and the organisms 
with their properties and relations, and bestowed on man 
faculties capable of discovering them, meant him to use these 
faculties for his own advantage, and that the long reign of 
suffering has been the consequence of infidelity to Nature 
and Nature’s God. Men, in past ages, did not believe in 
nature t’,3 a system adapted by Divine Wisdom to the human 
constitution and presented to them for their guidance ; and 
although physical science has forced, on well educated minds, 
a perception of the truth of this doctrine in regard to physi
cal events, yet moral science is still so little understood that a 
too general scepticism prevails in regard to the moral govern
ment of the world by natural laws. According to my views, 
G d does not send pestilences, earthquakes, or famines, to 
avenge this unbelief; but punishes each act of infidelity by 
pre-ordained deprivations of enjoyment, or pre-ordained evils 
which follow as the natural consequences of each act of omis
sion or commission against His laws, whether physical, or
ganic, or moral.

While science, as a practical guide to conduct, is thus ex
cluded from the schools of the Church of Scotland, the 
Shorter Catechism is sedulously taught; and it presents the 
following view of the order of nature, and of man's relation
ship to it, for the instruction of the young:

“ W ien God had created man, he entered into a covenant of life with 
him, upon condition of perfect obedience : forbidding him to eat of the 
tree of knowledge of good and evil, upon pain of death.

*  Professor Simpson of Edinburgh has applied sulphuric ether to produce 
insensibility to pnin in eases of difficult labour, hitherto with success. W'hile 
it extinguishes sensibility for the time, it does not impede the muscular 
contractions which accomplish child-birth, and. in consequence, he recommends 
it to be used in cases also of natural labour. The benevolence nnd wisdom im
plied in such a pre-arrangement os Ibis, i f  experience continu it, appear crli u- 
l.ited to excite admiration und gratitude in every w ell-constituted mind ; never
theless, X have heard this application o f sulphuric ether, assuming it to be suc
cessful, objected t>, us bciug o profnuu attempt to abrogate the primeval curia 
pronounced upou woman !



" Our first parents, being left to the freedom of their own will, fell from 
the estate wherein they were created, by sinning against God.

“ Sin is any wnnt of conformity unto, or transgression of, the law of 
God.” (This definition would include all the laws of God ; hut, never
theless, orthodox authorities in general regard a want of conformity unto, 
or transgression of, the laws of physical and organic nature, as acts only 
of imprudence or indiscretion.)

“ The sin whereby our first parents fell from the estate wherein they 
were created, was their eating the forbidden fruit.

“ The covenant being made with Adam, not only for himself, but lor 
his posterity, all mankind descending from him by ordinary generation, 
sinned in him, and fell with him in his first transgression.

“ The fall brought mankind into an estate of sin and misery.
" The sinfulness of that estate whereunto man fell, consists in the 

guilt of Adam's first sin, the want of original righteousness, and the cor
ruption of his whole nature, which is commonly called original sin ; to
gether with all actual transgressions which proceed from it.

“ All mankind by their fall lost communion ivith God, are uiutee his 

wrath and curse, and so made liable to all miseries in this life, to death 
itself, and to the pains of hell for ever.”

Here, probably, lies the grand obstacle to the blending of 
clerical with scientific instruction in education. Before the 
religious sentiments and the reflecting intellect of the people 
can be induced to reverence and obey the precepts of God 
addressed to them in the order of nature, they must be taught 
that nature is still such as God made it, and that it reflects 
wisdom and goodness in all its parts. There can be no sacred
ness in nature, if it be intrinsically disordered and out of joint. 
In studying it, we cannot come into communion with God, if 
through either its inherent derangement or our own natural 
obliquity of mind, His wisdom and goodness are not dis
cernible in i t ; while if they are discernible, it cannot be 
justly said that man has lost communion with his Maker. If 
the divine adaptations in nature be calculated to raise and 
improve man ns amoral, religious, and intellectual adminis
trator of this world, he cannot be truly said to be under God’s 
“ wrath and curse.”

Farther, if the teaching of the Old and New Testaments, 
in regard to human conduct in this world, depends, for 
its practical efficacy, on that teaching being in harmony with, 
and supported by, the order of nature, —then the foregoing 
representations of the physical and moral worlds, and their 
relations to eacli other and to God, are not only speculatively 
erroneous, but constitute positive and important impedi
ments to the progress of Divine truth. They tend to blind 
the intellect, and mislead the moral and religious sentiments
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of the people, and thereby to retard their advance in practi
cal wisdom, religion, and virtue.

I select the nest example from Scripture. In the sacred 
volume we are told “ to do justly, to love mercy, and to walk 
humbly with our God,” (that is, to obey His commandments). 
We are desired also to love our neighbours as ourselves, and 
to do unto them as we should wish that they should do unto 
us. Are these precepts practical in this world, or are they 
not ? and what is implied in their being practical \ Before 
they can become practical, it must be shewn that they are in 
harmony with, and supported by, the order of nature ; that, 
is to say, that nature is so constituted and arranged, that all 
the real interests of individuals and nations arc compatible 
with each other, and that it is not necessary to rob and im
poverish one to enrich another. Not only so, but that all 
injustice, oppression, and spoliation, being in opposition to 
the oi’der of nature, must ultimately lead to evil and suffer
ing to the perpetrator, or to those to whom he leaves the 
legacy of his spoils and his crimes. If such be the constitu
tion of nature, then these precepts are practical. If, on the 
other hand, the order of providence admits of individuals and 
nations profiting by injustice and oppression, and reaching, 
and continuing to enjoy real prosperity and happiness through 
the systematic practice of crimes and violence, then are these 
precepts not practical in this world.

The history of all Christian nations shews that while they 
professed to believe in the Divine authority of the Scriptures, 
they were in a great measure sceptics as to their precepts being 
supported and enforced by the order of nature. In their 
practical conduct towards each other, they have too often 
set them at defiance; nay, each has striven to depress, 
spoil, and ruin its neighbour, as the most effectual means of 
raising itself to independence and prosperity. But not one of 
the nations has succeeded in attaining its ends by these 
means. The history of England's treatment of Ireland affords 
an instructive lesson on this topic.

Six centuries ago, in the reign of Henry the Second, Eng
land conquered the sister isle, and ever since has continued to 
Bway her destinies. From the first day of her conquest to 
our own times, English statesmen have acted towards Ire
land on principles diametrically opposed to the injunctions of 
the New Testament. They insulted the feelings of the 
Irish, placed shackles on their industry, shut them out from 
many of the most valuable rights of British subjects, placed 
the religion of the majority out of the pale of the constitu
tion, prohibited its professors, under pain of banishment for
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the first offence, and of death for the second, to act as school
masters or tutors in the instruction of their people; and 
when at last, in 1783, Ireland, in a moment of her strength, 
and of England’s weakness, asserted her independence, and 
achieved a native legislature, English statesmen converted 
that legislature, by means of systematic corruption, into a 
new instrument of injustice and oppression : England pur
sued this course notoriously with the view of providing for 
her own safety, prosperity, and power! Has she succeed
ed 1 No. A calm survey of her history will shew that from 
the first day of her oppression to the present time, every 
injnry inflicted on Ireland has recoiled on her own head; 
and that at this hour, Ireland is the source of her greatest 
weakness, anxiety, and suffering. She is paying eight mil
lions sterling to save from starvation the victims of the sys
tem which she has pursued, and does not yet discern the end 
of the retribution which she has drawn upon her head.

During the whole period of this long crusade against the 
course of Providence and the precepts of Christianity, the 
rulers and people of England professed to believe in the 
Divine authority of the Scripture injunctions which they 
were trampling under foot; but they did not believe in their 
being supported by the order of nature. If they had be
lieved in this, their conduct would have been as insane as 
that of men who should have sown com in snow, and ex
pected to reap a harvest from it in winter. Cromwell, and 
the religious men of his ago, did not recognise the order of 
nature as supporting Christianity. On the contrary, they not 
only believed in a special supernatural providence, but when 
they were gratifying their own misguided passions, they com
placently viewed themselves as the chosen instruments of 
God’s vengeance for punishing His enemies. Statesmen who 
were not religions, either formed no deliberate opinion of any 
kind regarding the course of Providence on earth, or considered 
it as arbitrary or mysterious; not cognizable by man, and 
not available as a guide to human conduct. Indeed, the 
great majority of Christian statesmen and people, while they 
are disposed to acknowledge the existence of physical laws 
of nature, still disbelieve in the government of the world 
by moral laws. Lord Stanley lately presented, in a public 
document on convict treatment, a distinct expression of 
his conviction, that it is not lawful for man to adopt the 
order of nature as a guide to his conduct. Captain Ma- 
conochie had urged on his Lordship that “ we cannot err in 
taking that model (viz. ‘ the discipline to which we are all 
subjected by Divine providence') for our guidance in our at-
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tempts to elevate the characters of our guilty, hut yet more 
unhappy brethren.” To which his Lordship answered, “ I 
do not understand that it is permitted to us thus to consti
tute ourselves imitators of the Divine government under 
which we live ; or that, in this respect, the march of infinite 
wisdom is to be followed by beings of so contracted a range 
of knowledge and foresight as we are.”*

Lord Stanley and his predecessors certainly were not 
guilty of imitating the “ march of infinite wisdom’’ in their 
convict management, but followed the counsels of their own 
will; and the result is now before the world. The transpor
tation system is publicly acknowledged to have proved an 
utter failure, after costing hecatombs of human victims and 
millions of expense 1 It is, in future, to be abandoned. 
The men who saw and believed in an order of nature, pre
dicted these issues from the beginning. Lord Bacon even 
denounced the natural consequences of the system as detri
mental to humanity, and hundreds of voices have been raised 
against it from his age to ours. Nevertheless, statesmen, 
without inquiring into the causes of crime, the nature of cri
minals, or the adaptation of transportation to remove those 
causes and to improve that nature, proceeded in a course 
dictated by their own short-sighted preconceptions alone. 
The course of nature, however, could not he altered. Their 
measures were at variance with the pre-arranged adapta
tions of Providence ; and nature triumphed, while they have 
recoiled, baffled and astonished. And this will ever be the 
case, until the “ sacredness of this universe, and of this hu
man life itself,” be practically recognised by those who wield 
the destinies of nations, as well as by those who are subject 
to their sway.

Another example of unbelief in the action of a moral pro
vidence in nature is afforded by the author of a recent able 
and eloquent pamphlet—“ The Case of Ireland stated, by 
Robert Holmes, Esq.” After detailing the wrongs of Ireland, 
the author speaks of “ moral force” as a means of her deli
verance, in the following terms. “ Moral force,” says he, 
“ is a power, by the mere operation of reason, to convince the 
understanding and satisfy the consciences of those on whom 
tiie effect is to be wrought, that there is some particular 
moral act, within their ability to perform, which ought to be 
performed, and which it is their duty to perform ; and, also, 
by the operation of the same divine principle only, making

*  Parliamentary Paper an " Van Diemen’s Land," ordered by the Douse of 
Commons to be printed. 9th Februnry 1846, p. 11.



those free moral agents do the very thing required. The in
tended effect must be produced, and must be moral—the 
efficient cause must be moral, purely moral, unmixed, una
dulterated, by any mean or sordid views ; reason, heavenly 
reason, applied with eloquence divine; no threat, no intimi
dation, no cold iron, no ‘ vile guus,’ no ‘villanous saltpetre 
digged out of the bowels of the harmless earth,’ nothing but 
the radiant illuminations of moral truth.”—(P. 96.)

Mr Holmes considers this as a mere “ evaporation plan,’’ 
adopted as a safety-valve to Irish discontent. “ It seemed,” 
says he, “ to be considered by the expediency men of the 
day as a first-rate cont r ivancebut  he regards it as pure 
“ fudge,” and seems to prefer “ monster meetings,” and dis
plays of physical force, which may be used in case of need, 
as better calculated to accomplish “ repeal of the union,” 
and the redress of Ireland's wrongs. But Ireland has fre
quently tried to right herself by means of “ cold iron,” “ vile 
guns,” and “ villanous saltpetre,” nnd with what success 
her present condition shews.* It is obvious that Mr Holmes 
does not comprehend the lessons contained in his own pam
phlet, and is an unbeliever in the moral government of the 
world. He does not sec that the advocates of justice to Ire
land are backed not only by “ the moral” but by the “ phy
sical force” of God's providence, in virtue of which they are 
able to demonstrate to England, that every sordid act which 
she has committed against Ireland has redounded in evil to 
herself, and that the scheme of creation is so thoroughly 
moral, so skilfully combined, and so unbendingly enforced, 
that the wisdom of all her statesmen, the counsels of all her 
bishops, and the voices of her whole people, will not suffice 
to turn aside the stream of suffering which she has drawn, 
and will continue to draw, upon herself, from every fountain 
of injustice which she has opened, or may hereafter open, in 
Ireland. What are the disappointments to avarice, the hu
miliations of baffled bigotry, the incessant consciousness of

*  I am no advocate of the doctrine o f non-resistance. Organs of Combative- 
p.o*s and Pestructivcness exist in man, and they have legitimate s|,liercs of acti
vity, one of which appears to be to repel, by physical force, aggression which 
we cannot overcome by moral means. Armed resistance is one o f the natural 
cheeks to injustice; but it is liable to one great disadvantage. The contests 
of force arc governed by the laws of force. The most numerous, best appointed, 
best disciplined, and most ably commanded army, will gain the victory, irre
spective o f the moral merits of the cause for which it fights. High moral 
motives nnimating it will, no doubt, add to its discipline, its pntience, and its 
devotion, and thus indirectly contribute to success; bat they will not, in any 
other respect, supply the place of the ordinary sinews of war. Nature, however, 
has other modes of arresting injustice; and violence should never he resorted 
to until all better meant! have been tried without success.
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insecurity and weakness, and the lavish waste of treasure, 
which have followed from England’s injustice to Ireland, but 
the sanctions of nature’s moral laws, and the punishments 
which give reality and efficacy to the doctrine of “ moral 
force V’

Mr Cobden and his coadjutors carried repeal of the corn 
laws by the use of moral force alone ; but they understood 
its nature and sanctions ; that is to say, they demon
strated to the religious public that free trade is implied in 
the Scripture precepts before quoted—to the moral public, 
that free trade is prescribed by the dictates of the sentiment 
of justice inherent in the human mind—to the merchant, 
manufacturer, and husbandman, that free trade is not only 
compatible with, and calculated to promote, their worldly in
terests, but that these cannot be permanently and systema
tically advanced by any other means. In short, they shewed 
that every attempt of every class to benefit itself by unjust 
monopolies and restrictions had ended in failure, and had 
been punished not only by defeating its own end, but by ac
tually obstructing the attainment, through other and moral 
means, of the very objects which the monopolies were in
troduced to promote.

Unless all this be actually true, free trade cannot main
tain itself even now when it is established ; and it was the 
moral conviction that these views are true, that first inspired 
Mr Cobden with full confidence in the success of his agitation.

The advocates of “ moral force,’’ therefore, who see a mo
ral government of the world established and enforced by 
God, wield not only “ reason, heavenly reason,” as an in
strument for attaining justice, but “ threats’’ and “ intimida
tion —not the threats of “ cold iron” and “ vile guns,” 
which may be employed in support of oppression and wrong 
as successfully as in vindication of right, but “ threats” of 
evil from a power which no human sagacity can baffle, and no 
might withstand. Yet if the threats be real, and if the in
flictions be as certain as fate, what a strange condition of 
mind must Christian men be in, when they imagine moral 
force to be a mere “ evaporation plan,” altogether unsup
ported, when not backed by “ vile guns” and “ villanous 
saltpetre !’’ Before, however, they can wdeld moral force 
with effect, they must be converted to a belief in the real, 
actual, and efficient government of the world by God’s 
secular providence, and they must search for evidence of this 
government, and teach it to their countrymen. The creeds 
and confessions of churches must be revised and new-modelled 
into accordance with the order of nature, and the Christian
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precepts must be allowed the benefit of nature’s support to 
give efficacy to their injunctions.

If the liberal members of the European community who 
desire to accomplish moral, religious, and political reforms, 
could be convinced of the reality of the moral government of 
the world, and take up this doctrine as the basis of their 
operations, no political tyranny, and no erroneous creed, 
could withstand their assaults. While they rely on guns and 
bayonets as their means of resisting misrule, they stand at. a 
disadvantage ; for these are equally available to defend error 
as to maintain truth; but when, abjuring these, they shall 
employ their higher faculties in discovering and demonstrat
ing the combination of causes and effects, by means of which 
that moral government is actually carried into effect, they 
will become conscious of a strength before which error in 
every form will ultimately succumb.

Mr Holmes’ blindness to the moral order of creation is 
evinced hv another proposal which he advocates. While he 
admits that, during all the period of England’s oppression, 
Irishmen were, in general, so destitute of moral principle, 
patriotism, and mutual confidence, that England, at all times, 
found among them willing tools to perpetrate her deeds of 
injustice, and Ireland never (except for a few months in 1782) 
found in her own population moral, intellectual, and physical 
resources sufficient to oppose or arrest them,—he looks to re
peal of the Union, and the delivery of Irish affairs into Irish 
bands, as the only panacea for her sufferings and her wrongs. 
But if the view which I am now expounding be not a dream, 
Ireland’s wrongs will never be righted until her destinies 
are swayed by a moral and enlightened legislature; and 
whether this shall hold its sittings on the one side of St 
George’s Channel or the other, will matter little to either 
country; for, as God’s providence embraces both, and has 
rendered beneficence and justice the only road to permanent 
happiness and prosperity for either, that legislature will first 
redress her wrongs which shall first bow belbro the power of 
God, and enforce His laws as superior in wisdom and efficacy 
to any which their own selfishness and prejudices can sub
stitute in their place.

The advocates of the inherent moral disorder of the world, 
however, will probably point to history and to the actual con
dition of the human race in every country of the globe, as 
affording demonstrative evidence that this supposed moral 
government is a dream. The past and present sufferings of 
mankind cannot be disputed; but I ask, In what age, and in 
what nation, have the religious instructors of the people been

VOTi. XX. N. S. NO. XXXIX.— .JULY 1847. 1’
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being, it appears not to be inconsistent with this character 
to have constituted his mind and body and nature in harmony 
with eaeli other, and to have left him, in the exercise of his 
discretion, to work out, to a considerable extent, his own weal 
or woe. The fact that he, through ignorance and the misap
plication of his powers, has hitherto experienced much misery, 
affords no conclusive evidence, that by more extensive know
ledge, and more strict obedience to the laws of his nature, ho 
may not greatly improve his condition.

Assuming, then, for the present, that an order of nature, 
pre-ordained by God for the purpose of guiding human con
duct, exists—that it is cognizable to a greater or less ex
tent by the human understanding,—and that it is in har
mony with, supports, and enforces, the practical precepts of 
Christianity,—I proceed to apply these assumptions to the 
subject of national education.

Science is an exposition of the order of Nature, and the 
order of nature is just another form of expression for the 

• course of God’s providence in the affairs of this world. The 
sciences of anatomy and physiology embrace systematic ex
positions of the course of providence in relation to health. 
Chemistry unfolds the course of providence in fertilizing our 
fields, and in placing the minute combinations of matter 
under our control as elements of utility and ornament. 
Natural philosophy describes the course of providence by 
which the stupendous universe of suns and worlds, stretching 
beyond the grasp even of our imaginations, is bound together 
and regulated ; and unveils to us, through the microscope, 
the incomparable skill displayed in the structure of the 
minutest forms of animal and vegetable life. And, in the 
principles of mechanics, it teaches us the extent and the con
ditions under which God has enabled us to apply the motive 
(lowers of nature to our own advantage. Phrenology un
folds to us the course of providence by which the health 
and vigour of the mind is regulated in connection with the 
body. In every cerebral organ which it accurately describes, 
it presents an instructive lesson regarding the sphere of 
activity, the uses and abuses, of the concomitant mental 
power. The science of moral philosophy includes among 
its objects the exposition of the natural consequences at
tached by the Creator to the use and abuse of every faculty 
of the mind and function of the body. Natural religion, 
using all this instruction as its basis, aims at investing 
every portion of the course of providence with a sacred 
character. It commands us to study it as a record of pre
cious practical wisdom; to revere it as the counsel of the 
Most High, addressed to our intelligence and adapted to
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our wants; and to obey it as an indispensable condition to 
our attaining truth, purity, and intellectual elevation, with 
their concomitant blessings of health, happiness, and pros
perity on earth.

These are named as a mere specimen of the sciences and 
their subjects. I admit that they are very imperfect, and 
that in many of them much error may be mixed up with 
truth. But this does not affect the question now under con
sideration. In so far as they contain any truth, that truth 
is Divine wisdom, addressed to man for his instruction and 
guidance. I t merits the attention of his intellect and the 
respect of his religious sentiments ; and therefore should be 
taught in schools.

In the standards of certain churches and sects there may be 
found a general and formal recognition of God’s natural 
providence as a guide, more or less intelligible, to human 
conduct; but, nevertheless, no church and no religious sect 
with which I am acquainted, lias recognized the order of 
nature as the basis of the practical precepts which it teaches 
regarding secular conduct and duty; and not one of them has 
expounded that order even as the ally and support of Christi
anity. Not only so; but although they mention in general 
terms God’s natural providence as a guide to human conduct, 
not one of them proceeds, in its formularies, to shew how 
natural providence acts, in producing good or evil to man. 
Science, as I have said, attempts to do this; but many religious 
men denounce the teaching of science as “ godless educa
tion.’’ While they are thus nearly unanimous in practically 
rejecting the course of providence in nature as a source of 
instruction to the young, each places in their hands its own 
Catechism of doctrines, its Liturgy, its Confession of Faith, 
or its other articles of belief; and with the most pertinacious 
assiduity labours to imprint these indelibly on the memory, 
and to imbed them in the affections of its pupils. Mean
while many of the sects denounce the catechisms, liturgies, 
and confessions of certain others as unsound, unscriptural, 
and dangerous to the eternal welfare of the people. Here, 
then, is a record unquestionably Divine, in'so far as we read 
it rightly, superseded and set aside for books of human com
pilation, denounced as unsound by large masses of the com
munity.

The effect of this on education is described by Mr Horace 
Mann* in the following words :—“ After the particular at-

*  R eport o f an  Educational Tour in  G erm any and P a rts  o f  G reat B rita in  
and Ire land , by Horace Mann, Esq., Secretary o f  the B oard o f Education, 
Massachusetts, U. 8 . W ith Preface and Notes, by W . B. Hodgson. L ondon: 
S im pkin, M arshall, and Co. 1846.



tcntion which I gave to this subject (religious instruction) 
both in England and Scotland, I can say, without any excep
tion, that, in those schools where religious creeds and 
forms of faith, and modes of worship, were directly taught, 
I found the common doctrines and injunctions of morality, 
and the meaning of the preceptive parts of the Gospel, to be 
much less taught ¡\nd much less understood by the pupils, 
than in the same grade of schools, and by the same classes 
of pupils with us, in Massachusetts, where the teaching 
of all sectarian doctrines in common schools is prohibited by 
law. Is not this sacrificing Christianity itself at the shrine 
of Sectarianism?

The elements of which a sect is composed, are the points 
in which it differs from oilier sects, and its existence depends 
on the success and assiduity with which it infuses a knowledge 
of and reverence for these into the minds of the young. I t 
represents them as subjects of the utmost importance to their 
temporal and eternal welfare. In the estimation of its 
zealous leaders, they greatly surpass in practical as well as 
religious importance, the order of nature. If any sect were 
to cease investing its points of difference with the highest 
reverence in the estimation of its pupils, and begin to magnify 
the truth and utility of the doctrines in which all are agreed, it 
would commit Jelo de tie. Its dissolution and fusion into the 
general body of Christian believers would be inevitable and 
speedy. The more completely, therefore, the different sects 
obtain the command of education, the greater will be the ob
stacles to the introduction of the order of nature into schools.

The points in which all Christian sects are agreed must 
constitute the essential substance of Christianity; because 
it is on these that Christian men of all denominations act in 
the business and relations of life. Pious, honest, and bene
volent men, abound in them a l l ; and this common excellence 
must spring from a common source. The points on which 
they differ, although they form the life-blood and bonds of 
union of sects, caunot constitute Christianity; because if they 
did, the Christian religion would really have scarcely any 
practical form or substance. I t  would consist of abstract 
disquisitions, discernible only by microscopic eyes, and in
applicable to all beneficent ends. Who will say that the points 
of faith in wliich the Church of England differs from the Con- 
gregationalists, or the views of church government in which 
the Free Church differs from the Established Church of Scot
land—or the Secession Church from the Free Church—or the 
Scotch Episcopalian Church from them all—are the essential 
elements of Christianity 1 And yet it is for the sake of main
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taining these distinctions from generation to generation, and 
of transmitting to the remotest posterity the bitter conten
tions which have so frequently vexed the spirits and alloyed 
the happiness of this age, that we are called on to exclude 
instruction in the course of nature, as a guide to human con
duct, from our schools; to reject a system of education 
founded on the points in which all arc agreed ; and to pros
trate the national mind beneath the car of sectarianism, and 
to allow it to he crushed into dust by its unhallowed wheels !

Practical Christianity, on the other hand, and the laws of 
nature, physical, organic, and moral, present the same in
struction and recommend the same line of action to all, and 
are, therefore, destructive of sectarianism. Hence the deadly 
cry of infidelity which all sects raise against them ! Obedi
ence to them is calculated to bind man to man, and nation to 
nation, by the ties of reciprocal interest as well as of affection 
and duty, and to bring all into communion with God. Our 
knowledge of them grows with the growth of science, and 
their influence increases with the augmentation of the pros
perity which obedience to their dictation yields.

Every motive of duty and interest, therefore, calls on 
the laity and the Legislature to disenthral education from 
the dominion of sects, and to allow to God’s providenco 
a fair field for working out its beneficial ends. Disguise 
the fact as we will, the order of nature—in other words, 
God’s secular providence—is a power which in this world 
shapes our destinies for weal or woe ; while the peculiar 
doctrines of sectarianism only exalt the consequence and 
power of clerical teachers, and the few zealous laymen who 
constitute their staff. To vote money, therefore, as is done 
by the Minutes of Council of August and December 1846, to 
every sect, to enable it to educate its own members in its own 
religious doctrines, is actually to endow discord. I t  is de
serting the shrine of reason and of moral and religious prin
ciple, and bowing at that of prejudice and bigotry. It is 
renouncing all reverence for God’s pi'ovidence, as revealed in 
the course of nature ; for every one of the sects, if it does 
not exclude, deny, and denounce the order of nature as a 
source of practical instruction to the young, at least practi
cally treats it as a matter of small importance compared with 
its own peculiar dogmas. To give them the public money 
to enable them to pursue this course of instruction more 
effectually, is to encourage them in placing their own wisdom 
high above that of the Creator.

Truth alone can benefit a nation, yet the doctrines of every 
sect cannot possibly be true : to give each of them public



money, therefore, to teach its own tenets, is to endow equally 
truth and error. It is tantamount in physicB to setting in 
motion antagonistic forces ; in cookery, it is like paying one 
man to pour wormwood and another sugar into the cup of 
which the nation is to drink. By all means allow the men 
who prefer wormwood to till their own bowl with i t ; and those 
who prefer sugar to fill theirs w ith sugar; but lot not the 
Government, which superintends the cup out of which all 
must drink, pay men with national money to destroy the 
contents of that cup, and render them a potion which no hu
man palate can endure. To pay all sects, who are teaching 
solemn contradictions, implies an utter disbelief in any in
telligible order of God's providence on earth. I t deliberately 
supersedes the teaching of it, and plants conflicting catechisms, 
liturgies, and confessions, in its place. If the heads of the 
Government cannot discern in science an exposition of the 
order of nature, or, in other words, of the course of God's 
providence on earth, they may at least so far defer to Divine 
wisdom and intelligence, as to believe that God's providence, 
however dark, must be self-consistent, and that it does not 
promise to prosper contradictions!

Will not the men of intellect and science who see this to 
bo the case assume courage, speak out, and help to stem 
the torrent of sectarianism which overflows the land! They 
have it in their power at this moment to do their country an 
invaluable service, for which she would one day rear monu
ments of gratitude to their nameB. Will they, through fear 
of a little temporary obloquy, desert the standard of truth, 
of God, and of the people! Let their own consciences an
swer the appeal, and let them act as their consciences dic
tate. Will no teachers arise, embued with knowledge of the 
order of nature, as unfolded in science, and, with faith in its 
adaptation to the human faculties, communicate it, under 
the sanction of the religious sentiments, to the young, as 
a help to guide them through the thorny paths of life ? 
Yes ! Such teachers exist, and they lack only the counte
nance of the enlightened laity to follow the strong impulses 
of their affections and understandings, and accomplish this 
great improvement in secular instruction.

Moreover, under the sectarian system, not only is the ad
vancing intelligence of the people shackled by the conse
crated errors of the dark ages, but the most vigorous and 
profound thinkers among the clergy of all denominations are 
subdued and held in thraldom by their feebler brethren. 
The men of inferior endowments and intelligence take their 
stand on the accredited dogmas, which they cherish because
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they are in accordance with their own narrow and prejudiced 
perceptions; and they resist every liberal idea and study that 
has the most remote appearance of conflicting with their own 
preconceived ideas. As they exert a great influence over a 
half-educated people, trained to regard their doctrines with 
holy reverence, the more powerful minds too generally re
tire from the field, and leave to them an undisputed sway.

The best interests of society suffer from this unhappy state 
of things; whereas if nature were taught, as the harmonious 
ally of Christianity, the men endowed with the profoundest 
intellects, and the purest and most elevated emotions, would 
lead the general mind, and we should constantly advance. 
In the present time, the leaders of the Calvinistic sects are 
strenuously exerting themselves to bring back the public sen
timent to the opinions of the beginning of the seventeenth 
century; and if they do not succeed, it is science alone which 
prevents this consummation of their labours.

From the neglect of nature by the sects, and the paramount 
importance which they attach to their own peculiar doctrines, 
they languish when not excited by contention among them
selves. Dr Cnndlish illustrated this fact lately, when he 
called on the Free Church to renew and proclaim its “ testi
mony in other words, constantly to obtrude on public 
attention the peculiar views which distinguish it from all 
other sects. He assigned, as the motive for doing so, the 
danger of decay, with which it appears already to be threat
ened, from its distinctive characteristics being forgotten, 
seeing that its standards, doctrines, and discipline, are iden
tical with those of the Established Church of .Scotland. 
There is no perennial source of activity and progress in any 
doctrine that is not in harmony with and supported by the 
course of nature. A scheme, on the contrary, founded on 
the combined principles of Christianity and God’s natural 
laws, will enjoy an inherent vitality, and a self-rectifying 
energy, that will cause it constantly to flourish and advance. 
I t will in time root out sectarian errors, and unite all classes 
in the bonds of harmonious truth.

In advocating a non-sectarian system of national education, 
I do not propose to deliver over scholars and teachers to 
government officers, with pow er to mould their minds into 
whatever forms our rulers may prefer, as some advocates of 
sectarian instruction pretend. The United States of North 
America have set us a bright example in this enterprize. 
They have divided their country into convenient spaces, and 
designated them as school-districts. The existing law of 
Massachusetts (Revised Statutes, 1835, title x., chap. 23),
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ordains that districts containing fifty families shall main
tain one school—districts containing one hundred and fifty 
families shall provide two schools, and so forth,—“ in which 
children shall he instructed in reading, writing, geography, 
arithmetic, and good behaviour, by teachers of competent 
ability and good morals.” Larger districts, again, are re
quired to maintain a school, “ in which the history of the 
United States, book-keeping, surveying, geometry, and alge
bra, shall be taught.” And if the locality shall contain four 
thousand inhabitants, the teacher shall—“ in addition to all 
the branches above enumerated, be competent to instruct in 
the Latin and Greek languages, general history, rhetoric, 
and logic.” The law requires the inhabitants to raise money 
by taxing themselves for supporting these schools, and or
dains them to appoint committees annually for managing 
them.*

In regard to the question, What, in conformity with law, 
may be taught in these schools in the name of religion { 
the “ constitution” of Massachusetts requires that all chil
dren shall be taught “ the principles of piety, justice, and a 
sacred regard to truth, love to their country, humanity, and 
universal benevolence, sobriety, industry, and frugality, 
chastity, moderation, and temperance, and those other vir
tues winch are the ornament of society, ayd the basis upon 
which a republican constitution is founded.’' The “ constitu
tion” goes no farther in specifying what things may be taught; 
but by the laws of the State, the school committees are 
authorised to prescribe the books which shall be used in the 
schools, under the restriction (imposed by section 23d of the 
Revised Statutes)—that they “ shall never direct to be pur
chased or used in any of the town schools any school-books 
which are calculated to favour the tenets of any particular 
sect of Christians.” This prohibition was first enacted in 
1827; but in 1835, when the statutes were revised, it was 
retained and re-enacted by an almost unanimous vote in both 
branches of the Legislature, and was approved of by Samuel 
T. Armstrong, an orthodox gentleman, then acting as Go
vernor of the State.

The Bible is allowed to be read in all, and is actually read 
in nearly all, the schools; and, of course, whatever it teaches 
is taught.

Farther, “ Under the provisions of the constitution and

*  Farther details concerning the machinery by which the schools are 
managed, and the taxes levied, in. MafcMichusetti, will be found in an article 
in the Kdinl’Uryh Kcvicw for July 1841, under the title of *" Education in 
America.”
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poor. The upper and middle, and better conditioned mem
bers of the lower classes, have sent, and will continue to sond, 
their children to schools which meet their own approbation, 
and for which they are able to pay. I t  is only the poor who 
are the real objects of our present solicitude ; and we have 
the choice only of one of three measures in regard to them. 
First, To leave them in their present ignorant oondition; 
which nobody advocates. Secondly, To leave them to be 
scrambled for by the contending sects,* who lie under no re
sponsibility to perform the duty of educating them. Or, thirdly. 
To place their education under the protection of the Legisla
ture, and of the general intelligence and philanthropy of the 
country. The last is the scheme which I prefer; and disguise 
it as they will, those who recommend the second, have at 
heart the interests of a sect more than those of the people.

Such a scheme as that which is now advocated, has every
thing to recommend it. I t is the voluntary system preserv
ing all its excellent elements, and freed from several serious 
imperfections. The benevolent and active members of every 
school district, naturally become the voluntary springs and 
managers of the whole educational machinery within it. They 
givelife and vigour to its efforts, and control its every movement. 
They are enabled to do this with greatly increased effect, from 
the law placing funds at their disposal, arming them with offi
cial authority, and backing them by the moral influence of the 
whole community, instead of that of a single sect. Again, the 
exclusion of sectarian teaching operates most beneficially on 
the mind of every one who takes an interest in schools, It 
accustoms him to look on the points of faith and practice in 
which all Christian sects are agreed, instead of dwelling with 
concentrated attention on those which distinguish his sect 
from all others. And this promotes the growth of brotherly 
love and true religion. It leads the mind insensibly to per
ceive that Christianity consists rather in the points of faith
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•  Tho Rev. Dr Alexander, in his speech delivered at a public meeting held 
in Edinburgh on 31st March 1817, to oppose the Minutes of Council Scheme, 
gave a graphic representation of this scramble, which was loudly cheered by 
his audience, consisting chiefly of Evangelical Dissenters. “  There is,”  said he, 
“ another thing which I do not like in this measure, which has not been dwelt 
upon this evening. It is this; that instead of giving us a scheme of national 
education which shall tend to merge our sectarian differences, and our sectariau 
prejudices, in our common interests, this measure is distinguished by nothing 
so much as being a contrivance, in my opinion, to deepen the animosity of sects, 
and to involve the country more than over in all the fierce bitterness of sec
tariau strife.”—“ Tho consequence will be a continual striving amongst nil the 
different sects to get hold of children, and to keep them in their schools when 
they are there; and, in short, to use all sorts of means in order to induce and 
tempt children to join one sect rather than another.”
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that in the beginning of the present century t 
people (for it is to their condition that the coni
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in education has been allowed to do its best to elevate their 
condition, unawed by depostism and uninterrupted by foreign 
invasion. The liberation of the Prussian peasant from 
slavery, and the introduction of the national system of edu
cation, dates from 1807, but the latter did not come into full 
operation till ten years afterwards. One generation, there
fore, has not yet entirely passed away since it was intro
duced. In thirty years the Prussian system has put a 
soul under the ribs of death, called into existence a national, 
intelligent, and energetic spirit, destroyed one-half of the re
maining power of the Church of Rome, and extorted by mo
ral force, without revolution or shedding one drop of blood, 
institutions more or less free, from all the sovereigns of Ger
many, except Austria ! Can any one shew as much accom
plished by the Voluntary principle in the same period, stall
ing from the same zero of attainment in England ?

Mr Mann sums up his description of the English “ no sys
tem,” and of the Prussian scheme, in the following words:— 
“ Arrange,” says he, “ the most highly civilized and conspi
cuous nations in Europe in their due order of precedence as 
it regards the education of their people, and the kingdoms 
of Prussia and Saxony, together with several of the western 
and south-western states of the German confederation, would 
undoubtedly stand pre-eminent, both in regard to the quan
tity and quality of instruction. After these come Holland 
and Scotland.” “ The whole Prussian system,” continues 
Mr Mann, “ impressed me with a deep sense of the vast differ
ence in the amount of general attainment and talent devoted 
to the cause of popular education in that country, as com
pared with any other country or state I had ever seen.”— 
(Page 146.)

There is a great difference between the influence of the 
voluntary principle when applied to the support of churches 
and of schools for the poor. The object of the church is to 
provide means for securing the eternal salvation of the con
tributor and his family—a most momentous consideration to 
every reflecting man. I t involves the selfish principles of his 
nature as well as his affections and his sense of religious duty. 
The school for the poor, on the other hand, addresses chiefly 
his moral and religious sentiments, leaving his self-interest 
far in the rear. Experience shews that these emotions do 
not suffice to induce the rich to provide sufficiently for the 
physical wants of the poor, and, in consequence, Parliament 
has enacted poor-laws. How, then, should we rely on them 
for providing for a less clamant mental destitution ?

In supporting these views, I beg to be understood as leav-
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in:? the Scripture doctrines relating to eternity, altogether 
to clerical superintendence. The statements that the precepts 
of Christianity, in relation to human conduct in this world, 
are in harmony with, and supported by, the ordinary course 
of God's providence, and that they can never become practi
cal until the reality of their being so is demonstrated to the 
understandings, and recommended to the moral and religious 
sentiments, of the people, can be objected to by those only 
who tind a difficulty in reconciling their peculiar dogmas to 
such propositions. In the words of Archbishop Whately, 
“ Revelation may he compared to a telescope, which brings 
within our view things beyond the reach of the naked eye ; 
but which no more supersedes the use of eyes than revela
tion does the use of reason ; and which, again, if it be a good 
telescope, does not distort or discolour such objects as do lie 
within the reach of unaided sight. Even so, Revelation, 
though going beyond what Reason could alone discover from 
a view of the created universe, will never contradict the per
ceived laws of that universe. A pretended revelation would 
be proved not to bo a true one, if it were at variance with the 
laws by which the Maker of the universe governs it."—(“ Es
say on Christian Self-Denial” and in other norks).

The conclusions which I draw from what has been stated, 
are the following :—That, in the present condition of secta
rian religion, the Government is not justified in endowing all 
sects to teach conflicting creeds and catechisms to the young : 
—That the order of nature is of Divine institution, and calcu
lated to serve as a guide to human conduct ; and therefore 
should be taught to the young in the form of secular instruc
tion, and its authority and lessons should be enforced by 
an appeal to their moral and religious sentiments :—That 
the practical precepts of Christianity harmonize with and 
are supported by the order of nature, and should therefore 
be taught along with natural science ; but that all doctrines 
on which religious sects differ (not being connected with na
ture) should be excluded from national schools, and left to be 
taught by the parents and clergy of each sect to the children 
of its own communion, at separate hours and in separate 
apartments : And, finally, that National Education should be 
supported by a rate levied on school districts, but that the 
administration of the fund nnd of the school should be com
mitted to the rate-payers of the district under proper regu
lations to be enacted by Parliament, and under Government 
inspection.

Two questions are considered in the preceding paged—
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What ¡9 the state of practical religion in this country ? and 
What is the remedy for its present condition 2 In regard to 
the first point, I beg to adduce the testimony of the North 
British Review for February 1847. In an article in that Num
ber, generally ascribed to the Rev. I)r Chalmers, and bearing 
all the characteristics of his style, it is said that “ As things 
stand at present, our creeds and confessions have become 
effete, and the Bible a dead letter; and that orthodoxy which 
was at one time the glory, by withering into the inert and 
lifeless, is now the shame and reproach of all our churches.” 
(vol. vi., p. 326.) Again, “ There must be a most deplorable 
want amongst us of * the light shining before men,’ when, 
instead of glorifying our cause, they (men like Thomas Car
lyle) can speak, and with a truth the most humiliating, of 
our inert and unproductive orthodoxy.”—P. 328.

This representation is even stronger than that which I 
have ventured to give of the same subject in the preceding 
pages; and it is some advantage to start with so distinct a 
recognition, and from so high an authority, of the “ great 
fact,” that the present state of practical religion in this 
country is not satisfactory. The remedy suggested in the 
Review is widely different from that which is here advocated; 
but the public ate the legitimate judges of the merits of the 
several proposals.

II,— T h e  Philosophy o f  D eduction considered in  rela tion  to the 
In te llectua l F aculties o f  M an. By Mr RlClIAUl) CULL.

The organs named Comparison and Causality are classed 
together as those of the Reasoning or Reflecting faculties. 
The power of seizing resemblances is ascribed to Comparison, 
and that of tracing causes to Causality. Phrenologists differ 
in opinion ou the special function of Comparison ; while the 
precise step in tracing causation which is taken by Causality 
is yet to be pointed out. The sphere of action of these two 
faculties in the act of reasoning has not yet been described.

The organ of Colour is in relation to colour ; that of Number 
to number ; that of Verbal Language to language ; and the 
Reflective organs to reflection or reasoning. What do we 
mean by R e a s o n i n g  ? “ L’cssenza dell’ uomo sta nélla
ragione,” as the Italians say. Man is a reasoning animal. 
We all at times draw conclusions, we give reasons for our 
opinions and actions, we support our views by arguments, 
and we reply to arguments which are opposed to our own.
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All these acts relate to one process of the mind—to that 
called Reasoning. W hat is this process! Cau it be defined 
and described ? Are there varieties of it ! Some reason
ing is conclusive, and satisfies the minds of those who exa
mine i t ; while other reasoning is inconclusive, and does not 
satisfy the minds of those who examine it. What is the 
difference between conclusive and inconclusive reasoning? 
Can we point to any step in the process of the reasoning, 
and declare its inconclusiveness to depend on a violation of 
a known principle, as we can refer a blunder in language to 
the violation of a principle in grammar! We can. Aris
totle has taught us how. By unfolding the process of rea
soning, and giving names to the several parts and processes, 
he has exhibited the principles which must govern our rea
soning in order to render it conclusive. He has shewn that 
on whatever subject we reason—i. e. make use of arguments, 
whether in investigation, in teaching, in supporting our own 
views, or in refuting those of an adversary—the process 
which takes place in the mind is one and the same in all 
cases. I shall endeavour briefly to state the process as un
folded by Aristotle, and examine it in relation to the facul
ties of the human mind. Aristotle's Logic has not been 
translated into the English language. I shall, therefore, 
refer the reader to Whately’s Logic as the best English 
work on the subject, and as containing the most accurate 
exposition of Aristotle’s views.

The mention of Aristotle, and of logic, sometimes excites 
a smile even in men of science, but it is only in those who 
are unacquainted with his works. An eminent living mathe
matician. speaking of the peculiar difficulties in apprehend
ing the 5th book of Euclid, says :—“ And yet this same book 
and the Logic of Aristotle are the two most unobjectionable 
and unassailable treatises which were ever written.” * It 
should he borne, too, in mind, that “ the history of its (logic’s) 
discovery, as far as the main principles of the science are con
cerned, properly commences and ends with Aristotle.”t  It 
should also be borne in mind that as a zoologist he is un
surpassed by Cuvier himself, as may be ascertained by com
paring his work entitled me/ Zuun 'leroglas with Cuvier's Iteyne 
A n im a l. This has been done by Dr Kidd, in an appendix to 
his Bridgewater Treatise “ On the adaptation of external 
nature to the physical condition of Man.” Great accessions 
have been made to our zoological knowledge since the days

*  De Morgan’s Connexion of Number ami Magnitude, p. 1.
t Whutcly s Logic, 5th cd. Introduction, p. 8 .

M r Cull on the Philosophy of Deduction.
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of Aristotle. America and Australia, with their peculiar 
zoologies, were unknown to Aristotle. Since the days of 
Aristotle, the circulation of the blood and the functions of 
the nervous system have been disclosed, and many other im
portant discoveries have been made in both anatomy and 
physiology. The invention of the microscope, too, has given 
additional power to the moderns in their researches. It 
will be seen, however, that Aristotle’s principles of classifi
cation of the animal kingdom are those adopted by Cuvier ; 
and that Aristotle’s, classification is scarcely disturbed by 
Cuvier. Aristotle’s other works evidence a mind unsurpassed 
in variety and precision of acquirement, and capacity for 
original research. And only about one-fourth part of Aris
totle’s writings have come down to us. Aristotle failed in 
physical science, because be was not an experimenter, and in 
physical science observation is effected chiefly by means of 
experiment. Experience and experiment are not convertible 
terms. The philosophy of an appeal to nature by experi
ment has been of slow- growth, and is even now more praised 
than understood, as is evinced by the writings of several phi
losophers. The physiological experiments to ascertain cere
bral function by ablation seem to indicate a misconception 
of the philosophy of experimental research.

The definitions, axioms, Ac., of geometers, have been praised 
for their exactness and conciseness since the days of Euclid 
himself. We are familiar with those merits of geometry. 
The definit ions, Ac., of logicians are exact and concise also; but 
with their merits we are less familiar, and it is not the fashion 
to become familiar with them. Logic teaches the laws of 
deduction, the when, the where, and the extent to which, in
ferences may be deduced from data. Mr De Morgan has 
published a tract on logic as an introduction to the study of 
Euclid.* And it appears to be a right procedure to explain at 
least so much of the philosophy of deduction, as is necessary 
to a right understanding of the principles by which geometri
cal truths are evolved from other geometrical truths (axioms), 
which contain them, before beginning the study of Euclid.

The prevalent erroneous opinions on the nature and ob
jects of logic, may be traced to the great misapprehensions of

*  "  This tract contains no more than the author has found, from experience, to 
be much wanted by students who are commencing with Euclid. . . .  lie  has 
long regretted the neglect of logic, a science, the study of which would shew many 
of its opponents that the light esteem in which they hold it arises from those 
habits of inference which thrive best in its absence.”  introductory note to “  First 
Notions of Logic (preparatory to the study of Geometry), by Augustus De Mor
gan, of Trinity College, Cambridge, Professor of Mathematics in University Col
lege, London.”

VOL. X X . N. 3. NO. X X X IX .— JU L Y  1847. U
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Logie, like arithmetic, is an abstract science. Both sciences, 
however, may be concrete. In arithmetic, the numbers may 
be numbers of anything, as coins, measures, spaces, Sic. ; but 
whatever the tilings numbered may be, makes no difference 
in the processes of adding, subtracting, or otherwise working 
those numbers. And in logic, whatever may be the subject- 
matter on which we reason, whether morals, mathematics, 
religion, &c., makes no difference in the principles which re
gulate and control our deductions. Reasoning, in its Btrict 
and precise sense of drawing conclusions, is one and the same 
process on whatever subject it is employed. The terms 
“ moral reasoning,” “ mathematical reasoning,” &c., are inac
curate, as indicating different kinds of reasoning, while rea
soning applied to morals, mathematics, &c., is what is meant 
to be said.*

Again, there is no such thing as Syllogistic reasoning, as 
opposed to, or differing from, any other kind of reasoning. 
The truth is, that every accurate train of reasoning can be 
analysed and expressed in the analytical form. And when 
so expressed it consists of a series of syllogisms. Locke ad
mits this.t A S y l l o g i s m  is an expression or formula of the 
analysed condition of the deduction and the premises, by 
means of which the connexion between the deduction and 
the premises is clearly exhibited, as in the subjoined example 
from Wliately :

Every dispensation of Providence is beneficial.
Afflictions are dispensations of Providence.

Therefore : Afflictions are beneficial.
Logic is not concerned about the truth or falsehood of the 

premises. It is concerned alone with the conolusiveness of 
the deduction. The truth of the premises is a question, not 
of logic, but of morals, mathematics, or whatever other branch 
of knowledge the subject-matter of the argument belongs to. 
Further, the truth of the conclusion itself is not even a ques
tion of logic. The question of logic is,—Does the conclusion 

follow from the premises ? Logic decides whether the con
clusion is virtually contained in, and is rightly inferred from, 
the premises. And thus it secures us from any error which 
is not already asserted in the premises.

A syllogism consists of three P r o p o s i t i o n s . Each pro
position consists of two T e r m s , which are united by a C o 
p u l a . The copula is always is, or is not, or some equivalent 
expression. The terms of a proposition are named the S u b 
j e c t  and the P r e d i c a t e . All propositions arc assertions

*  Sec an able note on this subject in Professor Do Morgan's Algebra, p. 198.
t  Locke’s Essay on the Understanding, Book lv., chap. 17.
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Logicians, like mathematicians, have adop 

bitrary symbols, by which they take a step in 
and by which the inind, unaffected by the su 
the argument, may, more searchingly, cxamin 
between the premises and the conclusion, ai 
the sources of error.

Every A is B.
Every C is A.

Therefore : Every C is B.
The argument thus expressed by symbols is 

of which the syllogism just quoted is a partic 
The analysis of a chain of reasoning will 

sent a variety of syllogisms. These are class 
ante with certain principles, but which it is i 
my purpose to cite. Arguments may be coi 
sidered as consisting of two parts, viz. 1#/, 
proved, and which is named the DEDUCTION 
whence the deduction proceeds, and which 
PREMISES. In the syllogistic expression of a; 
deduction is placed last.

The great principle commonly known as 
om ni e t nu llo , for which we are indebted to 
which, indeed, is the key-stone of his systeir 
“ That whatever is predicated universally o 
any class of things, may be predicated in like 
thing comprehended in that class.’’ This pi 
compnred to Euclid’s axioms for self-evidence, 
continual application in logic, ns may be seen 
the syllogism above quoted.

Every dispensation of Providence is



The truth of the premises belongs to religion and morality. 
The conclusiveness of the deduction is the sole question of 
logic. Admit the premises, and the deduction is inevitable; 
for, by the dictum de omni et nullo, the afflictions being con
tained within, or comprehended under, the dispensations of 
Providence, are a part of the omni, which is admitted to be 
beneficial. Logicians describe three operations of the mind 
tobe concerned in argument; viz.,1«/, S i m p l e  A p p r e h e n s i o n ; 
2d, J u d g m e n t  ; and 3d, R e a s o n i n g . Simple apprehension 
takes cognizance seriatim of the terms of a proposition. The 
judgment pronounces on the agreement or non-agreement of 
the terms. And reasoning is the act of proceeding from one 
judgment to another, founded on that one. I now proceed 
to examine those mental processes in relation to Phrenolgy.

In the proposition, “ Gold is yellow,” it is an act of simple 
apprehension to receive the term “ gold,” and another act of 
simple apprehension to receive the term “ yellow,” while it 
is an act of judgment to connect the terms in the affirmation 
that “ gold is yellow.” In this example, and indeed in the 
case of all physical objects, the act termed by logicians sim
ple apprehension is perception, and is accomplished by the 
perceptive organs. The informed mind knows that the sub
stance named gold is yellow, heavy, ductile, malleable, valu
able, &c. When the mind perceives the word “ gold,” some 
of the qualities of gold occur to it as constituting the indi
viduality gold. The qualities which occur are different in 
different mind3. Its value occurs to one, its colour to an
other, its specific gravity to a third, and so on. In the above 
proposition the quality of colour is prominently brought be
fore the mind, and is affirmed or predicated of gold. Now, 
what faculty of the mind a f f i r m s  ?

The several physical qualities of bodies are perceived by 
different faculties ; thus, Colour perceives colours, Form per
ceives forms, Ac. And each faculty remembers and judges 
its own perceptions. Thus, Form perceiving an object, judges, 
and affirms it to be a circle or square, as the case may be. 
Size judges and affirms it to be large or small; Weight 
judges and affirms it to be heavy or ligh t; Colour, to be red 
or blue ; and so on.

Those persons who arc endowed with a defective organ of 
Colour, cannot rightly perceive colours. They cannot accu
rately judge of colours. They commit many errors in their 
affirmations of colour. Those with a defective organ of Size, 
commit errors in their affirmation of magnitudes. And so of 
the other perceptive organs. In the proposition “ Gold is 
yellow,” the organ of Colour judges, and affirms its judgment,
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ju d g m e n t is a com parison . To affirm th e  role 
ject, we necessarily compare (but so rapidly ns 
Bcious of the act) the perceived colour with 
knowledge of colours, and judge the perceived 
blue or not as the case may be. Whether we 
gether two present perceptions of colour, or a 
colour with a memory of colour, the comparisi 
not by the organ named Comparison, but alone 
of Colour. This view of the function of the ] 
gans is maintained by Gall,t and also by Spurs 
this description of the sphere of action of t 
powers in the formation of propositions («. e., ii 
denying), may be extended to include Form, I 
Colour, Order, Locality, and Number.

Individuality affirms the substance which mai 
qualities to be gold. It is true, it does so wht 
informed that a certain assemblage of qualities 
to gold. We know nothing of substance; u 
qualities. That which is the subject of certa 
known as gold ; and when we arc affected by tl 
the mind, by means of the organ of Individua 
an entity or existence (a substratum, as the ni 
term it), which it judges to be identical with, i 
gold. Individuality can remember and comp: 
it can affirm.

The knowing faculties enable us to acquii 
each faculty being a receptive capacity for a d 
knowledge. And one faculty is unable to re 
ledge which is received by another. Form is 
ceive a knowledge of colours; it, and it alone, 
remember, und judge, of form. I t  is in relatio
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pnrtmcnts of knowledge. Thus it is in relation to the de
velopment of the knowing organs, that a mnn desires to pos
sess, and has power to acquire, a knowledge of whatc is around 
him ; and when those organs are well developed, he is able 
to grasp the wide domain of knowledge of which science takes 
cognizance.

It. is necessary to distinguish between the judgment which 
each perceptive faculty exercises on the objects in relation to 
that faculty) and that judgment which is considered to be of 
a higher character, and is named the philosophical judgment. 
And this judgment is manifested by the reasoning faculties.

Phrenologists have not yet determined the special func
tion of the organ named Comparison. Gall’s statements 
have been verified by subsequent observers, yet our know
ledge of its function is very imperfect. According to Dr 
Gall’s view, it is chiefly a rhetorical organ ; as he refers to it 
skill in the adoption of comparisons, examples, analogies, and 
parables, for the illustration of a subject, The talent of the 
popular preacher in comparing heavenly and spiritual things 
to the earthly and corporeal, he refers to this organ. Al
though our knowledge of this organ’s function is imperfect,

Î ct, as to the talent for making comparisons, we know, 1*/, 
'lmt each perceptive faculty compares together the objects 
which it perceives, and these are similar objects ! thus Colour 

compares colours, Form compares forms, &c. That
the faculty named Comparison compares diverse objects, and 
seizes upon some resemblance ; as in that fine passage where 
a physical is compared with a moral effect :—

Portia.—“  That light we sec is burning in my hull.
How fur that little candle throws his beams I 
So shines a  good deed in a naughty world.”

Merchant of Vmiee, Act V., Scene 1.

Now, with this much positive knowledge, and leaving the 
special function undetermined, we possess the means of de
ciding the part which the faculty plays in logic. We may 
consider all propositions to consist, according to their subject- 
matter, of only two classes, viz.—1st, Judgments of similar 
things, as, “ This blue is darker than that blue;” and, 2d, 
Judgments of diverse things, as, “ Man is mortal.” Judg
ments of similar things, as of colour, can be effected by the 
comparison-function of that organ which is in relation to 
those things. And the judgments of diverse thiugs can bo 
effected only by the organ named Comparison ; for none but 
that organ can seize resemblances of diverse objects, e.y., as 
that between a physical and a moral effect.

M r Cull on (ho Philosophy o f  Deduction.



iiou, m leu uy a given racuity. An intenectua 
cognizance of our consciousness, and judges a 
it. And that power Dr Spurzheim believes t( 
ality.*

That this is the rationale, whether it be or 1 
tuality that observes and records our states of c 
will be admitted from the subjoined conside 
know, 1st, That those endowed with small org 
receive but feeble impressions of colour; they 
colour, they neither affirm nor deny spontaneou 
2dly, That those endowed with small organs of

I do not experience benevolent states of mind ;
but feeble impressions from benevolence-exc 
and those impressions are unheeded ; so that 
affirm nor deny spontaneously of benevolence 
such feeble manifestations of function occur w 
be the development of the organs of the intel 
ties : and, 4thly, That each organ manifests its i 
an energy in proportion to its relative size

I head.
Each faculty of the mind is in relation to cei 

mostly external to us. The intellectual fac 
knowledge ; the affective endow us with feelinj 
nations. And each faculty, either mediately or 
enables us to judge, and to affirm or express c 
in propositions. These propositions are the bas 
reason, i. e., make deductions.

Mathematicians and logicians have ably cla 
sitions. M a t h e m a t i c s  treats of quantity, £ 
the relationships of magnitude and number, 
in mathematical science concern magnitudes a 
and are Theorems. Problems, and Lemmas----A.
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applications. I t oven embraces mathematics, so far as pure 
reasoning, i. e. deduction, occurs in that science. The classi
fication of propositions, therefore, by the logician, must 
comprise every kind of proposition in the vast circle of hu
man knowledge. There are Affirmative, Negative, Univer
sal, Particular, Categorical, Hypothetical, and other kinds 
of propositions, which for the present inquiry it is unneces
sary either to recite or describe. I t may occur to the reader, 
that mathematical problems are excluded from the logician’s 
propositions. A problem is a question to bo solved, and not 
a judgment expressed in words.

An a r g u m e n t  is an expression, in which, from something 
laid down and granted to be true, something else must be 
admitted also to be true—true of necessity, as a result or a 
consequence of the other truth which was granted. An argu- 
gument stated at full length and in its regular form is named 
a  s y l l o g i s m . And the conclusiveness of an argument when 
so stated is manifest from the mere force of the expression, 
as in the subjoined syllogism.

Y is X.
Z is Y.

Therefore: Z is X.

In this argument, the conclusion that Z is X, is inevitable, 
whatever terms X, Y, and Z respectively stand for. And 
to this form all legitimate arguments may be brought.*

In obtaining the conclusion that Z is X, what mental opera
tion took place ? I t  was found that the two terms Z and X 
agreed with one and the same third term Y, and therefore 
with each other. In obtaining the'conclusion, then, that Z 
is X, wo have been engaged in an act of comparison.

Take another kind of argument, one of a negative conclu
sion :—

Every true philosopher reckons virtue good in itself.
No Epicurean reckons virtue good in itself.

Therefore: No Epicurean is a true philosopher.

The formula of this argument of Cicero’s against the Epi
cureans, is,

Every X is Y.
No Z is Y.

Therefore : No Z is X.

In this case one term agrees and another term disagrees 
with one and the same third term, so that they disagree with

*  Wlialoly’s Logic, book ii., chop. 3, sec. 1.



each other. I d obtaining the conclusion, that no Z is X, we 
have also been engaged in an act of comparison.

If we extend our inquiries to the examination of all the 
methods of drawing inferences which logic teaches, we shall 
find that in the deduction of an inference, the mind is engaged 
in an act of comparison. The question arises, Is the com
parison, by which the deduction is effected, made by the organ 
named Comparison, or can it be effected by any perceptive 
organ alone 1 To solve this question, let us construct an 
argument concerning colour, and express it in the syllogistic 
or regular form.

■050 Mr Cull on the Philosophy o f Deduction.

All these colours are dark colours.
Indigo blue is one of these colours.

Therefore : Indigo blue is a dark colour.

It may be supposed, since the organ of Colour compares 
colours, that the comparison of the major and minor terms 
with the middle can be effected by the organ of Colour. We 
may, however, remark, that, 1st, The organ of Colour per
ceives colours, as blue, red, green, &c., but it perceives not 
and knows nothing of the general term colour : 2dly, The 
comparison is not that of two colours, but of a colour with a 
general term : 3dly, The comparison is that of diverse things, 
which can be effected only by the organ named Comparison.

A wide induction will shew, that the mental operation of 
drawing a deduction, consists in the comparison of two dif
ferent things with one and the same other thing ; and ascer
taining the resemblances or differences of the two things, by 
means of the points in which they resemble, or differ from, 
the thing with which both are compared.

Now, the only organ capable of comparing together the 
varied knowledge which is obtained by different organs is the 
organ named Comparison. And hence this organ hikes the 
lead in the net of reasoning. Dr Gall has a remarable pas
sage on reasoning :—“ Toutes les fois qu'un organe, ou une 
faculté fondamentale, compare et juge les rapports d'idées 
analogues et disparates, il y a comparaison, il y a jugement. 
Une suite do comparaisons et de jugemens constituent le 
raisonnement.’ * The last sentence is a description of reason
ing such as Aristotle himself might have written, and we 
have no evidence that Gall was acquainted with the science 
of logic.

A number of questions suggest themselves for solution, as,

* Gall sur loa Functions du Cerveau, tome vi., p. 40G.



What is the special function of the organ named by Gall, 
Esprit Metaphysiyue, Profondeur d'esprit, Metaphysischer-Tief- 
sinA; and which Spurzheim named Causality \ And, since 
the organ of Causality plays so subordinate a part in reason
ing, what is its sphere of action in metaphysical inquiry 1 I 
do not intend to discuss those, or any other questions, in this 
paper. I have simply examined the philosophy of Deduction, 
commonly known as Aristotle’s Logic, in relation to tlio 
human mind ; and pointed out, I trust, with sufficient clear
ness, the scope of action of tho several intellectual faculties 
in the process of reasoning.
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I I I .— On the Insufficiency of the Evidence on which some Phy
siologists attribute to the Cerebellum Functions related to cer
tain Muscular Actions, (Extracted from M The Brain and 
its Physiology, by D a n i e l  N o b l e , Member of the Royal 
College of Surgeons of England,” pp. 21-29, and 249-263.)

As the cerebellum has been the favourite subject of vivi
section,—presenting as it does the greatest facilities for ope
ration, owing to its comparative detachment,—the mutilations 
which have been practised upon this structure are the most 
deserving of attention; and if their vnlue be disproved, no 
importance can be attached to other lesions of the encepha
lon, for very obvious reasons.

Rolando, of Turin, in the early part, of the present cen
tury, having, from consideration of the anatomy, been led to 
regard the cerebellum ns in some way or another concerned 
in locomotion, proceeded to test the validity of his opinion by 
the following experiments.* He removed, by successive 
efforts, as much of the cerebellum as he could from one side 
of a pig, nnd also of a sheep. But scarcely did tho lesion 
extend beyond the trepanned side, than the animal was struck 
with hemiplegia, nnd it perished very soon amidst convulsive 
spasms and hsemoiThage. He cut the cerebellum, in one of 
the animals, in different ways; the animal could no longer 
sustain itself upon its leys, as if it were paralytic; after 
twenty-four hours, it died of convulsions. Rolando professes 
constantly to have observed, that a diminution of the move-

•  The account is detailed in a work by Holimdo, on the Brain nnd Nervous 
System, published in 1809. The statements in the text nre taken from ( ( n i l ' s  

Sur lej Functions do CcrveaU,”  vol. vi., which contains extracts from a 
French translation of ltolundo's work by hi. Coster.



and fell on the corresponding side, without i 
being able to make use of the right leg, or 
this leg the least movement. Finally, the p a r  
i t s e l f  to the two sides. I t  is acknowledged, 
this fowl occasionally shook its wings, and e 
inferior extremity,—a result attributed eithe 
mobility of the muscular fibre, or to some ri 
cerebellum.

Early in the year 1822, a report, drawn up 
Cuvier, was presented to the Royal Academy 
the Institute, on a memoir by M. Flourens, 
object the determination of the properties c 
system, and of the action of these, and of did 
this system, in the motions called voluntary, 01 
motion and prehension. The following extr 
cutting and removal of the cerebellum, and i 
translation of M. Cuvier’s report, as it occurs 
valuable work on the brain. The subject of e 
a pigeon.

“ During the ablation of the first slices, onl 
ness and a w a n t o f  harm ony in  the move me 
the removal of the middle slices, an almost yt 
is the result. The animal, continuing to he 
only executes abrup t a n d  disorderly movements. 
of flying, walking, standing up, Ac., are lo 
When the cerebellum is removed, the faculty 
reyu la ted  m ovem ents has en tire ly  disappeared. 
back, the creature could not get u p ; yet it 
that threatened i t ; it heard noises, it endeax 
danger, and made many efforts to do so, \
plishing its object. In a few words, it retain



an account of his proceedings in a pamphlet, in which the 
results are stated in the following term s:—“ Mutilations of 
the cerebellum were not accompanied by paralysis, or convul
sions, properly so called, but merely by disorder of the loco
motive functions; the faculties of equilibrium and progression 
were destroyed. The animals mutilated were still capable of 
reflection, of hearing, of moving their limbs in all directions, 
and most frequently these movements were executed with ex
traordinary quickness and violence.

* * * “ When the cerebellum is totally disorganised,
or entirely removed, the animal is for ever deprived of the 
faculty of equilibration, of walking, and of flying, if a bird 
all the efforts it makes are useless; they merely demonstrate, 
that though unable to perform any combined motions, out of 
which station or locomotion results, it nevertheless retains 
the faculty of executing partial movements, and of moving 
its limbs in all directions.*”

Magendie, who practised also these mutilations, states 
that, if a wound be inflicted on the cerebellum, the animal 
seems compelled by an inward force to a retrograde movement, 
although making an effort to advance ; and that if the crus 
cerebelli on one side be injured, the animal is caused to roll 
over towards the same side. Sometimes the animals made 
sixty revolutions in a minute, and continued this movement 
for a week without cessation. Division of the second crus 
cerebelli restored the equilibrium.!

Magendie, moreover, states, in his work on Physiology, 
that he has seen, and has demonstrated to others a great 
many times, in his course of lectures, animals deprived of 
cerebellum, and which, nevertheless, executed very regular 
movements.\

The following quotation furnishes an account of further 
experiments on the living cerebellum, practised by M. Fo- 
dera, in presence of Gall, Dannecy, Fossati, Londe, and 
Georget; the results are given by Gall, in the subjoined 
statement:—

“ The first two rabbits from which the central and supe
rior parts of the cerebellum were removed, died in three or 
four minutes. The haemorrhage, as well as the convulsions, 
were considerable. The section was made from below, up
wards. In one of them, the medulla oblongata was reached 
by the instrument, and tetanic convulsions were the results.”

“ The same operation was performed on a third rabbit. It
*  Solly on the Brain, p. 314.
t Vide Carpenter's Human Physiology, 2d edit., p. 217.
J Milligan’s Translation, 4th edit., p. 183.
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preceding rabbit, drew its head strongly bad 
»ome times forward and sometimes backward."* 

Here, then, we see the results of mutilating

I lar division of the encephalon which furnishes 
facilities of all for its separate lesion. The var 
tradietory character of tho effects obtained, w 
dated at a glance by referring to the sentence 
going extracts, which have here been rendered i 
lando found the vivisection in quostion to indue 
and paralysis ; Flourens gained by his proceed 
harmony in the action of voluntary muscles; 13c 
jects sustained no paralysis, but a destruetio 
powers of maintaining equilibrium and of proj 
retention of muscular mobility in any directio 
obtained an invincible disposition to retrogrnc 
stating that his animals, after loss of the cere 
yet execute very regular combined movements 
Fodera’s mutilations were followed, in some 
convulsions and death, in others, by kicking an 
by movements progressive as well as retrograd 

It will thus be seen, that no two of the al 
presented anything like coincidence in the resi 
on the contrary, direct contradictions occur. 
ralyaU is met by Bouillaud's no paralysis ; F

K itty to regulate movement, is counterpoised 1 
capability, confirmed by Fodera’s experience ; 
contradiction is seen throughout the entire h 
vivisections ; there is no single fact recorded 
tor, which is not counteracted in its tendency 
skin, by the experience of some of the others. 

^ ____  Diverse as are the statements regarding tin



of the voluntary movements, and the ba lancer,' Bouillaud 
maintained that it balanced the body only in station and pro
gression ; and Magendie concluded its office to be the source 
merely of movements forward. Gall, who carefully watched 
the repetition of these experiments, drew no positive infer
ence from the results which he witnessed, observing, that 
“ they will always be found to differ according to the irrita
bility and the age of the creature, and according as the in
strument is blunt or sharp, so that it pulls more than it cuts.”

The experiments performed on the cerebellum have re
ceived from many individuals an amount of attention and 
consideration which, it is conceived, can have arisen only 
from a total disregard, or forgetfulness, of their true history.

Those of Flourens, in particular, are perpetually appealed 
to, as if they furnished results uniformly to be obtained ; 
whilst those of the other vivisectors receive but little notice, 
and that only in so far as they are supposed to coincide with 
those of Flourens. The great name of Cuvier, always mixed 
up with them, has probably supplied the reason of this pre
eminence. I t is yet remarkable that physiologists, comment
ing on mutilations of the cerebellum, and assuming the 
effects narrated in Cuvier’s report, to constitute the normal 
consequences, so to speak, do but rarely agree with Flourens 
ns to their doctrinal value ; scarcely any two deducing iden
tical conclusions from the same premises.

M. Foville,* admitting the facts adduced, thinks they con
firm his own notion, that the cerebellum is the central organ 
of sensibility, “ The opinion advanced,” says he, “ that the 
cerebellum is the regulator of the voluntary movements, if 
wo attentively consider the reasoning on which it rests, seems 
to me to strengthen the idea which places the central seat of 
sensibility in the cerebellum. After having injured the struc
ture of the cerebellum extensively, we have observed that 
animals preserved the power of moving their limbs, but had 
lost that of co-ordinating the movements of these in a man
ner convenient to station, progression, flight, ike. But when 
we will to perform, and actually perform, certain movements, 
do we not distinctly feel that we execute them 1 The man 
who, with his ejes shut, moves his hand or his arm, does he 
not also as distinctly feel that he moves these parts, ns if he 
followed them with his eyes 1 whilst the paralysed man who, 
with his eyes shut, is desired to move the paralysed limbs, 
may be very willing to do so, though incapable, and perfectly 
aware of his incapability of obeying ; nor would it be possible

*  Diction. île Med. Pratique, Art, KNCErilAl.t, p- 201. Quoted by Solly.
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feel the ground upon which it stands, i t i M ^  
position in which its limbs are plaeed ? I 
versing with Sir Astley Cooper on this subjei 
end of the year 1830. Sir Astley cited to mi 
man completely deprived of the faculty of sen so 
and hand, the muscular power of which was 
served. When this man was desired to take 1 
lift anything, he did so very well; hut if, whil 
object, his attention was taken away from tli 
lar contractions of the limb commenced, and 
object fell to the ground ; as soou as the pat 
follow the contraction of his fingers with his 
remained to inform him that he held the ol 
course, it escaped from his grasp.”

“ This, and other cases of a similar dcscript 
elusive as to the fact of sensation being the tr 
the muscular motions ; it is by means of seij 
are aware of the mode or degree of action a 
that we have the power of co-ordinating their 
a suitable manner, and of executing a succet 
tary movements in harmony with one anothei 
of perceiving the movements being lost, we 
for their precision or duration.”

Such is the reasoning which Foville emp 
of the essential office which Flourens and his 
attach to the cerebellum, as revealed by its 
is hereby seen that, whilst Foville treats tl 
they were invariable, and matters of course 
just been shewn that they are not), he yet re 
cnees to be unwarranted by the facts of the

Dr Bostock states, that Desmoulins disas
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should be inclined to draw an inference precisely the reverse 
of that which lias been formed by the author.”*

Dr Alison, suggesting his own explanation, remarks, with 
regard to the effects induced by the mutilation, “ This may 
be supposed to be, either because the injury produces certain 
permanent uneasy feelings, such as vertigo, which interfere 
with and confuse the sensations, by wliich the voluntary 
movements ere regulated; or because the recollection of 
muscular sensations, which are the guide to all definite vo
luntary movements, depends upon the cerebellum, and is lost 
when it is destroyed.”!

Mr Herbert Mayo, on the same subject, says, “ The sim
plest explanation of the phenomena above described, is to 
suppose that an injury of the cerebellum, to a certain depth, 
produces a sensation analogous to vertigo ; that the animal 
conceives itself either to be hurried forward, and makes a 
more or less perfect exertion to repel the imaginary force, or 
to be moving backward, and moves its limbs to a certain de
gree in correspondence.”!

Mr Solly, in discussing the present subject, observes, “ A 
candid consideration of M. Foville’s opinions must, at any 
rate, convince us that the views of Messrs Flourens and 
Bouillaud cannot yet be regarded as established doctrines of 
physiology. ”§

Thus, then, it would appear that, under circumstances the 
most favourable for encephalic vivisection (which the instance 
of the cerebellum certainly supplies), no uniformity in the re
sults exists; that the facts proclaimed by different physiolo
gists are opposed one to another; and that the inferences 
deduced are as various and contradictory as the premises. 
This is so obvious, that had not all of these writers hud a 
prejudice against Gall’s views, they would, probably, never 
have attached that importance to these experiments which 
most of them have done. The chief merit of them in their 
eyes seems to have been, that they appeared to afford some
thing like fact and argument in opposition to Gall.

To determine the general character of the phenomena 
which ensue on mutilations of encephalic structure, and the 
influence which these latter exercise upon function, let us 
take the instance of the nervous system at large, many of 
whose offices are well understood, and which, in its general 
physiological relations, presents the closest analogy to the

* Bostock's Physiology, vol. iii., p. 374, t  Alison's Physiology, p. 253.
J Mayo's Physiology, p. 245. § Solly on the Brain, p. 323,
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induced; this result may also occur if the c 
nerves be irritated. Now, although it is mos 
whenever any division or portion of the ner 
abnormally acted upon, some change in its fu 
tion takes place, this is not always appreciah 
ternal manifestation ; and even when it is f 
thing like uniformity in different cases. Mo 
ances of function will .coincidently arise in o 
which have sustained no direct lesion, on ac 
tions of sympathy existing, dependent, as prev 
upon fibrous communication, contiguity of po; 
ciation in the respective offices. All these t 
gether, render it very difficult to settle the ex 
injury of a nerve to the changes in function« 
that follow, because the conditions are con 
with the special circumstances of individual 
the variation in question is not of a nature al 
derstood. Let us take, for an illustration, tli 
wounded finger, the nervous fibrils of which * 
cu t; sometimes, the only effect produced is 
tirely subsides on cessation of the inflammi 
times spasmodic twitching« of the contiguous 
and again, in other cases, tetanus even will 
hibiting the remarkable extent of the sympat 
vade the whole of the nervous system; and 
exemplify such as are explicable by direct til 
cation. Then, again, the vicinity of parts 
sympathetic influence, may be exemplified b] 
gemlie's operation upon the fifth pair of nei 
followed, if his account is to be relied upon, b 
loss of sight. Lesions of any kind aff'ecti
___________ _____ LU _______i____ •______i_____________ i_____«_i____________ :i ■! .'



exists at the centres, of a kind scarcely to be traced by ana
tomical research ; yet such a mere probability cannot, of 
course, be rendered the basis of any sound physiological 
theory, however reasonable it may appeal* to be.

If these illustrations of nervous sympathy be fairly repre
sentative of its general phenomena, we must keep such tacts 
constantly in mind in our estimate of the value to be attached 
to mutilations of the encephalon, unless it can be shewn that, 
in the latter case, there are reasons for inferring the exist
ence of conditions of sympathy differing from those which ob
tain in the case of the nervous system,—a line of argument 
not very likely to be adopted. Let us, then, proceed to in
quire, first, what the conclusions are which Gall’s opponents 
have deduced from mutilations, in opposition to his doctrine ; 
and, secondly, to what extent they may be just, or, on the 
other hand, susceptible of disproof ; then, by application of 
the principles which have been illustrated above in their re
lation to the nerves, let us see if certain facts gained by vivi
section, and employed very generally in opposition to Phreno
logy, will not admit of a true physiological explanation, in 
correspondence and harmony with all that Gall discovered 
respecting the functions of the encephalon.

In proceeding with this division of the subject, the author 
shall confine himself, in the detail, to examination of the vivi
sections of the cerebellum ; because, while those of the cere
brum have mostly been abandoned as inconclusive, some of 
the most able of modern physiologists continue to attach 
force to the mutilations which have been practised upon the 
former, and to advocate a doctrine founded upon them,— 
which doctrine they seek to maintain and corroborate in all 
sorts of ways, especially by comparative anatomy and patho
logical phenomena.

The present winter is one of those who think with Georget, 
that the organic connexion of the sexual instinct with the ce
rebellum is probably that particular point of phrenological 
doctrine, in favour of which the largest amount of proof is 
obtained; and, on this account, he conceives it to be most 
important that the facts and the reasonings of the vivisectors 
should be thoroughly sifted, with a view to discover whether 
or not their deductions concerning the cerebellum rest upon 
any solid foundation ;—whether, in a word, the observations 
of Gall and his disciples on the one hand, or those of Flou- 
rens and his followers on the other, possess the higher phy
siological value.

Here there need bo no repetition of the accounts which 
have been afforded by Rolando, Flourcns, Rouillaud, and
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garded as the actual nervous centre. It ii 
in many of the inferior creatures, regular 
take place after removal of the encephalo 
this must be referable to the retlex agency 
“ In the Dysticus,” says Dr Carpenter,* 1 
been removed, the stimulus of the contac 
diately excited regular and continued lc 
which lasted for some time.” Further, it 
same physiologist, “ In the healthy condit 
system, when the will is controlling all the 
are not immediately concerned in the main 
lation of the organic functions, no such a 
cited ; but, in proportion as its control is 1< 
pendent power of the spinal cord manifest

Under all these circumstances, there 
grounds whatever for regarding the balanc 
that is special and distinct. To speak of 
ordination of muscular action, suggests wi 
tion ; to refer to the complicated character 
tary movements, directs our attention to 
the nerves in plexuses ; and when we reve 
movement in the muscles, in the absence of 
we are reminded of the true spinal cord, 
left, it may finally bo asked, for the cercb< 
I t  is high time that the disciples of Flourei 
this question definitively.

I t  would yet appear to be certain, that r 
cerebellum do really disturb the harmony 
cular action, and throw animals upon who 
tised very much off their balance; but wlq 
should w'e conclude the structure itself to t
n o i m l  1 »■> I m u n i i ;  i  i f  1 1 1 n  1 i n i ) i ;  ? I  *.i — — m



already engaged 1 Let us examine this matter somewhat in 
detail.

The general character of the sympathies which obtain in 
the case of the nerves, has been alrendy dwelt upon ; the con
ditions upon which they appear to depend have been illus
trated ; and it remains to be seen, whether the several phe
nomena of convulsions, paralysis, staggering, whirling round, 
leaping, and so on, which have attended vivisections of the 
cerebellum, do not allow of nil reasonable explanation, 
through the anatomical and physiological relations which 
subsist between the organ in question and the medulla ob
longata and motor division of the spinal cord.

I t is an anatomical fact, that certain fibres from the ante
rior columns of the cord fun into the cerebellum. As before 
stated, Mr Solly has the merit of being the first clearly to 
indicate this fact. “ The corpora restiformia, or the proces
sus e cerebello ad medullam oblongntam, are not, therefore, 
as they have usually been described, bodies which are formed 
solely by the posterior columns; nor are they bodies which 
consist of fibres from the posterior columns, to which sonic 

_  fibres from the anterior columns are added, the additional
fibres lying perfectly parallel to those of the posterior co
lumns ; but they are bodies which consist of fibres that in
terlace in rather an intricate manner, the interlacing fibres, 
consisting of some from the an tero-lateral, and some from 
the posterior columns.”*

Now, in this disposition of the upper extremity of the mo- 
tiferous tract of the spinal cord, have we not ample data for 
explaining all the derangements that arise in muscular ma
nifestation, on lesion of the cerebellum ? Wherever there is 
close relation of two parts by interlacement of their respec
tive nervous fibres, injury to one is well known to influence 
generally the actions of the other. When Legallois wounded 
the spinal cord in the dorsal region, perturbation of the heart's 
action ensued; but no one, from such a circumstance, would 
think of arguing, at the preseut day, that the office of the 
dorsal segment of the cord is to balance the heart; then, 
why insist upon the cerebellum balancing the body, because 
staggering, and other such symptoms, follow its mutilations 1 
Moreover, the close propinquity of the medulla oblongata to 
the cerebellum, independently of direct communication, sup
plies an additional reason for .anticipating muscular disturb
ance on vivisections of the latter, seeing that these can 
scarcely fail to influence the corpora pyramidalia, and the
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characterised the vivisections, as related.
It has been maintained, that the objection 

ments of Flourens and others, on the ground of 
pathy, is untenable, for reasons stated, in the fol 
by Dr Carpenter:—“ The fallacy of this object 
is shewn by tbe fact, that the much more sever 
removing the hemispheres, does not occasion su 
tion; the power of performing the associate! 
and of maintaining equilibrium, being remarks 
after the loss of them.’’* But then it should 1 
that here there is no question of sever ity of op> 
conditions of sympathy ; in the case of the c* 
spheres, the mutilation does not occur, as in t 
the cerebellum, contiguously to the medulla ol 
the maintenance of harmony in the movements 
moval, may be explained by the reflex agency 
cord,—just as Dr Carpenter suggests to us the t 
motion, even in the human subject, may, in cei 
tbe mind, go on mainly through this influence.

When we carefully analyse the report made 
the proceedings of Flourens, it becomes very ol 
varying effects of encephalic vivisections up 
functions, are best explained by the greater or 
contiguity of the mutilated structures to the n 
gata. From the document in question, we lei 
the removal of the cerebrum, the animal so muti 
drowsy, exhibits no signs of will, makes no spe 
tion; but that, when struck or irritated, it mi 
brium is preserved in whatsoever way the crea 
If laid on its back, it rises ; it walks if pushed, 
a frog, it jumps if touched ; when a bird, it fl
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remarkably harmonious with Gall’s physiology of the cere
bral hemispheres, wherein volition and intelligence reside,— 
psychical conditions obviously absent on removal of the cere
brum ; the animal under such circumstances, according to 
the expressions occurring in the report, existing as if in a 
dormant sta te; the movements, which always needed to be 
excited, were clearly referable to the reflex function of the 
uninjured cord. When M. Flourens w'ounded the tuberculn 
quadrigemina, a whirling round ensued, plainly owing to 
their communication with the motor portion of the nervous 
centres. “ After all," says Cuvier's report, “ it must be ob
served, that in too deeply extirpating these tubercles, we in
terfere with the medulla oblongata; and then violent con
vulsions, which last long, make their appearance." Is it not 
strange that the same reasoning should not have been made 
to explain the convulsions, the whirling round, and the stag
gering, which arose on cutting and scooping the cerebellum ? 
for, let it be observed, in the case of the pigeon subjected to 
experiment, the removal of the first fragments of cerebellum 
did but produce weakness in the action of the muscles, and 
some diminution in their harmony ; and how should it have 
been otherwise 1 On attaining the middle of the cerebellum, 
and so coming nearer to the medulla oblongata, the creat ure 
displayed universal agitation ; and, on removal of the whole, 
it no longer had the power of walking or flying; and, placed 
upon its back, it was unable to raise itself. And where is 
the wonder, if the anatomical connexions of the organ be 
but considered for a moment l

Hut, indeed, we possess a species of evidence in absolute 
and incontrovertible disproof of the doctrine of Flourens re
specting the cerebellum, to which we may here advert—evi
dence which no sort of reasoning from any other class of 
facts can invalidate. This consists in the retention of the 
assumed function after complete removal of the organ. *• I 
have seen,’’ says Magendie, as quoted in a previous chapter, 
“ and have demonstrated to others, a great many times, in 
my course of lectures, animals deprived of cerebellum, and 
which nevertheless executed very regular movements.’’ And, 
as before stated, a pigeon whose cerebellum had been de
stroyed by M. Fodera, walked backwards and forwards ; and 
to do this, some co-ordination of muscular action was re
quired. If  these statements be doubted, so may those of M. 
Flourens: the authority in the latter case is no better than 
in the former. Indeed, some might contend that Magendie, 
at any rate, from great practice, should be regarded as the 
most expert of vivisectors. I t  might further be said that, in
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such effects as paralysis, convulsions, stngge 
round, by excitation of the appropriate ncn 
is certain, at any rate, that injuries inflicted 
the brain will constantly exert some distort 
the muscular system; and how, in an ani 
evinced except by some loss of harmony in 
and power of co-ordinating the locomotive 
Flourens himself, in one of his papers,* ree 
suits of cutting the terminal branches of tf 
as they ramify in the semicircular canals, wh 
very little from those obtained by some vi1 
doings with the cerebellum. If the horizon! 
Bide was divided, horizontal movements o 
place from side to side, and rotation of the 1 
vision of the inferior vertical canals on eai 
vertical movements of the head, but the ani 
If all the canals were divided, all sorts of 
took place. All which effects are obviously 
patliy, and to the reflex agency of the nervi 
who shall doubt, that if some young aspirin 
to injure the cerebellum, and, in the process 
the very symptoms recorded by Flourens 
lesion of the acoustic nerve—who shall doul 
would be appealed to as certain corrobornti 
lar functions of the organ ? The hasty ir 
which have been deduced from vivisectioi 
office of the cerebellum, constitute an exce 
that gratuitous kind of reasoning which is 1 
istic of the proceedings of a certain class of 
who, in their excessive zeal for mere facts 
velties, abandon almost entirely the just rt
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function. And at the same time it may be asserted, further, 
that nothing which is related in the accounts furnished of
the vivisections of this structure, is, in the remotest degree, 
opposed to the physiology of Gall. In none of the instances 
is there the slightest evidence adduced, whereby it is so much 
as pretended that the sexual instinct survived the loss of the 
organ; so that the harmony of this class of facts with the 
phrenological doctrine is, at least, not negatived. But then 
it will be said, that as no influence was exerted upon the ge
nerative function by these powerful actions upon its assumed 
encephalic centre, neither was such harmony affirmed. Yet, 
where is the proof that the sexual instinct was actually un
affected by vivisections of the cerebellum ? When extraor
dinary violence is done to any structure, the effect is very 
often to paralyse its influence altogether; what reason is 
there for supposing that this may not have been the case in 
the instances in question ? Moderate violence, inducing 
what may not much exceed stimulation, very generally pro
vokes functional manifestation; but then, this merely stimu
lant action is certainly not what is brought about in severe 
mutilations, and in the destruction of an organ. Again, it 
should be remembered that the habitual state of the f unction 
now under consideration is one of quiescence, and, on that 
account, it is one not so likely to reveal the fact, even when 
present, of its loss or diminution. Further, in such creatures 
as the pigeon and others, in which these lesions of the cere
bellum have been practised, the outward indications of inter
nal activity of the instinct (did we even suppose this to exist) 
could not very well be appreciated under the circumstances 
in question. But, indeed, how entirely vain it must be to 
expect, for a moment, that any animal distracted with pain 
could evince feelings which everybody knows demand psychi
cal concentration in an eminent degree, for their sensible 
display! In a few words, it may be said of these vivisec
tions of the cerebellum, that whilst they most certainly make 
nothing against the physiology of Gall, they have not been cal
culated, in their very nature, to yield anything of moment in 
its favour.

Many mutilations, however, are on record, which most un 
mistakeably corroborate Gall's doctrine concerning the cere
bellum ; some of these are recounted by Gall himself, as hav
ing come under his own observation ; there are others related 
by Vimont, as having occurred within his particular expe
rience ; and some very important cases, ranking in a like 
category, are detailed by Baron Larrey, in his Mcmoircs de 
Chirurgie el Cuuipagnes. Other writers have also accumu-
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truth which lias already been established by 
legitimate process ; they furnish excellent su 
mony ; the phenomena receive their simplest 
vious explanation, interpreted by the doctrine 
the statements will exhibit a reciprocal influen 
between the cerebellum and the external orgi 
tion, which is intelligible only on the theory of 
function ; they admit of no elucidation by attt 
conditions of sympathy, for, unlike the facts o 
other advocates of the muscular office of the ce 
ther immediate communication by nervous fib 
guity of position, will afford reasons for the 
upon the other, which is affirmed to have take:

IV. Case of Double or Diseased Consciousness. 
Browxk, M.D., Medical Superintendent of 
Institution, Dumfries.

On 15th March 1847, I visited J. II., tet 1 
quest and in the presence of Dr M‘Culloch 
About two years ago, the patient, who is the 
respectable druggist, was affected with hyster 
a great constitutional change. The symptomi 
the globus and spasmodic flexure of the tinge 
nomena which now exist followed this state, 
mitigated nor modified by the establishment ol 
tiunal change alluded to. For many hours eac 
tient is iu what may be called her normal i 
nearly an equal number she is in an abnormal ci 
lms no recollection during the one, what passe



from the stomach. Between these two acts, the yawn and 
the eructation, the woman is vivacious, more mirthful than 
when herself, knits, reads, sings, acquires songs, converses 
with relatives and acquaintances, and is said to display 
greater shrewdness than at other times. Her letters are 
better in composition and penmanship than she can produce 
when awake or in the natural state. This may be called her 
state of clairvoyance. When aroused, she has no recollec
tion whatever of anything that has taken place: she has for
gotten, or rather has no knowledge or consciousness of the 
persons she has seen, the songs she has learned, the books 
she has read; and if she resumes reading, it is at the place 
at which she had stopped when in her natural condition. 
When she reads in her abnormal state, the same thing hap
pens. The duration of the trance is generally about two 
hours. I t occurs repeatedly during each day, and more 
frequently of late. The development of the fit is generally 
sudden and unexpected ; but occasionally it is determined by 
noise, or the movement of articles in the room, such as the 
fall of a poker, or an alteration in the position of a chair. 
New impressions, however, seem to retard the process, as 
she is never attacked in church, which she attends regu
larly ; although she may be, and has been, while returning 
from it. She dreams vividly; but does not always dream. 
I t  is suspected that she is superstitious, as her father spoke 
of the fulfilment of one of her dreams by the death of a friend. 
Her bodily health is perfect; all her functions are regular and 
vigorous. Her aspect is intelligent, and no impairment of 
mental power has taken place. She has latterly complained 
of headach after the cessation of the somnambulism ; and upon 
one occasion, she described the painful sensation as confined 
to one side of the head, and as descending to the cheek upon 
the same side. Her father has had an attack of cerebral 
congestion : a brother died of a psoas abscess.

As the patient was at the time indisposed, it was proposed 
to the parents, anil agreed to by all parties, that she should 
pay me a visit in the course of a week, and reside in my 
house for such a period as would allow ample opportunities 
for observation of the phenomena described. My visitor did 
not, however, make her appearance. Her father explains 
her absence in the following manner, in a letter dated 28th 
March. “ I intended to have availed myself of your kind in
vitation to my daughter ere this tim e; but owing to a very 
remarkable and unexpected alteration in her complaint, it 
would appear that her visit to Dumfries will be unnecessary. 
You will be surprised to learn, that, from the moment you
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about to become ill ; but this passes off in a 
when she is relieved by a sigh. ¡She complain 
and depression of spirits.” In another lettc 
April, she is described as “ going on favourabl; 
derstand her convalescence still continues.

1. It is worthy of notice, that all, or nearly i 
similar character—thoao related by Dr Dyce i 
yhical Transactions ; by Major Ellicott in Mr 
tern of Phrenology, 3d edition; by Dr Dewar 
crombie'B Inquiries concerning the Intellectual 
by Dr Wigan in his Duality of the Mind—ant 
have fallen under my own observation—have o 
males, affected with true, well-formed hysteria, 
of those symptoms which indicate the existence 
rical temperament; and that the morbid met 
has yielded to remedies, or to constitutional 
posed to influence hysterical affections.

2. It is worthy of notice, in the Becond plact 
healthy manifestations in this case were subdu 
impression, by the apprehension of being ren 
the vicinity of a lunatic asylum, and perhaps bj 
that she was regarded as of unsound mind.

3. It is worthy of notice, in the third place, 
there was no change or impairment of the id( 
identity, there was a total loss of one-half, oi 
the patient's life. There was in her natura 
responsible state, an entire obliteration of one- 
tions and impulses which went to make up her 
rendered her the complex being she was, wh 
and preserved her in relation to surrounding p 
jects. Could she, under such circumstances,



t.imately it could only have boon applied while the offender 
was cognisant of the act for which she was tried or con
demned, which would be when in an abnormal condition ; and 
the singular anomaly would have arisen of transporting or 
hanging a culprit of unhealthy mind, because the presence of 
disease was necessary to restore a recollection and correct 
notion of the crime, accusation, and punishment. Is it not 
possible that such errors and cruelties have been committed ? 
I t  is, at all events, necessary to bear in mind such cases as 
that now narrated, when forming an opinion as to the respon
sibility of persons accused of crime.

CnxoiiTOif I nstitution , Du m fries ,
In  June 1847.

P.S.—Since the above was written, I have received the 
following communication from the patient's father :—

5th June 1847.
“  D e a r  S i r ,—In reply to your letter of the 29th May, 

and your kind inquiries respecting my daughter, I am happy 
to say, the symptoms, wo think, are still favourable. Since 
I wrote to you, her short and slight ill turns have become 
more frequent—say six times a-day,—but of a very mild cha
racter, and remaining no longer than one minute, during 
which time she is perfectly sensible, hears distinctly, but can
not speak, and is relieved by a yawn. She ¡8 quite as stout 
and healthy as before.”
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V. Case of Violent Mania, terminating fatally ; with Remarks 
on the Influence of Diseases of the Stomach in causing In
sanity. By A m a r i a h  B r i g h a m , M.D. (From the Ame
rican Journal of Insanity, No. I.)

M r------, aged 38, maiTied, shoemaker by trade, admitted
to the New York State Lunatic Aslyum, Utica, February 
1843. Been deranged three weeks ; supposed cause, mental 
excitement from attending numerous temperance and reli
gious meetings and attempting to lecture ; though a predis
position to disease waB produced, we presume, by intemper
ance. He bad been very intemperate for many years, and 
though naturally very robust and athletic, has become much 
enfeebled. About one year since, he reformed and joined the 
Total Abstinence Society, and has since been temperate, in
dustrious,and thoughtful.

A short time previous to his attack be attended several 
protracted religious meetings, and also temperance meetings,



posen to ne moving ;~mneies no ii;k  in-cu sen 
revolutionize the world, and that all he doe! 
ance with revelations made directly to hiir 
Sleeps but little, and vomits occasionally. T1 
tom made us fearful of severe disease, and w 
his friends.

His mind seems chiefly occupied with plan; 
the temperance cause ; he is anxious to lcctu 
stantly writing letters upon the subject. Ti 
a specimen:—

1 “ My Dear Sir ,—I have the glorious sati
nouncing to you, and the inhabitants o f ----
evening, God willing, I shall tell such a dr 
ten dark, dismal years of drunkenness, sevi 
town of A—, one and arhalf in 11—, some in 
breakneck scrapes which I escaped almost by 
ing me that God was seeking to shew me 1 
shall tell a story that will astonish the work 
my way of addressing, my prospects arc now 
S. G. and F., and in a few days to put for > 
and plant myself, and shall commence on 
lecture; shall advertise in full particulars, am 
daily papers, courses of lectures, and send of

) God speed the temperance cause with the spe 
and glory to God in the highest.

“ Yours, with great respect,
(( _

On admission, he was noisy and violent, bre 
ing everything to pieces that he could find ; 

______________ warm hath, where he remained half an hour,
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does not cease. Is constantly repeating: or hallooing at the 
top of his voice the Lord’s Prayer, both day and night. So 
intent is he upon repeating this, that it is difficult to engage 
his attention for one moment to anything else. His appetite 
failed, notwithstanding the use of bitters and tonics; lost 
flesh rapidly, and died the 15th of May. High excitement 
continued until the last, and he died attempting to say the 
Lord’s Prayer, which he had repeated (we speak consider
ately) more than fifty thousand times during the time he was 
with us.

R e m a r k s .—Circumstances prevented an autopsieal exa
mination ; but in a case strikingly similar, we found the mu
cous membrane of the stomach extensively diseased, resem
bling in appearance that represented by Dr Sewall, as the 
appearance of the stomach in those who die of delirium tre
mens. We apprehend this was originally a disease of the 
stomach, Gastritis. Cases somewhat similar may be found 
in Broussais' History of Chronic Phlegmasia?. The disease of 
the brain was probably the consequence of the irritation of 
the stomach. I t is, however, often difficult to determine in 
which organ the disease originates, when both appear to be 
diseased; for affections of the brain may produce disorder of 
the stomach.

On this subject we have yet much to learn. Cases occa
sionally occur, in which the chief disturbance, and apparently 
the principal disorder, is in the stomach—but wdiich organ, 
on examination after death, is found in a healthy state, while 
the brain exhibits marks of long-standing disease. On the 
other hand, primary disease of the mucous membrane of the 
stomach may cause disorder of the brain, and the latter be
come so distinct and violent, as to cause the affection of the 
stomach to be overlooked—to the imminent hazard of the 
patient.

Case o f Mania, by D r Brigham.

VI.—The British Quarterly Review, November 1846, Article 
“  P h r e n o l o g y .”

To the Editor of the Phrenological Journal.

S i r ,—In the Lancet for December 19 and 26. there ap
peared a criticism by Mr Combe upon an article in the British 
Quarterly Review, entitled “ Phrenology,” of which he im
puted, and correctly, the authorship to me.

This criticism was reprinted in the Phrenological Journal 
for January 1847, which contained also some strictures by
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terms made use of' by the writers refen 
with “ disingenuous absurdity,” and ini 
guilty of wilful misrepresentation and disl 

To the latter I reply first, and briefly 
myself to recriminate or to be drawn by 
me, into an unmannerly display of tempt 
imputation of motives. I content myself 
charges. My measurements and calcula 
and carefully made. They were made 
tention of testing the truth of Phrenolog 
faction, and by a method which I believe 
be precise and complete.

Having made these observations, I dee 
publication, and, although not extensive 
basis of an original paper, sufficiently in 
me to throw them into the form in which 

I feel rather gratified than otherwise, t 
Mr Combe's constitutional calmness n 
should have boen betrayed into the use c 
rude, unjustifiable, and unlike himself, 
somewhat deeper than those which he i 
under the contemptuous tone assumed ini 
sometimes painful, sometimes even irriti 
those who have long chei’ished and publ 
vourite, but now untenable creed.

In regal’d to Mr Straton’s language, I \ 
it was not without excuse, in the discovc 
after the publication of Mr Combe’s re] 
inaccuracy of what appeared as my table 

This leads me at once to the first ob 
article in Question.— ........ ’...... 4iJ
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scripts, and compare them with the printed tables, when I 
immediately discovered that, the gentleman employed by me to 
transcribe the tables for the press, had inadvertently copied 
a table of calculated measurements, instead of the one con
taining the actual measurements of the casts.

The table thus accidentally published, was one, in forming 
which the capacity of the crania had not been ascertained, but 
in which a number was procured by calculation, believed to be 
proportional to i t ; and the measurements of all the crania 
were then made to correspond with those of a cranium of the 
capacity of Bruce’s. This method, as being inexact, I relin
quished, and having found the capacities of the crania by im
mersion in water, 1 made new calculations, bringing all the 
measurements to those of a cranium having the capacity of 
Swift’s. These are correctly given in the second table of the 
article in question, while the first table of that article contains 
the calculations which I had first made.

The accidental publication of this table of calculations as 
the actual measurements of the crania which I had examined, 
has afforded Mr Straton an opportunity of shewing that what 
be believed to be my measurements was very inaccurate, 
and that they did not correspond with the calculations given 
in the second table. This, of course, they never could do, not 
being the measurements from which the calculations were 
made.

I now publish a table of the true measurements, and, along 
with it, 1 reprint, in the second columns, the calculations on 
which my argument was founded. This table will at once 
meet all the objections as to the inaccuracy of my measure
ments and calculations; the former will be found, I believe, 
to be sufficiently correct, and the latter will be seen to cor
respond with the former.

Before introducing these tables, I may be permitted to state 
here what the object of my calculations was, in order that I 
may be intelligible to those who have not road, or have now 
forgotten, the original article, and Mr Combe’s reply to it.

I set out by assuming that the principal, if not the sole 
means of estimating the size of a phrenological organ was by 
its degree of prominence, compared with neighbouring or
gans, or the neighbouring surface of the cranium. I pointed 
out that this degree of prominence could be estimated by 
measurement with the callipers from some central point, such 
ns the meatus auditorial, or by measuring from one organ 
to another. I went on to shew that we were prevented 
from making a direct comparison of the measurements 
of one cranium with those of another, in consequence of

Letter from  Dr Skae.
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the corresponding organ in another individui 
I  proposed, tlierefore, by a well known gi 

which may be stated thus, tha t the cube 
solids are t-o each other aR their homologous 
all the measurements which I had made into 
of a uniform cnpacity; that is to Ray, I co 
crania into crania of precisely the same she 
one, however, retaining exactly its own for 
relative development of its different parts. I t 
nia of individuals either notorious for some ] 
course of life, or whose characters were wel 
assumed that the measurements of the crania 
would correspond with the known characte 
duals, if Phrenology was true. This is the tea 
Phrenology.

Mr Combe argues at great length that t 
correct mode of testing Phrenology, because it 
in which Gall and he satisfied themselves of 
we could not test the truth of a proposition, 
of a calculation, by any other mode than by 
same steps by which another had arrived at 
lias had three weeks’ tuition in arithmetic kn 
this ; nay, he knows that without other tests 
his calculations than simply repeating them, 
very little certainty about his results. Mr 
that I and others who have not received 1: 

. ! rejected it because we have not pursued Dr
that we should have begun with persons in wh 
cular organs were either extremely large o 
fective, examples of which kind are given 
System of Phrenology ; that, after satisfying
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for making a phrenologist that could well be devised. I t  is 
like the monkey who had got his tail chopped off, trying to 
persuade his companions that he knew the fashions. Look 
at every thing which Dr Gall and I did, and exactly in the 
same way, and you will be exactly of the same way of think
ing. I have no doubt that there are many skulls, particular 
prominences on which correspond with the phrenological doc
trine. Such coincidences must exist. They are admitted and 
candidly pointed out in the article referred to, where they 
occur in my own observations. That such coincidences were 
observed by Dr Gall and by Mr Combe; that such examples 
are collected in phrenological museums; and that upon these 
they and their followers founded their faith, are points which 
I presume no one will doubt.

But assuming that, these extreme examples and the general 
experience of phrenologists in schools, families, and prisons, 
have made out a satisfactory case for Phrenology, and that it 
is true, then surely the converse of Mr Combe’s proposition 
will hold true also, and persons having certain faculties 
strongly developed will have the corresponding organs large, 
compared with the other organs in their own heads. This is 
the test to which I have endeavoured to reduce Phrenology; 
and because it is not Gall’s method of studying it, because I 
do not choose to walk blindfold in the steps of Dr Gall and 
Mr Combe, it is therefore no test at all. I t is a new method, 
says Mr Combe ; it is a system; it is “ Shoe's Phrenology 
and this, although the results are merely and entirely nega
tive ; it is my Phrenology, not Gall’s.

The following is the table, which, if correct, as I believe it 
to be, Mr Combe is most welcome to try his wit on again. 
If he caunot get from it, and from those formerly published, 
results harmonizing with Gall's system, he may endeavour to 
extract from them, which 1 have nowhere ventured to do, a 
new system of Phrenology, which shall be Combe's, if he 
chooses, not mine.

In the following table, the first column under each head 
contains the actual measurement of the phrenological organs, 
and the second column the measurement of those organs 
when all the heads are brought to the same capacity.

Letter from  Dr Skac.
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On comparing the measurements contained in the second 
columns of this table, it will be seen that the results, as I 
have pointed out at some length in the article which is the 
subject of this controversy, are, generally speaking, at variance 
with Phrenology, and, in many instances, so utterly irrecon
cilable with its truth, ns to appear altogether subversive of 
it. Haggart, Heloise, Burns, M’Kean, and Stella, have an 
organ of Amativeness half-an-inch less thnn Bruce, in relation, 
it must always bo remembered, to hoads of the same size, and 
less than Swift, who is described as “ naturally temperate, 
chaste, and frugal.’’ Loclcey, a murderer, has the smallest 
organ of Combativeness : Pollard, another murderer, has less 
than either Heloise or Stella ; while the notorious Haggart 
has an organ which measures one inch less than Swift’s, and 
half-an-inch less than Stella's, and scarcely more than that 
of the facile and apathetic La Fontaine. His Destructive
ness is half-an-inch less than that of the French poet, and less 
also than that of Heloise or Stella.

Pollard, who had an ungovernable propensity to kill, has 
both these organs small, compared with the other individuals, 
and small also relatively to the other organs of his own head. 
In Haggart, too, the counteracting organs are relatively 
larger than in Swift, Heloise, Stella, or Burns, while his or
gan of Acquisitiveness, although one of the most noted thieves 
on record, is smaller than any of the other nine. Swift, who 
was no thief, has the largest Acquisi tivolese, and tho smallest 
Benevolence. La Fontaine, a thoughtless sceptic, has the 
largest organ of Veneration, and the next in point of size is 
Haggart's. And, lastly, to sum up this brief resume, Swift 
has the smallest organ of Wit !

These are a few of the facts with which Mr Combe and 
Mr Straton had to contend ; and in what, if the accuracy 
of the measurements and calculations is now admitted, for 
they do not deny the accuracy of the principle on which 
they are made,—in what does their defence of Phrenology con
sist ? Mr Combe first endeavours to depreciate the value of 
precise measurements in anatomical and physiological ques
tions, and to ridicule me for requiring such precision in proof 
of Phrenology. “ Large,” “ full,” and “ small,” are terms suf
ficiently accurate for describing the relative size of the fingers ; 
and the terms “ more extensive,” “ much larger,” are applied 
by distinguished physiologists to the large nasal organs of 
Indians and dogs, and are considered precise enough. And, 
with regard to the senses the terms “ acuteness of their hear
i n g and “ wonderful acuteness of smell," are printed by Mr 
Combe in italics; and I am gravely asked whether I understand
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sive, etc., as sufficient, fur this obvious rea 
dent for all practical purposes ; there is no 
the facts ; there is no physiological or meti 
pending upon the question of size in these 
knowledge of the functions of the olfact 
nerves depends upon other data altogethei 
rative size of those nerves in different anin 

But in every anatomical or physiological 
the item of size forms an essential elem< 
amenable to the same demands as those 
mechanics, and demands the same precis 
and offers measurements as minute and pi 
accurate and minute methods of mensuratiu 
question of Phrenology is one altogether of s 
upon measurements which are uncertain a 
disparage or discard those which are precis« 
to prefer ignorance and error to certainty a 

Messrs Combe and Straton object to nc 
because they proceed upon the assumptioi 
any of the so-called organs can only be esti 
gree of prominence which they display as c< 
neighbouring surface of the cranium, or tli 
some central point. They contend that no 
of the breadth of the organs, except what n 
reference to the breadth or size of the entii 
assert, that the breadth and limits of an orj 
nised by the hand and eye. “ If the writ* 
says Mr Straton, “ will take the trouble to 1 
the outlines of the organs on any cranium at 
difficult matter to do, if he minutely study 
nature); if he will mark nn, ,W..n
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distinctly indicated; and, in every head, a skilled handjand 
eye, and intelligent honest mind, may with due care discrimi
nate them.” To all this I reply by a simple and distinct 
denial of the truth of these assertions. 1 believe I have 
examined as many crania as cither Mr Straton or Mr Combe, 
and can furnish the former with a few choice specimens from 
burial-grounds, and select museum ones too, if he prefers 
them, for the purpose of “ marking the outlines and if he 
and Mr Combe will undertake to mark the same outlines upon 
any six in the collection, I will give up the whole question 
at issue.

In fact, this assertion is too ridiculous to require comment 
or refutation. There are no such “ outlines nor do I be
lieve there is a single anatomist in Europe who would for an 
instant admit that there are any “ demarcations,” such as 
Mr Combe says enable us to determine the form and position 
of the phrenological organs.

I repeat the position I have assumed : there is, and can be, 
no other estimate of the so-called phrenological organs, than 
that assigned to them, viz., their degree of prominence. Of 
this the callipers can hike a much more accurate measurement 
than the hand and eye; and to this standard I have en
deavoured to bring them. Tlje principle I have adopted, of 
homologous lines, has not been impugned even by the phreno
logists themselves. If it is a correct one, let them make 
their own measurements and their own calculations on this 
principle, and let them shew any ten heads of the same size, 
the measurements of which harmonize with the doctrines 
they maintain.

The next objection made to my argument is, that the re
sults of my calculations are entirely vitiated by taking the 
head of Swift as a standard of comparison. Swift, they say, 
became an idiot long before his death ; therefore the whole of 
the calculations are preposterous, a “ folly,” and a “ solemn 
farce.” Most profound critics! The skull of Swift is no
where, in the article written by me, alluded to as a standard 
of comparison. True, the measurements of all the crania are 
brought to those of a cranium having the capacity or size of 
Swift’s ; but if we had brought them all to those of the capa
city of the head of a walrus, it would not have vitiated in 
the least the comparison instituted. The simple object was 
to bring them all to the same size, and then to institute a 
comparison between the measurements of the organs and the 
development of the faculties in the individuals in question. 
The skull of Swift was taken as being nearly the mean size ; 
but if the whole had been converted into the measurements

Letter from  Dr Skae.
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be called upon by Mr Combe “ to prove the a< 
eased heads to furnish conclusive evidence of 
menu” in the question at issue 1 If the form 
of an ai/ull is altered by imbecility, or any foi 
it is for Mr Combe to adduce evidence of the 
sumption is against him. 1 deny that there 
evidence in support of the hypothesis; for si 
Combe finds fault with the selection of cranii 
made for the purpose of measurement, and broi 
that I chose them “ because of” the existence 
jections to them. I made no such partial 
went to the Phrenological Society’s Hall, in 
Edinburgh, and there selected the casts of crai 
so I was limited in my selection only by th 
avoided casts of heads which hail been more a 
with hair and soft parts, or casts of skulls ant' 
had no meatus to measure from, or of crania of 
which we knew nothing. Nay, even of some of t 
whoso crania I measured, I knew little or n 
time, save what was on them, “ a murderer,” 
and obtained references to their history, onlj 
my measurements and calculations, from Mr 0 
In the rest of Mr Combe’s reply he contents 1 
pealing from my measurements to the method 
by phrenologists. No intelligent person can fi 
asserts, by this method (the hand and eye) t 
wronj?, and that he and the other phrenologist! 
even in regard to tho crania which I have mei 
he says, with regard to one cranium, that an; 
will perceive, with half an eye, that I am wro!
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On one point, only, where Mr Combe thinks he has got me 
at a vantage, he makes a stand ; and that is with ref erence 
to the Cmnbativeness of Stella, whom, he says, I represent 
as having been only “ a patient and peaceable woman.” The 
only, with its italics, is Mr Combe’s, who accuses me of disin
genuousness ; and his defence of Stella is derived from some 
lines addressed to her by Swift, and from a ¡single act of her 
life, in which she exhibited great courage and determination. 
But I leave it to any one to say, whether, according to the 
acknowledged doctrines of phrenology, this single act, or the 
whole tenor and course of her life, will explain the difference 
between her character and that of Huggart, so as to accord 
with the measurements of their respective organs. Stella 
has more Destructiveness, Combativeness, Acquisitiveness, 
and Secretiveness than Haggart, and she has less Firmness, 
Veneration, and Benevolence; yet the one was, in the gene
ral tenor of her life, “ a patient and peaceable woman,” and 
the other a notorious and most dangerous thief, housebreaker, 
and murderer.

In conclusion, allow me to add, that I had no wish to place 
myself in the position of an assailant of Phrenology ; I re
corded what I hud found as a searcher after truth. I am 
quite sensible of the advantages we have derived from Phre
nology, both in the department of Physiology and Meta
physics. Perhaps we are in the pathway which may lead to 
truth ; my own observations lead me to believe, that in the 
cranioloyy of their system, phrenologists have not yet arrived 
at that point; but in the present state of our knowledge, I 
believe that the system and its terminology afford most use
ful formulas for the expression of opinion, and, it may be, 
for the advancement of science. I am, «fee.

D a v i d  S k a e .

R oyal EmsBtuioH Asylum, 
la i June 1847«

Letter from  D r Skae.

Demarks on Dr Skae's Letter.

Dr Skae “ feels rather gratified than otherwise, that a gen
tleman of Mr Combe's constitutional calmness and self-pos
session should have been betrayed into the use of terms which 
are rude, unjustifiable, and unlike himself.” This seems a 
strange source of gratification, but the reason assigned for it 
is equally remarkable. “ Truth,” says Dr Skae, 4‘ is some
times painful, sometimes even irritating, especially to those 
who have long cherished and publicly defeuded a favourite,
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chanics, in this respect—they want preeisioi 
they are not definite, nor tangible, nor me 
Combe expressed the opinion that it was d: 
teacher of physiology (which Dr Skae has be 
it as an exact science like chemistry and mei 
affirmed that the exact measurements of math 
have not been applied to the discovery of 1 
those parts of the nervous system, the uses o 
ascertained. Dr Skae does not produce a 
from physiology to contradict this assertion, o 
previous statement. He says, “ Our knowle 
tions of the auditory and olfactory nerves dep 
data altogether than the comparative size of 
different animals.” This is quite true, hut a 
vant. The physiological doctrine under dii 
the vigour of the senses, like that of the othci 
mind, bears a proportion, cevteris paribus, to 
orgaus. If, in the case of the external set 
dence of their intensity on the size of their i 
ascertained by estimating their size by the ai 
the hand without mathematical measurement, 
asked) may not the same thing be done by t 
in the case of the cerebral organs 1 Dr Sk 
“ in every anatomical or physiological quest! 
item of size forms an essential element, the i 
able to the same demands as those of che: 
chanics, and demands the same precision, 
offers measurements as minute and precise 
curate and minute methods of mensuration ci 
affirm that, in regal'd to every part of the ner 
rule holds good that, Civlerx paribus, the inter
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been applied to the determination of this point. He has not 
supported his allegation by a single example. The instances 
which we adduced in our previous article, page 66, exhibit the 
estimative mode of judging of size, adopted by the most cele
brated physiologists, in their endeavours to prove the rela
tion between size in the organ and power in the function of 
the external senses.

Let us, however, meet Dr Skae on his own ground. He 
came forth with all the airs of a master in science, to supply 
to Phrenology measurements characterised by “ precision and 
accuracy.” He presented what he called tables of measui’e- 
ments based on mathematical principles, and possessing all 
the certainty and accuracy of exact science. Mr Straton by 
measurements, and Mr Combe by the ordinary method of es
timative observation, speedily discovered that the table of ac
tual measurements published by Dr Skae, and on which bis 
calculated measurements and deductions professed to be 
founded, was altogether inaccurate. How does Dr Skae now 
support the facts and measurements which led to the use of 
the epithets which give him so much gratification 1 Does he 
maintain that his actual measurements were correct, and the 
condemnation of them unjust 1 Nothing of the kind. He in
forms us that what he formerly gave as a table of actual 
measurements, and what Mr Straton and Mr Combe, in reli
ance on his boasted scientific accuracy, treated as such, was 
no table of actual measurements at a l l ; but a table of calcu
lated measurements, copied by mistake, printed by mistake, 
and published to the world by mistake, as evideuce to over
throw Phrenology! When a writer is constrained by the 
party whom he has voluntarily assailed, to make such a con
fession as this, is there no “ disingenuousness” in his turning 
round and twitting that party with his having caused him to 
lose his temper by the weight of the truth which he has brought 
to bear against him 1 Nay, is there no “ absurdity” in such 
a course of proceeding ? Apparently, Dr Skae not only claims 
the privilege of blundering, and putting forward his errors as 
exact science, but demands that even while they are yet un
acknowledged by himself, although detected and exposed by 
his opponent, they shall be treated by that opponent in the 
full perception of their inaccuracy, with all the respect and 
courtesy which is due to scientific truth. He resembles 
those persons who, after they have committed a mistake 
which lias occasioned a great deal of trouble to others, think 
they make an ample atonement by coolly explaining the series 
of blunders by which they were led into the error; alto
gether losing sight of the duty which lay upon themselves of
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"one out into schools, prisons, and families, 
fixed upon our minds, and looked about us fc 
them I ' tried to find similar living exampl 
cellent. The most perfect recipe for makii 
that could well be devised.” Truly, this “ 
a specimen of misrepresentation by an a 
science. By referring to page 68 of the prt 
reader will see that Dr Skae has here used 
berties with Mr Combe’s text. Mr C. rei 
casts and skulls in which particular organs \ 
large or small in proportion to the others, 
were unmistakeable; and he added, that ** i 
sired to find the truth, would, after studying 
fixing them in his mind, have gone into schc 
general society, as Gall and his followers 
tried to find simitar living examples; and 1 
pared the power of manifestation with the 
in each of the individuals observed." Not 
said about the necessity of previously sat 
that “ in those specimens the very large or i 
coincided with eery large or very defective co 
tie*." This is pure invention by Dr Skat 
noted his proposition to the forms of the 
that the connection of large organs with p 
and of small organs with feeble faculties, tv 
be determined by comparing the size of ea 
power of manifestation in living individua 
ceeds to compare his own version of Mr Co 
making a phrenologist," to “ the monkey (fox 
chopped oft', trying to persuade his com pan 
the fashions!” If this comparison be a goot
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off,” he has made it look like a calf with two heads! The 
reader must determine which of the disputants has lost his 
head or his toil in this controversy.

But Dr Skae’s logic is equal in truth and efficacy to his 
simile. He says that Mr Combe and Mr Straton “ do not 
deny the accuracy of the principle on which the measure
ments and calculations are made;” that his measurements 
" are precise and a c c u r a te th a t  “ the principle I have 
adopted, of homologous lines, has not been impugned even by 
the phrenologists th em se lv esan d  that “ it would have been 
much more to the purpose if Mr Combe had shewn that the 
measurements which I  have made, and the calculations founded 
upon them, are wrong either in principle or detail; and this 
I think he has failed to do.”

Such is the manner in which Dr Skue meets the observa
tions of Mr Straton on page 44 of this volume, and those of 
Mr Combe on page 73. If by “ the principle,” lie means the 
principle that similar solids are to each other as the cubes of 
their homologous lines, we certainly “ do not deny” i t ; but 
if he means to say (as ho obviously does) that he has mea
sured the homologous lines of similar solids, we emphatically 
deny this, and ask him where the “ similar solids” are, of 
which the lines he has measured are the “ homologous lines.” 
So far from being able to shew them, he even admits, in 
words, that the “ breadth or size of the entire head” modifies 
(as indeed it must) the breadth of the individual organs; 
yet, in the face of this admission, he has proceeded to mea
sure, calculate, and make deductions, as if no such thing 
were the case—a course of itself sufficient to vitiate all his 
labours. In two bends, one with a very narrow, and the 
other with a very broad occiput, he finds the size of the 
organ of Philoprogenitiveness by measuring a straight line 
from the meatus auditorius to the centre of that organ 
in each. Now, even supposing the meatus to be at one 
extremity of the organ of Philoprogenitiveness (which it is 
not), the organs in the two heads of such different breadths 
plainly cannot be the “ similar solids” assumed. Mr Combe, 
on p. 73, gave Dr Skac even more credit than was düe, in 
saying that he “ dispenses with all consideration of the vary
ing peripheral expansion of individual organs, except such as 
depends upon the breadth or size of the whole h e a d for, 
wliile professing to recognize the influence of the breadth of 
the whole head, Dr S. has not in practice entitled himself even 
to the benefit of being allowed to have made that exception. 
In point of fact, he proceeded to estimate the size of each 
organ by its length alone ; and, as we stated in p. 73, “ even
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Adhesiveness of left,’ 1 Wit to Wit,’ ‘ Tune 
on.” The perfect silence which Dr Skae 
to the fundamental objection here stated t 
ceedings, is not a little remarkable; espe 
sidered along with his reiterated assertion 
ness of the principle on which lie proceeds i: 
more remarkable is the fact, that while, in 
the preceding communication, he blandly 
“ table of actual measurements” which he j 
which his opponents commented, believing i 
no table of actual measurements at all,—in ai 
he says, “ that it would have been much moi 
if Mr Combe had shewn that the measuremt 
made” (namely those which he now confess 
surements), “ and the calculations founded 
wrong either in principle or detail,—and th 
failed to do” !! Both Mr Straton and Mr 
that the measurements were wrong in prii 
and Dr Skae, though in one breath he say 
have failed to do so,” in another actuall 
table o f“ measurements” was exactly what 
be—an utter blunder! If such a mode of 
be not “ disingenuous,” it is at least very “ 

To illustrate Dr Skae’s method of meai 
apply it to other objects. Suppose it is w 
the cubic contents of the domes of St Par 
Peter’s in Rome, and St George’s in Edii 
rate mathematician will attain this end l 
actual measurement the number of cubic ft 
follow Dr Skae’s method, however, we slit
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from the centre of the front of the main porch—to the top of 
the dome, and draw the inference that the cubic contents of 
each dome are accurately represented by the length of that line. 
He speaks of converting the different crania which he mea
sures into “ crania of precisely the same size or capacity, each 
one, however, retaining exactly its own form and the same 
relative development of its different parts.’’ Suppose that we 
should do this with the churches. How much nearer would 
it bring us to the determination of the relative magnitudes 
of the domes if we still continued, in each of the converted 
figures, to attend only to the line from the base of the porch 
to the top of the dome ? That line would include the height 
of the church as well as of the dome ; and even although it 
gave us the height of each dome itself, how could the cubic 
contents of a dome be calculated, while no measurement was 
taken of the breadth of any part of it 1

If it be said that the cerebral organs are, in this respect, 
differently situated from the domes of churches—that all 
the boundaries of domes are so definite that every dimen
sion can be ascertained by measurement (which cannot be 
done with cerebral organs)—we not only admit the fact, but 
maintain that, as Dr Skae both admits and urges it—nay, as 
the reader has seen, admits likewise that the breadth of each 
organ is modified by the breadth of the head—he ought to 
have perceived at once that the mathematical principle of 
homologous lines was totally inapplicable to his purpose. The 
phrenologists, who did see this, have insisted that the estima
tive mode of observation is the only one here applicable ; but 
mathematical measurements alone will satisfy Dr Skae. If 
we wished to ascertain whether John, James, or Robert had 
the largest nose or chin, it would be evident that we could 
not apply mathematics to the solution of the question, be
cause there are no mathematical lines separating the top of 
the nose from the forehead, or its sides from the cheeks, or 
bounding the chin; but by accurate observation with the eye 
and hand, we might estimate the sizes of these parts with so 
much certainty, as to leave no doubt in our own minds on the 
subject. Dr Skae, however, if he followed his own princi
ples, would treat with disdain the conclusions thus attained, 
and, asserting that physiology and anatomy are exact sciences, 
would insist on applying mathematical measurements to 
the parts in question. Finding it, however, impossible to 
measure all their dimensions, he would measure straight 
linos from the meatus auditorius to the tip of the nose, and 
to the tip of the chin, in the different individuals, and insist 
that the relative lengths of these lines afforded mathematical 
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XI.—NOTICES OF BOOKS.

1. The Use of the Hotly in It elation to the Mind. By G E O R G E  
M o o r e , M.D., Member of the Royal College of Physicians, 
&c. &c. London: Longman & Co. 1846. Post 8vo, 
pp. 431.

We hold that a systematic review of a rambling book, 
especially if it be a very long book, is a literary impossibility. 
I t  is not two years since we met with Dr Moore before, when 
we found it beyond our power to allot more than one page- 
to his 305.* What shall we do now when he comes bat k 
with no less than 431, under the same general title with 
their predecessors—that title, however, being reversed ? Can 
it be that the author took the hint we ourselves gave him, to 
twirl his thumbs the other way, and try what difference it 
would make, having written on “ the power of the soul over 
the body,” to write on the subserviency of the body to the 
soul ? Somebody—a logician he must have been—once de
nied indignantly that his left log was shorter than his right, 
although he was quite willing to admit that bis right leg was 
a little longer than his left.

In such circumstances, our readers will not be surprised 
when we declare that, on reading over our former unipaginous 
review, we find that a literal duplicate of it would actually suit 
Dr Moore’s new work. The same philanthropy, amiability, 
and piety,—the same mixture of the sound and the useful 
with the contradictory and absurd,—the same unexamined 
nursery-prejudices, lagging behind the age,—the same mis
placed appeals to the sacred Scriptures, or rather his own 
interpretations of them, to solve mysteries of nature quite 
beyond the reach of the human faculties,—the same dogma
tism in moral conclusions, and the same assumptions of the 
essence of mind, soul, spirit, and matter,—ground on which 
angels might fear to tread,—all these teem in the new volume, 
as they formed the staple of the old. Had Dr Moore’s two 
works come forth forty, or even twenty years ago, their large 
admixture of truth would have anticipated the age, and done 
much good, whilst their many errors would have passed for 
deep flunking, and set many kindred minds to grope in the 
same regions of darkness. But now that there are scores of 
volumes which have rendered his sound physiological doctrines

* Vol. xviii. p. 361.



or wiKit it is an about, ¡system to guiae 
reader it lias none. Its numerous chapt 
detached essays, each bearing resemblau 
complacent averment, assumption, explai 
and pious ejaculation, without succeedin' 
nent impression on even the wakeful rea 

Dr Moore persists in cherishing, wi 
abatement, that horror of Materialism w 
a prominent feature of his former work. 
Immaterialism we do not here object; 
one, on both sides of which so much has 1 
as feebly urged, that dogmatism respei 
appeared to us unbecoming.! But we mo 
against his bold assertion, that unless tin 
ing part of man’s constitution is somethi 
known qualities of matter, responsibility 
“ the hopes of deathless capacity and imn 
tinct.”—p. 75. I t is a rash thing to per 
immortality on a metaphysical dogma, v 
appeared inconclusive to multitudes ofabl 
The fact, as we confidently believe an 
maintained, is, that even if Materialism wi 
truth, the evidence of man’s immortality w 
of its genuine force. J *

* In  fairness, however, we quote w hat the author sa) 
object has not been to produce a system atic treatise 
would be repulsive, except to a few, but, in a scries 
nected essays, fam iliarly  to invite  public atten tion  to 
ledge o f which, a lthough quite overlooked by the luujo 
tin l to ind iv idual prosperity . The topics are  present' 
the  au thor, in the  study and practice o f  his profession 
consists o f  m oral deductions from  physiological facts, 
um founder inved ien tinn  tlun^bsM ii—i—
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Whether the mind is immaterial or material, it is God’s 
work. If it is material, then Almighty Power has given to 
matter the sublime qualities of thought and feeling: so to 
Him it appeared good; and it is impious to imagine that if 
He has done so. He has not retained the power of rendering 
mind immortal. On the other hand, it is gratuitous assump
tion to affirm, that if the mind be immaterial, it is necessarily 
immortal—that the same Power which created it at birth, can
not decree its annihilation at death. If  another revelation than 
that of nature has “ brought immortality to light,” immortality 
was the destiny of man before it was revealed to him—quite 
irrespective of the question whether the conscious part of his 
being is material or immaterial. So much for this bugbear, 
of which a thinking man should be ashamed to avow his fears. 
Dr Moore is, as might also be anticipated, one of those who, 
forgetting the persecutors of Galileo, bring the Scriptures to 
limit and control natural truth. This were unreasonable, 
even had their teachings been as clear to human apprehension 
as the simplest natural truths—as clear as that there is light 
when the sun appears above the horizon—and not subject to 
numberless interpretations, each interpreter bringing natural 
truths to his own scriptural standard.

The present work consists of a preface, introduction, and 
twenty-two chapters, each of the latter much more an inde
pendent essay than part of a systematic development of the 
subject of the use of the body; some of them, however, do 
keep the work’s title in view more than others,—such as the 
chapters on the blood, the nervous system, the senses,—in
toxication,—physical agency on moral states,—for which we 
must refer to the work itself; remarking generally that the 
philosophical errors to which we have already alluded funda
mentally vitiate these discussions, and almost deprive them of 
practical value. The chapters on Individuality and Identity, 
the Stages of Life, Light in relation to Life, &c., Food, 
Fasting, Sleep, Air and Exercise, may be read as so many 
essays; and will be found to contain much that is valu
able and interesting, if not original. Any one who will 
read the book indolently, with its many curious facts, inci
dents, anecdotes, and gossipings, without making any effort 
to supply its defects or combat its numerous fallacies, will 
be repaid with amusement, and, if new to him, instruction ; 
and not seldom he will meet with passages which abound in 
kindliness and benevolence, expressed with no mean elo
quence. The language is generally clear and correct, but, 
though frequently vigorous, has in too many places a degree 
of verbosity which greatly weakens it, and indicates a want



- “ I f  we would study the organization of the bri 
phrenologists, we find an impediment to our reeept 
tion of faculty, from the circumstance that, so far 
distinct'organs such as their system implies, all th 
brain are manifestly adjusted with especial regard 
tion. The motiferous fibre» are ramified along th 
and upper part of the surface of the brain ; and 
expand in contact with the grey matter over tho \\ 
tions of tho brain. The extremities of the nwtifcroi 

covered by the expanded layers of the seneiferovs 

with the grey substance on the convolutions. Wi 
entire mass of brain is constructed with evident reg 
sation, or will and perception.

“ No especial organs appear to ho required to gii 
sure or pain, but such as are essential to the irnpres 
sensation peculiar to any port. Thus fear is excite 
which the mind has been accustomed to associate 1 
and the other passions and afi'ectiuns are excited in 
ing to mental hubit or association; for, in fact, all o\ 
speaking, are acquired, our bodily apatites being ol 
W e never desire what is unpleasant, and never s 
When morally, that is, rationally, |>ersuadcd of the 
act, because incompatible with our welfare, we lose < 
long as wo so think, however agreeable it might othe 
Pp. 36-38.

Again he says:—
“ Phrenologists write as if they deemed an organ 

its own gratification. Desire is never felt without a 
ganism, but then the individual being that is conscioi 
the instrument, is the subject of desire and gralificut 
action of an organ, but of the soul, and although the 
of a passion promotes the development of that port of
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called into action, it does not follow that a full development shall lead to 
its full exercise— far otherwise— inind has a restraining os well as an 
exciting power. Even according to phrenologists, the large Destructive
ness of Spurzheitn, for instance, was controlled by his moral habits or 
associations, and yet many a man with larger moral organs (to speak 
phrenologically), and less Destructiveness, ha3 been a murderer.* W hat 
does this prove ? Certainly not that a man’s moral character is decided 
by the balance of his brains, but by the state of his soul as regards 
knowledge and affect ion. t  Ignorance and evil habits are not measured 
by the callipers:

Dark thoughts and deeds to darken’d minds belong; 
lie  can't live right whose faith is in the wrong.

“ There is but one willing power, however numerous may be tho ob
jects which excite it, and all that is necessary to call the will into action 
with regard to any object, is merely that it be furnished with organs of 
sense through which the soul may attend to i t ; the same organization 
being employed in attending to every variety of object, according as it 
may be visible, audible, tangible, so that an especial organization for 
every kind of sentiment and affection can scarcely be demanded, since it 
is not organization which confers sentiment, but the soul itself that ex
periences it in the use of the senses, according to association and its in
nate properties.} Thus with the very same order of organs, one man 
loves wlmt another hates, not because the one is better formed for hating 
than the other, but because their mental habits are opposed in conse
quence of different associations.§ For tbe same reason, a man may avoid • 
to-day that ho eagerly sought for yesterday, not because his organs are 
nlterod, but because some fact or fancy has modified his impressions— he 
has the same brain, but different knowledge.il

" The rational soul is never practically divisible into three parts, ani
mal, moral, and intellectual, for all our conscious voluntary acts involve 
all these divisions. Man submits to impulse or resists it according to the

■ * Here Dr Moore attributes to the phrenologists his own want of precision, 
in mnking them say that Spurzheim’s Destructiveness was “  controlled by his 
moral habits or atcociatiaut." What they really say is, that his moral and in
tellectual powers, strengthened by exercise and “  habit," regulated the pur
poses to which he applied his Destructiveness, hut did not erudicato the pro
pensity itself from his mind. It might be much more true than it is, '* that 
many a man with larger moral organs, nnd less Destructiveness, has been a 
murderer,”  without any detriment whatever to Phrenology.

t  The trutli is, that a man's moral character is decided chiefy by the form 
of his brain, except when the “ balance” o f its regions is n pretty oven one. 
Nobody doubts the modifying influence o f habit and knowledge on human con
duct ; hut it is a momentous fact, that a great preponderance of the lower and 
posterior regions of the brain constitutes an insuperable obstacle to the forma
tion of good habits, and to the reception of thntkindof knowledge which tends 
to influence the moral character.

} Why are tho “  innate propensities”  of one soul so different from those of 
another 1

§ This is sheer assumption, and opposed to the fact that with certain forms 
of the organism, certaiu objects are found to be always loved or hated,

|| llut what i f  bis knowledge remain as it was 1



I *
l (Mile mu im c iv n jj Ml jUUUi. w u  I m an iu  anew 
of it* professors, is, that though we think with hi 
brain itself neither thinks, feels, nor wills. It is 
pre-arranged and co-ordinate relations between e 
organism of the brain, without supposing the ex» 
is not derived from the brain, but which acts thn 
merely in proportion to the size of the organ anc 
but also according to convictions of truth, and by 
cies beyond the reach of our senses, and whose 
cannot estimate. Let the anatomist, the phreno 
proceed in peace together. This, all Christians 
those who are not such, will find contention nil 
additional strife than to enlarge true knowledge, 
rel ? W e shall see more alike by and bye ; and 
the more patient we are with each other. The p 
properly divide her followers, but the more close! 
more nearly we shall approach each other; for all tl 
belong to the same system, and, had wo faith in tl 
and mind, as all Christians profess to have, we sh 
the different radii of knowledge centre together 
word of mine intercepts the smallest ray of that 
standing, may that word be blotted out for ever 1”

The recommendation of a treaty of peat 
truth, is a most innocent proposal; but \vh 
in a philosophical work ! Differing in spi 
not necessarily quarrelling, and assure! 
want of faith in Christianity. The real it 
appeal is this,—“ Leave me nndisturbt 
views of mind and body, which I have nol 
are sound and irrefragable.” With the a 
viction we have nothing to do, but publii 
the gauntlet.

As the author has got quit of the cm'
f»nrto



similar unhesitating theories. The supposition about the ner
vous currents is n perfect gem of the old school.

“ The dizziness felt on ascending an elevation is a curious evidence of 
the combined influence of mental state with bodily sensation. It is ge
nerally supposed to depend entirely on impressions received by the eye ; but 
Wilkinson, in his “ Tour to the British Mountains," proves the contrary. 
A blind man ascended with him to the summit of one of the Cumberland 
mountains. To this person he described the fearful precipices visible 
on every hand, but he soon repented of thus exercising his picturesque 
discourse, for the blind man speedily fell to the ground, overcome with 
dizziness, and screaming out with apprehension of tumbling down the 
rocks into the abyss below. This blind man was Mr Gough, a highly 
philosophic and scientific man. The mind was here affected more power
fully than it would have been by the actual sight of wbat was described, 
because imagination exaggerated the picture, and enhanced the idea of 
dunger. The same part of the sensorium was affected by the imagined 
sight, even more than it would have been by the real. The dizziness 
may perhaps be explained by supposing the mind to possess the power of 
altering or disturbing the nervous currents by which we are enabled to 
estimate time, motion, and distance. It is well known that when a man 
has been accustomed to ascend great heights, he loses the sense of dizzi
ness, which can only arise from the difference in the state of his mind 
with regard to objects around him ; he ceases to attend to them as lie 
did at first, and his apprehension leaves him, us he leurns to balance him
self, and trust to his hands and feet, under an accommodating muscular 
action, without the usual help from sight, which we know is the medium 
through which we instinctively preserve our centre of gravity in standing 
nnd walking.”— P. 232.

It would follow from these last words, that a blind man 
cannot preserve his centre of gravity in standing and walk
ing ; but the author often contradicts in one part of a page 
what he has said in another. Recent physiology has demon
strated the power of preserving equilibrium to be connected 
with a distinct or sixth sense, with an appropriate system of 
muscular nerves, as independent of the sense of sight as that 
sense is of it.* Phrenology itself has not yet satisfactorily ex
plained the etourderie which paralyzes the sense of equili
brium on heights and precipices. Several faculties seem to ho 
concerned in it. Cautiousness is excited in apprehension, for 
there is little or no dizziness when the elevated person is 
placed in a well fenced place of safety. Weight, or the per
ception of gravitation, is disagreeably excited, producing 
often, as in motion at sea, a feeling of nausea; while Con- 
ccntrativeness, which steadies the step of the rope-dancer, is 
too weak to restrain these painful feelings. The feeling of 
case on heights is said to have been observed to correspond 
with the size of the organ of Concentrativeness. I t  is likely

•  I’hren. Journal, vol. ix., p. 193.
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find our minds whimsical and inordinate, " 
impelled at variance with what an enligh 
would dictate, we limy suspect something wi 
ngemcnt of the body, which we must enden 
rectify, if we would enjoy the highest advat 
tional existence —that “ bodily inactivity 
gloominess of mind and moroseness of temp 
tiou in the open air promotes the better feeli 
and brightens the intellect with an inward s 
“ the minutest alterations in our physical 
spondingly influence our mental state —at 
ease is founded in nature, both as it regards 
it can onlv be met and overcome on uatura 
Pp. 18, 19, 342, 3G4.

In chapter I I , the author opposes Dr Wi; 
the duality of the mind. He remarks, that 
posterously imagine that each instrument of 
tion is the organ of a distinct intelligence, w 
that an individual being uses all these means 
feeling, and makes the body one by unity oi 
and p u rp o s e —and “ although each side ot 
tains an equally perfect apparatus, yet, while 
confusion results from double a c tio n w h ic l 
the ease were not both sides “ controlled 
The mind, he thinks, demonstrates its unity 
all the voluntary muscles subservient to its pi 
feeling pain or pleasure according to the stat 
the organization.’’ It ought not to be forg 
Wigan uses the word mind not as synonymou 
to express merely “ the aggregate of the men 
faculties.”

With the



as an educational guide. The passage immediately follows 
what we quoted above from pages 36-38.

“ I dwell on this subject merely for the purpose of enforcing the im
portance of proper education; understanding that term to signify the use 
of the senses on suitable objects, under moral restrictions, and for the 
purpose of acquiring the habit of acting with the conviction of true know
ledge and in wise or religious association with well-ordered agencies, 
since we see that moral evil is a reality, a disharmonizing power, which 
may actually bo communicated from mind to mind, like a contagion that 
will subject the whole being to its laws, when once brought, in any de
gree, to yield to its influence. W e find that provision is made in the 
brain and spinal marrow for sensation and motion. W e have a medium 
of impression, with means for supplying nervous energy to the muscles; 
but both orders of nerves belong to a  being whose prerogative it is to 
think on the ideas excited by sensation, and in consequence also to will, 
and to act through the body. I t is evident, from this constitution of mind 
anil nerve, that a healthy state of either can only be maintained by 
being utl'orded appropriate exercise. I f  one set of nerves, say those most 
employed in perception, be engaged too long, as in monotonous labour, it 
must be to tho detriment of the reflective powers; and though a man 
thus occupied may become acute, as a savage in his limited department, 
in the use of his senses, ho is likely to possess only the disposition of a 
slave, unless some moral truth which toil cannot obliterate has grown up 
in bis heart from infancy. But those who have not enjoyed the advantago 
of early training into the facts of religious faith, must, under such cir
cumstances, necessarily become mentally indolent and incapable of acting 
for their own futurity, except under brutal impulses, the stimulus of ap
petite, or the persuasions of the whip. And this is the state to which 
some men, without intending it, reduce their brethren, by forcing them 
to exhaust their entire energies in producing wealth for their employers; 
for thus they must be deprived of mental and moral education, that is, of 
all that constitutes the durable riches of a human soul.”
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II.—1. An Essay on Separate and Congregate Systems of Pri
son Discipline; being a Report made to the Boston Prison 
Discipline Society. By S. G. H o w e . Boston, U. S .: 
W . D. Ticknor & Co. 1846. 8vo, pp. 90.

2. Prisons and Prisoners. By JoSEPU AusilEAD. London : 
Longman & Co. 1845. iivo, pp. 320.

Both of these works are ably written, and supply much 
valuable information respecting the merits of what liuve been 
called the “ Pennsylvania” and “ Auburn” systems of pri
son discipline, but which Dr Howe more accurately denomi
nates the “ Separate” and “ Congregate” systems. The 
essay of that gentleman has been elicited by the glaring par-



M e s s rs  Uliarles Sumner and Horace J 
with the view of rectifying this unseoml 
induce the society to adopt a report in t 
the two systems should be fairly discu 
feated in this attempt, they have now ve 
to the public. “ We question not,’’ they 
the advocates of either system ; we tru 
have tried to be honest, according to th 
dards ; but it is unfortunate that our soci 
cretary, should have taken either side in t 
should have acted as umpire, and opened 
ports to the calm discussion of the iner 
each system. Instead of this, the zeal 
secretary, supported as they have been 
ncxion with the society, which enabled 
whole time to the subject, have made b 
pion of his side."

The peculiar feature of the Auburn or 
is, that the prisoners are brought togethe 
companies, under prohibition to hold ci 
each other hy speech or signs; each, 1 
a separate cell during the night. Undci 
or Separate system, on the other han 
confined by day as well as by night to his < 
couraged, by the officers and benevolent 
read, and reflect.. The latter plan lias b 
Pentonville prison, and in many others ir 
dom, and on the Continent of Europe.

Dr Howe discusses the merits of botl 
spect to, 1. Security of the person of the 
ency to deter offenders from the commisi
3. The reformation of the, nmnmt —11
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moral sense and affections of the prisoner, and least to his 
fear and selfishness; and which is best adapted to maintain 
a kindly feeling between him and his keeper 1”—“ Evils of 
the severe labour exacted in the congregate prisons.”— 
” Exhibition of the prisoners under the congregate system.” 
—“ The separate system prevents the convicts from being 
known to each other.”—“ Comparative value of the habits of 
industry under the two systems.”—“ Which system requires 
the least possible interference with the prisoner's actions, 
and leaves him the greatest degree of self-control 1”— 
“ Kinds of punishment used and admissible under the two 
systems.”—“ Which system offers the best means of adapt
ing its discipline to the individual character of the prisoner V' 
—“ Which can best adapt itself to his peculiar character in 
its appeals to his moral and religious nature 1”—“ The sepa
rate system is, for all moral and intellectual purposes, more 
truly social in its nature than the congregate system.”— 
“ Moral influence of visitor’s in bringing about a reform of 
the prisoners.”—“ Which system is most conducive to the 
physical health of the prisoner ?” The author concludes 
that the separate system is the preferable one, though “ we 
are far,” says he, “ from supposing that that system is per
fect ; on the contrary, we admit that no system yet adopted 
fully satisfies us.”

The subject having been discussed in a former volume of 
this journal (xvi. 7), we need not enter upon it again at pre
sent. We may, however, suggest it for cousidernt ion, whether 
both systems might not be consistently employed in the same 
building. Might not the prisoner, after being subjected 
for a time to the influence of separate confinement and its 
accompaniments, be allowed to work during the day in the 
society of others who had undergone a similar discipline; 
and thus be made fitter to act a moral and industrious part in 
the world after his liberation 1 Again, might not the better 
class of prisoners be beneficially indulged with each other’s 
society to a greater extent than would be proper in the case 
of hardened criminals 1* It is evident, however, that until 
means be adopted for enabling discharged prisoners to regain 
their character and place as free citizens, most of them will 
of necessity relapse iuto crime, purely for want of the means 
of earning an honest subsistence.

*  In n letter published in the Daily Nicui of 16th April 1847, Captain Maco- 
nscliie speaks of the separate system as follows:—“  In it* place and degree, 1 
am well aware of its value; and for all untried and short-sentenced prisoners, 
and during a proportion also o f the sentences allotted to graver offenders, no

Systems of Prison Discipline.



At a time when the treatment and dispc 
occupying so much attention both in and o 
the works before us can hardly fail to be ex 
In comparing different prisons, a remark n 
ought constantly to be kept in mind,—“ tl 
the best system may be so badly managet 
fable, while another upon an inferior Hyste 
administered by a man of great capacity as 
We find that, not only in prisons, but in 
ships of war, and indeed wherever a numb 
trolled, directed, or superintended by a chi 
that chief always exercise a powerful infill 
sitions and conduct of every individual um

III.—Remarks, Theoretical ami Practical, i 
Idiots, and Children of Weak Intellect. 
l’h. D., Principal of the West of Englai 
the Education of the Deaf and Dumb, 
ton, Adams, and Co. 1847. 12mo, pp.

During the last ten years various atternp 
in France, Germany, and Switzerland, to tn  
the mental powers of idiotic and imbecile i 
success which has followed the persevering 
efforts of the benevolent men who have uni 
cult task, has been such as to hold out gre 
to the continuance of their labours. Co 
seems to have been attempted or achieved 
but Dr Scott, though relating only the exp
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were not of so striking a character as those related, although 
such as have long impressed him with a firm belief in the 
feasibility of educating imbeciles.” When we remember that, 
almost down to our own day, the condition of the deaf and 
dumb was supposed to be unimprovcnble, and consider how de
sirable it is that, in the analogous caso of imbeciles, all that is 
possible should be done to render their lives agreeable to them
selves, and to lighten the grievous burden of superintending 
and maintaining them, we shall heartily desire to see such en
deavours crowned with success. “ That we can elevate,’’ says 
Dr Scott, “ the imbecile of mind into eminence in anything, 
is not to be expected ; but that they may be taught better 
habits, decent manners, and given obedient and improved dis
positions, and made useful members of society, so far as per
forming the commoner occupations in life, is certain, in most 
instances where listlessness and the merest inert existence 
arc now alone exhibited.” At present the imbecile is usually 
cast otf as incapable of improvement. “ He is sent amongst 
the incurables, and, from the mere listlcssness and inactivity 
to which he is doomed, the mental vacuity becomes more and 
more complete, until probably he dies the perfect moping 
idiot. For idiots who have the mental powers totally obliter
ated, it is not to be expected that anything can be done to
wards improvement; but this class of idiots is very small, 
compared with that in which partial idiocy only exists, and 
amongst the latter we have not unfreqtiently some powers of 
the mind, not at all below the common standard; though 
others may be very defective. Indeed, amongst the cretins of 
the Alps and Pyrenees, there is generally found an aptitude 
for some particular pursuits, while they exhibit in other things 
a complete deficiency of intelligence. In any system adopted 
for the education of idiots, it would be the first great object to 
seize upon those powers of mind least affected, and by giving 
them a proper direction, and by cultivating the others so far 
as they could be influenced, there would result a general im
provement of the whole. There is but little doubt that the 
imperfect knowledge which has existed regarding the mental 
phenomena, and the vague generalities with which the inves
tigators in this field of science have been content to rest sa
tisfied, have tended to prevent all subjects connected with 
mind, whether in health or in disease, from becoming matters 
to be dealt with satisfactorily; for while the faculties of the 
human mind were treated of under such very general terms 
as confessedly has been the case with nearly all metaphysical 
w riters; there is little surprising in the fact, that empirics 
have been as successful in their efforts in all matters con-

D r Scott on the Education of Idiots.



muaiing 10 tnose or m ail ; unu we migni 
names, and discourse regarding them ; y< 
consider the individuality of each particu
with all the peculiarities which constitute 
in which nature really exists, our science t 
able for practical purposes. Since, how< 
arrived when the mental phenomena are 
tion with the organs through which they 
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and whole system, he will have exhausted most of the means 
at his command for effecting the object in view.

Commencing with the education of the limbs (in whose 
movements untrained imbeciles exhibit none of that nice ad
justment and precision which ordinary persons acquire with
out any special teaching), M. Seguin by the use of gymnastics 
not only enabled the children to use their legs and arms with 
effect, but strengthened the muscular system, and cultivated 
that most valuable habit, the habit of obedience. The improve
ment which gymnastic exercises are calculated to produce 
was very soon apparent, and it was moreover found that 
these exercises had a very favourable influence in the deve
lopment of the voice. During the second month, all the pupils 
except one learned to keep fairly the proper stt-p in walking. 
They were also practised in running, carrying dumb-bells, 
and jumping. “ M. Seguin invariably observed, in all of 
them, a great want of attention to wlmt they were engaged 
in, and, as he remarks, ‘ though they saw, yet they did not 
look (observe)and to educate this look, which was a ‘ feature 
amongst them so little in activity,’ he had recourse to a me
thod which lie thought would be of considerably more influ
ence in correcting it, than merely verbal directions, which 
had but little power on their inattention and giddiness. The 
instrument which he adopted was a balance pole, aud which 
not only was useful for this purpose, but also served for mus
cular exercise. The pole was thrown by him, and caught by 
them, and again thrown by them to him, or to each other. 
This done rapidly, and often repeated, forced their attention 
—otherwise it would have fallen with some force against their 
legs.” in a short time, most of them thus learned to throw 
and receive a heavy body. “ They all saw better, and looked 
more attentively, than when the exercises were thus com
menced.” In selecting the means which he thought would 
be most successful in conveying to them intellectual impres
sions, he chose such as would address themselves more par
ticularly to the organs of sight; “ because,” says he, “ hear
ing is more passive than active, and the great point, before 
all, is to draw the idiot from the passive state in which he 
exists.” In giving them notions of forms, he made use of 
pieces of wood cut into the shape of bricks. “ At first all 
the pupils except one confounded the length, height, and width 
of the figure with each other, but, after a week’s training, 
some of them were able to distinguish the different sides, and 
to place the various bricks as desired. After longer practice 
all the pupils except three became able to place the forms in 
their various combinations ; these were often made to become
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Scott, “ that the strength of the impulse after any particular 
pursuit, or the will for its performance, will always be in pro
portion to the strength of the natural impulse of the faculties, 
or as the phrenologist would sav, to the development [and ac- 
vity ] of the organ. In a Newton the desire or will would be strong 
after calculation, but only weak after results of painting or 
music; while in that of a Rubens or Titian it would bo most 
powerfully manifested in objects of art. So genius displays 
so strong a power of will, that no obstacle can turn it from 
the objects of its pursuit, while weakness of mental charac
ter is shewn in the listless apathy that nothing can rouse. 
For ordinary minds, ordinary stimulus is necessary to rouse 

** them to activity; and such are the generality of mankind.
To those above ordinary minds less stimulus is needed, while 
to such minds as we are now considering, the strongest and 
most active agents can only excite in them that energy which 
is necessary to perform the lowest kind of mental action. 
But we must remember that just in as much as we have im
proved their minds in strength and activity, have we im
proved their wills ; and in no case can we ever expect from 
an imbecile the energy of an ordinary mind, more than we 
should ever be able to change that mind into the intellec
tual greatness of a Bacon or a Newton. I t is something, and 
that, too, not to be despised, if we can illume the darkness 
of their intellectual night with the feebler rays of twilight."*

The facts above mentioned are of great value in reference 
to education in general. Whatever is useful in rousing, 
strengthening, and training the faculties of the imbecile, is still 
better calculated to bestow similar benefits on children more 

favourably constituted; and educators of every class may de
rive many useful hints from the experience of such men as 
M. Seguin.

Of the style of Dr Scott’s pamphlet it is impossible to 
speak so favourably as of its matter. We cannot help think
ing, that if his arduous duties had allowed him sufficient 
leisure for revising and polishing his sentences, they would 
have exhibited fewer examples of incorrect and inelegant 
composition.

*  For an account of the endeavours of M. Voiain and others, in France, to 
educate idiots, see Chambers's Edinburgh Journal, 4th and 11th November 1843, 
pp. 334, 338; and 9th and 30th January and 13th February 1847, pp. 20, 71, 
and 105. We beg to direct attention also to Dr Twining’s work entitled, 
*' Some Account of Cretinism, and the Institution for its Cure on the Abendberg, 
near Interlaehen, in Switzerland,” (London, 1843); and to a short article on 
the subject in our seventeenth volume, p. 318.
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Phrenological Clast, London Mechanics' Institution.— On Friday, tho 
21st of May, a public discussion oil Phrenology took place in the Theatre 
of the Institution. The proceedings were opened by Mr Glanville, a 
member of tho class, who gave a brief outline of the history and origin of 
the science, and an explanation of its principles. A t the conclusion of 
the oponer's speech, the chairman invited opposition ; but, after a delay of 
a few minutes, no one rising for that purpose, another member of the 
class, Mr Has well, gave a description of the action of the organs in groups, 
and their influence on the moral and social condition of mankind, and 
concluded with 6ome remarks on the value of Phrenology as a philosophy 
of the human mind. The chairman again invited opposition, but without 
effect. Another member, Mr Mitchell, then rose and made some obser
vations on the value of Phrenology as applied to the social arrangements 
of life ; and observed, that some difference of opinion among the public 
must have taken place in reference to Phrenology, when, among so large 
an audience, no one could be found to oppose it. Several other speeches 
followed, but nothing particularly hostile to Phrenology was stated. Mr 
Richard Cull was present, and addressed the meeting. Mr George Wyld, 
an old member, presided on the occasion, and about 600 persons were pre
sent The discussion lasted rather more than two hours, and may cer
tainly be considered as a favourable symptom of the progress of Phrenology.

The following is a list of lectures for the current quarter :—June 7, 
Mr Glanville, Ou the anatomy of the brain— in conclusion ; June 14, Mr 
Gason, On the evidences in proof of Phrenology ; June 21, Mr Eason. 
Objections to Phrenology shewn to arise from au imperfect examination 
of its evidences ; June 28, Mr Williams, Ou the metaphysical objections 
to Phrenology ; July 5. Mr Greenwood, Ou the Drama phrenologically 
considered; July 12, Discussion on the best means of diffusing a know
ledge of Phrenology ; July 19, Mr Williams. On the educating influence 
of amusements ; July 26, Discussion on the functions of several phreno
logical organs ; August 2, Mr Huswell, On the application of Phrenology 
to criminal legislation; August 9, Mr Angell, On communism; August 
16, Mr Glanville, On the physical conditions that influence human pro
gression ; August 23, Mr Angell, On the moral and physiological effects 
of smoking, drinking, &c. ; August 30, Quarterly Meeting. Non-mem
bers of the class are invited to attend. It meets on Monday evenings in 
the class-room adjoining the reading-room.— D. O. H asweli., lion. Sec.

Lectures on Phrenology.—In April, the Reverend Henry Duft'of Leith, 

delivered two popular lectures on Phrenology, in the Assembly Room there, 
to large audiences. The Edinburgh Weekly Journal, in noticing tho 
second lecture, snys; “ The reverend lecturer, at the outset, regretted that 
the nature of the course limited bis illustrations and remarks to two lec
tures, when the subject, to do it justice, would have required at least u 
dozen. Making allowance for this fact, he embodies an immense number 
of discoveries and results bearing upon the history and utility of the 
science, regarding the various temperaments of individuals, which explain 
aud enlighten what was hitherto obscure and dark in the page of Phreno
logy. Mr Duff was very lucid, and occasionally eloquent, and, at the 
close of the lecture, received that meed of applause which his gratuitous 
services, in aid of an infant institution, so much deserved."------ Since our
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last publication, Mr Donovan has delivered a course of six lectures, to 
large audiences, in Chet ter, where he has also had two classes, of ten and 
seven pupils respectively, for instruction in his system of manipulation. 
According to the Chetter Courant, of 28th April, “ Phrenology seems, 
indeed, to have taken strong possession of the walled city of Chester. It 
is gratifying to ha veto record the fact, that, so far from abating in publio 
estimation, these lectures are engrossing a continually increasing interest, 
an interest evinced by the regular attendance of those (members of the 
clergy included) whose presence bears witness to the talents and powers 
of the lecturer. W e understand that the class which has been formed 
under bis management includes several of the most respected and intelli
gent inhabitants of our city." The following advertisement appears in 
a subsequent number of the 6nme paper:— “ At a meeting of the Chester 
phrenological class, Henry Brown, Esq., in the chair, held at the Me
chanics' Institution, on Monday, the 10th of May 1847, the following 
resolution was proposed by Dr Davies, and seconded by Dr W illmott:— 
"  That wo present to Mr Donovan a copy of the works of Sir Humphrey 
Davy, as an appropriate testimony of our entire approbation of the manner 
in which he has communicated to us his method of manipulating the head, 
which method we believe to be entirely original, and eminently suc
cessful."

Varietiee.—The April number of the Edinburgh Medical and Sur

gical Journal contains an article entitled “ Contributions to the Patho
logy of the Brain, by Robert Boyd, M.D., Resident Physician to the 
Parochial Infirmary, and Physician to the Pauper Lunatic Asylum, St 
Marylebone.” He makes the oft-repeated and true observation, that 
“ the connexion between symptoms and organic lesions in cerebral dis
eases has ever been one of the utmost difficulty and obscurity. The se
verest symptoms have occurred without commensurate, or, indeed, any 
structural change being discovered ; and, on the other hand, extensive 
disease has been found without any or (with) but slight symptoms.” In 
the same number are published the Report of the Committee appointed by 
the Bengal Government to examine the mesmeric experiments and surgical 
operations of Dr Esdaile; and a paper by Mr Braid of Manchester, enti
tled “ Facts and Observations as to the Relative Value of Mesmeric and 
Hypnotic Coma, and Ethereal Narcotism, for the Mitigation or entire 
Prevention of Pain during Surgical Operations.” On the main points, 
Dr Esdaile's cases are favourably reported on by the Committee, who, 
however, as is shewn in the last No. of The Zoitt, have not displayed too 
much candour on the occasion. The Government Secretary’s letter to 
the Committee acknowledging the receipt of their Report, is published 
in The Zoist. He says— “ So far has the possibility of rendering the 
most serious surgical operations painless to the subject of them, been, in 
the opinion of the Honourable the Deputy-Governor of Bengal, esta
blished by the late experiments jierformed under the eye of a Committee 
appointed for the purpose, as to render it incumbent on the Government 
to afford to the meritorious and zealous officer by whom the subject was 
first brought to its notice such assistance as may facilitate his investiga
tions, and enable him to prosecute his interesting experiments under the 
most favourable and promising circumstances. W ith this view His 
Honour has determined, with the sanction of the Supreme Government, 
to place Dr Esdaile for one year in charge of a small experimental hos-
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pital iu home favourable situation in Calcutta, in order that be may, as 
recommended by the Committee, extend his investigations to the ap
plicability of this alleged agency to all descriptions of cases, medical as 
well as surgical, and all classes of patients, European as well as native. 
Dr Esdaile will be directed to encourage the resort to his hospital of 
all respectable persons desirous of satisfying themselves of the nature 
and the effect of his experiments, especially medical and scientific indi
viduals in or out of the Service; and His Honour will nominate from 
among the medical officers of the Presidency, * Visitors,’ whose duty it 
will be to visit the hospital from time to time, inspect Dr Esdaile's pro
ceedings, without exercising any interference, and occasionally, or when 
called on, report upon them, through the Medical Board, for the informa
tion of Government. On these reports will mainly depend what further
steps the Government may deem it expedient to take in the matter."------
The sudden death of the Rev. Dr Chalmers on 31st May, at the age of 
67, has excited a deep sensation throughout Scotland. His brain was ex
amined by Dr Begbie, and is said to have weighed 50 ounces 2 drachms, 
which is less than seems to have been generally expected. It is further 
rumoured, that the skull was of unusual and very unequal thickness, 
that the tulci between the convolutions were remarkably deep, and that 
Dr Begbie will read a description of these and the other post-mortem ap
pearances before the Medico-Cbirurgical Society of Edinburgh, after 
which it will no doubt be published. W e have endeavoured to obtain, 
in the meantime, authentic and detailed information about the brain and 
skull, but without success ; and shall, therefore, offer no remarks till after
the publication of all the particulars____ Another recent event of still
more wide-spread interest, is that of Daniel O'Connell. A newspaper says, 
" The general magnitude and expression of power manifested in the head 
of O'Connell have been frequently noted and commented upon, In the 
letter addressed by Dr Miley to Mr Morgan O’Connell, informing that 
gentleman of the death of his father, the Rev. Doctor says— ‘ We have 
had a cast taken of his head, which has filled with wonder the physicians
who have seen it.' ”------ On Tuesday evening, 20th April, a few of the
phrenological friends of Mr D. G. Goyder entertained him in the Thistle 
Tavern, Glasgow ; Dr Hunter in the chair. After some preliminary and 
loyal toasts, the chairman rose and made a few highly complimentary re
marks upon Mr Goyder's abilities as a lecturer and teacher of Phrenology, 
and begged to present him, in the name of his friends assembled, with a 
purse of gold, as a small but substantial token of their esteem for him 
as a phrenologist, and as an acknowledgment for his valuable exer
tions in the propagation of this eminently useful science. Mr Goyder 
made a feeling and appropriate reply, in which he mentioned the high 
gratification it had given him to learn that such men as the brothers 
Combe, Mr R. Cox, &c., had contributed to the very handsome tes
timonial with which he was now presented, and had thus acknow
ledged his humble services in the diffusion of truths which he deemed 
to be of the highest importance to mankind__ Then followed an able ad
dress by Mr D’Orsey upou the light which Phrenology throws upon 
education. He gave a lucid explanation of the present Government 
scheme, which, although not quite as phrenologists would wish, yet, he be
lieved, was the best that could be adopted in the present state of the na
tional mind.—Several toasts were proposed by Drs Hunter and Weir,
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a n d  th e  o th e r  g e n tle m e n  p re se n t, an d  th e  e n jo y m e n t o f  th e  e v e n in g  w as 
k e p t up w ith  g re a t  s p ir i t  t i l l  ab o u t h a lf -p a s t  e lev en , w hen th e  m ee tin g
se p a ra te d .------- D r  J .  G , M illin g e n  h a s  ju s t  p u b lish ed  a  volum e on '* M in d
an d  M a t te r ;  illu s tra te d  b y  C o n sid e ra tio n s  on  H e re d i ta ry  In sa n ity , an d
th e  In flu en c e  o f  T e m p e ra m e n t in  th e  D ev e lo p m en t o f  th e  P a ss io n s .” --------
D r  G . C a lv e r t H o lla n d  h a s  in  th e  p ress  a  w ork  e n ti t le d  “  T h e  P h ilo so p h y
o f  A n im a te d  N a tu re , o r  th e  L aw s an d  A c tio n  o f  th e  N erv o u s  S y s te m .” --------
S p e a k in g  o f  in w ard  b lin d n ess , C o leridge  says— " T a lk  to  a  b lin d  m an —  
h e  know s he  w an ts  th e  sense o f  s ig h t, an d  w illin g ly  m akes th e  p ro p e r  
a llow ances. B u t th e re  a re  c e r ta in  in te rn a l  senses, w hich a  m an  m ay  
w a n t, an d  y e t  b e  w holly  ig n o ra n t t h a t  h e  w an ts  them . I t  is  m ost u n 
p lea sa n t to  converse  w ith  such p e rsons o n  su b je c ts  o f  ta s te , ph ilosophy , 
o r re lig io n . O f  course, th e re  is  no  re a so n in g  w ith  th em  ; fo r th ey  do n o t 
possess th e  fa c ts  on w hich th e  re aso n in g  m u st be  founded . N o th in g  is 
possib le , b u t  a  n a k e d  d issen t, w hich  im p lies a  so rt o f  unsoc ia l con
te m p t ;  o r, w h a t a  m an  o f  k in d  d ispositions is  v e ry  lik e ly  to  fa ll  in to , a
h e a rtle ss  ta c it  acquiescence, w hich  b o rd e rs  too n e a r ly  on d u p lic ity .”--------
T h e  American Phrenological Journal con tinues to  ru n  a  v igorous 
course, a n d  seem s to  h av e  a t ta in e d  a  la rg e  c ircu la tio n . In  la s t J a n u a ry  
n u m b er, we fin d  th e  fo llow ing  p a ra g ra p h  :— “  W e  are  in fo rm ed  b y  M r 
W a lk e r ,  re ce n tly  fro m  B uenos A y re s , t h a t  th e re  is  a  phreno log ica l p ro 
fe sso rsh ip  endow ed in  th e  college o f  th a t  c ity , to  w h ich  is a ttach ed  a  v a lu 
ab le  co llection  o f  p h reno log ica l sp ec im en s .”--------D r  C am p b e ll, in  a  com m u
n ica tio n  pu b lish ed  ab o u t a  y e a r  ago  in th e  Northern Journal of Medicine, 

s ta te s  th a t  he  h as been  in form ed  b y  D r  K om bst, th a t  a t  J e n a ,  in  th e  G ra n d  
D u c h y  o f  W e iiu n r, a  la rg e  n u m b er o f  id io ts  an d  d efo rm ed  in d iv id u a ls  a re  
to  be  found. T h is  fa c t is, b y  th e  m ed ic a l m en  o f  th e  p lace, coupled  w ith  
th e  c ircum stance  o f  th e re  b e in g  b rew ed  a t  L ic h te n h a in , a  n e ig h b o u rin g  
v illag e , a  very s tro n g  b e e r  o f  p lea sa n t ta s te , w hich ¡9 a  g re a t  fav o u rite  
w ith  th e  in h a b ita n ts  o f  J e n a .  T h is  b e e r  is  very  in to x ic a tin g , a n d  th e  
s ta te  o f  in to x ic a tio n  p roduced  b y  i t  is f a r  m ore v io le n t th a n  th a t  b ro u g h t 
ab o u t b y  a n y  o th e r  b e v era g e  in  com m on use. T h ese  h ig h ly  in to x ic a tin g  
q u a litie s  o f  th e  L ic h te n h a in  b e e r  a re  asc rib ed  to  b e lla d o n n a , w hich i t  is 
sa id  th e  b rew ere  m ix  w ith  th e  b eer. N ow , no  d a y  passes w ith o u t som e 
o f  th e  in h a b ita n ts  o f  J e n a  re tu rn in g  hom e in  th e  e v en in g  h ig h ly  in to x i
c a ted  ; an d  th e  id io tic  a n d  deform ed  c h ild ren  a re  supposed  to be  th e  off
sp r in g  o f  fa th e rs  w ho bego t th em  in  a  s ta te  o f  in to x ic a tio n , p roduced  by
th e  b e e r  o f  L ic h te n h a in .--------O n  8 th  J u n e  1 8 4 7 , a  re p o rt b y  M . B o y e r
C o llard  wa3 re a d  b e fo re  th e  F re n c h  A cadem y o f  M ed ic ine  on a  p a p e r o f  
M . B a illa rg e r . e n title d , “  S ta tis tic s  on H e re d ita ry  In s a n i ty .”  T h e  con
c lus ions w hich M. B a illa rg e r  had  com e to  w ere  th e  fo llow ing  :— M e n ta l 
d e ra n g e m e n t is m ore e as ily  tra n s m itte d  from  th e  fem ale  th a n  from  th e  
m ale  p a re n t  ; i t  is  m ore f req u e n t, an d  is p ro p a g a ted  to  a  g re a te r  n u m b e r o f  
c h ild re n . T h e  m adness o f  a  m o th e r is  m ore  to  b e  fe a re d  fo r  h e r  d a u g h te rs  
th a n  fo r  h e r  sons ; m adness o f  a  f a th e r ,  on th e  c o n tra ry , is m ore re ad ily  
h a n d e d  down to th e  sons. M a te rn a l in sa n ity  is  n o t tran sm iss ib le  to  sons 
in  a  g re a te r  d eg ree  th an  m adness o f  a  l a th e r  ; i t  is , on th e  co n tra ry , m ore 
to  b e  fe a re d  fo r  d a u g h te rs . T h e  re p o r te r  ex p ressed  th e  ap p ro v al o f  
th ese  d o c trin es b y  th e  com m ission , a n d  m oved th e  th an k s  o f  th e  academ y 
to  th e  a u th o r. T h e  re p o r t  w as adopted .

The Skyey Influence*.— T h o u g h  in v ig o ro u s h e a lth , I  am  h a b itu a lly  
a ffec ted  b y  th e  w ea th e r. I n e v e r  in d u lg e  in  g loom y th o u g h ts  ; b u t r e 
so lu tely  tu rn  aw ay  m y gaze  from  th e  lone s tu b b le  w av ing  in  th e  au tum n
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w ind , an d  th in k  o n l /  o f  tlie  r ip e , g o lden  seed  w hich th e  sow er w ill go 
fo rth  to sow. B u t w hen to  th e  d re a rin ess  o f  d e p a r t in g  su m m er is added  
a  w eek o f  successive ra in s  ; w hen d ay  a f te r  d a y , th e  e a r th  u n d e r foot is 
s lip p e ry  m ud, an d  th e  sk y  o v e r h ead  lik e  g re y  m arb le , then  m y n a tu re  
y ie ld s  i ts e l f  p riso n e r to  u t te r  m elancho ly . I  am  asham ed  to  confess i t .  
a n d  h u n d re d s  o f  tim es have  s tru g g le d  d esp e ra te ly  a g a in s t it, un w illin g  to  be 
conquered  by th e  e lem en ts , lo o k in g  a t  m e w ith  a n  " ev il e y e .”  B u t so i t  is—  
a  p ro tra c te d  ra in  alw ays convinces m e tlm t I  n e v e r  d id  a n y  good, an d  n ev er 
can  do an y  ; th a t  1 lo re  n o h o d y , a n d  nobody  loves m e. I have  h e a rd  
th a t  D r  F r a n k l i n  acknow ledges a  s im ila r  e ffec t on h im self, an d  philoso
p h ica lly  conjecture*  th e  p h y sic a l cause, l i e  says un iina l sp ir its  d ep en d  
g re a tly  on th e  p re sen ce  o f  e le c tr ic ity  in  o u r b o d ie s ; an d  d u r in g  lo n g  
c o n tin u ed  ra in ,  th e  dum pness o f  th e  a tm o sp h e re  ab so rbs a  la rg e  p o rtion  
o f  i t ; lo r  th is  reaso n , he  a d v ises  th a t  a  s ilk  w aistcoat he w orn n e a t  th e  
sk in , s ilk  h e in g u  no n -co n d u cto r o f  e le c tr ic ity .— Air* C h ild ’* Letter*  fro m  
Arew York.

Hooks received.— The British and Foreign Medical Review, for April. 
— The Zoist, for April.— Select 'Writings of Robert Chambers, Vol. I., 
II., III., and IV., post Svo. Edinburgh : W . & It. Chambers.— Annual 
Report of the Royal Edinburgh Asylum, for 1 S4IS.— Do. of the Cumber
land Lunatic Asylum, Dunstun Lodge. Gateshead-on-Tyne, for 1846.— 
Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation, cheap edition. London: 
J. Churchill.— The American Phrenological Journal, 7 Nos,, from Nov. 
1846 to May 1847.— The Momingside Mirror, Vol. II,. Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7. 
— The New Moon, Nos. 29 , 30 . 31.— Howitt's Journal, No. 14.— Thn 
Medical Tunes, weekly.— The American Journal of Insanity, Vol. III., 
Nos. 2 and 4.— Fourth Atrnual Report of the Managers of the New York 
State Lunatic Asylum, Feb. 1847. «

N ew sp a p ers received.— Coventry Herald, April 16, 3 0 .—Glasgow 
Argus, April 22.—Chester Courant, April 28.

To C orresp o n d en ts .'— T h e  e x tra c ts  from  S w ed en b o rg  a re  o f  l i t t le  v a lu e ; 
b u t  we a re  n o t th e  less o b lig ed  to  "  A  L a d y "  fo r  se n d in g  th e m .— W o  re  
g re t  th a t  i t  is n o t  a t  p re se n t in  o u r pow er to com ply  w ith  th e  request o f  
“  A  Q uondam  O ld  S u b sc rib e r ."— “  A n ti-T h e o ry ”  m akes too l i t t le  a llo w 
ance  fo r d ifferences o f  ta s te  a m o n g  th e  re ad e rs  o f  th is  J o u r n a l : an d , m o re 
o v e r, seem s to  h ave  overlooked th e  second h a lf  o f i ts  t i t le .— A lth o u g h  th is  
N u m b e r  co n ta in s 24 pages e x tra  H m ites, we a rc  a g a in  com pelled to postpone 
M r H y tc b e ’s essay .— T h e  Sheffield  P h ren o lo g ica l S oc ie ty 's  R e p o rt, n n d  
M r  Jo n e s’s c le v e r  exposure  o f  M rs  H a m ilto n 's  p h ren o lo g ica l quackeries 
in  L o u d o n , a re  in  ty p e , an d  w ill a p p e a r  in  o u r n e x t.

C om m unications fo r  th e  E d ito r  (p rep a id )  m ay  b e  addressed  to M r 
R o u r r .r  C o x , 25 R u tla n d  S tre e t ,  E d in b u rg h , Books o r  parcels, too 
heav y  fo r th e  post, m ay  be  le f t  (free  o f  ex p en se) w ith  th e  L ondon  p u b 
lishers , M essrs  S im p k in , M a rsh a ll, ft C o.. S ta tio n e rs ’ H a l l  C o u rt.—  
A rtic les  in te n d e d  fo r th e  n e x t fo llow ing N u m b e r m ust a lw ays be  w ith  
th e  E d ito r  six week» before the dap of publication. C om m unications fo r 
th e  section  of “  I ntelmokkck," und also A d v e rtisem en ts , shou ld  be 
in  h a n d  a t  lea s t a  fo r tn ig h t b efo re  th e  sam e d ay . C h arg es  fo r  A d v e r t is 
in g  :— E ig h t  lin es, 6 s . ; tw e lve  lin e s , 7». 6 d . ; ev ery  ad d itio n a l lin e , 6 d . ; 
h a lf  a  p ag e . 1 4 s , ; a  w hole p a g e , 25». A d v e rtisem en ts  m ay  he se n t to 
th e  pub lisher*  in E d in h u rg h  o r  London.

F .in sn t n o il, l « . ! « ’» 1847.
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I.— Thoughts on the It elation of Physiology to Psychology. By
T homas H un, M.D., Professor of the Institutes of Medi
cine in the Albany Medical College.*

I propose to shew the connection between the Physiology 
of the nervous system and Psychology, and to establish tho 
distinction between them. For want of attending to this 
connection, psychologists have lost sight of an interesting 
face of their science ; for want of attending to this distinc
tion, physiologists have fallen into great confusion, and have 
been led into many absurdities and contradictions.

Physiology and Psychology embrace phenomena of dlifer
ent orders, and which are learned by different means. Hence 
they may be distinguished from each other. These two or
ders of phenomena are connected together, and, to a certain 
extent, are mutually dependent. Hence the two sciences 
have a point of contact, and it is important to examine this 
point, and see how they touch without becoming confounded.

By means of the five senses, we become acquainted with 
the external world. We find a substance having extension, 
figure, impenetrability, colour, and exhibiting certain changes 
or movements, called phenomena. This substance, which is 
external to us, which possesses these properties, uud exhibits 
these phenomena, we call matter, and theso properties and 
phenomena, we call material.

Our knowledge of the properties and phenomena of matter, 
and of their relations, constitutes physical science, or rather 
the physical sciences, for there are several. The divisions of 
the physical sciences depend on the differences in the proper-

* E x trac t« ! from the  Am erican Jo u rn a l o f  Insan ity  for Ju ly  1810. vol. ¡1,, 
page 1.
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matter, so wo say that these latter phenomena belong to the 
internal world, to a substance called mind.

I t is true, that it is by consciousness thut we are made ac
quainted with the impressions made on the live senses, so 
that, ultimately, all our knowledge of the external world is 
a matter of consciousness. In this case, however, we are 
conscious of impressions made on us from without, and which 
are irresistibly referred to something external to us, and be
tween which and us the senses have served as a medium; 
while in the case of the phenomena of thought, will, (fee., we 
are conscious of what takes place directly in us, without any 
reference to the external world.

The man who should shut up his five senses, and endea
vour to find the external world, matter, by his consciousness, 
would be guilty of an absurdity ; for consciousness does not 
reveal to him this external world, except through the me
dium of the senses. So the man who should neglect his con
sciousness, and endeavour to find the internal world, mind, 
by his five senses, would be guilty of a like absurdity. I t  is 
true, that by the senses he might find the external mani
festations of mind, but of the phenomena themselves he could 
have no idea without consciousness. When I see a man ges
ticulating in a certain manner, I conclude he is angry, not 
because I see his anger, for I see only his gesticulations; 
but by my own consciousness 1 know what anger is, and how 
it manifests itself externally in me. Had 1 never been angry 
myself, I might have known that a man in certain circum
stances would execute certain movements, but I never could 
have an idea of anger.

Since, then, the phenomena of thought, will, feeling, &c.,
' occurring within ourselves, and learned by consciousness, are 

real, they may he studied, analyzed, and their relations may 
be discovered ; that is, they may form the basis of a science; 
for, to constitute a science, it is only necessary to have phe
nomena having fixed relations to each other. Psychology 
is the science which takes cognizance of the mind and its 
phenomena, as Physical science takes cognizance of matter 
and its phenomena.

To resume. There is, then, an external world of matter, 
the properties and phenomena of which are learned by the 
five senses, nnd the knowledge of this world constitutes Phy
sical science. There is also an internal world of mind, which 
is revealed to us by consciousness, and the knowledge of this 
world constitutes Psychology. The domain of Physical 
science is, then, the external world,—matter. The domain of 
Psychology is the internal world,—mind.
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tier, cognizable by consciousness. That it should be accom
panied by a material movement as its cause or its effect, is a 
fact which we may attempt to prove ; it bears no absurdity 
on its face ; but that it is this material movement is an as
sertion so absurd that common sense at once rejects it.

We have now come to the point of contact between Psycho
logy and the Physiology of the nervous system—to the con
fines of the material and spiritual world—and we must pro
ceed in our investigation with caution.

Let us take the case of a sensation, analyze it into its ele
ments, and see what belongs to matter, what to mind.

I lay my hand on the table, and feel it. This is a sensation. 
This sensation is a mental phenomenon : so little apparent 
connection has it with matter or a nervous system, that many 
persons experience such sensations all their lives, without 
knowing that there is a nerve, or what it is. But we can 
demonstrate that besides this sensation, this mental pheno
menon, there are material movements without which it can
not occur. Thus, if the nerve is divided, no sensation occurs 
when the impression is made on the hand ; and, by a series 
of investigations, we find that an impression has been made 
by the external object on the extremity of one or more 
nervous fibres, that this impression has travelled along these 
fibres to some point in the interior of the brain which cannot 
be determined in the present state of the science, and when 
it has reached this point, the sensation is produced. Here 
are two things, a nervous transmission and a sensation ; the 
first a material, the second a mental phenomenon. The 
nervous transmission causes the sensation, but is not the 
sensation ; it is analogous to the transmission of electrical 
currents along wires. Suppose now that an electrical cur
rent, in its passage, finds a combustible matter, it will set it 
on fire. Here the current causes the combustion, but it is 
not itself combustion ; so nervous transmission causes sen
sation, but is not sensation.

Suppose we could make the change which occurs in the 
nervous fibre, or in the grey matter into which it plunges, ob
vious to the senses, and then, that we lay bare the parts in a 
living animal and excite this movement, and say to a specta
tor, “ Look at this movement, change, whatever it may be ; 
this is sensation you are seeing would it not appear absurd ? 
Would not the man thus addressed, say, “ I t is impossible 
for me or any other person to see or feel in any way the sen
sation of another animal; I see a nervous movement, and 
that may be the cause of the sensation: but the sensation 
itself can only be felt by the patient; it is a matter of con-
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tended, matter, found it impossible to frame even an hypo
thesis of their mode of union, and in a kind of philosophical 
despair, resolved it all into a miraculous effort of God, a di
vine assistance. Leibnitz invented his hypothesis of the pre- 
established harmony, according to which the nervous move
ments and the mental operations correspond, but without any 
relation of cause and effect. Imagine two parallel move
ments, one occurring in the nervous system, and the other in 
the mind, and so arranged that they shall always correspond 
in time, and you have the view of Leibnitz of the mode of 
union of the soul and body. Hence, when I execute a volun
tary movement, it is not the volition which causes the move
ment in the nervous fibre, but this movement occurs at the 
same time with the volition ; and so sensation occurs in the 
mind at tho same moment that the impression is made on the 
nervous fibre.

Others, again, seeing that so long as this duality was ad
mitted, no explanation of the reactions of mind and matter 
could be possible, have endeavoured to get rid of it. Some 
have denied the existence of mind, and have made thought 
an attribute of the substance matter. These are the mate
rialists. Others have made matter only a mode of manifes
tation of mind. These are the spiritualists. While a third 
class have endeavoured to find a third term which should in
clude both matter and mind. Such, for example, is the sys
tem of Spinoza.

I t  is not necessary for physiologists, nor even for psycho
logists, to attempt the solution of these problems of tran
scendental metaphysics ; problems which are so vast, so dif
ficult of solution, that no one metaphysician has as yet been 
able to seize more than one of their faces. For practical 
purposes, we have a task more humble, but more easy. We 
have to study, not the nature of the two substances nor the 
nature of their relation, but this relation itself, as it manifests 
itself to the senses and to consciousness. The great ques
tions for us to answer are these : W hat nervous movements 
correspond to given mental acts 1 What is the mechanism of 
these movements ? and, How are the mental acts affected by 
changes in the nervous system or in the rest of the body! 
Without undertaking to explain how an impression trans
mitted along a nervous fibre gives rise to a sensation or is 
accompanied by a sensation, we study the different elements 
necessary for the production of sensations, and the modifica
tions of sensation produced by changes in the nervous fibre. 
So of the other mental operations We cannot explain how 
it is that the instincts or the intellectual acts should be con-
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in the investigation of unexplained phenomena, it is requisite 
that much caution should be exercised ; for how often do we 
find hypothesis confounded with observation, and how fre
quently are principles considered to be settled which are de
rived from a too limited or insufficient range of facts. I t be
comes, then, the duty of the phrenologist not to present any 
novel view for consideration, unless the evidence be maturely 
considered, and its truth have been tested by prolonged in
quiry. When, however, any truth is so discovered, its pro
mulgation equally becomes a duty; seeing that every fact 
in cerebral physiology is a step in advance, and must illus
trate or correct former impressions. With this view I shall 
proceed to indicate the reasons which lead me to believe that 
there is a faculty which derives as much gratification from 
clinging to the past, as that of Hope gleans from regarding 
the future. I shall, moreover, endeavour to shew that no 
known faculty is equal to the generation of the past-loving 
impulse; and supply such evidence as appears to indicate the 
site of the organ.

In the tenth volume of the Phrenological Journal there is 
a paper by an anonymous writer, who endeavours to shew 
that admiration of the past is a distinct primitive emotion, 
and as such possessing its appropriate cerebral organ ; the 
portion of brain situate between the back of Ideality and the 
front of Cautiousness, andwhich is indicated on the Edinburgh 
bust by a “ being the site named. That an organ is lo
calised in the portion of brain referred to, is undeniable; for 
the region has been found defective when Ideality and Cau
tiousness were large, and well developed when those organs 
were deficient. The writer, however, did not support his 
opinion so much by an appeal to cerebral fact, as hy a re
ference to the evidence which is derivable from consciousness. 
Having been led to conceive that the well-known tendency 
of many persons to linger on the bygone and its memorials, 
was not referable to any ascertained organ, I was induced 
to examine the locality assigned as its seat, and the results 
of this investigation were communicated* to the phrenolo
gical public. Mr George Combe, who previously intimated 
that he was disposed to attribute the evolution of emotional 
sublimity to the unascertained organ, replied! to the paper, 
and presented some evidence tending to overthrow the posi
tion. The antagonism of so able an obsei-ver, of course, led 
me to renew the investigation ; and, after research which has

*  Phrenological Journal, vol. xi., p. 284.
t  Id., vol. xi., p. 412.
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not because they are bygone, but simply because they are 
events; and not only does it not concern itself whether they 
are joyous or gloomy, but it can scarcely offer any opinion 
respecting their comparative value, such comparison being 
within the jurisdiction of the reflecting organs. Now, the 
mere existence of an emotional clinging to the past implies 
a widely different impression ; giving an affirmative opinion 
where Eventuality is neutral. Dwelling ns it does on the past, 
because it is the past, it prefers this to the present, because 
it perceives nothing but beauty therein. Hence we frequently 
encounter persons who, though deficient in the organ and 
power of Eventuality, Bhew that, love of the past is their in- 
tensest passion. From the defective Eventuality, however, 
they are devoid of lucid cognisance and arrangement of inci
dents, and the past is characterised by a haze in which dif
ferent events are intertangled as in a dream.

Previously to dilating on my own view, I shall notice that 
entertained by Mr Combe, namely, that the unascertained or
gan is the source of emotional sublimity.* Having met 
with several persons in whom the region was largely deve
loped, but who did not manifest any conception of sublimity, 
I cannot concur in that opinion. Again, from the facts 
which have fallen under my notice, I am led to believe that 
sublimity is a compound emotion, the product of the organ 
called “ Wonder,” acting in conjunction with Cautiousness 
and Ideality ; the former organs conferring a sense of mys
tery and awe, and the latter superadding a pervading, yet 
undefiuable beauty. In saying this, I of course merely refer 
to emotional sublimity. For there are various kinds of sub
limity, although the radical emotion be the same. Thus the 
most common is that originated by a view of grand scenery, 
or the imaginings of a John Martin, in which perception is 
a principal ingredient; and the noblest and rarest springs 
from that enlarged and catholic benevolence which made 
John Howard visit unheedingly the pestilent dungeons of 
Europe, and teach the great lesson that the worst criminal, 
though fallen, was still a brother. I would then venture to 
suggest that, in Mr Combe’s cases, the powerful sense of 
sublimity was not derived from the unascertained organ, but 
from large “ Wonder,’’ Cautiousness, and Ideality, co-exist- 
ing with a tendency to dwell on the past, in some one of the 
varied modes wherein the emotions can be manifested.

Another view has been indicated by the late Dr Maxwell, 
which, however, as it will be seen, is not so much opposed

* System, 5th edition, vol. ii., pp. 477-8.
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case, in order to convey some idea of the general result of 
the operation of this organ.

A. C. dwells, as it were, in the past. I t is scarcely pos
sible to refer to any subject which does not suggest vivid re
miniscences of bygone days; and old scenes, old playmates, 
and the very playground of her childhood, being thus re
called, become as palpable realities. She dotes on antique 
furniture, and old china—especially such as tends to remind 
her of past events in her history; and her collection of worn- 
out relics excites many a smile in the observer. Marked, 
however, as is her love of the past, its strength cannot be 
ascribed to her childhood having been pleasurable; it was a 
season of acute mental trial, and she readily allows that, as 
respects the external sources of happiness, past days permit 
of no comparison with the present. But she intimates that, 
“ notwithstanding past trials, bygone days still cleave to her 
memory, and neither the present nor the future can yield 
such unmixed delight.” In A. C. the region between Cau
tiousness and Ideality is largely developed, being, indeed, 
larger than either of those organs. The organ of Venera
tion is only full, and reverence is not a prominent feature in 
her character. The sense of sublimity is likewise defective.

Similar cases have been collected by other phrenologists. 
The correspondent of the Phrenological Journal before re
ferred to (vol. x., p. 672), after mentioning the coincidence of 
feeling and development in himself, proceeds as follows:— 
“ I examined the head of an intimate friend also, whom I 
know to be disposed to the feeling; in fact, he was the only 
person whom I had known whose mind sympathised with my 
own in this respect: in him I found that part of the brain 
also largely developed.” Mr Prideaux, in his Speculative 
Analysis of the Mental Faculties, thus relates a similar case : 
'• I have now before me the cast of the head of a gentleman, 
which I took in consequence of the unusual development of 
this organ which it presents. I am intimately acquainted 
with this individual, and, during a long intimacy with him, 
have never heard him utter a single expression which would 
induce me to suppose that he was much affected by the sub
lime, but quite the reverse. His Veneration is not by any 
means large, and I believe him to possess less than an ave
rage endowment of the feeling; lie, however, possesses a 
more than ordinary disposition to dwell on the past. I have 
heard him say that he never passes a day without looking 
back to the events of his past life ; and he has observed to 
me, that he has often noticed that, whilst he was particularly 
fond of recurring to, and conversing on, the incidents of his
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lated. So also Hone, the able illustrator of the manners 
and customs of “ olden time,” and who has done more than 
any other author to make us familiar with the every-day life 
of our forefathers, gave very little evidence of the operation 
of Veneration. Such being the case, I think it is proved that 
a tendency to the study of antiquity is referable, not to Ve
neration, but to a love of the past.

In farther confirmation of the position, I may appeal to 
the casts of Robert Owen, Rammohun Roy, Austin, and Jo
seph Hume. In each of these busts, the organ is more or 
less defective, and the very name of each suggests the idea 
of energetic opposition to customs and laws which have no 
other sanction than antiquity. Our collections supply many 
illustrations of the converse case. Thus the organ is found 
large in the head of Dr Parr, whose greatest delight w as de
rived from developing the merits of the heroes of Greece 
and Rome. Of Bonaparte we are told by Las Casas, in men
tioning a conversation in which “ the Emperor was speaking 
of his early days when he was in the artillery, and of his 
companions at the mesa,” that “ he always delighted in re
verting to these days.” In his mask there is a fulness of the 
unascertained organ.* In most of the casts of criminals, the 
region is deficient, like the organs of all those sentiments 
which tend to withdraw men from the absorbing power of the 
immediate. But in the bust of Courvoisier, the organ is well 
developed, and his letters to his relatives testify how forcible 
were his impressions of childhood,—forming, as they did, 
pictures to his imagination upon which he dwelt with an 
abiding interest, such as could not be dulled by the sense of 
guilt, and its coming punishment.

Literature supplies many illustrations of the existence of 
a love of the past—be it considered ns a simple or as a com
plex emotion ; especially the portion devoted to lyrical com
position. I t  has been said by a profound philosopher, “ Let 
me indite the popular ballads, and I care not who frames the 
national laws.” Now, without ascribing too much influence 
to popular songs, there can be no doubt that they usually 
express the moral condition, and give utterance to the wants 
and opinions, of a nation. I should therefore be inclined to 
doubt the existence of any sentiment to whose gratification 
no lyrics were found to minister. Thus in love-songs we 
have the utterance of Amativeness and Adhesiveness; in war- 
songs, of Combativeness and Destructiveness : lyrics like the

*  Is strong love of tbe past quite consistaut with the innovating career of 
Napoleon i—Et>.

Mr UytcUe on Love o f (he Past,
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to morbid or violent activity. How often during sickness 
Lave we found, that whilst present objects have been power
less to interest the feelings, our thoughts have been so con
centrated on the past, that events which had been forgot
ten for years became as vivid as when they first transpired! 
So if we listen to the utterances of the dotard, we find that he 
cares for nothing but the scenes of his boyhood, and talks of 
nought but what he did when a child.* De Quincey, whilst 
suffering from the physical and cerebral derangement caused 
by extreme opium-drinking, says, that the “ minutest inci
dents of childhood revived, clothed in all their evanescent 
circumstances.” Sir William Ellis records a striking case 
wherein the operation of the past-loving emotion acted as a 
powerful remedial agent. He says,-f- that “ W. R., a female 
about 40 years, had been insane for some years. She was 
a very robust woman, and, being usually in a state of excite
ment, was the terror of all the patients. If at any time a 
softened influence could be produced, and more gentle feel
ings called forth, it was by referring to the scenes of early 
life. One day, when under these impressions, a patient be
gan a song wliich she had heard when a g irl; when, turning 
to my wife, she said with great animation, * Mistress, when I 
was young I knew that song, and I  think I could sing it now.’ 
She began, and with the greatest delight found she remem
bered the whole of it. From that hour, her excessive vio
lence gave place to the more amiable and kindly feelings : 
instead of being the dread of all about her, she became oblig
ing and industrious, and, after some months of trial, she got 
well and returned home.”

When describing the functions of an organ, we are com
pelled to select illustrations in which the prominency or de
ficiency of the quality is well marked; and hence the aggre
gated result will include much more than we usually find in 
any individual. I mention this, because by some misconcep
tion I have been supposed to imply, that where the unascer
tained organ is largely developed, love of the past must of 
necessity be manifested in every possible mode. Now, love 
of the past is a mere sentiment, and, as such, is governed by 
the same laws as regulate the action of other emotions. 
Veneration, for example, supplies the reverential feeling,

*  Tbeso appear to us to bo purely intellectual phenomena, in no dogTee re
ferable to increased love of the past. In aged person», the memory of recent- 
events soon fades, while impressions made in  youth retain much of their origi
nal vividness.— E d.

t Ellis’ Insanity, p. 223.
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the present f '  yet the phrase “ too much” obviously confines 
the axiom to those who, by abusing the feeling, find in pre
cedent a sanction for present evils. An admiration of the 
past, indeed, seems essential to the effectual progress of 
society ; for, as the past is but a mici’ocosm of the present, 
but with the superadded advantage that we can trace events 
through their several stages of development, it is obvious 
that lessons may be derived therefrom which shall preclude 
retrogression. Now, though the philosopher would deduce 
this lesson without any impulse pointing in the direction of 
the past, yet, as the majority have been characterised by 
obedience to impulse rather than to reason, it is clear that 
the possession of an instinctive love for the past—simply 
because it was the past—would be of no mean service in pre
cluding disregard of that portion of wisdom with which it is 
imbued. Conservative, then, as is the Love of the Past, like 
every other faculty it ministers to human improvement; for, 
by developing the value, it preserves the due influence of the 
past, and prevents that too rapid advance which can only end 
in retrocession.

There is scarcely any occasion to indicate the minor uses 
of this sentiment. Its refining influence is very great. Tak
ing the average of men, they are as much humanised by look
ing backwards as by looking forwards ; and if the embruted 
can be led to retrace the days of buoyant health, of innocence, 
unworldliness, and ardent aspirations after the true and the 
beautiful, he must for the time become a less selfish, and a 
better man. It was this feeling, too, which, when the Eastern 
Empire fell, rescued the relics of Grecian art and literature 
as the most precious of treasures ;—thus preserving a mine 
of golden thoughts, whose influence is for all time.
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I I I .— A Contribution on the Philosophy of Induction, considered 
in Ilelation to the Intellectual Faculties of Man. By Mr 
R i c i i a h d  C u l l .

Aristotle unfolded the principles of deduction. He taught 
us when, where, and the extent to which, inferences may be 
drawn from data, and thus to descend with safety and cer
tainty from principles to their consequences and applications. 
Bacon taught us the system of induction. He has shewn us 
that the only sound method of ascending from facts and com
mon experience to principles successively higher and higher, is
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nounce that the whole of natural philosophy depends upon 
true inductions. Aristotle thought that his system would 
go far to equalize the natural talent of different men in the 
act of reasoning. Bacon says :—“ Our method of discovering 
the sciences merely levels men’s wits, and leaves but little 
to their superiority, since it achieves everything by the most 
certain rules and demonstrations.”* Aristotle displayed 
the requirements of conclusive deductions; he wrote the 
grammar of deduction. Bacon directed the way to arrive at 
true propositions by induction. Although the grammar of 
induction is yet to be written, still we hail Bacon as a guide 
from facts to generalizations,—from sense to thought. 
Bacon leads us upward to principles ; Aristotle conducts 
us downward to their consequences and applications. And 
guided by the two philosophies, our feet are fully illumined 
in the undulations of the path of research, with a light, which 
gives a steadiness of step and a confidence in our career, 
that was before unknown.

I shall endeavour to describe the process of induction, and 
consider it in relation to the faculties of the human mind. 
I refer those who are familiar with the physical sciences to 
the literature of those sciences for the last twro hundred years, 
in order to gather for themselves a knowledge of the gene
ralizations, classifications, and inductions which have ad
vanced those sciences. Those who are less acquainted with 
the sciences may consult Tenneman’s Geschichte der Philoso
phie, Degerando’s Histoire comparée des Systèmes de Philoso
phie, Compte’s Cours de Philosophie positive, Thomson’s His
tory of Chemistry, Professors Playfair and Leslie’s Disserta
tions on the Progress of Mathematical and Physical Science 
in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, and Professor Whewell’s 
History of the Inductive Sciences,^ for that purpose. As au
thorities on the inductive method, I refer to Bacon’s Novum 
Organum, Sir John Herschel’s Discourse on the Study of 
Natural Philosophy, Professor Powell On the Connexion of 
Natural and Divine Truth, Professor WhewelPs Philosophy 
of the Inductive Sciences, and his Mechanical Euclid.

The terms “ Inductive Philosophy” and ** Inductive Rea
soning” are synonymous, and are adopted in two senses, one 
of which is general, and the other is particular.

Mr Cull on the Philosophy of Induction.

*  Bacon’s Novum Organum, Book i., Sec. 122.
t Professor WhewcU’s book is misnamed; it is not a history of the inductive 

sciences, but a history of the principal inductions in certain sciences. It is, 
however, a valuable book, and forms an excellent introduction to his work on* 
the Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences.
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ever, exhibit them. We now seek to form a general propo
sition which shall express thus much knowledge. We can
not affirm that “ all transparent solids exhibit periodical 
colours by exposure to polarized light.” We can, however, 
assert, that “ all bodies which exhibit periodical colours on 
exposure to polarized light are solid and trailsparent.” This 
proposition is not an induction, it is only a generalization by 
enumeration of particulars. It is merely a collective asser
tion of what is already asserted seriatim of the individuals.

I add another illustration. The planet Mercury revolves 
around the sun. The planet Venus does the same. The 
planet Mars, and the rest of the planets, do the same. We 
seek to express thus much knowledge in a general proposi
tion. We, therefore, affirm that “ all the planets revolve 
around the sun.” Now in this generalization there is no 
induction. There is simply a collective assertion of what is 
already asserted seriatim of each planet. I t  is generalization 
by enumeration. The planets Mercury, Venus, Mars, &c., 
which are all the planets, revolve around the sun. There is 
no new truth brought amongst the facts, but simply a reas
sertion in another form of the already as fully asserted truth. 
I t  is an economy of expression that we have gained. And 
this general expression,—this formula,—simply embraces and 
expresses the class of separate facts which it was intended 
to comprehend.

In the process of generalization, as illustrated in both in
stances, we have studied the individuals in a part only of 
their nature, that part in which they obviously resemble each 
other, and we have withheld our attention from the other 
parts. And we have united them so far as they agree, in a 
formula which expresses that agreement.

I proceed to another, a superior generalization. We have 
collected together a number of individual facts, which we 
have economically expressed in a general proposition, that 
“ all the bodies which exhibit periodical colours by exposure 
to polarized light are solid and transparent.” Wo are now 
desirous of knowing what transparent solid bodies exhibit 
those colours. We, therefore, examine and make a list of 
such bodies as exhibit them, after the manner of Lord Ba
con’s instances of heat, and thus obtain a large group of sub
stances which are bound together by this common property. 
The individual substances of this group present great varie
ties of form, size, weight, colour, hardness, text ure, and che
mical composition. The manifestation of periodical colours 
being an optical property of the solids, we determine to ex
amine them in relation to their other/iptical properties. We

Mr Cull on the Philosophy of Induction.
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do so, and find that they have one point of agreement, viz., 
the property of double refraction. And continued investiga
tion shews that all double-refracting substances exhibit pe
riodical colours by exposure to polarized light.

Now, as Sir John Herschel remarks, if observation had 
enabled us to establish the existence of a class of bodies pos
sessing the power of double refraction, and an entirely inde
pendent series of observations had grouped together a class 
of bodies which exhibit periodical colours in polarized light, 
a mere comparison of the two lists would at once have shewn 
their identity.* In the generalization, then, that “ all double 
refracting substances exhibit periodical colours by exposure 
to polarized light,” there is no induction, but simply a decla
ration of the identity of two groups of bodies. The proposi
tion announces that the group of bodies which agree in one 
character, agree also in another.

These generalizations are laws of nature. They are formal 
laws, or laws of phenomena. The first asserts that a certain 
effect takes place when certain bodies are submitted to the 
action of polarized light. The generalization is, however, 
silent as to the cause. The varied phenomena of creation 
are effects resulting from causes, which act according to fixed 
and constant rules. And these rules are named Laws of Na-



ton. In order to account for the production of the pheno
mena, Newton proposed the emission theory, which is, that 
light is actual matter emauating from luminous bodies, and 
which satisfactorily explained the phenomena then known. 
As our knowledge of phenomena extended, and new facts 
were discovered, it was found that the emission theory alone 
could not account for them. The conjecture of Huyglieus 
was revived by Dr Thomas Young, and applied with sin
gular ability to the elucidation of the fringes of shadows and 
other phenomena which stubbornly resisted explanation on 
the emission theory. After immense labour and great oppo
sition,—for men clung to the emission theory apparently be
cause it was Newton’s,—Dr Young established the undula- 
tory theory of light. This theory explains facts which the 
other could not ; and newly discovered facts have hitherto 
found their places within the theory, as if it had been con
structed with a view to include them.

The two elements required for the construction of a science 
are the Phenomena on the one hand and the Mind on the 
other. And these elements must be rightly brought to
gether. The mind must be properly applied to the pheno
mena to convert them, by observation, into facts. The col
lected facts must be generalized and classified, which is ac
complished by seizing on some common resemblance amidst 
their many diversities. There is yet no induction. The mind, 
besides all this, must be able to originate an idea which shall 
be appropriate to the facts, not deduced from them, nor even 
suggested by them in the way that points of resemblance 
suggest a generalization, but excogitated from the mind. 
The idea is a general idea, it includes the facts, and hence it 
is occasionally spoken of as a generalization.

I shall now select some examples of induction, as treated 
by Professor Whewell in his Mechanical Euclid.

The inductive principle, that all liquids gravitate, includes 
such facts as—

“ (1.) W ater falls in air as solid bodies do.
“ (2.) A bucket of water held in air is heavy, and requires to bo sup

ported in the same manner as a solid body.
“ (3.) A bueket of water held in water appears less heavy than in air, 

and may be immersed so far os not to appear heavy at all.
“ (4 .)  A  l ig h te r  liqu id  re m a in s  a t  r e s t  above a  heavier, a s  o il o f  t u r 

p e n tin e  up o n  w a te r .
“ (5.) The bodies of divers, plants, and other organized bodies, though 

soft, are not compressed or injured under a considerable depth of water.
“ The different effects (2) and (3) led to the doctrine that all the ele

ments have their proper places, the place of earth and heavy solids being
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lowest, of heavy fluids next above, of light fluids next, of air next, and 
that the elements do not gravitate when they are in their proper places, 
as water in water, but that water in air, being out of its proper place, 
gravitates, or is heavy. In this way also (1) and (4) were explained.

“ But it was found that this explanation was not capable of being made 
satisfactory, for (6) a solid body of the same size and weight as the bucket 
of water in (3) gave rise to the same results; and these could not be ex
plained by saying that the solid body was in its proper place.

“ These facts can be distinctly explained, and rigorously deduced, by 
introducing the idea of fluid pressure ; and the principle that water is 
a heavy fluid, its weight producing eflects according to the laws of fluid 
pressure.

“ For, on this supposition, (1) and (2) are explained, because water is 
heavy, and (3) is explained by the pressure of the fluid upwards against 
tho bucket, according to propositions 11, 12, 14.

“ Also, it may be shewn by experiment, that in suoh a case as (4), the 
lighter fluid increases the pressure which is excited in the lower fluid.

“ Facts of the nature of (5) are explained by considering that an equal 
pressure is exerted on all parts of tho organized structure in opposite di
rections, such pressures balance each other, and no injury results to tho 
structure, except, in some cases, a general contraction of dimensions. I f  
there be a communication between the fluids within the structure and the 
fluids in which it is placed, those pressures are exerted from within as 
well as from without, and tho balance is still more complete.

“ Also all the other observed facts were found to confirm the idea of 
fluids considered as heavy bodies exerting fluid pressure: thus it was
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element has its proper place,—is not an induction. I t is a state
ment of what is observed, as may be seen on reference to the 
facts. Now the idea of fluid pressure, consisting as it does 
of the combined ideas of solid pressure and fluidity, is not 
what is observed, but is an idea in advance of the facts, and 
distinct from them. It is difficult, after once knowing an in
duction in connection with its facts, to sever that connection 
and consider the facts alone, and without reference to it. 
The induction seems so natural to the facts, and so uniformly 
recurs to the mind along with the facts, that we deem them 
to be the same. Indeed, we can scarcely now see any diffi
culty in originally making the induction. I t  seems as if the 
idea must start into the mind on the first knowledge of the 
facts.

From the fundamental idea of fluid pressure in connection 
with certain stated facts, we obtain the principle, which is 
an Inductive principle, that water and other liquids have 
weight in all situations. I proceed to cite another inductive 
principle, which is dependent on the idea of fluid pressure, 
viz., that air has weight.

“ The facts included in this induction are such us the following:—
" (1.) W e, existing in air, are not sensible of any weight belonging to 

it.
“ (2.) Bubbles of air rise in water till they come to the surface.
“ (3.) I f  we open a cavity, us in a pair of bellows, the air rushes in.
“ (4.) I f  in such a case air cannot enter, and water can, the water is 

drawn in ; as when we draw water into a tube by suction, or into a 
pump by raising the piston.

“ (5.) I f  a cavity be opened, and nothing be allowed to enter, a strong 
pressure is exerted to crush the sides of the cavity together.

“ I f  facts (1) and (2) were explained at first by saying that the proper 

place of air is above water; that when it is in its proper place, ns in (1), 
it does not gravitate (as was said of water), but that when it is below its 
proper place, as in (2), it tends to its place; the facts (3) (4) (5) were 
explained by saying that no tun abhors a vacuum,

“ But it was found by experiment—
" (G.) That water could not, by suction, or by a pump, be raised more 

than 34 feet; and stood at that height with a vacuum above it.
“ (7 ) That mercury was supported in a tube with a vacuum above it, 

at the height of 30 inches (Torricelli’s experiment).
“ (8.) That at the top of a high hill this column of mercury was less 

than 30 inches (Pascal’s experiment).
“ These facts overturned the explanation derived from nature's horror of 

a vacuum; for men could not suppose that nature abhorred a vacuum 
less at the top of a hill than at the bottom, or less over 34 feet of water 
than over 1 foot.

“ But all the facts were distinctly explained and rigorously deduced, by

Mr Cull on the Philosophy o f Induction.



adopting the idea of fluid pressure, and the principle that air has weight, 
its weight producing its eflects according to the laws of fluid pressure. 
This will be seen in the deductive propositions which wo shall demon
strate as the consequences of assuming that air has weight.*

“ The inductive proposition was further confirmed by— (9) experiments 
with the air-pump; for it appeared, that as the receiver was exhausted, 
the mercury in the Torricellian experiment fell.”f

Lecturers on natural philosophy devise their experiments 
ns examples of facts comprehended under, and, therefore, as 
illustrations of the truth of the several principles which are 
derived from generalization and induction. Thus the prin
ciples, that water and other liquids have weight in all situa
tions, and, that air has weight, are stated first, and then il
lustrated by experiments.

That cause which produces, alters, or destroys motion, or 
which tends to do so, is called Force. We perceive motion, 
and may consider it without reference to its cause; thus, we 
can perceive that undisturbed motion is rectilinear. Motion 
is an effect We see the motion of a billiard ball, but we can
not see the force which produces the motion. Force is a cause, 
and therefore it is not an object of perception. The idea of 
force involves the conception of Body or Matter, for matter 
is the subject on which force acts, and which exhibits the 
phenomenon of rest or motion, according as the force of re
sistance is equal or unequal to the acting force. Now the 
clear and distinct idea of force is the basis of the whole science 
of Mechanics.

In studying the motion of a body, as that of a billiard ball, 
the idea beyond the perception, and which is superadded by 
the mind, is the idea of force. This idea is an induction. 
The term Force is applied to designate a number of distinct 
causes,—as Pressure, Inertia, Momentum, Force of Cohe
sion, Magnetic Force, Chemical Force, &e. Each of these 
terms designates a cause. The definitions of force, which 
are given by writers on mechanics, are intended to describe, 
as accurately as they can, the fundamental idea of force pro
ducing rest, and also of force producing motion. The science 
which treats of force producing rest is called Statics; and 
that which treats of force producing motion is called Dyna
mics. When the force producing rest acts on fluids, the 
science is called Hydrostatics; and when the force producing 
motion acts on fluids, it is called Hydrodynamics.

The definitions in a science are intended to assist the stu-

*  Tlicso deductive propositions in tlio Mechanical Euclid follow this one. 
t  W he well's Mechanical Euclid, Book 2. Hydrostatics, Proposition xxvi.
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•lent in forming the fundamental conceptions on which the 
science is built. And when those conceptions are formed, 
a number of elementary truths appear with them. When 
the conception of Force, as Pressure, is distinct in the mind, 
the elementary truths of Statics, which are stated as axioms, 
are assented to at once, just as the axioms of Euclid are as
sented to, when clear conceptions of the ideas belonging to 
the definitions are formed.* “ Some persons may be dis
posed at first to say, that our knowledge of such elementary 
truths as are stated in the axioms of statics and hydrosta
tics, is collected from observation and experience. But in re
futation of this I remark, that we cannot experimentally ve
rify these elementary truths, without assuming other prin
ciples which require proof as much as these do. If, for in
stance, Archimedes had wished to ascertain by trial whether 
two equal weights at the equal arms of a lever would balance 
each other, how could he know that the weights were equal, 
by any more simple criterion than that they did balance !”f 
And when those common notions (axioms) of the subject-mat
ter in question are obtained, the mind, taking them as ne
cessary truths, forms them into propositions, from which it 
deduces conclusions. So that the induction of force upon 
the phenomena of motion, occasions the conception of a num
ber of truths (axioms) to arise in the mind on the subject of 
force, and these axioms become the data of conclusions.

In my paper on the Philosophy of Deduction, it. was shewn 
that the premises contain the conclusion from which it—a 
new truth |—is evolved by an act of the mind named reason
ing^ In the process of Induction, the new truth arrived at 
is not contained in the facts, but, on the contrary, the new 
truth contains the facts. I avoid calling the new truth—the 
induction—a conclusion, because it is not a conclusion in the 
sense of one in logic. And I avoid calling it a generaliza
tion, as it is not one in the sense in which mere generaliza
tion is adopted. Bivcon called the process of obtaining a new 
truth by induction, an interpretation of facts. Dr Thomas 
Brown terms it Relative Suggestion (Lcct. 46). Dr Reid calls 
it the exercise of the inductive principle of the human mind.|) * * * §

*  W hitt we call axioms, Euclid  calls Kura ¡„« a , common notions, t . ,  notions 
common to man.

f  W hewell’s Mechanical Euclid , Rem arks on M athem atical Reasoning, 
soct. 40.

J I f  the conclusion be not a  new tru th , os some assert, then  Euclid  contains 
no o ther tru th s than the  axioms.

§ Vide p. 213 o f  th is volume.
|| Heid'a In q u iry  in to  the H um an M ind on the P rinc ip les o f  Common Sense, 

chap, vl., Beet. 21.
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so that no motion results from the 
each other, and the body remains i 
thus acting are called pressures. 1 
tain effect of heavy bodies at rest, j 
guishable from all other effects, sue 
figure, &c.

The idea of solid pressure, thetL_ij
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tion of force is obtained from motion,—it is the ra//iie of motion, 
and is, therefore, conceived by Causality. The conception of 
one force acting on a body, and being neutralized by another 
force acting on the same body in an opposite direction, is the 
simplest notion of pressure; and for this notion Locality, 
Eventuality, and Causality, appear to be required.

The concurrent activity, then, of several organs, is neces
sary for obtaining this complex idea of solid pressure. We 
have perception, conception, and the abstract conceptions of 
causation, in combination with a previous knowledge of mo
tion and comprised in a former induction of force as the cause 
of motion,—all combined to produce the idea of solid pres
sure. Thus, the mechanical idea of solid pressure is not a 
mere perception of phenomena on the one hand, nor a mere 
conception of the understanding on the other, but is a com
bination of both. The phenomena of motion are perceived, 
and the induction of force is made. The phenomena of solid 
rigid bodies at rest are perceived, and by aid of the former 
induction of force, the new induction of solid pressure is 
made.

I t is, perhaps, impossible to ascertain the precise part 
which each organ plays in making the induction of solid pres
sure. I t  is evident, however, that Causality plays an im
portant part. And the elementary truths which occur to the 
mind while the idea of solid pressure is distinct and clear, 
and which are expressed as axioms in statics, seem to shew 
that Causality is an important element in the main idea. 
Those axioms are all statements of what effect certain forces 
(causes), acting under given conditions, will produce. And 
such propositions can be affirmed and assented to by Causality 
alone.

The idea of fluid pressure includes the conception of a 
fluid body, and of two or more forces acting on that body. 
A fluid body is one whose parts are moveable amongst, each 
other by the application of very small forces, and which, when 
pressed in one part, transmits that pressure equally in all 
directions to every other part. Fluid pressure, then, is a 
certain effect of fluids at rest. And this effect is distinguish
able from the effects of fluids in motion.

The idea of fluid pressure, then, is a complex idea, and is 
the result of the activity of several organs. The essential 
mechanical character of a fluid is the mobility of all its parts, 
which is perceived by certain perceptive organs. Indivi
duality conceives matter or body, which is thus mobile. The 
conception of force is obtained from motion ; it is the cause 
of motion, and is, therefore, conceived by Causality. The

M r Cull on the Philosophy o f Induction.



If Aristotle had asked himself Die distinct question, Can n 
mechanical effect he produced by a geometrical cause ! no 
doubt, he would have been puzzled as much as we are to 
conceive a geometrical cause, nnd he might then have sought 
after an appropriate cause.

The idea of causation is manifested by the cerebral organ 
named Causality. This organ conceives a certain cause, that 
is, a power or efficacy in operation producing motion, and 
which is named Force. We perceive the sequence of pheno
mena which occur, and Causality conceives that they must 
occin’. We perceive only a few instances in which they oc
cur; but Causality affirms that, under similar conditions, 
they must necessarily always occur. Causality steps beyond 
generalization to universalization. Causality enables us to 
state certain elementary truths of forces, with as clear an 
idea of their universality, as we possess of the geometrical 
ideas of space, or the arithmetical ones of number. And thus 
the mechanical sciences arc founded on certain universal and 
necessary truths in the domain of causes.

In this contribution, I have endeavoured to point out the 
nature of induction, as a process distinct from generaliza^ 
tion. I have selected for illustration those instances of in
duction which occur at the threshold of physical science, and 
one of which is the basis of that mighty fabric—modern as
tronomy. I have shewn the conceptions which constitute 
the idea, and endeavoured to point out the mental faculties 
whence those conceptions flow. But, in order fully to dis
cuss the philosophy of induction, it is necessary to study ex
amples of induction selected from every division of our know
ledge ; and in that study many questions arise, such as,—Is 
a belief in the uniformity of nature connected with inductive 
reasoning! Whenco flows that belief! Is analogy the 
ground of antecedent probability ? Whence flow the funda
mental ideas of the several sciences ? These, and many other 
questions, require investigation, as connected with, if not a 
part of, induction. The present contribution, then, so far 
from exhausting the subject, merely introduces it. A care
ful study of the progress of Science, especially of her induc
tive steps, is necessary for rightly estimating the intellectual 
characters of those great men in science to whom we are so 
much indebted. We must ascertain the condition in which 
Archimedes, Galileo, Kepler, Newton, and Gall, found and 
left science, in order to know for what we are indebted to 
each. The result of two thousand years’ observation and 
study of celestial phenomena, was an accurate knowledge of
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flaw in the inductions contained in those doctrines. Yet 
they denounced the method of investigation ns opposed to 
right inductive reasoning, and the doctrines obtained as un- 
pliilosophical. They then exerted all their power to put 
down the doctrines; and thus, probably without knowing it, 
evinced a spirit similar to that of the enemies of Galileo. 
Their virulent and unscrupulous opposition failed to put down 
the doctrines, but it retarded their reception. Young’s doc
trine, the undulatory theory, is established. And Gall’s doc
trine is established, and become the science of P h r e n o l o g y .
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IV. Thoughts on Capital Punishment. By G e o r g e  COMBE.*

In the Scotsman of the 9th and 30th May and the 13th 
June 1846, a series of articles appeared on “ The Use of Ca
pital P un ishm en tand  as they embodied in a clear, calm, 
and logical form, an able defence of the existing practice, I 
beg to offer some remarks in reply to them. The articles 
bear the signature M., and, for the sake of brevity, I shall re
fer to them under this designation ; but it is proper to say, 
that they were not written by Mr Maclaren, the editor of the 
paper.

M., then, “ entirely lays aside all claim on the part of so
ciety to inflict vengeance” on criminals; but he agrees with 
Beccaria, th a t4t the true end of all punishment should be to 
prevent others from committing the like offence.” This last 
we consider to be an erroneous principle. It is discussed, 
and in our opinion refuted, by Mr Hurlbut in his Essays on 
Human Eights, p. 23. M. resolves the right of society to 
punish, into “ the right of self-defence”—coupled with which, 
he says, u it is a high and important object, also, to promote 
the reformation of the criminal.” In these propositions I cor
dially agree with him. After stating that we are bound to 
selecti; the best protection to innocent life” (which also is 
granted), he proceeds in these words—“ Taking human na
ture as it actually exists, and applying a rule which is to be 
operative not merely on this or that eccentric individual, but 
upon the congregated thousands which make up a nation, 
the terror of a sentence of death will operate more to restrain, 
than the terror of any other punishment. There is, in truth, 
something like the universal consent of all mankind—at least 
of all unsophisticated men—to this position.” If this proposi-

*  T hi9 artic le  has been more than  a year in our hands, b u t could no t be con
v en ien tly  inserted  in  any previous num ber.— Kd .
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When a reflecting medical practitioner reads a statistical 
report of deaths from disease in a great city, and perceives 
that those from consumption exhibit the same proportion to 
the population year after year, what conclusion does he draw ? 
It is—that in this population a certain number of individuals 
have lungs too weak to withstand the injurious influences of 
the climate and other noxious agencies which assail them. 
The reason why all do not die of consumption is, that some, 
the great majority, have lungs that are capable of withstand
ing these influences. Those who die of other diseases may 
have other vital organs weaker than their lungs ; hut in them 
the lungs, at all events, have been sufficient to resist the hurtful 
circumstances to which they have been exposed. Now, when 
we find in the statistical reports ofjany nation,the same number 
of robberies, the same number of murders and other crimes, 
recurring year after year in the same number of people, as long 
as their circumstances continue the same, does not the conclu
sion follow that, there are, out of the whole population, a cer
tain number of individuals whose moral qualities are not suf
ficiently strong to resist the temptations to crime presented by 
their external circumstances ? In short, does not this shew 
that it is only a class of society which is predisposed to crime ? 
In no other way can we explain the uniformity of the numbers
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an undue deficiency in the native power of the moral or the 
intellectual faculties, or of both. This fact has been demon
strated so thoroughly by evidence recorded in this Journal 
and in other phrenological works, that I do not stop to repeat 
the proof. I need scarcely add, that this combination does 
not necessarily produce crime as a specific result, but only 
causes strong impulses towards animal indulgences, accom
panied by weak powers of restraint, in consequence of which 
the individual is unable to resist the temptations presented 
by his external circumstances.

Keeping in view, then, the causes of crime, we proceed to 
4 inquire into the relation in which punishment stands to them.

If I am correct in saying that these causes consist in natural 
¡»redisposition, and the influence of unfavourable circum
stances, it is obvious that punishment does not tend directly to 
remove cither. This will probably be admitted by the advo
cates of death-punishment; hut they may reply that they 
punish offenders with death in order to deter other persons 
from offending. Let us consider, then, the relation which this 
proceeding bears to the object in view, viz., deterring other 
men from crime. I beg, again, to base my argument on an 

, illustration.
Suppose two young men to have weak lungs, and both to 

be told that if they indulge in late and protracted convivial 
entertainments, and often pass from the heated atmosphere of 
a tavern into the chill air of a December night, they will cer
tainly die ; and suppose, farther, that in one of them the ap
petite for pleasure is moderate and the reflecting and pru
dential faculties are strong, while in the other this men
tal combination is exactly reversed—would the physician's 
threat of death have the same influence on both ? Ob
viously not. The former would be deterred by it, while the 
latter would either disbelieve in it, or recklessly disregard it. 
These are not fanciful cases, but pictures of realities which 
may be verified by daily observation. The lesson which they 
teach is, that (other things being equal), the fear of death, as 
a motive restraining from hurtful indulgence, operates in 
the inverse ratio of the force of the temptation.

This process of reasoning is strictly applicable to the case 
of crime. In the criminal mind, the love of pleasure (which 
may take the form of sexual indulgence, of intoxication, of 
idleness, of ostentation, or of any other vice), must be plus, 
while the moral or intellectual powers, or both, must be 
minus, otherwise he could not become a criminal. The more 
intensely powerful the desire of immediate unlawful enjoy- 
n ent is, and the feebler the moral aud intellectual faculties

e
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the offences is very nearly the same in both periods), we might 
with some degree of plausibility conjecture that the punish
ment of death had, in these instances, been absolutely in
operative either for good or evil. Apparently, evil-disposed 
persons committed the same number of offences, whether 
they incurred the penalty of death or not. These returns, at 
all events, support the proposition that the punishment of 
death does not stand towards crime in the relation of a pre
ventive ; for fewer offences were committed after it was abo
lished than when it was enforced.

Do I mean, then, it maybe asked, to propound an absolute 
impunity for crime as the result of this reasoning ? Certainly 
not ; and I shall therefore proceed to mention the treatment 
which I propose. Before doing so, however, let me say, that 
the punishment of death appears to mo to be immoral as well 
as unnecessary. Death with torture is now universally 
disused ; and the punishment inflicted is simply the ex
tinction of life ignominiously. Little importance attaches 
to the ignominy as a deterring influence ; Is/, because 
the mind that will brave death itself, will not be much 
influenced by the attendant circumstances ; 2dip, because, 
by destroying life, the consciousness of ignominy and of 
every other émotion is extinguished ; and, 3dip, because 
the same amount of ignominy, if it were necessary, might 
easily be inflicted without the accompaniment of death. Sim
ple death, therefore, remains as the staple of the punish
ment. Now, by the ordination of God, we are all under the 
sentence of death. The clergy admonish us to bear it habi
tually iu mind, and to prepare for it ; the warrior is praised 
for disregarding it ; and the philosopher glories in resigning 
himself to it with cheerfulness and equanimity : and I ask, 
On what principle, consistently with these views, can its in
fliction be justified as a punishment—as the most terrible of 
calamities—as that which is to restrain the reckless, excited, 
daring villain, after he has become insensible to all other 
earthly motives ? He may tell the jury which convicts him, 
and the judge who condemns him, that they also are under 
sentence of death, and that the brief space of time which will 
elapse between the execution of the sentence on him and 
them, is no very formidable consideration to his disadvantage. 
Such a remark would be justified by religion, supported by 
philosophy, and sympathised with by men of courage who 
were neither religious nor philosophical. How, then, I again 
ask, can we reconcile such heterogeneous modes of viewing 
the most important event of our mortal existence? If all 
who should not be put to death for crime were naturally im
mortal in this world, I could understand the consistency of
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opinion, be safely abandoned. But this is quite different from 
proclaiming impunity to crime. Society is clearly entitled to 
defend itself against the criminal acts of its evil-disposed 
members, and also to use the best means of defence. But the 
best means of defence are those which go most directly to the 
root of the evil. Let us at once deprive the offender of the 
power of repeating his criminal ac ts; let us withdraw' him 
from all excitements to new trangressions ; and let us train 
him to industry, morality, and religion. The application of 
these means, in the form of imprisonment, attended with ri
gid discipline, and protracted for a longer or shorter period 
according to the inveteracy of the evil habit which we seek 
to subdue, w ill prove at onge the most efficacious punishment for 
crime, and the best defence of society, which can be attained, 
until society shall amend its own institutions.

To this doctrine it is often objected, that by such treat
ment we shall render criminals more comfortable than the 
destitute but virtuous poor, who are left to struggle with the 
last degrees of physical destitution and mental depression, 
unaided by the hand of beneficence, and uncheered by .the voice 
of hope. In reply I beg to remark, that the possession of the 
dispositions which enable the poor in such circumstances to 
abstain from crime, places them far above envying the 
criminal, although he were lodged and fed in a palace. The 
deprivation of liberty and the stamp of disgrace which degrade 
tl;e criminal, are felt by well-constituted minds as evils more 
poignant than the bitterest pangs of hunger and cold; and it 
is from this cause that the virtuous poor are not seduced by 
the apparent comfort of the criminal in prison. He does not 
appear to them to be in a hnppy and enviable condition. It 
is an erroneous idea of the rich that they view him in this 
light. If their mental conformation be so low' that they feel 
no regard for their ow n character, and set no value upon their 
liberty, they will, by that very moral constitution, be prone to 
become criminals, irrespective of the supposed seductive plea
sures of a jail. If their minds be w'ell constituted, they will 
abhor a prison, because it is a prison; just as a poor but vir
tuous woman loathes a brothel, although its inmates may ap
pear to her to be wallow ing in luxury and wealth.

But there is another answer to the objection. If the rich, 
against whom, chiefly, criminal acts are'directed, neglect their 
own duty towards the poor, and leave them to grow up in ig
norance, destitution, and vice, until, by becoming desperate 
and reckless, they commit serious crimes—they have no right, . 
under the plea of self-defence, to degrade the offenders still 
farther by rendering prisons more horible than the loathsome 
homes from which the criminal poor generally emerge. This



and dexterity as their means of crime, proclaims their de
ficiency in ingenuity, in self-command, and in all the softer 
feelings; while it indicates a  predominance of the coarser and 
more brutal elements of our nature. Owing to this combin
ation of faculties, the penalty of death, when presented as a 
remote contingency to such individuals, finds no quality with
in them on which it can make a deep impression. If they 
possessed sufficient power of reflection to realise its high pro
bability and its terrors, they would, in order to avoid it, em
ploy stratagem as their means of crime, in preference to 
violence ; if they had an adequate sensibility either to social 
opinion or to human emotions, they would recoil from blood; 
if they were timid, they would fear resistance or detection. 
In short, in order to be a murderer, a man must, as a gene
ral rule, possess the minimum of the faculties which confer 
foresight, prudence, and a just regard to self-interest, and 
the maximum of the brutal propensities which rush headlong 
to violence, regardless of results. Phrenology enables us to 
prove that this combination actually characterises murderers 
as a class. On such minds, then, the prospect of death, as a 
contingency, does not, and cannot, operate as a powerful re
straining motive.

Farther: those propensities from which murder (as an 
abuse) springs, are directly stimulated, instead of being re
strained, by witnessing acts of severity and violence, and 
especially acts of killing. The tiger in his cage rages at the 
sight of blood; and the bloodthirsty man becomes excited by 
executions. Even the average soldier, who recoils at the first 
aspect of carnage, becomes, when familiarised with death, in
different to its teiTors and reckless of his own life. The mur
ders of the French Revolution produced a striking regard
lessness of life in the people. One of them, when under trial 
for murder, addressed the judge in the following words :— 
“ Certainly, sir, I killed the man : kill m e; but do not fatigue 
me with so much talking.” This is not theoretical reason
ing, but the statement of results vesting on facts. Captain 
Maconochie, after four years’ experience of the effects of the 
severest criminal treatment at Norfolk Island, declares that 
it fostered “ a tendency to reckless d a r i n g a  quality which, 
“ more or less, characterises all prisoners, and without which 
they would probably have been scared by the first tlireaten- 
ings of the law, and would have escaped its toils.” His con
cluding remark goes directly to the point of the present dis
cussion ; it is in these words:—“ As a feature in the criminal 
character, this daring is not, I think, sufficiently adverted to 
by those who advocate the attempt to deter from crime by 
severe punishments. Tempers under its influence feel them-
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suffering, when intentionally inflicted, lacerates and pains all 
the higher feelings of good men, and, by exciting their sym
pathy for the tortured wretch, blinds them to the malignity 
of his crime. There is, however, a counterpart to this result, 
which is too little known and considered; viz., that the sight 
of torture interests, gratifies, and excites cruel and ferocious 
minds, and supplies them with a decided impulse to deeds 
of cruelty and blood. I object to torture, therefore, on the 
ground that, so far from restraining, it stimulates dangerous 
minds to murder; and as the infliction of an ignominious 
death is only a minor degree of the same species of infliction, 
it stands condemned by its tendency to produce the same 
effect.

If  there be truth in the principles now stated, it follows 
that we shall most effectually temper and assuage the vio
lent and bloodthirsty elements in the minds of the evil-dis
posed members of Society, by cultivating the greatest tender
ness for life as a general public sentiment. By this means, 
when any individual should feel a propensity to injuro or to 
kill rising in his mind, he would find in all around him a 
calm abhorrence of the act, instead of that wild wonder and 
excitement which now accompany the announcement of such 

. deeds, and which operate as a direct stimulant to his desires. 
The prospect of secluded confinement for life would certainly 
not excite his destructive propensity, but would tend, in some 
degree, to assuage it. By such means would society be best 
protected.*

The last remark which I offer is, that the destructive pro
pensity is liable to become morbid, and to induce acts of killing 
as pure symptoms of insanity—which, nevertheless, are often 
mistaken by society for crime, and punished by the penalty of 
death. Not only the poor and the profligate, but likewiso 
educated, prosperous, and virtuous individuals, in the full en
joyment of the external goods of life, arc occasionally tor
mented by unaccountable desires to commit suicide. When 
the mind is under this diseased excitement, a straw may turn 
the balance whether the sufferer shall kill another or himself. 
A case of homicidal impulse, reported by Dr Samuel B. Wood
ward, lately superintendent of the State Lunatic Hospital at 
Worcester, Massachusetts, in the American Journal of In
sanity, No. IV., and which is reprinted in this Journal, vol. 
xix. p. 249, is highly instructive on this subject, and, like all 
similar cases, deserves to be carefully read and seriously re
flected on.

*  Those who desire to see evidence o f  the tendency of executions to excite 
the  destructive p ropensity , nmy consult Mr Som pw n's w ork on “ Crlnilnnl 
Ju risprudence  considered in rclntlon to Mental O rgan isa tion .'’
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T a b l e s  IV. a n d  V. exh ib itin g  t)ie r a tio  o f  the  E n c e p h a lo n  a n d  o f  the  Cerebellum , 
w ith  the P ons V a ro lii a n d  M e d u lla  O b longa ta , to  the w eigh t o f  the w hole b ody  ; to - 
gether w ith  the r a tio  o f  the C erebellum , a n d  P ons V a ro lii a n d  M e d u lla  O b longa ta , 
to  the E n c e p h a lo n , in  the  observa tions p r e v io u s ly  g iven .

Table IV.—Males.

Ages. Ratio of Ence
phalon to Body.

Of Cerebellnm, 
Ac., to Body.

Of Cerebellum, 
Ac., to Encephar 

Ion.
Yra.

1
mo.
11 1 to 14*3

3 6 1 to 9*3
6 0 ... 1 to 8*36 ...

11 0 1 to 12*2 • ••
17 0 1 to 7*7 ...
19 0 .., 1 to 6*44 • • •
21 0 ... 1 to 7*8 • • •
22 0 1 to 39*8 ... ... ...
23 0 1 to 45-1 1 to 276*8 1 to 6*0 Negro.
23 0 1 to 35-3 1 to 303*1 1 to 8*5
25 0 1 to 39-2 .. ■ • • •
26 0 1 to 45*2 » • • ...
27 0 1 to 36*5 1 to 274*2 1 to 7*5 . • •
28 0 1 to 32- • ae .. • ..
28 0 1 to 29*8 • • • ... ...
28 0 1 to 35-2 .. • ... . ..
29 0 ... ... 1 to 7*3 ...
30 0 ... ... 1 to 7*4 ...
30 0 1 to 52-3 •.. ... ■..
32 0 1 to 34-4 1 to 244*5 1 to  7 *1
32 0 1 to 33-8 1 to 296* 1 to 8*7 ...
32 0 1 to  3 7 1 1 to 322* 1 to 8*2 ...
32 0 ... 1 to  7*1 ...
34 0 1 to 79*8 1 to 405* 1 to 8*4 ...
36 0 ... 1 to 8* ...
37 0 1 to 39*8 ... ...
38 0 1 to 49*8 ... ...
38 0 1 to 25*2 ... ...
38 0 1 to 30-9 1 to 266*6 1 to 8*6
38 0 ... ... 1 to 8*2
40 0 1 to 42*2
40 0 ... 1 to 7*6 Negro.
40 0 ... ... 1 to 8*
40 0 ... ... 1 to 7*7
40 0 ... ... 1 to 7*8 ...
42 0 1 to 49*7
44 0 ... ... 1 to 8* . ..
44 0 1 to 33-7 ... ...
44 0 1 to 30-4 ... ... . ..
44 0 1 to 36*2 . .. ... ...
47 0 1 to 27*8 ... . ..
50 0 • •. ... 1 to’8*4 Lithuanian.
51 0 1 to 35-8 ... • • • ...
54 0 1 to 50-2 X to  424*7 1 to  8*4 ...
54 0 . .. . .. 1 to 8*4 ...
60 0 1 to  44*3 . .. ... ...
60 0 1 to  32*9 ... . ..
60 0 1 to 35*5 1 to 281*6 1 to 8*4 . ..
62 0 1 to 32*3 . .. . .. ...
65 0 1 to 4 3 1 ... ... ...
66 0 ... . .. 1 to 9* . ..
80 0 1 to 8* . ..

The average proportion of the Cerebellum, with the Pons Varolii and Me
dalla Oblongata, to the Encephalon, in 17 moles between 25 and 55 years of 
age, is 1 to 7*93.
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...................................t---».............— . — ------- i----------'v *vv* - w »»«fvtutwH« wtituMitu «#* tnw u n it  luc jo u o w m g  ìa o ie s  a rc  jo u n a c a  on  m e  whole o f tlu
fiata collected by Dr Reid and myself. ‘

Ages.

| 9 months.
i 1 to 2 years.

2 to 5 ...
■ 5 to 7 ...
! 7 to 10 ...
I 10 to 13 ...
I 13 to 16 ...
| 16 to 20 ...

20 to 25 ... 
23 to 30 ... 
30 to 40 ... 
40 to 50 ... 
50 to 65 ...
55 to 60 ... 
60 to 70 ... 
70 to 80 ... 
80 to 90 ...

Total. .

The average weight of the Itacephalon, in 131 males, between 25 and 55 years of age, is 50 oz. 3 ^  dr. or 50 oz. 25 dr. 
.The extremes between these ages being 62 oz. and 12 dr., or 12 oz. 8*75 dr. above the average. ^
..... .... -....—  .....  —. and 34 ni----  16 oz. 3*25 dr. below.
The average weight of the Encephalon in 19 persons between 10 and 20 years of age is 49 oz. 10*6 dr.
-------------- ;---- -------------------36__________ 55 and 90________  48 7 05
The average weight of the Cerebrum, in 95 males, between 25 and 55 years of age, 44 oz. 3*4 dr.
— ---------------------—------- in 14 _________ 10 and 20 _______ 43 0*4
---------------------------------in 26 _________ 55 and 90 _______ 42 15*8
The average weight of Cerebellum, with the Pons Varolii and Medulla Oblongata:—.

—................   in 96 males, between 25 and 55 years of age, 6 ox. 4*05 dr.
-------------------------------- in 14   10 and 20_______ 6 2*6
---------- :--------------------- in 28_________ 55 and 90_______ 5 15 3
Average weight of Cerebellum only, in 57 males, between 25 and 55 yean of age, 5 as. 3*6
— --------------------------------  8 ________  10 and 20________ 5 2-6
■— m ■ —........ —... ■ 15 —......... 55 and 90___________ 5 0*7

>UMJ!SJIS WEIOUED. IIt.AVIE«T.

Ence
phalon.

1
2
5 
4
6
4
5 
8

16
24
41
44
22
10
18
5
3

Cere-

1
1
5 
4
6
3
4
7

10
15
28
32
20

8
10

5 
3

218 i 162

bSnru m . E,M,ephmlon*

l
1
5
4
7
3
4
7 

11 
15 
28 
32 
21
8 

12
5 
3

167

27 8 
39 12 
45 4 

i 47 10} 
52 14 

, 55 0 
50 2 
56 0 
61 2 
56 8 
62 8 
62 12
59 0 
52 14
60 4 
54 10 
52 0

C erebrum .

24 8 
35 4 
39 14 
41 11 
47 3
45 0
44 2
47 8 
54 0 
49 0 
54 8 
49 0 
51 15
46 12 
51 13
48 2
45 8

C erebellum ,Ac.
3 0
4 8
5 6
6 0
5 11
6 2 
6 8 
7 2

8 8
7 10
8 4
6 14
7 4 
6 8 
6 8

Liuutlrt.

Encephalon.

38 0
39 8
39 12
40 12 
43 8 
43 10
40
47
38
40 8 
34 0
42 2
39 0
40 0
43 8 
40 12

C erebrum .

35
35
36 
38 
38
34 
41
38
35 9
37 13
36 6
39 0 
34 8
38 4
40 12

Cerebellum ,
i iC .

8
9

10
6

10
8

12
4
1
6
8

14
14

4
14

Avekagx.

E neephalon. Cerebrum . Cercl»clluin, 
6lc.

42 1 5 V  
42 10*
46 2 *  
50 1}
47 8f
50 12} 
62 2* 
49 9)1
51 OH 
49 3*1 
51 3)} 
«  1*
48 8
48 I f
49 13}

38 I f  
37 7} 
40 8f 
42 11}
42 2
43 8} 
45 10,«c 
43 7} 
45 I f
43 5 *
44 15
42 8}
43 8 ^
42 3}
43 10

143’f 1
31

lO f
12
1}
Gf
6A
1A
5>£

2,\8}
13
13*
3}

I

D
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Table VIII.—Exhibiting the different Weight» of the Encephalon, in Males and Females, 
between 25 and 55 years of age.

1 MALES. EMALK8.
! Weights. Number ! Ratio j Weights. Number Ratio

weighed. ] percent. weighod. per cent.

; or. os. dr. : OZ. 02. dr.
, .54 ... 1 0761 , 36 12 to 40 9 12*2 \ 54*! 38 ... 1 0-76 1 8*3 40 0 to 45 31 41-8 j
: 40 to 45 0 9 6-8 J 45 0 to 50 27 36-4 1 45*945 to 50 0 51 38-93 \ 7404 50 0 to 55 7 9*4 )

50 to 55 0 46 351 )
55 to 60 0 19 14-5 \ 17*560 to 62 12 4 3-55 ]

1i 131 j 11 74

T able IX.— Exhibiting the Average Weight of the Encephalon, Cerebrum, and Cerebellum, 
with the Pons Varolii and Medulla Oblongata, at different ages, in the two sexes.

A o e s .
E n c e f i i a l o x . C z u B i r x . C X B B B K L L C M ,  W I T H  POMS 

V a b o l i i  a n d  Msd. O b l o n g .

Males. Finnic* Males. Females. Males. Females.

2 to 5 42 15V 37 11V* 38 33 8 4 14»;** 4 3J
5 to 7 42 10f 38 5 37 7* 33 10* 5 31 4 lOf
7 to 10 46 2,% 41 4} 40 8* 36 8f 5 lOf 5 3f

10 to 16 46 10g 42 4 42 6 36 7 5 15f 5 13
16 to 20 50 12f 44 13U 43 8» 39 03 6 5f 5 11|20 to 25 52 2| 46 1211 45 10,% 41 6,% 6 6,% 5 11,%25 to 55 50 3*Vr 44 14ff 44 3*4 39 3-3 ,i  6 4-#* 5 101
55 to 60 48 1* 43 10 42 8* 35 10 6 31 5 300 to 70 48 8 43 3,% 43 8A 37 10,% |; 5 13 5 9
70 to 80 48 If 42 11 42 3* 37 0 , G 13f 5 8

I

os. dr.Weight of Encephalon between 25 and 55 years of ago...Males.......... 50 3,Yr*25
Females........44 14 ? |*3

Ratio of Female to Male Encephalon. 
Weight of Cerebrum...................

Ratio of Female to Male Cerebrum .............
Weight of Cerebellum, with Tons and Medulla

Ratio of Female to Male Cerebellum, Ac. 
Weight of Cerebellum only...............

Difference, 5 4*95
.Males...........44 3*4Females.........39 3*3

Difference, 5 0*1
.Males........... 6 4 05Females........ 5 10*5

Difference, 9*55
.Males........... 5 3*6Females......... 4 12*4

Ratio of Female to Male Cerebellum]
Difference, 
.as 1 to 1*09 7 2
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Table XII.— Ratio of the Weight of the Cerebellum, and of the Cerebellum with 
the Pone Varolii and Medulla Oblongata, to the Encephalon, in the two sexes, a t  
different periods o f life, in 170 and 278 persons respectively.

MALE8.

Ages.
Number*
weighed.

Cerebellum 
to Encephalon.

Numbers
weighed.

Cere bo lum. tie. 
to Eneephalon.

4 months 1 1 to 11* 1 lto 9*16
1 year 1 1 to 9*93 1 1 to 8*33
2} years 1 1 to 9*53 1 lto 7*99
3 1 1 to 9*87 1 lto  8*77
3} 1 1 to 10*29 1 lto 9*07
4 1 1 to 9*73 1 lto 8*41
4* ..; 1 1 to 11*09 1 lto 9*59
5 to 7 ... 3 lto 9*74 4 1 to 8*20
7 to 10 .. 4 1 to 9*42 6 lto 8 04

10 to 13 ... 3 lto 9*47 3 1 to 8*82
13 to 16J ... 1 1 to 9*09 4 lto 7*91
1G to 20 ... 4 1 to 9*42 7 lto 7*58
20 to 25 ... 5 1 to 9*68 10 lto 8*18
25 to 55 ... 55 1 to 9*58 95 lto 8*05
55 to 90 ... 15 lto 9*94 28 lto 8*10

97 104
F em ales .

1 year and 8 months 1 1 to 8*79 1 lto 7*94
2 } years 1 1 to 9*30 1 1 to 8*41
2J 4 1 to 10*00 4 lto 8*48
3 ... 1 1 to 10*28
3 1 lto 9*33
31 1 lto 10*07 1 lto 9*33
5 and 6... 2 1 to 10*64 3 lto 8*71
7 and 8 ... 3 lto 9*47 4 lto 7*88

12 1 lto 8*48 1 lto 7*10
15 1 1 to 9*11 1 lto 7*45
16 to 20 ... 6 1 to 9*12 9 lto 7*97
20 to 25 ... 4 lto 7*57 10 lto 7*25
25 to 55 ... 34 lto 9*34 58 lto 7*87
55 to 90 ... 15 1 to 9*31 19 lto 7*80

__- . -
73 114

Ratio of the several portions of the Encephalon in the two sexes, in persons 
between 25 and 55 years of age:—

M ales.
Encephalon,................................  1000
Cerebrum,..................................875*8
Cerebellum,................................104*3
Pons Varolii and Medulla Oblongata,... 19*9

Fem ales.
1000

872*9
107-
201
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latively to that of the whole encephalon, somewhat higher in 
females than in males. This inference is not, however, con
firmed by the observations of M. Parehappe; and the dif
ference which, from the present data, appears to exist, is 
much less than was supposed by Sir \V. Hamilton. It is, 
therefore, very questionable how far the excess of weight in 
females can be regarded as constituting a general rule.

14//*, Though the data now published are defective in 
weights of the whole encephalon and its several portions, in 
infants and young persons, they render it most probable that 
the ratio of the cerebellum alone, or with the Pons Varolii 
and medulla oblongata, to the cerebrum and encephalon, un
dergoes but little change during the whole period of life, after 
the expiration of the first year. Further observations are 
required on this point;—the facts at present recorded are, 
however, opposed to the surmise, that the cerebellum attains 
its complete state of development at a period much anterior 
to that of the rest of the brain.

VI.—Memoir of the Life and Writings of the late 
Dr Andrew Combe.

Andrew Combe, M.D., died a t Gorgie Mill, near Edin
burgh, on Monday the 9th of August 1847, aged 49 years. 
Since 1020, he had laboured at intervals under pulmonary 
disease, which frequently interrupted his practice, compelled 
him to spend several winters abroad, and at length, by wholly 
unfitting him for the active duties of his profession, gave him 
that leisure which he employed so usefully in the preparation 
of his well-known works on health and education. In April 
last, hoping to receive benefit from a voyage, and desirous to 
visit a brother who had long been settled in the State of New 
York, he paid a short visit to America. Unfortunately the 
circumstances of the passage were unfavourable, so that his 
health was rather deteriorated than improved; but it was not 
till within eight days of his death that his condition became 
alarming. The immediate cause of that event was chronic 
disease of the bowels, which suddenly came to a crisis, and 
with such intensity as to defy every effort of medical skill. 
His sufferings were not great, and he displayed to the end 
that cheerfulness, serenity, and resignation, which were pro
minent features of his character during life.

Dr Combe was born at Livingston’s Yards, a suburb under 
the south-west angle of the rock of Edinburgh Castle, on the
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two of which were spent, in the month of November, in the 
Bay of Biscay, in a very heavy sea. For more than three 
weeks I was generally very sick, and always in a state of 
nausea ; and during the whole time, although my bed was re
peatedly partially wetted by salt water, and the weather cold, 
the flow of blood towards the skin was so powerful as to keep 
it generally warm, always moist, and often wet with perspi
ration, forced ont by retching and nausea. The result was, 
that, on entering the Mediterranean at the end of the month, 
and there meeting tine weather, I found myself, though 
still more reduced in flesh and very weak, in every other re
spect decidedly improved ; and, on my arrival in Italy, at the 
end of seven weeks, recovery fairly commenced, after about 
ten months’ illness ; and, by great care, it went on with little 
interruption, till the summer of 1821, when I returned 
home.

“ To carry on what was so well begun, riding on horseback 
in the country was resorted to ; and that exercise was found 
to excite the skin so beneficially as to keep it always plea
santly warp, and generally bedewed with moisture, even to 
the extremities of the toes; and in proportion to this effect 
was the advantage derived from it in relieving the chest, in
creasing the strength, and improving the appetite. A second 
winter was spent in the south with equal benefit; and in the 
summer of 1822, riding was resumed at home, and the health 
continued to improve. The excitement given to the skin by 
riding was sufficient to keep the feet warm, and to prevent 
even considerable changes of temperature from being felt ; 
and rain was not more regarded, although special attention 
was of course paid to taking oft' damp or wet clothes the mo
ment the ride was at an end. Strength increased so much 
under this plan, combined with sponging, friction, and other 
means, that it was persevered in through the very severe 
winter of 1822-3, with the best effects. For nine years 
thereafter the health continued good, under the usual expo
sure of professional life ; but in 1831 it again gave way, and 
pulmonary symptoms of a suspicious character once more 
made their appearance. The same system was pursued, and 
the same results have again followed the invigoratiou of the 
cutaneous functions and of the general health by a sea- 
voyage, horseback exercise, and the regular use of the bath. 
These, as formerly, have proved beneficial in proportion to 
their influence in keeping up warmth and moisture of the sur
face and extremities.”

As indicated by the preceding extract, he w as able to be
gin medical practice in Edinburgh in 1823, and to pursue it

VOIi. X X . N. S. NO. X li.— OCTOBER 18-17- 2 B
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uninterruptedly for nine years. From the month of Ma 
1812, he constantly resided, when in Edinburgh, in the hous 
of his elder brother George: and it was not till the umr 
riage of the latter with Miss Siddotix of London in 1833, tha 
he established himself iu a separate residence.

Soon after commencing practice, he became deeply sensild 
of the deficiency of ordinary medical education, in not teach 
ing, with sufficient earnestness and perspicuity, the condition 
which regulate the healthy action of the bodily organs— 
knowledge of which conditions was, in bis opinion, of prim 
importance in the prevention, detection, and treatment a  
disease. “ It is true,” says he, •' that many medical men 
sooner or later, work out this knowledge for themselves; bn 
I have no hesitation in saying, that, these are exceptions t. 
the general rule, and that the greater number pass through 
life without a conception of its value in the prevention am 
cure of disease. Even those who ultimately become familia 
with the subject, almost always attain their knowledge on 1 
after having suffered from the want of it, and rarely maste 
it so completely as they would have done had it been math 
a part of their elementary education, to which they saw other, 
attach importance. In niy own instance, it. was only afte 
having entered upon practice that I had first occasion to fee
______i  x -  . 1    a t .  _  — ! i   p .---------- X i —  ; v • i
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obtain more peace of mind and bodily ease than by any other 
means which they can use."

In 1832, Dr Combe was sufficiently recovered to be able to 
pass the ensuing winter in Scotland, and in 1833 to resume his 
practice. In 1836 he was honoured with the appointment of 
Physician in Ordinary to the King and Queen of the Belgians, 
and for several months attended theRoyal Family in Brussels; 
but the climate proving unfavourable to him, an alarming re
turn of the pulmonary symptoms abruptly sent him back to 
recruit his health in his native land. Subsequently he con
tinued to act as Consulting Physician to their Majesties, and 
occasionally paid them a visit. Six or seven years ago he 
was appointed one of the Physicians Extraordinary to the 
Queen in Scotland, and on 20th December 1844 one of her 
Majesty’s Physicians in Ordinary in that [»art of the United 
Kingdom, lie  was also a Fellow of the lloyal College of 
Physicians of Edinburgh, and a Corresponding Member of 
the Imperial and Royal Society of Physicians of Vienna.

The winters 1812-3 and 1843-4 were spent, by Dr Combe 
in Madeira. He wrote thence two long letters respecting 
the island and its climate and invalids, addressed to Mr 
Charles Maclaren, the editor of the Scotsman, in which news
paper they were published in April and May 1843.*

In the beginning of 1845, he had a severe illness of a very 
singular character, “ previous to which/' says Dr Scott, 
“ there had been more signs of general feebleness and lan
guor, with a partial failure of the remarkable mental powers 
with which Dr Combe was endowed. This was shewn more 
by a want of power of application to any subject for a length 
of time, than by any other symptom. The concentrative 
faculty, which was so remarkable in him, was feebler than 
usual. The clearness of mind and cheerfulness remained 
unchanged, but there was a slight failing of the usual bril
liancy and power. This, however, was observed only by his 
nearer friends ; to strangers nothing appeared. In the win
ter, the attack commenced by a slight bronchitis, follow
ed by languor and weakness, and for some time there were 
feelings of complete sinking—more, however, revealed by 
internal consciousness than by any external signs. In the 
latter half of February, there was a continual necessity for 
stimulants and food every two or three hours, by night and 
by day, and these were required in quantities remarkable 
for one who had always been so abstemious." On the morn-

*  During the ln«t twenty yean  ho lived on terms of dote and uninterrupted 
friendship with Mr Madmen, nnd occasionally contributed articles on medical, 
sanitary, and other subjects, to the above-named influential journal.
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balance and high efficiency of the mental powers of Dr Combe. 
The form of his head exemplifies that of the mixed Teutonic 
and Celtic race which inhabits the Lowlands of Scotland. I t 
presents the elongated appearance, and the fulness in the 
region occupied by the organs of Philoprogenitiveness, Con- 
centrativeness, Adhesiveness, Self-Esteem, and Love of Ap
probation, which are characteristic of the Celt; while there are 
large and massive anterior lobes, well developed both in the 
observing and reflecting compartments (the organs of Com
parison and Causality however predominating),—together 
with the high and rounded coronal region which distinguishes 
the Teutonic race. The base of the brain, as in the Celt, is 
relatively narrow, and is small in the situation of Alimen- 
tiveness. The coronal aspect presents nearly the form of 
a perfect oval. No portion of the surface of the bead is seen 
to project, nor are there any depressions except in the situa
tions of two or three of the perceptive organs. Further par
ticulars, including measurements, will be published hereafter, 
when an examination of the cranium, which is not at present 
accessible to us, shall have furnished additional data.

Dr Combe was of a tall stature, his height being upwards of 
six feet. His person was very slender, and, of late years, ho 
stooped considerably in consequence of his feeble health. 
His temperament was nervous-bilious, with a slight infusion 
of the sanguine. The expression of his voice, countenance, anti 
dark beaming eye, was that of intelligence, goodness, earnest
ness, and affection.

The works in connexion with which the name of Dr Combe 
is most familiar to the public, are—The. Principles of Physio- 
logy applied to the Preservation of Health, and to the Improve
ment of Physical and Mental Education, of which thirteen edi
tions have been called for since its first appearance in 1834 ; 
The Physiology of Digestion considered with Itelation to the 
Principles of Dietetics, originally published in 1836, and now 
in the seventh edition ; and A Treatise on the Physiological 
and Moral Management of Infancy; being a Practical Expo
sition of the Principles of Infant Training, for the Use of Pa
rents—of which the first edition appeared in 1840, and the 
fifth in the present year. The first of these works is dedi
cated to Leopold I., King of the Belgians ; the second, to the 
author’s brother George ; and the third to his valued friend 
Sir James Clark. In preparing them, his constant aim was 
to exhibit the relation subsisting between the rules of con
duct recommended, and the particular laws of the organ
ization according to which their influence is exerted, so
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were then to be seen in the asylum), correspond with the doctrines which 
I  was engaged in studying, that I very naturally supposed that M. 
Esquirol himself must he a phrenologist.”

In this supposition, however, he soon learned with surprise 
that he was mistaken ; but at the subsequent stages of Es- 
quirol's course, he failed to discover in the Professor's cont
inents upon the doctrines of Dr Gall, any facts or reasonings 
which tended to shake his own previous impression of their 
general soundness—and accordingly he continued his in
quiry.

“ Feeling at every step I  made in the examination of Dr Gall's dis
coveries, a deeper and deeper senso of their importance and practical 
usefulness if  they should prove to he true, and having made myself suf
ficiently acquainted with his principles to he able to follow their applica
tion, I then entered upon the perusal of Dr Spurzheim's French work, 
Sur la Folie, with much attention, and with constant reference to the 
cases and phenomena brought under review in the wards and lecture- 
room of the Salpétrière ; and, w hen thus employed, I become still more 
alive to the value of Phrenology os a branch of professional knowledge, 
and lost no opportunity of testing its evidences by a comparison with na
ture. Shortly aller this. viz. in 1820, n treatise, entitled De la Folie, 
made its appearance from the pen of M. Georget, and met in many quar
ters with much commendation, for the precision, consistency, and sound
ness, of its doctrines. This work proved not only to be very ably written, 
but to be based throughout on the principles of Phrenology, and to bo de
voted, in its whole substance, to the advocacy of the some doctrines in 
regard (o mental affections, which, witli some slight ditt'ercnces, it was the 
sole object of that previously published by Dr Spurzheim, to inculcate. Of 
the latter, however, M. Georget made no mention whatever, although he 
referred to Dr Gall's writings and lectures as the sources of many of his 
ideas; and, so oddly are opinions biassed by preconceived notions, that 
it is said to have happened that the same critic, who expressed his disre
spect for the views as published by the one author, bestowed his appro
bation upon them as coming from the other. I am uncertain whether 
this allegation be strictly correct ; but I am quite secure in stating, that 
Dr Spurzheim's book, although in substance the same, met with a very 
different reception from that published by Dr Georget.”

We need not add that a thorough conviction of the truth of 
the principles and leading details of Phrenology was the re
sult of his investigations, and that he continued till his death 
to be one of the most earnest and uncompromising, but, at 
the same time, one of the most sober and cautious, of its cul
tivators and .advocates. On 22d February 1820 was insti
tuted the Phrenological Society, of which he and his brother 
were two of the first four members who banded themselves 
together for the study and practice of the new opinions, and 
who were speedily joined by a goodly company of fellow-la-
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bourera. On 20th November 1827 he was elected to the of
fice of President, which he filled during the two following 
years. To the volume of Transactions published by the So
ciety in 1824, he contributed two papers—“ On the Effects 
of Injuries of the Brain upon the Manifestations of the 
Mind, and 44 Observations on Dr Barclay’s Objections to 
Phrenology,” In 1823, he joined Mr William Scott, Mr 
James Simpson, Dr Richard Poole, and Mr George Combe, in 
establishing The Phrenological Journal^ of w hich he continued 
to be a proprietor till the completion of the First Series of 
ten volumes in 1837, and a contributor down to the year pre
ceding that of his death. Latterly, however, the mental la
bour which he was constantly devoting to the composition of 
his physiological works, and to the improvement of the suc
cessive editions which wrere rapidly called for, rendered it 
impossible for him to write so much for the Journal as he 
had formerly done ; but lie continued to give his valuable ad
vice and suggestions to the editor on all subjects concerning 
which it wras thought necessary to consult him. From first 
to last, indeed, many of the articles written by other contri
butors had the benefit of his revisal before being published ; 
and he, on his part, was always desirous to submit his manu
scripts to the judgment of his friends, and to obtain their 
criticisms on his arguments and language. The style of 
the first paper which he wrote for publication, was so imper
fect, that, when submitted to his brother George for revisal, 
it underwent numerous alterations. At the first aspect of the 
havoc which had been made in its expressions and arrange
ment, Andrew felt mortified and annoyed; but when lie entered 
into the details, he adopted, and gratefully acknowledged, the 
value of the suggestions which had been offered for its im
provement. In mentioning the circumstance afterwards, 
at the distance of many years, he remarked that that criti
cism, which had at first appeared to him to be severe, had 
proved a valuable lesson, for it conveyed to his mind the first 
perception of the importance of style in didactic writing. 
From that time he studied with care the art of composition, 
and he frequently repaid, by his corrections on liis brother’s 
writings, that service which he acknowledged to have been 
done to himself at the commencement of his literary career. 
At no time, however, was Dr Combe a fluent writer, when 
method and precision were called for. He laboriously ar
ranged his thoughts in the order best suited for their clear 
enunciation ; and in embodying them in language, his sole 
aim was to express his meaning with plainness, precision, 
and as small an expenditure of words as was compatible with
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*  VOL. I.— 1823-4.

unctions of the Nerves.—No. 1, p. 58. 
d Claim of Reil to D r Gall's Discoveries in the Anatom y

1, p. 72.
lieation of Phrenology on a Voyage.— No. 2, p. 259; and

Question, “  Does Phrenology Afford a satisfactory cxplana- 
nd Intellectual Faculties of Man?” Read to the Medical 
gh, Nov. 21. 1823. No. 3, p. 1 ; und Selections, p. 317. 
occasioned a very long and animated debate in the Medical 
u 21st and 25th No\ember, and led to some curious legal 

proceedings, narrated in No. 2, p. 307. 
he Nervous System.—No. 3, p. 455.
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Wc hardly need say that Dr Combe regarded the notion that 
Phrenology can endanger true religion, as altogether ground-

2 4 . Additional Remarks on Dr Thomas’s Theory of the Temperament«.—
No. 16, p. 604 ; and Selectioni, p. 208.

25. On the Functions of the Sense of Sight, considered chiefly in its relations 
to Ideas of Form, Colour, Magnitude, and Distance.—No. 16, p. 608.

Voi.. V.— 1828-9.
26. Speech at Dinner given by the Phrenological Society to Dr Spnrzheim. 

— No. 17, p. 118.
27. Phrenological Notice of Mr Wardrope's Case of Restoration to Sight in 

a Rady of 46 Years of Age.—No. 18. p. 286.
28. Address from the President's Chair at a Meeting of the Phrenological So

ciety, Nov. 13 ,1828.—No. 19, p. 475.
29. Observations on Mental Derangement, and some of its Causes.— No. 20, 

p. 483.
Tor.. VI.—1829-30.

30. On the Exciting or Occasional Causes of Mental Derangement.—No. 21. 
p. 38.

31. On Mental Exercise ns a Means of Health.— No. 21, p. 109.
32. Review of Professor Uccelli s "  Compendia di Anatomiu-Kisiologico Com- 

parata.”— No. 22, p. 201.
33. On the Exciting or Occasional Causes of Mental Derangement(continued). 

— No. 23, p. 258.
The substance of Nos. 29, 30, and 33 t o  afterwards embodied in Dr 

Combe's work on Mental Derangement.
31. Notice of Ulumenbach’s " Decades Collection« sum Craniorum Diversa- 

rum Gentium.'’—No. 23, p. 278.
35. On the Laws of Mental Exercise and Health.— No. 23, p. 283.
36. Phrenology in London—Mr Deville’s Museum—The Deaf and Dumb.— 

No. 23, p. 569.
37. Review of Macnish’s “ Philosophy of Sleep."— No. 26, p. 576.

Vor.. VII.— 1831-2.
38. Review of Dr Abercrombie’s “  Inquiries concerning the Intellectual 

rower».”— No. 27, p. 46.
39. Notice of Woodbridge’s ** American Annals of Education," No. I.—No. 28, 

p. 160.
40. Notice of the American “  Chroniclo o f the Times."—No. 29, p. 2G9.
41. Notice o f "  American Annals of Education," No. 11.— No. 29, p.273.

V ou  V III.— 1832-4.
42. On the Nature and Uses of the Skin, as connected with the Preservation 

of Health.— No. 34, p. 1.
43. Notice of Dr Barlow’s Article on Physical Education, in  the “  Cyclopae

dia of Practical Medicine.”— No. 34, p. 37.
44. On the Structure and Functions of the Musculnr System, viewed in rela

tion to the Principles of Exercise.— No. 35, p. 164.
The substance of Nos. 31, 35, 42, and 44 was afterwards embodied in 

Dr Combe’s "  Physiology applied to Health and Education.”
45. On tho Factories’ Regulation Rill.—No. 36, p. 231.
46. Dr Spurzhcini, the Marquis Moscati, and the London Phrenological So

ciety.—No. 36, p. 237.
47. Review of Dr Caldwell’s •' Essay on Temperament.’’—No. 37, p. 367.
48. Notice of Dr Caldwell's “  Thoughts on the Pathology, Prevention, and 

Treatment of Intemperance, ns a  Form of Mental Derangement."—No. 40, 
p. 624-7.
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the ways of God, than the common practice of utterly dis
regarding, as unnecessary to the manifestations of mind, 
conditions which He has in Ilia wisdom seen fit to render 
essential to its operations. I t seems,” says he, “ to be 
the false dread of believing matter necessary to the work
ings of mind which leads to this practical impiety—as if we 
could gainsay or abolish what God himself has decreed to be 
right !’*•

It was not till 1831 that Dr Combe ventured to appear r s  
the sole author of a volume. The work which lie then pub
lished was Observations on Mental Derangement; being an ap
plication of the Principles of Phrenology to the Elucidation of 
the Causes, Symptoms, Nature, and Treatment, of Insanity, 
This treatise has long been out of p rin t; and although, in
1841, a new edition was announced to be in preparation by 
Dr Browne of the Crichton Institution near Dumfries, an
other announcement speedily followed, to the effect that the 
demands of that gentleman’s duties upon his time had been 
found so imperative as to compel him to abandon his design. 
On this subject Dr Combe himself writes as follows, in the 
preface to another of his works :—“ As many inquiries con
tinue to be made for a new edition of my Observations on Men
tal Derangement, I avail myself of this opportunity to state, 
that infirm health having prevented me from devoting much 
attention to the treatment of insanity for some years past, 
and consequently disqualified me for doing that justice to the 
subject which its later progress and inherent importance im
peratively demand, I have, although with great reluctance, 
abandoned all present intention or reprinting the work."— 
(Principles of Physiology applied to Health, Sfc., 11th ed.,
1842. ) We hope that means will yet be found to supply the 
deficiencies here indicated, so that copies of this valuable 
work may no longer be sought for in vain.

In the beginning of 1846, Dr Combe’s strong conviction of 
the importance of Phrenology to medical men induced him

V o l . XVIII.— 1846.
77. On Merit and Demerit, as affected by the Doctrine of Moral Necessity.—  

No. 86, p. 33“ . (Written about twenty years befbre, and lately found by acci
dent among o ld  papers.)

Vol. X IX .— 1840.
rs rbreaology—its Nature and U ses: An Address to the Students of An

derson'* U n iv e r s ity .— No. 87, p. 97.

*Jlevien- 0 f  .AUercrombio’s Inquiries concerning Ihe Intellectual Towers, 
in 1 hren- J o ix * - . ,  vol, '  ii., p. 54 ; where the subject la treated of at some length. 

See also Iby&i« . l o g y  applied to Health and Education, chap, xi., at the begin-
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Phrenology in relation to himself and his n
" L a s tly sa y *  he, “ (to come to my own experiei 

yearn, declared that my obligation» to Phrenology 
and professional capacity, are very great— greater, 
other single branch of science. When I began to a 
trines at the outset of my career, I was warned tha 
ing so, it would prove an almost insurmountable bar 
professional success. Trusting to the sustaining j 
tinned, nevertheless, to avow my convictions, and 1 
whenever the occasion required it ;  and the result a 
liance which I placed on the omnipotence and stabii 
rocacy of Phrenology did not prove any iinpedime 
career; on the contrary, it in many respects exten 
fulness, and greatly contributed to my happiness, 
finite and consiktent direction to the faculties which 
some who might otherwise have employed me, wen 
their prejudices, from doing so; but their place ws 
by others, who, in their turn, would not have sou 
for l’hrenulogy; and, ere long, many even of the ; 
return, and ultimately took place among my warme 
is, that, in the long run, professional success or fa 
on a man holding this or that particular opinion w 
moment, to be popular or the reverse. Success d< 
on professional skill and attainments, on general s 
on readiness in resource, moral integrity, kindness 
tion, and persevering industry. These are the qu 
fldence in the hour of danger; and you may depei 
give decided evidence of your possessing them in 
bedside of the patient, you will compel even the n 
opponents to respect your opinions on this as well 
even while they may differ from you. In the pr 
also, I have derived the utmost advantage fromtli 
and have gained a firmer hold on the confidence o

_ing out to them its great practical value in cond|
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»ucb an assembly as the present. Some among the young and ardent 
minds who now listen to my words may be impressed by them, and sti
mulated to the study of a science which, rightly used, may not only 
greatly contribute to their professional success, but amply repay them for 
their trouble, by its utility in every relation of life.

“ But while I estimate thus highly the value of Phrenology, it is right 
to warn you that it is of Phrenology as its exists in the minds of its 
well-informed cultivators, after years of study and observation, that I  
speak, and not of the fancy which many substitute for it in their own 
minds, and designate by its name. O f the latter kind of Phrenology, 
nobody can have a lower opinion than I have. I t  neither is nor ever 
can be of any use, either to its possessor or to others. The Phrenology 
which I have here recommended to you, is n science which cannot be 
mastered or judged of in a day, in a week, or in a month. Like other 
sciences, it must be studied before it can be known. Many entertain 
the notion that they have only to read u book or a pamphlet to qualify 
themselves to estimate its bearings, and pronounce authoritatively on its 
merits. This is a grand mistake; as well might we expect to become 
the equals of Liebig or Faraday, by readiug a volume on Chemistry. Till 
we become acquainted with Phrenology in its details, with its evidences, 
and with its manifold applications to medicine, education, and morals, wo 
are in truth as incapable of forming a correct opinion of its nature and 
uses, ns we should be of those of Chemistry while in a similar state of 
ignorance.”*

To The British and Foreign Medical Bevierc, edited by his 
friend Dr John Forbes, Dr Combe contributed the following 
papers:—

1. Review of Sir James Clark's “ Treatise on Pulmonary Consump
tion.”— No. I .,p . 70 ; Jan. 1630.

2. Review of “ Parker on the Stomach in its Morbid States.”— No. 
X III., p. 115 ; Jan. Itr39.

3. Article on Phrenology__ No. XVII., p. 190; Jan. 1840.t
4. Letter to the Editor, “ On the Observation of Nature in the Treat

ment of Disease."— No. X LII., p. 503 ; April 1840.
5. Second Letter to the Editor, “ On the Observation of Nature in the 

Study and Treatment of Disease,” (in answer to a Letter by Dr Symonds 
in No. X LIV .)—No. XLV., p. 257 ; Jan. 1847.

6. Third Letter to the Editor, “ On the Observation of Nature in the 
Treatment of Disease.”— No XLVI., p. 592 ; April 1847.

About a year before his death, Dr Combe formed the de
sign of writing a treatise on the means of advancing medical

*  Dr Combe has expressed Ms opimo*h o f Phrenology, also in his Physiology 
applied to Health mid Kducation, chap, xili., p. 371); iu his work oil infancy, 
chap, xv., p. 131, & c.; and in the British and Foreign Medical Review, No. 17, 
Article VII,

t This article was separately issued as a pamphlet, with the following title : 
"  phrenology Physiologically and Philosophically considered; with Reasons 
for its Study, amt Directions for its Successful Prosecution. Reprinted from 
The British and Foreign Medical Review. London : Jolm t'burchill, 1840.”
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proceedings in 1841, lmd regarded the executor’s conduct with 
indignation, and taken a warm interest in the endeavour to 
call him to account. We subjoin an extract from this docu
ment, not merely on account of the information which it con
tains, but as a specimen of Dr Combe’s French style.* So 
strongly did he feel in this matter, that he contributed two 
hundred and twenty pounds to the fund subscribed by mem
bers of the Phrenological Society for carrying on the law
suit agaÿnst Dr Verity. In a letter dated 30th August 1841, 
he intimated to the Society “ his intention, should no more 
urgent claims come in the way in the interval between that 
time and his death, to devote as much as L.500 for the pur
pose, if that should be required to establish our right, or to 
do our utmost to establish it.” More urgent claims did in
tervene, so that the amount actually devoted by him to the

* “ 4* Bn p arlan t du certificat officiel de l ’existence continuée do la Société, 
donne par M. Black, Lord Provost d 'E dim bourg, M. V erity  a la hardiesse d ’af
firm er qu’il a été accordé par Sa Seigneurie p ar complaisance pour ‘ to n  a m i’ S ir 
George Mackenzie, e t sans avoir vu le liv re  ou reg istre  do la Société. Cotte 
allégation est uno pure calomnie. Le Lord Provost n ’est pas, e t n ’a jam ais été, 
Parai personnel de S ir George M ackenzie; e t heureusem ent sa réputation  est 
tro p  haute pour qu ’elle puisse ê tre  atto in to  par uno accusation si déplacée. 
A iusi, en dép it de l ’insinuation inscrupuleuse de M. V erity , le tém oignage que 
M. Bluck a donné dans sa qualité officielle, e t (pii porte les armes de la  ville, s, 
e t doit avoir, le plus g rand poids.

"  5° M. V erity  d it  que M. Cox, le secré ta ire  de la  Société, dans sa le ttre  du 
22 Ja n v ie r  1841, m entionne que la Société n ’avait point tenu do séance depuis 
plusieurs années, e t » ’ex ista it plus. Cette assertion est nussi dénuée de fonde
m ent que toutes les autres. L ’expression dans la le ttre  est, que la  Société 
n ’avait tenu depuis quelques années des ‘ t ia n c e s  h e c u ï.ie k r s  ;’— que ses séances 
n ’avaient pas été tenues h  des périodes fixées. Mais (chose soigneusement 
cachée par M. V erity, lorsqu 'il soutient .que  la  Société s’est constituée do nou
veau au mois de Décembre 1S40) la  mémo le ttre  fa it m ention d ’une séance gé
nérale de la Société, tenue le 13 Ju ille t 1840, deux mois avan t la  m ort du tes
ta teu r, e t dans laquelle M. Cox avait été autorisé à  continuer le hail des ap
partem ents d 'p u is  longtem ps occupés p ar la  Société, e t ce pour cinq nouvelles 
années. Certes, il se ra it difficile pour M. V erity  d ’expliquer comment une So
ciété, selon lui défunte depuis plusieurs années, au ra it pu  te n ir  une séance gé
nérale e t renouveler son bail cinq mois au moins avant de s’être reconstituée !

“  6° M. V erity  demande pourquoi, si le liv re  ou reg istre  de la Société est régu 
lie r  e t correct, on ne le m ontre pas devan t les tribunaux  de la G rande-B retagne ? 
En fnisant. cette question, M. V erity  savait trop  bien que lui-même é ta it seul 
obstacle à  ce que les tribunaux  anglais prononcent en tre  lui et la Société; que 
résidan t en France e t ne voulant pas ven ir p la ider en A ngleterre , les tr ib u 
naux anglais n ’on t pas le pouvoir de le fa ire  am ener devan t eu x ; que n ’ayan t 
rien  su r le sot anglais, il défie en France la  justice  nationale de son pays, tan 
dis q u ’il refuse celle des tribunaux  français. S 'il désire réellem ent la justice, 
il sait que pour faire  cesser les poursuites dont il est l ’objet eu F rance, il n ’a 

, q u ’a  organiser en A ngletarre  ou en Ecosse un procès dans lequel toute  la ques
tion p o u rra it être décidée. La Société a toujours ardem m ent souhaité qu ’un 
te l procès s'engagent, et M. V erity  y  a été provoqué plusieurs fois ; il l ’est en 
core, e t c'est à lui à expliquer à  la Cour de Cassation pourquoi il refuse de se 
soum ettre aux lois de »on propre pays.”
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Cobden, with whom he wa3 personally acquainted, and 
whom lie rejoiced to reckon among the number of his 
friends and correspondents. In that gentleman’s company, 
ho last year spent most agreeably the greater part of a 
day at Kingston-on-Thames and Hampton Court. He fully 
sympathized with Mr Cobden’s feeling as to the pre-emin
ence of the moral consequences of free-trade—the linking of 
mankind into one universal brotherhood. I t will readily be 
inferred that the recent agitation against the law of entail met 
his cordial approval; with Lord Karnes he considered that 
when a lawgiver “ ventures to tamper with the laws of na
ture," endless and complicated mischief must ensue, even to 
those whom a vain attempt is made to benefit. So also, the 
late discussions in Scotland about Sunday-trains on railways, 
excited in him a keen interest; insomuch, that he had ac
tually given orders for the purchase of shares in the Edin
burgh and Glasgow Railway, with the view of affording, by 
his vote, a public testimony in support of that section of 
the partners, who, while explicitly recognising the excellence 
of a weekly day of rest, look upon the virtual shutting 
up, for four-and-twenty hours every week, of the highway 
between two great cities, as a gross infringement of the 
rights of conscience, and a direct injury to the public. Ho 
saw much more of intolerance than of religion in the de
mands of those who—themselves claiming and enjoying 
an unbounded liberty to abstain from travelling, to any dis
tance or on any occasion whatever, upon a Sunday—insist 
nevertheless on depriving all who hold other opinions as to 
sabbath-observance from enjoying a similar liberty of conduct. 
Within the last three months the public voice of Scotland has 
decided, in a manner not to be mistaken, that the means of 
travelling on Sundays shall be afforded to a reasonable ex
tent ; and Dr Combe felt satisfied that such must speedily bo 
the result of the discussions referred to. As the express ob
ject of his intended purchase of railway shares was the de
claration of his opinion, wc have felt it incumbent on us to 
mention here the light in which he viewed the conduct of the 
Sabbatarian party.

The following beautiful delineation of Dr Combe’s cha
racter originallyappeared in the Scotsman of 21st August:—

“  The decease o f D r Combe will have taken no one who knew him 1 y 
surprise, for he was for many years in  that condition which makes life a. 
greater miracle than death ; but it will not on this account be the less 
deplored, either as causing a blank in the circle of private friendship, or 
as the signification of a public loss. D r Combe belonged to that rnro 
class o f physicians who present professional know ledge in connection with
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tbe powers o f u philosophical intellect, and yet, in practical matters, ap
pear constantly under the guidance of a rich natural sagacity. All o f his 
works arc marked by a peculiar earnestness, lucidity, and simplicity, 
characteristic of the author ; they present hygienic principles with a 
clearness for which we know no parallel in medical literature. To this 
must be ascribed much of the extraordinary success they have met with, 
and, on this quality undoubtedly, rests no small portion of their univer
sally acknowledged utility. Those, however, who look below the surface 
will not fail to tra ce s  deep philosophical spirit as pervading these works, 
something arising from a perfect apprehension of, and a perfect allegi
ance to, the natural rule o f God in our being. I t  has been a guidance 
— we would almost say an inspiration, of the author, without ever carry
ing him for u moment where ordinary readers could not follow him. 
Here, we think, is the true though latent strength of D r Combe's popular 
writings, and that which will probably give them a long-enduring pre
eminence in their particular department. W e always feel, in reading 
them, that we are listening to one of those whom Nature has appointed 
to expound and declare her mysteries for the edification of her m ultitu
dinous family. In  his own section of her priesthood, certainly few have 
stood in his grade, fewer still become his superiors.

“  The personal character and private life o f D r Combe formed a  beauti- 
fulaml harmonious commentary upon his writings. In  the bosom of his family 
and the limited social circle to which his weakly health confined him, he 
was the same benignant and gentle being whom the world findB address
ing it in these compositions. The same clear, sagacious intelligence, the 
same ontire right-mindedness, shone in his conversation. An answer to 
any querry put to him, whether respecting professional or miscellaneous 
matters, was precisely like a passage of one of his books, earnest, direct, 
and conclusive. W hatever, moreover, he called upon others to do or to 
avoid, that he did, and that be avoided, in his own course o f life ; for 
doctrine with him was not something to be treated as external to himself, 
but as the expression of a system of Divine appointment, of which he was 
a  part. To his rigid though unostentatious adherence to the natural 
laws which he explained, it was owing that he sustained himself for many 
years in a certain measure of health and exemption from suffering, while 
labouring under the pulmonary disease which so often threatened to cut 
short his career. On this point, there is the more reason to speak em
phatically, when we reflect that the years thus redeemed from the grave, 
were employed in that which will yet save many from premature dea th ; 
as if  it had been his aim to shew the value of even the smallest remains 
of life and strength, and thus advance one of the principles dearest to 
humanity. It was not, however, in any of these respects that the charac
te r of D r Combe made its best impression, but in his perfect geniality 
and simplicity, and the untiring energy of his practical benevolence. 
H ere resided the true charm o f his nature, and that which made him the 
beloved of all who knew him. No irritability  attended his infirm health ; 
no jealousy did he feel regarding those whom superior strength enabled 
to outstrip him in the professional race. Kindly and cordial to all, he 
did not seem to feel as i f  he could have an enemy— and therefore, we 
believe, he never had one. I t  might almost have been said that he was
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too gentle and unobtrusive— and so his friends, perhaps, would have 
thought him, had it not on the other hand, appeared as the most befitting 
character o f one who, they all knew, was not to be long spared to them, 
and on whom the hues of a brighter and more angelic being seemed a l
ready to be shed.”

The article here quoted, is reprinted in the concluding 
number of The British and Foreign Medical Review, where 
Dr Forbes, in introducing it, pays the tribute of friendship in 
the following terms :—

“ W e are indebted to the columns o f that very superior newspaper. 
The Scotsm an, for the following excellent account of an excellent man—  
if  ever such there was. W e have reason to believe, that it is from the 
pen of a celebrated writer, as well as a kindred spirit, who knew the de
ceased long and well—M r Robert Chambers.* In all that is therein said 
in commendation of the character of D r Combe, we so entirely concur— 
and we speak from long personal intercourse— that if  wo could wish any 
of the expressions altered, it would be only that they might be made still 
stronger and more emphatic. Never, we will venture to say, did the 
ranks of Physic lose a more estimable member"; and rarely— very rarely—  
has the grave closed over a gentler, truer, wiser, or better man. H is 
loss to his friends is a loss that can never be supplied; his loss to the 
community is one of the greatest it could sustain in losing an individual. 
But he has fulfilled his mission, and done his work as far as was per
m itted. May they who are left to lam ent him, strive, as far as in 
them lies, to emulate bis bright example !”

In a will written with his own hand in 1844, Dr Combe dis
tributed the chief part of his property among his relations, 
preferring those who seemed to him to stand most in need of 
liis benefaction, and leaving suitable acknowledgments to 
such as he felt himself indebted to for special services. He 
also made the following bequests, which we publish for the 
sole purpose of letting it be seen what institutions he thought 
most deserving or requiring his support. “ I leave L.100 
sterling to the Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh, an eminently 
useful institution ; L.50 to the Royal Edinburgh Lunatic 
Asylum ; L.50 to the Destitute Sick Society of Edinburgh ; 
L.50 to the Deaf and Dumb Institution; L.50 to the Asylum 
for the Blind; L.50 to the Phrenological Society of Edinburgh; 
and L.20 to the Model Infant School in the Yennel. I select 
these as institutions about the utility of which there can be 
no doubt, and because they are not so well supported as 
they ought to be by the public. I ought to add that I make 
these bequests from no love of ostentation, but from a strong 
sense of duty. During my life, my health was always so

w . ° n ,y  tlio tw o pnrngraphs descrip tive o f  Dr-Combe's disrupter, end w hich 
■ivo E x tra c te d  above, sro from the yen of Mr Cham bers.—E d . P . J .
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precarious as often to make it doubtful whether I should he 
able to earn a subsistence or be able to lay up any thing for 
iny support in case of being long incapacitated for practice. 
I was therefore obliged to lay out less money for charitable 
purposes than I ought to have done, and the only compen
sation iu my power is to bestow for similar purposes that 
which would have come with a better grace during my life.” 
It. is but justice to Dr Combe to say, that, although his ex
penditure for charitable purposes was less than he desired, 
yet he was, for many years past, a liberal contributor to the 
funds of benevolent and useful institutions, besides respond
ing with alacrity to all private claims upon his bounty. The 
amount of personal trouble, also, which he often took on be
half of those whom he thought he could be of service to 
—and this even when he had little strength to spare—was 
such as to excite the admiration of all who were aware of 
the circumstances.

Though endowed with all the gentle qualities and domestic 
affections which render the married state agreeable. Dr 
Combe scrupulously refrained from matrimony, and would 
not have reckoned an opposite course the less culpable be
cause sanctioned by a clerical benediction. His motive will 
be obvious on perusal of what he has written about here
ditary transmission of disease.* Except for the reason al
luded to, he must long ago have ceased to lead a single life. 
Indeed, one of the striking features of his character was his 
attachment to, and sympathy with, women of intelligence 
and refinement. He counted many such among his intimate 
friends ; and while he rejoiced in their society, he was ever 
ready to sympathise with them in their joys or sorrows, and 
to aid them with his counsel. The sacrifice of enjoyment 
which he made, at the call of what he considered to be duty, 
in leading a single life, will be best appreciated by those who 
know him most intimately.

Dr Combe was fond of harmless mirth, and possessed no 
inconsiderable talent for humour. In the domestic circle this 
quality displayed itself in streams of good-natured jocularity, 
and in his familiar correspondence the coruscntions of his wit 
were frequent and effective. He was fond of children: and 
some who read these pages will remember the heartiness 
with which, in their carfy youth, they used to shout with 
merriment at the “ funny faces” he made for their amuse
ment; and the storms of glee that arose when, feigning un
consciousness, he allowed a regiment of Ins little friends to 
carry him in procession through the room, on the floor of which

* See t ’liysiotofty applied  to H ealth tuid Education, ch. p. 29 3 ; oud 
Management o f  Infancy, ch. iii., p. 17.
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they would deposit their somnolent and rigid burden, cele
brating their achievement by dancing and shouting around it.

His talent for languages was not so great as to make him 
love their study for its own sake. He could speak fluently 
French and Italian, and latterly acquired sufficient know
ledge of German to be able to understand didactic works in 
that language without much difficulty. He was fond of the 
English classics, among whom our great Dramatist held the 
highest place in his estimation. In re-perusing the plays of 
Shakspeare, he constantly saw fresh reason for admiration 
of the profound knowledge of human nature, and wonderful 
power of terse and accurate description, which they display.

There is a good portrait of Dr Combe, painted, in 1836, by 
Mr M‘Nee of Glasgow. About 1832, Mr Lawrence Mac
donald executed a miniature bust of him, several copies of 
which are in existence. There is also a daguerreotype like
ness of him, taken a few years ago in London.

Report of the post Mortem Examination by Dr John Scott-

The skull was remarkably thin and regular in its walls ; 
the internal surface more deeply marked by the bloodvessels 
than usual ; the brain exceedingly healthy.

The thorax was much contracted on the left side, especially 
on the superior part, measuring fully two inches less than 
the right, and being flattened and depressed under the 
clavicle and the two first ribs. On removing the sternum, 
the riyht lung was found very large, passing to the left side 
of the sternum and filling a space in the left side of nearly 
two inches in breadth, and three in length. The right lung 
itself was adherent to the pleura costalis by scattered and 
firm adhesions. The lower surface was more especially at
tached to the diaphragm by very close adhesions. The lung 
in its texture was in some places, especially towards the 
lower part, congested, but everywhere pervious to air, and 
without any tubercles. The bronchial tubes were firmer 
and larger than natural.

The left lung was contracted to a very small size, and ad
herent by very thick and strong false membranes, especially 
in the summit to the ribs, the adhesions were so strong 
that the lung was with difficulty removed. The summit was 
particularly indurated and infiltrated with black matter, but 
without any change in its structure. It also contained many 
large and small caverns. The lung was without any tubercle 
or cretaceous matter. The surface was black, and this colour
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was found to pervade the pulmonary texture generally; the 
cellular appearance was, however, still visible. The upper 
lobe was dense in structure and hollowed out into numerous 
caverns opening into each other in some instances, in others 
single and of smaller size. These extended from the summit of 
the lung, and chiefly occupied the anterior part, and opposite 
the first and second rib. The bronchial tubes, some of a large 
size, opened directly into the caverns and were continuous 
with them. The longitudinal fibres in the larger bronchial 
tubes were particularly strong, and the circular ones in the 
smaller. The caverns themselves were remarkably regular 
in shape, especially when single, and were lined by a fine, 
smooth, thin membrane. The opening of both small and 
large bronchial tubes was easily perceived in them ; they 
were more generally dilatations of the extreme terminations, 
than merely dilatations, of the large bronchi». There was no 
emphysema.

The lower lobe was fleshy, pretty firm, but retained more of 
the natural appearance than the upper. The heart was large, 
but not diseased. The kidneys seemed natural in structure, 
but were filled with a greyish-coloured thick fluid. The 
colon and rectum were thickened throughout, and covered 
with minute ulcerations, some very small, and others of con
siderable size. The muscular and mucous coat of the rec
tum was thickened. *

Deport of the Examination of the Skull and Brain of the late 
Dr Andrew Combe, bp Dr Handy side, F.D.S.E.

A. THE CRANIUM.—I. T exture thin, the tables hav
ing closely coalesced ; excepting, 1 $t, at the frontal sinuses, 
which are large and well developed ; and, 2dly, on both sides 
of the longitudinal sinus, where the inner table of the cra
nium is opened up in texture over a greater extent than is 
usual.

II. R e g u l a r i t y  and S y m m e t r y  remarkable, excepting 
that, 1»/, on the left side of the vertex, the cranium is cjuite 
diaphanous ; 2dly, the area of the cranium to the left of the 
mesial line is greater than on the right side; and, 3dly, 
the internal occipital protuberance and the crucial and 
lateral grooves on the two sides, are unequal in form and bulk.

B. THE ENCEPHALON.—I. G e n e r a l  F o r m  a regular 
ovate;—1»/, the longitudinal and oblique fissures are very deep,

*  The exam ination was made about th irteen  hours a lte r  death. A cast of 
the  head was previously taken, and afterw ards a cast of tho b ra in . The re
mains o f the deceased, w ith  the exception o f the cranium  and its  contents, were 
in terred  in the fam ily burial-ground in 8 t C uthbert'« churchyard, Immediately 
behind the manse.
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including a greater number of secondary fissures in the latter 
than is usual: depth of longitudinal fissure at splenium of 
corpus callosum, 2 i inches ; depth at genu of corpus callosum, 
1$ inch ;—2dig, the sulci (anfractuosities) deeper than usual ; 
greatest depth in left hemisphere, j  inch ; depth in right 
hemisphere, $ inch ;—3dig, the lobes and lobules, and other 
anatomical features of the encephalon, very strongly marked.

II. P r o p o r t i o n . 1st, the left side of the encephalon the 
greater;—2 dig, the corresponding 'gyri (convolutions) of the 
opposite sides approach more to symmetry then usual.

III. Bulk. Greatest Length, 7 inches. Greatest Ilreadth, 
5t*j inches. Greatest depth, vertically to base of inferior 
lobe, 4£ inches—vertically to base of cerebellum, 4jj inches.

IV. W eight (including pia mater), 57 oz. avoirdupois, 
[being about 7 oz. above the average ;—in Dr Chalmers 
53 oz., Dr Abercrombie and Baron Cuvier, each 63 oz., and 
Baron Dupuytren, 64 oz ]

V. S t r u c t u r e ,  perfectly normal, including the mem
branes and vessels. The ciueritious matter is about a third 
narrower than usual, and devoid of the internal translucent 
pearly laminae frequently observed. The encephalon in 
general is remarkable for its firmness of texture.

English L ife . Social and Domestic.

XI. NOTICES OF BOOKS.

I. English Life, Social and Domestic, Sfc., considered in Defer
ence to our Position as a Community of Professing Chris
tians. By the author of “ Reverses.” London : B. Fel- 
lowes. 1847. Post 8vo, pp. 218.

We are not in the secret of the name of the author of this 
work, and commenced the perusal of it, not doubting that it 
proceeded from a writer of the sterner sex. Indeed, the pre
face states that “ the writer is a member of an Irish Relief 
Committee,” which seemed to imply the masculine gender. 
But as we advanced we found great intellectual endowments 
chastened, but not enfeebled, by delicacy and softness ; much 
intimate knowledge of the nature, position, duties, and 
feelings of woman, in her capacities of daughter, sister, wife, 
and m other; and so large an infusion of true, warm, and 
affectionate sentiment,—that we arrived at the conclusion that 
it is w ritten by a lady. Be the case as it may, the author 
disp lays  a rare union of the qualities necessary to produce 
an ex c e lle n t and instructive book. A sincerely religious, 

■v/; c / ,e « r ful and charitable spirit, an intimate acquaintance 
nirb f l i 0  .̂¡rc]es 0f fashion, familiarity with the manners, mo-
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lives, and modes of thinking of high life, and experience in 
the spheres of duty as well as of amusement, are conspicuous 
in the work. To enviable talents for composition must be 
added the command of a sound analytic philosophy ; while 
practical good sense, and a real knowledge of the subjects 
treated of, meet us in every page. This is high commen
dation, but we invite the reader to put our discrimination to 
the test, by perusing the book, and forming his own judg
ment of its merits.

The work consists of two parts. Part I. relates to “ Eng
lish Life and the object of the author is to inquire to what 
extent the modes of that life, in the social and domestic cir
cles, are in harmony with the principles of professing Chris
tians. “ The World,*’ or social recreations, are first treated 
of. “ Religious persons,” says the author, “ have been more 
divided on the subject of what are called the amusements of 
the world—involving, as they do, many of the habits of 
social life—than perhaps on any other.” The decision given 
is, that music, dancing, card-playing, and theatrical enter
tainments, not only are not necessarily incompatible with 
the Christian character, but may all, in proper forms and 
degrees, promote its growth, by affording wholesome and 
necessary recreation to the mind. Having stated this opinion, 
however, the author freely exposes the prevalent abuses of 
these social pleasures, and firmly, but without bitterness, 
condemns them. An eloquent and touching appeal is made 
to the aristocracy, to bring the evils described to a close. 
Five hundred fashionable equipages, employed from eleven 
o’clock at night till four or five in the morning, in carrying 
their owners from party to party, keep a t least one thou
sand servants during this interval in the streets, or drinking 
and gambling in low taverns opened for their accommodation ; 
“ while as many persons more at home are deprived of their 
natural rest at its natural season, and are perhaps seeking 
their amusements in a way not less dangerous to their moral 
characters. Many a young lady's maid owes her ruin To the 
hours in which she is thus left, with no definite amusement, 
with no companion, or with the companionship only of the head 
of the establishment, or the valet, who has himself probably 
been trained in this school of nocturnal dissipation ; and 
many a sad story has reached our ears of fearful evils in
volved by such watchings, on young and thoughtless and un
protected women ; for this is no merely probable supposition 
—dismal facts lie beneath.’’

The remedy suggested is, not to abandon the amusements, 
but to pursue them at more suitable hours. The sufferings 
of dressmakers, also, are alluded to in connection with the
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same subject. We have been told that in London it is no 
uncommon practice, in cases of emergency, to compel young 
women engaged in this employment to work all night; anil 
in order to prevent them from falling asleep, they are forced 
to sit on the floor without support to their backs. The un
easiness of the position keeps them awake !

The remarks on the theatre and opera are excellent. The 
author, while approving of both, under proper management, 
is constrained to declare open war against the ballet.

The next topic embraces “ our social relations considered 
in reference to ourselves.” “ A stranger to our modern 
entertainments would probably be surprised, on a first intro
duction, at the want of gaiety which pervades them. In spite 
of splendid apartments, brilliant lights, flowers, pictures, 
statuary, crowds of well-dressed people, beauty, youth, and 
grace, some element of enjoyment seems to be yphting.” 
The explanation given is, that these re-unions iifvolve too 
much anxiety and forethought to almost every one who 
mingles in them. The entertainer finds the arrangements 
for a ball an anxious and laborious undertaking; “ the 
young debutantes feel that they are themselves part and 
parcel of the spectacle; that their dress, their dancing, and 
their general appearance, are unsparingly criticised by per
sons known and unknown to them.” These feelings subside 
before the end of the first season ; but the very fact of the 
young dancers being in their own persons objects of unspar
ing criticism involves many important consequences, for a 
statement of which we must refer to the work itself. Balls 
involve young persons also in much anxiety about their dress, 
the expenses of which absorb often all their resources, and 
oblige them to leave the claims of charity, and even of jus
tice, unsatisfied.

“ There are, however (says the author), other and graver 
cares connected with a ball than those we have alluded to, 
which impart to it a serious frivolity, and rob it of all really 
social elements and simplicity of purpose. Well-dressed, 
well-introduced, mistress of the science of dancing, and self- 
possessed in the practice, the young debutante is nevertheless 
far from security in the prospect of her evening’s amuse
ment. Much depends on her personal attractions ; more on 
her being the fashion in the circle to which she belongs ; and 
much still, on sundry frivolous and scarcely tangible circum
stances. Hence arise temptations to vanity and self-conceit, 
to jealousy or discontent, which impart a dangerous character 
to the entertainment.”

“ There is still another evil involved in this amusement,
VOfi. X X .  N. S. NO. X l i . — OCTOBKK 1847. 2 D
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viz. that it gives the sexes unequal advantages.’’ “ Young 
women are placed in a false position with regard to the other 
sex, inasmuch as they are dependent on the young men pre
sent for the amusement of the evening.” “ The young

f gentlemen of the party are fully conscious that those young 
adies only who are sought by them can share in the amuse
ment ; so that the power of influencing or suppressing their 

amusement for the evening does in fact rest with them.’’ 
“ If the young lady happens not to be much acquainted with 
the set she meets—if she be not considered attractive, or 
fashionable, or agreeable, or any of those things which con
stitute what is called in modern phraseology a nice girl, she 
is exposed to the mortification, not only of sitting down all 
the evening, but of feeling and knowing that others perceive 
her to be in the awkward and embarrassing position of one 
unsought among her compeers.” “ There is unother un
pleasant fact arising out of this false position in which the 
sexes are placed with respect to this particular amusement, 
that the emptiest coxcomb, who has position in society, has 
it in his power, under certain circumstances, to mortify the 
most charming girl in the room, by subjecting her to his ca
prices."

The remedies suggested for these and other evils enume
rated in the work are, to circumscribe the numbers and in
crease the moral respectability of those who constitute the 
company at balls; to abridge the ostentatious style of the 
entertainment ; to introduce greater simplicity into the 
dresses, and greater ease into the manners of the dancers ; 
moreover, that “ it should be considered suitable for ladies to 
dance together if they p l e a s e a n d  that “ the lady of the 
house should take a more active part in arranging the details 
of the amusement.’’ An excellent answer is given to the 
objection that “ gentlemen would not attend parties so ar
ranged as to rob them of some of their privileges,” but we 
have not space to enter into it.

The next topic is one of great importance and delicacy, 
and it is admirably handled. “ Foreigners justly reproach 
us,” it is remarked, “ with the fact that while we sneer at 
their manages de convenances, we adopt (too many of us at 
least) a means towards the same end, by which we essentially 
compromise both the dignity and delicacy of our daughters 
and ourselves. I fear the reproach is ju s t ; and I think that 
their mode of settling the alliauces which they desire to form, 
is, if not the best means of securing the happiness of the 
parties, far less to be deprecated than the avowed system of 
match-making which prevails among ourselves, and which

English Life, Social and Domestic.
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leads so many mothers to make the amusements of their 
daughters subservient to schemes for establishing them— 
often, it may be feared, to make the daughters themselves 
parties to such schemes.’’ In treating of this subject, the 
knowledge of fashionable life, the religious earnestness, the 
powers of philosophic discrimination, the practical good sense, 
and the general liberality (not laxity) of the author, are con
spicuously displayed.

The next subject is the “ Influence of Fashion,” and in 
treating of it also the analytic philosophic talent of the 
author carries the reader to a clear perception of what fashion 
is, and what it is not. The practical conclusion is, that 
“ Fashion being herself a sold, of spurious public opinion, she 
is often obliged to yield to the true one—to the collective 
voice,». e., of society at large. And the circumstances of the 
present age (as has been remarked) afford such prompt ex
pression and circulation of tastes and sentiments, that this 
great public censor is enabled to exercise a wholesome con
trol over the shadowy representative. So controlled, indeed, 
it is conceivable that fashion herself might exercise, not only 
a harmless, but a useful influence in certain matters which, as 
they link society together, cannot be wholly disregarded.” 
The author adds, and we think with good reason, “ that, the 
general increase of intelligence and cultivation has found its 
way into the highest ranks of society, while their elegance 
and refinement have, in return, been more than equally dif
fused through those below them.” “ The exclusiveness of 
fashionable society has thus been in a great measure broken 
up, both in our own country and (more entirely) in France— 
the inevitable consequence of the higher state of civilization 
to which our two nations have arrived.”

There is an excellent chapter on “ Associations for pro
moting benevolent and religious purposes,” in which some 
useful truths are well expressed. Prayer meetings and Bible 
meetings “ are too well known often to degenerate into 
coteries for what may be called spiritual gossip.” “ An as
sociation for mothers to pray for their children seems still 
more unsuitable. The scene of their duties must surely be 
their home. Christian mothers pray in private for these dear 
ones—they pray with their husbands—they pray with their 
families.” I t is added in a foot-note, “ This society has 
lately ceased to exist.”

Part II. of the work includes “ Marriage,” “ Single Life,” 
the educational “ Influences of the Age,” “ Home Influences,” 
and “ Private Influences on Society.” From these chapters
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we select a few passages on the subjects most appropriate 
to our pages :—

Education in the years succeeding Infancy.—■“ In the years succeeding 
infancy, varieties of temperament, of tastes and faculties, and also the 
period of their respective development, demand our careful attention. In 
some children, the knowing faculties being full and active, while those 
connected with the reason are ill-developed and languid, and vice versa— 
they require very different treatment. To direct towards suitable objects, 
but not to over-stimulate, the faculties to which notare has given fulness 
and activity, and to excite and bring into action such as are more feebly 
developed, seem to be among the most important subjects of attention at 
this period of education, and they are subjects on which Phrenology,—  
from the light it has thrown on the workings of the mind,— promises to 
afford most important assistance. Such attention will shew whnt accom
plishments, and what branches of knowledge may be cultivated with pro
bability of success ; and hence, much time, and labour, and patience, and 
much also of actual suffering, spared to the unfortunate pupils who may 
huve been destined to excel in all elegant accomplishments and knowledge.

“ The attempt to make the act of learning easy and amusing has been 
one of some years' standing ; but it is usnally found, I believe, a failure ; 
for though the results of learning may be made interesting, and a taste 
for literature and science cultivated in young minds by suitable books and 
interesting conversation, yet there must always be a considerable portion 
of dry labour in the act of acquiring knowledge ; a labour which we vainly 
attempt to save our pupils, and which is, in fact, good discipline to their 
understandings. By lifting them over the ground, as it is called, they 
appear to make progress, but after all our pains they will be found not to 
have really learnt their way, nor to be capable of finding it again if  left 
to themselves ; those only can do this, who have made every step sure ; 
and those only who have done this, can be said to have made real progress. 
It is on this account that examination bears so important a part in educa
tion, because it not only enables the teacher to test progress, but the pupil 
to be sure of what he really knows. No young people will read with 
energy, that of which they feel they have no account to give ; and a much 
smulier portion of any given subject studied under this responsibility, will 
be found more available than any amount of reading without it, because 
the necessity of re-producing will have obliged the student to master his 
subject and make a lodgment of it in his mind. The want of this mode 
of teaching, or the carelessness with which examinations are conducted in 
a school-room, accounts for the fact, that the knowledge which girls ac
quire is so often a mere smattering, while most boys retain from their 
school course, a certain portion which remains by them in after-life.”

Choice of a Profession.—“ It seems to be the present opinion, that it is 
very important for a boy to choose his own profession ; though not only 
does this entire freedom of choice frequently involve great difficulty to a 
parent, but there are other practical disadvantages connected with it ; for, 
in consequence of a want of self-knowledge, as well as of worldly know
ledge, those who are left entirely to their own choice, often lose the best
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years of life before they have made up their minds on the subject; and 
the cross influences which occur after a young man has grown up make it 
then a still more difficult one. There is, however, usually a bent, or, at 
least, a manifestaion of certuin tastes and talents, during boyhood,— oilcn 
during early boyhood,— which a parent does well to mark, (and will usually 
have cause to regret if  he disregard) os indicating the particular profession 
or business best suited to his son. The Church will, of course, be excep
ted ; or rather, the views-of a parent towards this profession will bo sus
pended ; because, even where a strong bent to this sacred calling exists, 
no parent, and no young man himself, can judge of his general fitness or 
qualification for it, till a later period. There seems to be rather too much 
importance attached, in the present day, to the choice of a profession, by 
several classes of persons. Some think that certain professions only are 
suited to a gentleman ; others, that certain occupations only are fitted to 
men of good attainments and superior minds ; and others, again, consider 
the choice of a profession as a sort of religious act, and a bent towards it 
a kind of sacred call. The first opinion is founded on a prejudice rapidly 
yielding to tho circumstances of the age we live in ; unsuited to a com
mercial country like our own, and one which our aristocracy themselves 
have not felt inclined or able to maintain. The second is one which, 
through the difliision of education, has u tendency to become more general 
instead of diminishing. The third seems to be founded on a mistaken 
view of tho purposes for which a profession is chosen : for those persons 
who consider it us a sacred act, forget that the selection of a profession is, 
with few exceptions, neither more nor less than a choice of the mode in 
which a man shall earn his bread. I t  being tho will of God that the mass 
of mankind shall labour for their subsistence, either by manual or mental 
exertion, or by both, it would seem that the mode (with one great excep
tion,— the Church) must be unimportant, unless it should involve tempta
tions or duties which arc likely to injure u man's moral or Christian feel
ings. I t is as a citizen of the world— a member of the social and domestic 
circles,— not os the member of a particular profession, that a man's most 
sacred calling is marked out for him ; though, of course, each profession 
has its own duties, to a faithful discharge of which every one who adopis 
it is bound. Again, to reject, us in the second cose, all professions which 
are not in themselves tasteful to a young man, or calculated to expand his 
peculiar endowments, however the circumstances of his situation may point 
towards them, seems to be a tendency of the age, resulting from the gene
ral diffusion of education, and consequent sharpening of men's wits, which 
renders bo much larger a class of persons available for the more intellec
tual professions. This may grow into a serious evil. I f  young men of 
good attainments and intelligence should feel that they cannot submit to 
earn their bread in a vocation which does not immediately call forth their 
powers, we shall, in process of time (but, that necessity has no choice), 
have no unskilled labourers among the lower classes, nor will men of edu
cation and intelligence among the higher, be found to fill up the dry and 
business-like departments of life.

“ That ‘ the man should adorn tho profession, not the profession the 
man, ’ is a very valuable maxim, and one which may well reconcile a 
young man to his lot, wherever that lot may be cast. In point of fact,
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when the profession is not Riich an one as to engage deeply all the powers 
of the mind, he is in a better position for devoting his disengaged moments 
to more important purposes ; and consequently some of the most useful 
and influential members of society have been those whose own professions 
have afforded little scope for the development of the higher powers of 
mind. That our sons should carry from the homes of their childhood the 
elements of a good citizen and domestic man, is, indeed, a joint of far 
greater anxiety than any which connects itself with the particular profes
sion they may adopt.”

Example and Precept.—“ In the last years of educational life, we teach 
much more by example than by precept; and at no period of life are young 
people quicker to understand and discern the realities of things, than in 
that now before us. They may be schooled and taught that so and so is 
right,— that we ought to do this, and believe that, and love the other; 
and their assent to all this may be honestly given ; but the mere abstract 
truth of each proposition makes no lodgment in their minds, until it has 
been embodied by some fact in the life and practice of those around them, 
or unless it is tested by their habitual course of action."

The Desire of Pleasing and the ftesire of Diving Pleasure.—‘‘The desire 
of pleasing, harmless in itself, and doubtless answering some useful pur
pose in our organization, requires, in its healthy state, no more stimulus, 
than does the desire of taking food in a person of good apjotite; repletion, 
from its too great activity, being the only evil result to be dreaded. But 
another,— in truth very different, though seemingly similar— the love of 
giving pleasure, muy be indulged without fear. The former, though con
nected with others, is eminently egotistical; the latter truly social. A 
young woman, in whom benevolence— the love of giving pleasure— is 
strong, forgets herself in others ; she in whom the love of pleasing is the 
active principle, sees hersolf in every one. Whether she walks across a 
room, talks, laughs, or sighs, she is herself the reflected object of every 
act and emotion; and her pleasures depend upon the effect she produces, 
or supposes herself to produce, on others. This state is thoroughly un
healthy ; as injurious to the' mind as to the manners; and destructive of 
the refreshing influence of social pleasures. She, on the contrary, whoso 
desire of pleasing is under due control, subordinate, t . «., to the desire of 
giving pleasure, and who is therefore occupied with others rather than 
herself, is really in the best position for the full and tranquil enjoyment 
of the sources of amusement which lie open to her, undisturbed by the 
mortifications of disappointed vanity, or by its more dangerous satisfac
tions.”

Treatment of the Poor.—“ In reverting toother private influences, and 
especially to those connected with the poor, we are reminded of a class 
among the gentry, less numerous than of old, but still far from extinct,— 
the Lady Bountifuls of former days,—whose connection with the labouring 
classes does not seem calculated to promote their independence or advance
ment ; benevolent persons, who seem to regard poverty us an essential 
quality, rather than as an accident; and who, therefore, considering the 
poor us an inferior race of creatnres, think for them, act for them,—(thus
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cherishing their supposed incapability of thinking or noting for them
selves),— expect unbounded submission from them, and, in return for this 
submission, give plenty of broth and blankets. I f  we wish to raise our 
poorer neighbours to an enjoyment of their share of the blessings of inde
pendence and enable them to partake in the general advance of civilization, 
we must not treat them like children ; we must not force them (I mean by 
setting a bounty on acquiescence) to act, think, and amuse themselves as 
toe think best. W e must not keep them in leading strings, as the Jesuits 
did the Paraguay Indians. An intelligent poor man, if  we can induce 
him to think-out his own ill-defined notions, and use his own experience, 
can usually judge of his own affairs better than we can. Our sujierior 
information and more cultivated judgment, may indeed be a valuable aid, 
and therefore our advice may be most important to his best interests ; but 
it does not seem just that it should be forced upon him ; and especially 
it does not seem consistent with a proper sense of our mutual relations, 
that we should, as hit benefactor«, assume, in our wuy of speaking on 
subjects which concern him alone, that tone of authority, which, in other 
relations of life, would be considered, on that very account, unbecoming.”

Select Writing! o f Robert Chambers.

II. Select Writings of Robert Chambers. Volumes I., II., III.,
& IV. Essays Moral, Economic, Philosophical, fyc. W. & R. 
Chambers, Edinburgh; W. S. Orr, London. 1847. Post 
8vo.

We contemplate with much satisfaction these goodly 
volumes of the original lucubrations of one of the gifted men of 
the age; collected from their dispersion in many more volumes 
of a periodical which owes much of its well-earned celebrity 
to the same writer. I t is comfortable to see so much 
pleasure and instruction thus brought to one’s hand ; and, to 
the scattered wisdom which has delighted and contributed 
much to humanise a generation, a substance given for endur
ance,—

-------------------------- “ to inform the page
W ith image, beauty, sentiment, and thought,
Never to die

for if ever there was a work entitled to take its place among . 
English classics, it is these selections. When the Essays 
came out occasionally and singly,—generally as “ leaders’’ 
in the numbers of Chambers's Edinburgh Journal, struck with 
the deep and extensive knowledge they manifested of men and 
things, and the clear and indisputable lights in which they 
placed human thoughts, feelings, and actions, in a range of 
relations that seemed boundless, the reader often wondered 
at the cxhaustlessness of the mental stores which the author



displayed. But now, when they arc concentrated in volumes 
all their own, the extent and .variety of the author’s contribu
tions towards human enlightenment, improvement, and plea
sure, are truly surprising. To us they possess an additional 
interest, in as much as they owe not a little of their truth to 
nature, to their having a basis in Phrenology, and almost in 
no case otfend against its principles.

The first two volumes are entitled E S S A Y S  F A M IL IA R  AND 
H u m o r o u s . The papers composing them did not appear 
in any settled order, or according to any system, but occa
sionally, like those of the classical essayists of the last cen
tury ; and each as it appeared was welcomed by the readers 
of the Journal, and talked of as placing even familiar things 
in so new and attractive a point of view, as to operate 
practically in improving both the judgment and feelings of 
the reader. Nothing contributed more to their popularity 
and effectiveness, than an occasional clever choice of a brief 
title—for the most part one remarkable word—wh ich became 
a convenient byeword, and was never repeated without re
calling the useful view, or the striking picture, or the humor
ous sketch, which was embodied in that one expression. 
Nay more, the words themselves were readily adopted by 
the public, and many of them are now current in society, as 
conveying a concise lesson of prudence and practice. No 
reader of Chambers's Journal can forget the popularity of 
such papers as Victims, Supplementaries, Downdraughts, 
Biding off, The Poco, and others of the same character, which 
pourtray to the life various forms of human weakness, folly, 
knavery, or cunning, and hold them up as so many beacons 
and guards of great importance in the progress, but especially 
the outset, of life. The Essays contained in these volumes 
constitute a whole code of prudence for the direction of 
common life ; with an inimitable vein of drollery, remarkably 
characterised by its kindliness and absence of all causticity or 
ill-nature, and having in it not only a forbearance truly 
parental for the folly it chastises, but a spirit of benevolence 
towards the delinquents, which would rejoice sincerely if 
they were but wiser. There pervades all the Essays an honest 
single-hearted kindliness, which we should be tempted to call 
bonhommie, but for the acumen with which it is combined; 
and an aspirution after human good, a brotherly love, which 
needs not to say, in words, that the writer’s summum bonum 
would he to contemplate, but yet more to aid in realising, a 
state of human affairs in which all were in the enjoyment of 
health and competence—in which all were good and all were 
happy. There is a moral sunshine in such writing, in which
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every right-feeling mind loves to bask ; contrasting strongly 
with the cold-hearted selfishness which chills with its bleak 
shadow so large a surface of life. Another amiable trait, 
here often met with, is the genuine expression of the domestic 
affections, and of none more strikingly than the love of chil
dren. These the author views not as burdens but as bless
ings, which, prayed for as they are by others in reasonable 
moderation, are by him welcomed on the maxim of “ the 
more the merrier.’’ If they come in pairs, and not by the 
slow process of one at a time, so much the better; and he 
has given various weighty reasons why the “ many-childed” 
nre a much more highly favoured class than their opposites, 
with quieter nurseries. “ The House of Numbers” is an 
inimitable sketch in this vein. “ No-childed and Many-child
ed” is another, which no one can read without the strongest 
feelings of sympathy. We quote its conclusion, which is a 
piece of beautiful writing.

“ To rear a numerous progeny through all the various stages, and finally 
set them forward in life, is unquestionably a task of considerable diffi
culty, and attended with no small degree of anxiety. Yet, if circumstan
ces be not singularly unfavourable, so as to produce real trouble und sor
row, there can be no doubt that the effect of such a duty upon the mind 
is highly beneficial. The domestic relations are of immense importance 
in developing and keeping awake the affections. W e can scarcely be 
afflicted with hardness of heart towards any benign sentiment, if  we have 
known what it was to be brother, husband, and father. Women are pe
culiarly liable to be improved in general humanity by having children. 
When a mother of young infants passes a little child who has been left 
neglected upon the street, she cannot rest till she has seen it attended to ; 
the no-childed would never have remarked the circumstance. When the 
mother of a set of roistering boys passes a merry group of the same order, 
she is almost sorry that decorum will not allow her to linger beside them, 
to survey their sports and bless them with a mother’s blessing. If, ad
vanced in life, she has seen some of her sons leave her for distunt climes, 
should her path be crossed by the homeless vagrant, who looks, but does 
not speak a petition, she thinks that there may have been, or still may 
be, some one to whom he is as interesting as her own child is to her— 
or that her own child may one day appear to some qther mother ns this 
wretch now appears to her— and she extends to him the hand of melting 
charity. Thus does nature, by an abundant flow of her finest sensations, 
remunerate those whom she has called upon to perform what many calcu
lating people would consider a disproportionate share of her duties.”

We must pass over the third volume with its E s s a y s  
M o r a l  a n d  E c o n o m ic , but not without strongly recommend
ing it to bo read and re-read by all who would wish to im
prove in the practical wisdom of life. It is impossible to 
peruse with due attention such cssnys, for example, as Lei-
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sure, Intentions. Punctuality, Sincerity, Will-Makiing, Long 
Engagements, Enemy-Makers, The Illiberal, The Duty of 
Good Health, Ideas respecting Self-Esteem, Warlike Talk, 
Vulgarity, and many others in the volume, without receiving 
lessons imparted in so happy and impressive a style as to be 
indelibly fixed in the mind. I t  is out of our power to extract 
portions to suit our limits, from dissertations which can only 
be appreciated when read without pause from beginning to 
end.

The fourth volume, entitled E s s a y s  P h i l o s o p h i c a l  a n d  
S e n t i m e n t a l , a n d H i s t o u i c a l  S k e t c h e s , is,in its first two 
classes of subjects, more immediately within our scope. An 
essay on The Beautiful has the lead in the volume. This is 
one of the author’s productions which take their character 
from his conviction that the phrenological analysis of mind 
is the true standard to which many a well-vexed question in 
the world of philosophical speculation must in the end be 
brought to be solved. Every one at all conversant with English 
literature must be familiar with the brilliant essays by Mr Ali
son and Lord Jeffrey, which maintain, and have extensively 
propagated, the strange theory that there is no such thing as 
beauty as a quality inherent in objects, but that the emotion— 
the delightful emotion—which things and scenes called beauti
ful occasion, is the effect of other feelings and ideas of a pleas
ing kind, associated with the objects contemplated. Colours, 
forms, sounds, say these philosophers, are beautiful by asso
ciation alone. The phrenologists successfully assailed and 
overturned this theory. They have demonstrated that there are 
mental faculties to recognise and feel beauty, which hast must 
therefore exist as a quality in external objects.* Mr Cham
bers takes the same view, and exposes the association fancy 
with much humour ; establishing that flowers really are beau
tiful. “ and no m i s t a k e t h a t  a pretty girl is a pretty girl, 
an object of real, and not ideal association; that architecture 
and scenery, the rising and setting sun, speak direct to our 
faculties of Form, Colouring, and Ideality, by and through 
qualities of their own ; and that, while brilliant colours draw 
exclamntions from infancy, and fine music extracts money 
from riper years, neither the child nor the adult dreams of 
invoking any ideas whatever, beyond keeping their eyes and 
ears open. The essay has the following fine and true con
clusion :—

•  Kor a full discussion of the subject see Sir Ucorgo Mackenzie's work, un
titled “  The Theory of Taste, founded on Association, Tested by an Appeal 
to Pact*,”  (reviewed in our 3d volume, p. 437), and Mr Combe’s “  System of 
Phrenology,’' !., 48k'; ¡¡., 40, 54, 62.
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" It ¡6 melancholy to think of the great miscxponditure of talent and 
eloquence upon this subject, and the great extent to which the original 
delusion has ntfected the judgments of the higher class of reflecting intel
lects during the two last generations. Even yet, the theory of association 
is tbut which would pass current in a university or any other anthorita- 
tive quarter, while the true explanation would be regarded as a most un- 
scholarly heresy. Hut, fortunately, error is necessarily of a transient 
nature, and truth ever tends to a mastery. W hile the men who were 
brought up in this delusion continue to live, the prestige of their names 
will probably keep it more or less in vigour; but it will perhaps be their 
fate, even before they leave the stage, to see their favourite doctrines 
beginning to be generally condemned and forsaken ; and very surely, 
ere they have long been withdrawn from the scene of life, all the elegant 
writings by which the delusion has been supported, will be swept aside 
os only so much rubbish, though rubbish sparkling with the fragments of 
fine thought."

The Essay in which, under the title of “ Monomania,” the 
author treats of moral insanity, is also phrenological; for to 
Phrenology must be ascribed that clear light which has been 
shed on insanity as affecting more or fewer, often only one, 
of the mental faculties. This excellent essay is calculated to 
do much popular good, especially by enlightening the minds of 
jurymen. Indeed, when, what the essayist calls, and with truth, 
“ the old dotard idea,” that there is no insanity but a blind 
fatuity which cannot distinguish right from wrong, and that 
a madman must be violent and outrageous, still disgraces the 
judicial bench, and lingers in the Legislature, it is the more 
urgent that the general public should be indoctrinated to take 
the lead, and so to re-act upon our law-makers and law-dis
pensers, that, while the dangerous insane are properly secured 
and restrained, the atrocious act of capitally punishing the 
irresponsible, which has too often outraged humanity, may be 
heard of no more. But indeed, there is already progress. Too 
much has been written on the subject not to have reached 
these high latitudes, and given our rulers pause. Thirty 
years ago, Bellingham was hanged; lately, M‘Naughten was 
sent to a lunatic asylum. The like change of views has ap
peared in many other trials. I t is a long-established phreno
logical doctrine that the kinds of insanity are nearly as nu
merous as the faculties. We need not detain our readers 
with shewing this to be true. But the essayist addresses a 
wider circle than we do, and has performed the task efficiently. 
We are particularly pleased with his severe rebuke of the 
truly savage cry yet too prevalent, of “ Hang all madmen who 
commit murder.”—With respect to acquisitive insanity, Mr 
Chambers writes:—
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“ I t may be a good subject for a jest, that theft in a poor person is 
theft, but in a rich person monomania.* But there cannot be the least 
doubt that many persons in easy circumstances, and otherwise rational 
and moral, have been addicted to taking the property of others, simply 
and expressly through the iniluenee of disease. Dr Prichard knew a 
patient in an asylum who would only eat that which he had stolen, so that 
it was necessary to place his food in such a way that he might furtively’ 
possess himself of it. This I adduce to shew the feeling in its worst state 
of disease. Mrs May Drummond, a lady of fortune in the middle of the 
last century, was a person of the highest moral nature, insomuch that she 
devoted herself to a mission in order to raise money for the building of 
an infirmary, which her brother, the chief magistrate of Edinburgh, had 
projected in that city. Yet this amiable being could not refrain from 
putting the silver spoons of her friends into her pockets when present at 
any of their entertainments. I t was a propensity which she could not 
resist. Her case is the type of many others which are occasionally heard 
of in society. Sometimes the unfortunate person is so sensible of the 
habit, as to have a domestic instructed to search for and return every ap
propriated article. Now, we can readily allow, that to admit this ex
planation in certain cases, might introduce difficulty in the whole treat
ment of larceny, and, unless strong precautions wero token, prove a nega
tive temptation to persons who had no such excuse. But yet it is only 
justice to make a distinction between deliberate sordid theft and a habit 
in which none of the ubuuI  motives of theft are present, and where the 
whole is the effect of a visitation of disease by the providence of the Al
mighty. I f  this distinctiou is not to be made, how can that with regard 
to the age of on offender be admitted ? I t is a distinction, of course, which 
ought to be made in favour of the poor as well as the rich, when the evi
dence of disease can be established."

We would recommend to attention an excellent essay on 
the kindred subject of Crime in the same volume. Among 
other classes of criminals, the author treats of that small 
minority, who, by reason of a great preponderance of the 
organs of the propensities over those of the moral sentiments, 
are by nature extremely prone to acts of violence. But, that 
from this relation between dispositions and cerebral develop
ment, we are necessarily to conclude “ that Nature herself 
produces ready-made criminals, does not," says he, “ seem to 
me so clear.”

*■ Our best feelings revolt from such a conclusion, and with good reason; 
for the idea is inconsistent with all that we know of the designs of the 
Author of nature. How, then, are we to reconcile with these designs the 
admitted fact, that there are brains which more readily fall into crime 
than others? Simply on this principle, that in the business of the world 
there is much rough work to be done, many coarse obstacles to be over
come, many noxious things, or things which, in their degree, or the cir-

* See “ Nicholas Nicklcbv."
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cmnstanees in which they exist, become noxious, to be put an end to. or 
thrust aside. There is need for the butcher, the pioneering backwoods
man. the exterminator of vermin, as well as for the gentle scholar, and 
the ingenious artist. The gross brains may be supposed to have been 
fashioned for the performance of duties like these; and, with a right sys
tem of social arrangements, they would be solely applied to such purposes, 
and, expending their energy thereon, bo innocent with regard to all other 
things. This is a view which may any day be subjected to the test of 
experiment. Take any man with destructive tendencies, such as generally 
become criminals, and, putting a proper instrument into bis hand, set him 
to the clearing away of brushwood, and he will be found at the end of 
his task to be much tamed. The enormous superabundant energy given 
him by his large posterior lobe will have exhausted itself, and lie will be 
as happy and peaceable as an ordinary tradesman at the end of his day’s 
traffic. The master of a deaf and dumb institution in America, who was 
troubled with an inmate whom nothing could keep from breaking furni
ture out of pure mischief, set him at length to the cutting up of wood for 
firing in the cellar, and thus effectually subdued the inclination. It may 
be held, then, as a chance misapplication of this class of brains, when 
crime is wrought by them. Society ought to keep these persons employed 
in such a way, and under such circumstances, as to save them from the 
risk of expending their energies criminally, and it would then not sutler 
from them. For the finely poised moral brains to take the coarse and 
ill-balanced ones by the nape, and punish them for what is to them as 
natural as it is for the good brains to dictate the most generous acts, ap
pears such an anomaly, that I altogether despair of finding terms that 
can be fitly applied to it.”

Mr Chambers refers to Mr Sampson's work on Criminal 
Jurisprudence, considered in Relation to Mental Organization, 
as the source from which he has derived some of his argu
ments ; but he “ claims as originating with himself,” the 
views above quoted, “ respecting the final cause of what has 
come to be called the criminal type of head.”

We are arrested by a very able phrenological essay on 
“ Bad Temper,” of which the author acknowleges that he owes 
the philosophy to “ a theory which was first explained in a 
satisfactory matiner by Mr Robert Cox of Edinburgh, in a 
series of articles which appeared a few years ago in the 
Phrenological Journal, under the title o f’ Observations on the 
Mutual Influence of the Mental Faculties, and, in particular, 
on the Modes and Laws of the Activity of Destructiveness.’ ” 
The theory is brief,—that all disagreeable sensations and 
emotions call Destructiveness into activity, and that the un
easy feeling and malevolent inclination together constitute 
bad temper. The author draws the following practical con
clusion from the theory: —
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“ I t seems reasonable to hope for some benefit from this philosophical 
view of the present subject. Bad temper in one party is the constant 
cuuse why much bad temper is in others ; for, being always disagreeable, 
its manifestations are almost Buro to occasion irritation. Perhaps this 
effect would not so often take place, if  the well-constituted and placid 
were to look upon such manifestations as the result of either actual bodily 
pain, or at least disagreeably-affected mental faculties, in those from 
whom they proceed. A feeling of pity would rather, in such a consider
ation, be due to those unfortunate individuals. Thus the mischief would 
stop with its originator; and even some efforts might be made to extin
guish it there, where now it only gets additional exasperation. W ith re
gard to those whose bod temper is only excitable on particular ]>oints, it 
might be possible for their connexions and dependents, by studying to 
give no cause of offence on those points, to prevent in a great measure 
explosions of anger and exhibitions of wrath, which are both disagree
able at the time to others, and afterwards almost certain to be deeply re
gretted by themselves."

At an early period of our own labours, we published an ar
ticle under the title of “ 111 Temper, 111 Humour, and 111 
Nature,” analysing nnd distinguisbingthese affections plireno- 
logically. (Vol. iv., p. 121.) A perusal of that paper would 
carry the reader’s mind yet deeper into the subject of these 
tortuosities of human nature.

The “ Educability of Animals,” is an interesting paper, al
though less a speculation than a detail of curious instances 
of animal accomplishments, which were called forth by long 
and patient training ;—of dogs talking and playing at chess, 
pigs spelling words, and, still more amusing, pointing at 
game better than the best trained spaniels. Setting-dogs 
transmit their acquirements to their young. Mr Combe long 
ago noticed this transmission as a natural law of the brain, 
and the foundation of a belief that the organs of thought and 
feeling may be improved in successive generations. Of this 
essay we need not offer extracts. As it is vain to notice 
each one of so numerous a succession of essays, we must 
draw our remarks to a close, by a brief notice of the essay 
on Approbation. This is a well-written paper, and so phreno
logical, that, as an exposition of the nature and legitimate 
use of the affective faculty called the Love of Approbation, 
it might have occupied, as it stands, a place in our own 
Journal. It is phrenological doctrine that the desire of the 
approbation of our fellow-men is, as a sentiment, a part of 
the human constitution, quite as much as the desire of food ; 
hut like the desire of food, it is a feeling entiroly selfish, and, 
therefore, of inferior rank to the higher sentiments of tho 
mind. The desire of a good name, as a check upon follies,

Select Writing* o f Hubert Chamber*.
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vices, and crimes, is not only allowable but indispensable. 
The absence of this feeling is shamelessness, the very worst 
accompaniment of the vicious character. A consciousness 
that we stand well in society, or have deserved well of our 
friends or country, is all legitimate ; while a too strong de
sire of the positive expression of approbation, in praise and 
glorification, is beyond the line of moderate use, and verging 
on the abuse of the faculty called vanity. Our essayist de
scribes, with great felicity, the morbid, fidgetty manifestation 
of the feeling in those who live and move and have their be
ing in the estimate of the world ; who think that others have 
nothing to do but to observe and talk of them, and who are 
blessed or wretched o ’’ ”  ’ re themselves

Horace, that poets usually belong to this irritable class, as 
do artists, musicians, and, above all, stage-players ; of all 
these, praise is as much the pay as money, and often the 
more valued of the two. They are a class which decidedly 
over-rate their own position among human things ; and have 
for ages been encouraged to do so by a world that has not 
yet attained the highest use of the faculties. They but fur
nish enjoyment to what has been called the recreative group 
of the faculties, Imitation, Ideality, Tune, &c.; and to do so, 
does not require high endowments of the graver intellectual 
powers and superior moral feelings. Hence they are very 
apt to be spoiled, and to consider the acclaim of the crowd, 
who, after all, are only amused, necessary as the air they 
breathe to their comfortable or tolerable existence.

" The true rationale of the question seems to be this : W ith the general
ity of natures, a moderate use of praise, as an incentive to duty and re
ward for its performance, appears to be quite proper. There is a vast 
class of acts and duties which, though good, are not to be accomplished 
and attended to without laborious exertion and 6ome degree of self- 
denial. To sustain and carry out one’s self in these matters, one's own 
approving conscience is all very w ell; but though a good, it is a solitary 
and unsocial feeling. Man dearly loves to hud that he is of somo conse
quence to man. He likes to take men along with him in his own appro
bation. lie  feels in their praise the bond of a common nature press de
lightfully upon his heart. How, otherwise, should we see persons in in
dependent circumstances “ shun delights and live laborious days," only, 
perhaps, that they may produce some literary work which will have its 
little hour of eclat, or possibly only a paper to be read at a meeting of 
twenty persons calling themselves a philosophical society? This cheap 
means of causing people to do what it is desirable that they should do, 
surely has its legitimate place in the arrangements of human society, and 
is capable of being used without necessarily producing harm. Pefha\\*

praised or censured. observed by



their duties, and even to maintain tho equable fli 
There is a elass of such persons, who have the abilit 
do all that is good, but are liable to become dispiritei 
and then receive an encouraging word from those abo 
persons, an occasional compliment is an aliment ns 
bread. The world would to them be totally cheerles 
it would evidently bo as fatal to withhold praise alt 
cases it would be to give it.”

The author has omitted an important topi 
namely, the use of praise in the education of 
have uniformly held that it ought not to be 
generally is, as the chief stimulant to the pupi 
more especially in the way of emulation; t 
being the implied reproach of II. Besides t 
that education as it ought to be, should offer 
in its own intrinsic attractions, it is one of its 
objects to regulate and moderate Self-Esteem 
probation as inferior, selfish, and, in abuse, ni 
ings. I t cannot reasonably undo with one hi 
fesses to do with the other. These feelings 
no increase. As they are, they are strong er 
too strong; and society offers too many tempi 
abuse, for education to deal with them, exce] 
in any other way than that of regulation at 
pression.

As it is not within our province to allude t 
and seventh, volumes of Mr Chambers's Sel 
the Traditions of Edinburgh, the Itebcllion oj 
Il/n/rnes of Scotland, and Oriyinal Poems, far 
commend these as most interesting readme 
our leave of the talented and amiable anthoi 
an expression as we can indite of our individ
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III. Nature and Revelation Harmonious: A  Defence of Scrip
ture Truths assailed in Air George Combe's work on the 
Constitution of Alan, By C. J. KENNEDY, Paisley.
Published under the sanction of the Scottish Association 
for Opposing Prevalent Errors. Edinburgh : William 
Olipliant and Sons. 1846. 32mo, pp. 147.

This is the best of the books that have been written against 
“ The Constitution of Man.” In 1845, an association was 
formed in Edinburgh by “ a number of friends of evangelical 
truth,” for “ opposing prevalent errors.” James Douglas, 
Esq. of Cavers, is, or was, the chairman, and the Rev. Wil
liam Thomson, the Secession minister of Slateford, a small 
village near Edinburgh, is the secretary. The “ prevalent 
errors” which the Society considers itself called upon to op
pose, are, “ Popery,” “ Puscyism,” “ Pantheism,” “ Anti- 
Supernaturalism,” *• Socialism,” “ Combe’s Constitution of 
Man" and the “ Vestiges of the Natural Ilistorg of Creation." 
The secretary, in his official circular, acknowledges, that 
“ there is little in the piety or principle of the mass of the 
population to which we can confidently look as a barrier to 
this tide of superstition.” This is an ominous avowal, and 
one which—taken in connection with Dr Chalmers’s declara
tion (see page 239 of this volume), that, “ as things stand at 
present, our creeds and confessions have become effete’'— 
looks more like the proclamation of failure by a society which 
has been engaged in a vain attempt to maintain “ prevalent 
errors,” than the announcement of an association authorised, 
by the experience of its power over the convictions of men, 
to take upon itself the gigantic task here presented in out
line.

Since the Revolution in 1688, the clergy of Scotland have 
enjoyed the privilege of governing parish schools, and in
structing the people in religion ; and if, in the year 1847, they 
are constrained to acknowledge that their “ creeds and cate
chisms have become effete,” and that they have been able to 
infuse so “ little piety or principle into the mass of the popu
lation,” that they cannot resist Popery and Puseyism, and the 
various other “ isms” before enumerated, they should really 
look into their own standards and tenets, and see if there be 
not in them some “ vestiges” of error which have been the 
causes of so great a failure. Strength, solidity, and endur
ance, are the characteristics of tru th ; instability, feeble
ness, and decay, those of error. When, therefore, they ac
knowledge, that, after so long period of teaching, the latter 
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characteristics attach to their own tenets, they should be 
modest in their condemnation of those of other men. I t is, 
perhaps, a consciousness of this fact that has led them to add 
that they “ feel the need of prudence and caution.” These, 
certainly, are becoming principles of action in men who are 
meditating assaults upon the opinions of their neighbours, 
while their own positions are exposed to danger. We shall, 
however, endeavour to shew that they stand in need of even 
more of these virtues than they have exhibited in the present 
publication.

At the same time, we have great pleasure in making one 
acknowledgment in favour of Mr Kennedy’s work. It is free 
from vulgar vituperation and denunciation. It is, moreover, 
well written, and, in some instances, ingeniously argued ; and 
it is altogether superior to any thing we have seen produced 
on that side of the question. Unfortunately, we cannot carry 
our commendations farther. I t assumes throughout that the 
Scotch Calvinistic interpretations of the Bible are the Scrip
tures, and that no different interpretations have ever been 
heard of; or at least none that are deserving even of men
tion. In The Constitution of Man, Mr Combe has quoted the 
following words of Dr Whately. “ If we really are con
vinced of the truth of Scripture, and consequently of the fal
sity of any theory (of the earth for instance) which is really 
at variance with it, we must needs believe that that theory is 
also at variance with observable phenomena; and we ought 
not, therefore, to shrink from trying the question by an ap
peal to these.” Mr Kennedy answers—

“ W ith all due deference to this high authority, we main tain that, if Mr 
Combe's doctrines are really at variance with Scripture, and if we are 
really convinced of the truth of Scripture, wo must conclude that Mr 
Combe's doctrines are false. The reasoning is so obviously fair, that we 
have no fear to exhibit it, either to Mr Combe or to the great logician whom 
he quotes. It stands thuB :—

\Vhat is really at variance with Scripture cannot be tru e ;
Mr Combe's theory of the world is really at variance with Scripture ;
Therefore, Mr Combe’s theory of the world cannot l>e true.”
With all deference to Mr Kennedy, the Archbishop of Dub

lin is in the right. The record of nature íb beyond all ques
tion Divine; and whatever we read correctly in it is Divine 
revelation. Hence it follows, to use the Archbishop’s words, 
that “ a pretended revelation would be proved not to be a true 
one, if it were at variance with the laws by which the Maker of 
the universe governs it.’’ (See page 238 of this volume.) Mr 
Kennedy, therefore, and his Society, and all other persons 
who assail expositions of scientific truths, by arguing that

4 2 6  Kennedy's “ Nature and Revelation Harmonious.”
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they are at variance with the doctrines of Scripture, mistake 
the way to accomplish their own ends. Their true duty is to 
expound the laws of nature themselves, directly from the re
cords of creation, and then to shew that their own interpre
tations of Scripture are in harmony with them. The title of 
Mr Kennedy’s work would lead us to expect that he had done 
th is ; but his object has been only to attack Mr Combe’s 
doctrines.

Dr Chalmers was called upon, in the Bridgewater Treatise 
assigned to him, to present a view of the moral government 
of the world by natural laws, if such exists; and had he given 
a sounder and more practically useful exposition of them than 
that contained in “ The Constitution of Man,” and afterwards 
reconciled Calvinism with it, lie would not subsequently have 
been under the necessity of acknowledging that men “ can 
speak, and with a truth the most humiliating, of an inert and 
unproductive orthodoxy.” Calvinism, proved by an appeal to 
scientific facts to be a correct interpretation of nature, so far 
as its doctrines touch the beings and interests of this world, 
would exhibit none of the symptoms of weakness and decay 
before referred to ; and a people instructed in the firm alliance 
between it and nature, would possess not a “ little," but much 
“ of the piety or principle to which we can confidently look 
as a barrier to the tide of superstition.”

The Society of which we speak will do well to take this hint 
into consideration. “ The Constitution of Man” is a body of 
alleged facts, and deductions from them. Mr Kennedy's work 
cannot take its place, because it contains no systematic ex
position of the scheme of God’s works and providence, which 
it is the aim of Mr Combe’s treatise to exhibit. The human 
mind will not relinquish a positive for a negative, when that 
positive is acknowledged by Mr Kennedy himself to be “ cha
racterized by great ability,’’ “ its deleterious principles” being 
“ mixed up with a large body of sound, and valuable, and in
teresting instruction.” In the “ Remarks on National Edu
cation,” and in the essay on “ The Relation between Religion 
and Science,” published in this volume, pages 1 and 193, 
Mr Combe has presented additional materials for the Society’s 
operations. If  they really design t6 make an impression on 
the public mind, let them grapple with the questions there 
proposed. Let them answerthese questions in substantive pro
positions, and prove the answers, viz.:—Isthe world governed 
by natural laws, or is it not ? If it is not, are physical and 
moral events still caused by special supernatural exertions 
of Divine power 1 If these have ceased, and no natural laws 
exist, is not this world necessarily a theatre of anarchy, and,
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consequently, of atheism { If, on the other hand, natural 
laws do exist, arc they not of Divine institution and authority Î 
And if they possess this character, where is any intelligible 
and practical exposition of them by “ ministers and laymen 
connected with various denominations holding evangelical 
opinions’’ to be found ? If no such expositions of them by 
those persons are published, is not the neglect of teaching 
them, true and practical infidelity to God’s law written in the 
book of creation, on the part of these “ ministers and lay
men V'

Farther : Are the practical precepts of Christianity regard
ing human conduct in this life in harmony with the order 
of God’s providence in the natural world, or are they not 1 
If they are not, and if the special supernatural administration 
of physical and moral events has ceased, how can man con
form his conduct to these precepts ? If the precepts and 
God’s order of providence in the natural world are in har
mony,—as science proclaims,—why have these “ ministers 
and laymen” failed to discover this fact 1 and, if they have 
discovered it, why have they omitted to teach it \

These are the questions which the “ ministers and laymen” 
must fairly encounter and satisfactorily answer, before their 
lost strength will return to them ; and in giving them this 
advice, we are acting, we hope, as their sincere friends, and 
certainly as their well wishers. If they had practised the 
“ prudence and caution’’ of which they feel the need, they 
would have considered these questions maturely, before com
mencing their present crusade ; and perhaps saved them
selves from the risk of a public exhibition of their own errors 
and inconsistencies, instead of demonstrating those of their 
neighbours.

Chapter I. is entitled, “ Mr Combe's hypothesis concern
ing the progressive development of elements of improvement 
in the physical and organic departments of the world con
sidered and the same subject is continued through the two 
subsequent chapters. The point at issue is, whether “ the 
world contains within itself the elements of improvement V' 
In the edition of 1835, Mr Combe had added to this sentence 
these words,—“ which time will evolve and bring to maturity.” 
Some persons had supposed these last expressions (unwarrant
ably, we think, when the context was taken into account) to 
imply a denial of the government of the world by Divine 
wisdom and power. In consequence of their misunderstand
ing, however, in the next edition, that of 1841, the expres
sions were altered, so as to avoid this source of error, and the 
words used were, “ The world, including both the physical ami
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moral departments, is, in itself, well and wisely constructed 
on the principle of a progressive system, and, therefore, 
capable of improvement.” Mr Kennedy founds his argument 
exclusively on the edition of 1835, and never mentions the ex
istence of any alterations in that of 1841. We have no doubt 
that this was unintentional on his p a r t; but as the rule among 
honourable controversialists is to cite the latest, as the most 
carefully considered edition of a work assailed, we, while ac
quitting him of intentional injustice, regret the oversight, for 
his own sake.

Chapter IV. is on the “ Harmony between Geology and 
Scripture which we leave in Mr Kennedy’s hands, having 
neither interest nor space to enter into any controversy with 
him on the subject.

Chapter V. treats of the question, “ Does the history of 
mankind establish Mr Combe’s theory regarding progress ve 
development ?” Mr Kennedy’s opening sentence admits that 
“ mankind are, on the whole, making advancement in know
ledge and civilization.” “ This advancement., however,” he 
adds, ‘‘ is not owing to the mere development of inherent 
elements of improvement in human nature. For this ad
vancement. of mankind, we must assign a very different cause. 
That cause is Divine mercy. Our world, though fallen, is not 
forsaken. I t  is marred ; but there are agencies working to 
effect its restoration to order, beauty, and blessedness. Apos
tate man is the object of redeeming love, and the subject of re
newing grace.’’ This is fighting with a shadow. The real 
question, as we have said, is. Whether the world be now 
governed through special supernatural interferences of God’s 
power, or according to natural laws ? Mr Kennedy has not 
shewn the former to be the case, and until he do so, we are en
titled to hold by the latter hypothesis, as that which is sup
ported by science and daily experience. But if the order of 
God’s providence is now characterized by the regularity of na
tural laws, “ redeeming love" and “ renewing grace” cannot 
be antagonistic influences to these laws; and Mr Kennedy 
would have done better if he had fairly grappled with the 
merits of the question, and developed a view of the natural 
laws adapted to these influences, than by harping on the words 
which Mr Combe had altered six years before the “ Defence” 
was published, and which are no longer to be found in the 
“ prevalent” editions.

Chapter VI. is entitled, “ Was Man originally mortal ? ” 
Mr Kennedy holds “ there may have been death among the 
lower animals prior to the time when man sinned.” Mr 
Combe added, that if man is now the surne being that he was
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when created, he must then, as now, have possessed organs 
of Amativeness, Philoprogenitiveness, Combativeuess, De
structiveness, Secretiveness, and Cautiousness, and that these 
Beemed to him to indicate the adaptation of man to a world 
in which the old were to be removed by death, to make room 
for the young, and iu which there was to be danger and dif
ficulty, rendering the faculties before named useful and 
necessary. Mr Kennedy maintains that, notwithstanding 
these faculties, man may have been created sinless and im
mortal. The arguments by means of which he supports these 
propositions are,—first, that the old, like Enoch and Elijah, 
might have been “ removed” to another sphere without dy
ing; and, secondly, that Mr Combe has himself shewn that 
all the faculties have a legitimate sphere of action, and may, 
therefore, have been adapted to a world without death, dan
ger, and sin. The whole question lies beyond the limits of 
science, and Mr Combe has not discussed it in “ The Consti
tution of Man.’’ He has only asserted that the human mind 
and body, as now constituted, arc de facto adapted to the 
world in which we find them ; that, apparently, that world 
was not changed in its constitution and arrangements at the 
time of man’s appearance; and that it has not been substan
tially altered since. Our readers must judge for themselves 
concerning man's condition prior to his entering upon his 
present state.

Chapter Y II. is on “ Man’s Fallen Condition.” We leave 
this also to Mr Kennedy, as one belonging to theology.

Chapter VIII. considers “ Mr Combe’s Exposition and 
Application of the Natural Laws.’’ In this chapter Mr Ken
nedy invents difficulties in order to combat them. By way 
of correcting Mr Combe, he says—

“ But it is not true ; 1st, That any mode of action of a 
physical object is otherwise inherent in it, than as it is 
the will of God that that object should now preseut that 
mode of action. Nor is it true ; 2d, That it is beyond the 
power of God to vary when he pleases, either temporarily 
or permanently, the constitution of physical objects.” This 
is trifling with the subject : Mr Combe has nowhere as
cribed the inherent modes of action of any- object, either 
physical or moral, to any cause except the will and power of 
God ; and he has never maintained “ that it is beyond the 
power of God to vary, when he pleases, either temporarily 
or permanently, the constitution” of these objects. The real 
practical question is, Does it de facto appear from what we
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see passing around us, that it does please God, non to vary, 
either temporarily or permanently, the constitution and modes 
of action of physical or moral objects i Mr Combe affirms 
that according to his reading of the present order of nature, 
it does not please God to vary these constitutions and modes 
of action ; and Mr Kennedy, instead of shewing by clear and 
unequivocal facts, now observable, that God does in our own 
day please to vary these, enters into a general disquisition 
to prove that God can vary them, i f  he pleases, and that un
der the miraculous dispensations of the Old and New Testa
ments, he did vary them. But not one word of this argu
ment applies to the ease in hand. We ask Mr Kennedy, 
Were not the miraculous dispensations confined to the Jews 
and the Scripture times ? Is the world non under the same 
special supernatural administration which is recorded to have 
characterized it then f  Does not Mr Kennedy know that 
during the long reign of ignorance in the dark ages, the 
Roman Catholic priesthood pretended that that miraculous 
dispensation still continued, and that they were the appoint
ed instruments for evoking special supernatural acts of Di
vine administration ; and that one of the boasts of Protest
antism has been the demonstration that these pretensions 
were presumptuous and fraudulent 1 With strange incon
sistency, however, some Protestants have retained a portion 
of that superstition, and have not only taught it, but acted 
under its influence themselves. (See pages 194,195, and 196 
of the present volume.)

Chapter IX. is on “ The Efficacy of Prayer.” The ques
tion here again at issue is, Whether we have evidence from 
observation aud experience, that in our day God pleases to 
vary the constitution and modes of action which he has be
stowed on physical and moral objects, in consequence of being 
requested to do so by men in prayer. Mr Kennedy quotes 
numerous instances from the Old Testament where this is 
recorded to have been done. “ Take, for example,” says he, 
“ Elijah’s prayer for rain. That prayer, in itself, could have 
no effect w hatever on the atmosphere." On this point we 
beg to refer to the passage quoted from Archbishop Whately’s 
address on the famine in Ireland, on pages 201 and 202, 
which is applicable to the present question ; and to assure 
Mr Kennedy that if he will adduce a sufficient number of 
well authenticated instances of men in our day bringing 
rain or sunshine, or removing the potato blight, or staying 
fever, or accomplishing any similar physical result, by means 
of prayer, without briuging into operation, by natural means, 
the natural causes of these results, we shall abandon all be-



lief in the natural laws, and renounce at once all the “ pre
valent errors” of Mr Coni he’s “ Constitution of Man.” Hut 
it is in vain to adduce examples of supernatural power wield
ed or evoked by the personages of the Old and New Testa
ments, as evidence that the same gifts have descended to 
the men of our generation. If they have so descended, why 
do we accuse the Roman Catholic priesthood of fraud and 
hypocrisy in having pretended to enjoy them 1 The man who, 
b.v prayer, could, in our day, induce God to send rain, or stay 
a pestilence, by special acts of Divine administration, would 
l’cally bo able to work miracles; and if we do not seriously 
believe that this can be done, why should we mock God and 
deceive ourselves by pretending to believe that it can be ac
complished 1

Chapter X. is on “ Changes in Moral and Religious Cha
racter." I t  is not necessary to discuss the topics involved in 
this chapter, because the question constantly occurs—Are 
the changes referred to effected through the instrumentality 
of God’s providence operating by means of the natural con
stitution and modes of action conferred by Him on moral 
beings 1 or nre they effected by influences lying beyond these, 
and not acknowledging alliance with them 1 If such influ
ences exist and contradict the natural order of God’s provi
dence, Mr Kennedy is called on to prove this : If he admits 
that they act in conformity with it, and supplement it, he 
allows all that Mr Combe has contended for, which is simply 
this—that until the natural conditions on which an event or 
result depends are brought into existence, we have no war
rant from our own experience (whatever may have been the 
experience of the Jews in scripture times), to expect that 
that result will be accomplished.

Chapters XI. and XII. are “ On Affliction as a means of 
Moral Discipline," and contain a strange mixture of truth 
and error. Mr Kennedy here arrives at the discovery that 
the natural laws are inconsistent. “ The very same act,” 
says he, " is required by one law, and forbidden by another 
law—both laws being Divine. We sometimes cannot obey 
both the organic and the moral laws.” He adds, very truly, 
“ Now this view of matters involves gross absurdity." I t 
really does so ; but on whose side does the absurdity lie ! By 
the natural laws, of course he means God's natural laws. 
Now, his proposition amounts to this—that God’s creation 
is not systematic and self-consistent; that the natural con- 
quences which God has attached to the actions of moral beings 
are not always adapted to serve as guides to their conduct; 
but that man may, in certain cases, shew forth a wisdom
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superior to that of God, and legitimately disregard them. 
Mr Kennedy teaches us, that man by following the dictates of 
liis own wisdom, in opposition to that of God, may reach 
more excellent and beneficial ends than by following submis
sively in the track of God’s providence ! This doctrine, be 
it observed, proceeds from an evangelical Society associated 
to oppose “ prevalent errors.” This, although a strong state
ment of Mr Kennedy’s doctrine, is no misrepresentation or 
perversion of i t : for he assumes that the law which be says 
may be legitimately and beneficially transgressed or disre
garded is God s law ; and the proposition which he is combat
ing is Mr Combe’s doctrine that the Divine laws, in all cases, 
and without any exception, are entitled to command the re
spect and obedience of God’s rational creatures. Get us see, 
however, by what evidence lie supports this extraordinary pro
position.

He appeals to the case of Grace Darling, “ who,” says he, 
“ was rendered illustrious by nobly braving the surges of the 
tempestuous ocean, endangering her own life to rescue others 
from a watery grave. She scorned to be withheld from her ge
nerous exertions by the regard due to the well-known or
ganic law, that a human body submerged beneath the 
waves, must soon be bereft of life.” (P. 127.) This is a mis
take. Groce Darling, by using a boat, which, by the phy
sical law, floats on the surface of the water, preserved her 
own body out of the water ; by obeying the physical law, she 
obeyed also the organic law, and thus saved herself and her 
fellow-creatures from drowning. Surely the Society’s “ pru
dence and caution,” as well as their common sense, were asleep 
when they allowed Mr Kennedy to publish such an example 
as evidence of the adcantayes of disobeying a natural law.

He adds another instance in which Air Holgrove rushed on 
a railway and rescued two poor women from destruction by 
an advancing train, but was himself struck down by the 
engine.

The argument founded on this case, has been already an
swered in the preceding article on “ Religion and Science,” 
pages 209 and 210. The argument itself affords an additional 
evidence of the thorough confusion which reigns in the minds 
of evangelical men on the subject of the natural laws, aud 
the low estimate which they form of Divine wisdom mani
fested in the order of nature. I t  does not admit of doubt 
that Mr Holgrove suffered from an error in calculating the 
position in which his own body and the train would stand 
relatively to each other at the time when ho made the effort. 
He reckoned on accomplishing his object, and on moving off
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the rail, before the train should come up ; in other words, he 
intended to obey the natural law, and not to set it at do- 
fiance. It is because we give him credit lor this intention, 
and sympathize with his miscalculation (which in his place 
we all might likewise have made), that we yield to him the tri
bute of our admiration. If we believed that he meant to 
throwaway his own life (which he must have meant, if he in
tended to disobey the physical law’ under which the advan
cing train was moving), and that he merely availed himself 
of the opportunity of the old women being on the rail, to kill 
himself with eclat, our judgment of his act would be one of 
unequivocal condemnation.

Mr Kennedy speaks of “ evading” the natural laws. The 
thing is impossible. God has connected the consequences with 
the antecedents; and man cannot separate or evade them. If 
Mr Kennedy hnd said, that by obeying one law we may 
shelter ourselves from the injurious effects of another, we 
could have understood what he meant; although, even in 
this case, there would have been an error in the form of ex
pressing the fact. For example, when a man rises in a bal
loon, he docs not triumph over the law of gravitation by set
ting it ut defiance, but by acting in accordance with it. That 
law causes the heavier gases of the atmosphere to gravitate >
more forcibly than the light hydrogen gas in the balloon; 
and the former, gravitating downwards, lift the balloon up.
A physician who, before visiting a case of malignant and in
fectious fever, takes a good breakfast, whereby he produces 
in his own organism an internal resisting power calculated to 
ward otf external influences, and who orders the door and 
windows of the patient’s chamber to be opened, and the room 
to be ventilated, before he enters it, and by these means 
escapes infection, does not triumph over the organic law by 
defying it at the call of duty, but fiuds his safety in obeying 
it. If ho enters that same apartment feeble, fasting, and *
exhausted, and encounters its concentrated contaminated at
mosphere, unmodified by ventilation, the supposed calls of 
moral duty will not protect him from the consequences. Ac
cording to the ordinary course of God’s providence, he will 
be infected himself, and he may die. We should be glad to 
know whether the clergymen and lay inspectors of the poor 
who have recently fallen victims to their duty in fever hospi
tals, have acted on Mr Kennedy’s view of the order of God's 
providence, or on ours. We have a suspicion that they have 
gone into the fever wards in a state of mental and physical 
exhaustion, ami neglected the means of diminishing by ven
tilation the noxious iufiuence of the effluvia from the bodies
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of the patients. Be this as it may, the natural tendency of 
Mr Kennedy’s doctrine, backed by all the influence of the 
evangelical Society, is to encourage men, at the supposed 
call of moral or religious duty, to set the organic laws at de
fiance : whereas our earnest exhortation to them is to obey 
them in all cases to the very utmost of their ability. We leave 
it to the reader to judge which party is here propounding 
*• dangerous error uud gross a b su rd ity a n d  whether a So
ciety which forms such an humble estimate of the self-con
sistency and instructive character of God’s natural provi
dence, and such an exalted view of its own discrimination, is 
more likely to “ oppose” or to propagate “ prevalent errors.’’

Chapter XIV. is “ On the Alleged Possibility of Deducing 
a System of Morality merely from the Natural Laws.’’ We 
at once concede to Mr Kennedy, that if God’s natural laws 
be, as he argues, so worthless that “ we may often, to a larye 
extent, properly disregard them,” and “ evade or disobey them 
in multiplied instances, quite unblameably'' they cannot be 
the fountain of a “ system of morality.’’ If he should ever 
have his eyes opened to higher views of the Divine Wisdom 
embodied in the order of nature, perhaps he may differ less 
from Mr Combe on this subject than he does at present.

Chapter XV. is “ On the use of Science us a guide to the 
Interpretation of Scripture.” True science is merely a cor
rect record of the order of God’s providence revealed to the 
human mind in the constitution and modes of action of physical 
and moral beings; and while Mr Kennedy forms his present 
humble estimate of its character, he is not in a condition to 
judge of its use and importance as a guide to the interpreta
tion of Scripture.

To conclude : we are not sorry that this Society has been 
formed, and that it has proclaimed war against the sacred 
and inviolable character of God’s providence embodied in the 
order of nature ; because such conduct, and such works as 
Mr Kennedy’s, will soon disclose to the public understand
ing the extraordinary confusion which reigns in the Calvin- 
istic mind on the connection between Religion and Science, 
and more speedily and effectually than by any other means 
bring its obstructive influence on popular education and so
cial progress to a close. We say the Calvinistic mind ge
nerally, for “ The Free Church Magazine” has not hesitated 
to auopt Mr Kennedy’s views, to recommend his work, and, 
in American phraseology, to endorse all his errors.
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IV. La Phrénologie, te Genie, et la Physiognomie, démontrés 
par 120 Portraits, Sujefs et Compositions, gravés sur Acier. 
Par H te . Bruyères, Peintre, Beau-fils du Docteur Spur
zheim. Paris : Aubert et O .  1847.

Phrenology, Gesture, and Physiognomy, illustrated by 120 
Portraits, &c. By II. BRUYERES, Painter, Step-son of Dr 
Spurzheim. Paris: Aubert & Co. 1847. Super-royal 8vo, 
pp. 51G.

This work is based on those of Dr Spurzheim, more especially 
his Phrenology in Connexion with the Study of Physiognomy. 
M. Bruyères is a son, by the first husband, of Dr Spurzheim’s 
wife. He seems to have imbibed an accurate knowledge of 
Phrenology, and has applied his art as a painter with consider
able success, in illustrating what may perhaps be termed 
the most refined department of Phrenology, namely the 
attitudes, gesticulations, and facial movements by which the 
cerebral organs, individually and in combination, express 
their activity through the medium of the body. The work 
is beautifully printed, and many of the plates are worthy of 
the subject, though to others we cannot give the same com
mendation. I t must have been produced at a great expense, 
both of labour and of money ; and we were glad to learn, 
during a recent visit to Paris, that it has been appreciated 
by the French public, and that the sale has been extensive, 
although the price is 30 francs—a large sum in France for 
a single volume on a disputed science. We regret that the 
late period at which we received the volume renders it im
possible for us to give a detailed review of its contents. 
We are obliged, therefore, to limit ourselves to a mere enu
meration of the subjects of which it treats.

Chapter I. is on the classification of the faculties ; Chapter 
II. on the temperaments; III. on the definition of the 
faculties; IV. on the relative positions of the organs; V. on 
the application of Phrenology to the study of individual 
character ; VI. Difficulties attending phrenological observa
tions ; VII. Modes of action of the faculties ; V III. On atten
tion, perception, conception, imagination, and memory ; IX. 
On judgment, good sense and penetration ; X. On will; XI. 
Dreams ; XII. Habit ; X III. On the combinations of the 
faculties ; XIV. On orators, poets, artists, and composers ;
XV. Natural language or mimicry,—studies of expression ;
XVI. On pleasure and happiness ; XVII. Materialism ; 
XVIII. Fatalism ; XIX. Moral liberty ; XX. Natural
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morality ; XXI. Application of Phrenology to education ; 
XXII. Application of Phrenology to legislation ; XXIII. Ap
plication of Phrenology to domestic life ; XXIV. On the im- 
proveability of the human species—utopianism ; XXV. On 
the world as it exists ; XXVI. On the utility of Phrenology ; 
Conclusion. There is an appendix, containing biographical 
notices of Drs Gall and Spurzheim.

The work, as will be seen, embraces the most interesting 
topics of Phrenology. It evinces an acquaintance with the 
best works on the subject, but is a popular rather than a 
scientific treatise ; yet its principles throughout are sound, 
and we consider it well calculated to awaken a taste for 
Phrenology in the higher circles of society, who shrink from 
laborious study until they are well certified that they will be 
rewarded for the irksomeness of serious application.

We cannot avoid making one unfavourable observation. 
Plate 90 represents Dr Spurzheim surrounded by a group of 
persons with ill-developed brains. I t is intended to pourtray 
their fierce indignation, contempt, or hatred, against him 
and his doctrines ; in contrast with his profound sorrow for 
the pitiable condition of the beings around him. The text 
informs us that the engraving “ represents Dr S. with 
perfect fidelity in regard to stature, attitude, and every 
external appearance ; and that the countenance recals the 
general effect of his features (leur ensemble) , it having been 
difficult to arrive at a perfect resemblance in the details. 
As to the form of the head, it is exact ; and it presents such 
a contrast with those of the individuals by whom he is sur
rounded, that every one must be struck by the vast difference 
which exists between a high organization and the types, more 
or less degraded, which we have grouped around him.” 
Now, we recollect Dr Spurzheim’s appearance and ex
pression distinctly, and are of opinion that this engraving does 
not do him justice. The coronal region of his head, particu
larly in its posterior part, was larger in proportion to the 
basilar ; and the expression of the moral and intellectual 
faculties in the countenance was far higher than is here re
presented. In this plate he stands like a convicted and con
demned criminal, rather than like a philanthropist, animated 
by a great truth, and inspired by benevolence and hope.
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We have been accustomed to consider the following points as 
generally admitted by scientific phrenologists. 1*/, That 
we have no knowledge of mind independent of organiza
tion. All the mental processes of which we are conscious, 
and all the mental manifestations which we perceive, take 
place through the medium of organs. It is, therefore, a mere 
waste of words to speak of spiritualism as something known 
to us independently of, aud unconnected with, organization. 
'Idly, That there nre, and, in this state of our knowledge, can 
be, no scientific grounds for asserting that the mind governs 
the organs. Would not the effects of material agents, such as 
wine, opium, carbonic acid gas, &c., equally warrant the op
posite assertion that the organs govern the mind 1 The 
truth is, that the mind independent of organs is, in the natural 
history of man, utterly unknown to us. But, 3dly, the cause 
of the organs, and of the mental manifestations which we see 
connected with them, is unknown to us ; and we have, there
fore, no adequate grounds for pronouncing any decision on its 
nature. I t is as obscure as the cause of gravitation, or of co
hesion in the particles of matter. 4tkly, The true phrenologist 
confines his investigations to the conditions under which the 
mental manifestations take place in this life, without pretend
ing to know nny thing of a spiritualism which acts independ
ently of matter, and which governs it. Indeed, on such a sup
position, Phrenology could never become a science. The un
known quality or power called “ spirit,” might, at any instant, 
over-rule all the known effects of the material organs. 
Phrenology does not stand in need of such a doctrine for its 
support.

In reality, M. Idjiez does not adduce a single fact in 
favour of his hypothesis. He refers to the increase of or
gans by mental culture, and to their decay by neglect of it, 
and similar phenomena. But the very same results ensue 
from exercise of the legs or the arms : they are improved by 
exercise, and injured by inaction. No rational physiologist, 
however, would ascribe these changes to spiritual causes act
ing independently of organization. The truth is. that M. 
Idjiez gives the names of “ spirit” and “ mind” to the func
tions performed by the brain, to desire, emotion, and intellect; 
and because the normal exercise of these functions improves 
the condition of the organs, and, in some cases, enlarges 
them, he regards this as evidence of the mind holding mat
ter in subjection. But such reasoning is a mere play upon 
words, sufficient, perhaps, to obviate the prejudices of the 
ignorant, but incapable of standing a rigid investigation.

We regard this doctrine as much more than a mere spe-
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VI. On Dean Swifts Disease, Death, and Post-mortem Exam
ination, in which the question of his Insanity is considered; 
together with some Notices of Stella and St Patrick's Hospi
tal. liy W i l l i a m  R. W i l d e , M.It.I.A. Illustrated with 
Engravings of the Skulls of Swift and Stella. Dublin: 
Hodges and Smith. 1847.

This interesting contribution towards a farther elucidation 
of the life of Swift, is reprinted from Nos. VI. and VII. of 
the Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical Science for May and 
August 1847. The author's chief purpose is to bring into 
one view “ such of the symptoms of Swift’s disease, mental 
and corporeal, premonitory and well-established, as the re
cords furnished by himself and his biographers are capable of 
affording us and he has “ no hesitation In asserting, that 
the detail of symptoms here given, chiefly in the words of 
the patient, afford us one of the best described, and certainly 
the very longest case of cerebral disease which we have ever 
met with, extending over a period of fifty-five years!” To 
all appearance (for without repeating his researches it is im
possible to speak authoritatively), he has exhausted the whole 
original materials that are before the public.

Mr Wilde’s conclusion is, that, contrary to the statements 
of Sir Walter Scott and other biographers, “ Swift was not, 
at any period of his life, not even in his last illness, what is 
usually termed and understood as mad." Whether the bio
graphers have exaggerated the facts, or evidence was acces
sible to some of them which Mr Wilde does not happen to 
be aware of, is a question into which it is unnecessary to en
ter. We are content with the facts which Mr Wilde him
self has collected ; and, upon their authority, we venture to 
assert that Swift was insane, in the correct acceptation of the 
term. There is ample evidence, not merely of intellectual 
decay (apparently to a morbid extent), but of a violence 
of temper truly describable as moral insanity, whatever 
may be “ usually understood” on such a subject. The symp
toms of his ailment were “ vertigo, deafness, sickness of sto
mach, pain in the head, diminution of muscular power, as 
shewn by his tottering gait, and numbness or some slight loss 
of sensation in the upper extremities. That these in turn 
were symptomatic of some cerebral affection is manifest. . . . 
As Swift advanced in years, his symptoms became more decid
edly cerebral, whilst the attacks became induced by causes 
which acted more on the mental than the corporeal nature, 
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such as excitements of various kinds, great mental labour, and 
strong emotions ; to which the peculiarity of his disposition, 
and the position which he occupied, especially predisposed 
him.” Mr Wilde infers that it was about 1740, when Swilt 
was in his seventy-third year, that “ paralysis of, at least, 
the face," supervened; and 41 it is more than problematical 
[probable 1] that, for several years previous to this, Swift 
laboured not only under attacks of temporary congestion of 
the head, but of chronic meningitis and cerebritis ; and from 
the date of his loss of memory and the supervention of the 
paralysis we are inclined to think effusion set in. The long- 
continued and excessive vascular action to which we refer, 
has left its traces indelibly marked upon the interior of the 
cranium, as shewn by the engraving; and the serous effusion 
is, in fact, the only post-mortem appearance recorded by his 
biographers, for we have no record whatover of the condition 
of the substance of the brain, though it is probable that there 
may have boen some softening of it.” This state, be adds, 
was either preceded by, or attended with (among other 
symptoms) “ impairment of the senses of sight and hear
ing, groat irritability of temper, and excessive restlessness ; 
then loss of memory and inability of speaking,” «fee. In 
short, the patient “ laboured under a most fearful physical 
disease, iu the very seat of reason, the effects of which were 
of the most stunning character, and serving in part to ex
plain that moodiness and moroseness of disposition, which 
bodily infirmity will, undoubtedly, p r o d u c e b u t ,  says Mr 
Wilde, that he was at any time either mad or imbecile, “ as 
tried and tested by the meaning and definition of these 
terms, as laid down by the most esteemed authors, we 
again assert, has not been proved,"

I t appears to us, that Mr Wilde here gives a plain de
scription of insanity in Swift; and if the definitions of “ the 
must esteemed authors” do not comprehend it, these authors 
must reform their definitions, if they wish to escape the mis
fortune of becoming little 44 esteemed.” How exclusively 
verbal the dispute is, appears from this curious fact, that in 
the very paragraph from which our last citation is made, Mr 
Wilde twice expresses his “ wonder,” that, all things consi
dered, “ Swift did not become deranged years previously!"  
His mind, in short, was *' deranged it had 41 given way"— 
but he was not 44 insane I"

Mr Wilde refers to an article on the skull of Swift, which 
appeared in this Journal, vol. ix., p. 4CC. He seems to 
hold, that no previously normal skull ever 44 alters its form 
from long-continued insanity or imbecility.” Now, three cases
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of this very occurrence were a<l<lucc<l in that article; and 
many more have probably been observed.

But even if we should concede that cerebral disease never 
occasions such an abnormal condition of the skull as renders 
it unfit for the purpose of testing Phrenology, another fact 
remains, which, though prominently put forward in the ar
ticle referred to, is conveniently passed over in silence by 
Mr Wilde—namely, that the skull in question is that of an 
old man of seventy-eight, and therefore cannot be depended 
on as evidence of what the brain teas in middle life. Is it per
fectly candid on the part of Mr Wilde to refrain from all men
tion of this topic, at the same time coolly asserting that the 
“ circumstance of Dean Swift’s head exhibiting small intel
lectual and large animal propensities, has not yet been ac
counted for by the votaries of Phrenology 1” The truth is, 
that, as formerly pointed out, there actually is a “ coincidence 
between the development of many of the organs of the pro
pensities and sentiments, and the Dean's habitual manifesta
tions during life.” And even with respect to the forehead, 
we are disposed to think that, ns the intellectual displays of 
Swift were much more in the department of the knowing 
than of the reflecting faculties, this part of the skull may 
have all along presented, in consequence of the superior de
velopment of the organs of the former faculties, a consider
ably sloping appearance, though not to the same extent as 
when old age and disease had done their work on the brain. 
The actual appearances are much exaggerated by Mr Ha
milton, whose description of the skull is quoted by Mr Wilde. 
I t is altogether erroneous to speak of the forehead as “ ex
tremely low,” and to represent “ those parts which the phre
nologists have marked out as the organs of Wit, Causality, 
and Comparison,’’ as “ scarcely developed at all.” True it 
is, no doubt, that, according to a newspaper report of a meet
ing of the Dublin Phrenological Society, which we copied into 
our ninth volume, p. 558, “ the depression on the anterior part 
of the head” was described by one of the speakers as such 
that “ the man must have been apparently au idiot:” but 
we protested at the time, in a note, against this expression, 
as “ considerably stronger than is warranted by the cast of 
of the s k u l l a n d  any one who chooses to examine the cast, 
or the engraving of it in Mr Wilde’s essay, may judge how 
the fact really stands.
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The Phrenological Society'» lawsuit against Dr Verity.— The fol
lowing article, extracted from The Economist of the 1 1th September 1S47, 
exhibits the present condition o f this tedious and singular afTair. ’The 
article is entitled “ France and England— International Law— Insecurity 
of Testamentary Property in France.”

“ In  our publication of the 28th of August, we copied from the 
Edinburgh Weekly Register a paragraph giving a short nccount of a de
cision of the Clour de Cassation, in Paris, in a  question between the 
Phrenological Society of Edinburgh and Dr Verity, executor of D r Ro- 
berton. W e are informed that the report of the Weekly Register is 
inaccurate and incomplete ; and as the points a t issue between the P h re 
nological Society and D r Verity involve questions of international law, 
aflecting the property of all British subjects dying in France, we have 
obtained the following details of the facts, and of the decision, from a 
source on which we can re ly ; and we recommend the subject to the no
tice of the British press generally, for the information of ull who may 
have property situated in the French dominions.

“ D r Roberton, a native of Scotland, resided upwards of twenty-five 
years in Paris, where he practised his profession, and left a  fortune in 
vested in French securities. H e had never obtained letters of “ autho
risation” to fix his domicile in Franco, and was, therefore, in the eye of 
the law, a foreigner a t the time of his death. H e executed a testament, 
in terms of tho French law, in which he nominated D r Verity, an E ng 
lishman, residing in Paris, his sole executor. H e died in Paris in Sep
tember 1840, and D r V erity entered on the execution of the testament. 
I t  bestowed certain legacies on individuals named in it, and constituted 
the Phrenological Society of Edinburgh the residuary legatee, to whom 
D r Verity was instructed to pay over the free residue of the funds after 
paying all tho special legacies and expenses.

“ D r Verity uplifted about 400,000 francs, or L .10,000 sterling, o f 
executry funds, and in due season tho Society called on him to render 
an account o f his administration, and to pay the residue to them ; which, 
according to their information, should have amounted to about L ,15 ,0 0 0  
sterling. The executor met this demand with a denial of the existence 
o f the Society, and disputed its right to tako up the residue under the 
will.

“ The Society took the advice of eminent lawyers in Edinburgh, L on
don, and Paris, and were assured that their title to the legacy was un
objectionable; and they, in consequence, commenced a suit in tho pro
p e r  1' reneh court in Paris, to compel the executor to account for the  
f u n d s ,  and to pay over the residue to them. Dr Verity met their de
m a n d  by denying their existence as a Society, and their right to receive 
t i r e  legacy, a n d  by denying also the right of the French courts to ju d g e  
i*x th e  m atter. Tho V rencli court ‘‘ Le Tribunal de la Seine” sustained 
f , l v e  objection to their own jurisdiction, and refused to entertain the cause 
j v t  ell, a9 b e in g  one between foreigners, and concerning the executry

-»aViie of a  foreigner.
"The Society entered an appeal to tho “ Cour Royale de Paris,” and  

ib».t court to reverse the decision, and, in the mean time, to o rder



D r Verity to consign, in the hands of nn officer o f court, the amount of 
the residue of the estate. On the 9th of August 1842, the “ Cour 
ltoyale” pronounced a decree, finding that, as both parties are foreigners, 
tho French tribunals cannot judgo of any questions between them ; but 
they ordered the executor to consign the residue of the succession for safe 
custody.

" D r V erity declined to comply with the order to consign, and the So
ciety applied to the court for the means of compulsion. On the 4th De
cember 1843, the court ordained the executor, within three days, to con
sign tho sum of 30,000 francs, to account of the residue (tho exact amount 
o f which D r Verity did not disclose), with 50 francs per day of penalty, 
in case of non-compliance.

“ The executor entered nn appeal against this judgment to the Court of 
Cassation of Paris; and on the 18th of August 1847, tha t tribunal con
firmed the order, dated 8th August 1842, on Dr V erity, commanding 
him to consign the residue of the estate for safe custody,* but they re
versed the decree of 4th December 1643, appointing him to consign the 
specific sum of 30,000 francs to account, under the penalty of 50 francs 
per day in case of de lay ; on the ground tha t D r V erity being a fo
reigner, tho tribunals o f France are incompetent to pronounce a sentenco 
of personal condemnation against him, and that tho order to consign, with 
a j>enalty attached to it, amounted to such a condemnation. They remit
ted the case, however, with this finding, to the “ (.'our Royolcdc Rouen,” 
to do further in  the m atter as to them may seem proper.

“ The explanation given of the remit to the “ Cour Uoyule de Rouen,” 
is, that that court and the “ Cour Royale de Paris” are equul in autho
rity, and that, by the French practice, the court of apjical, when it alters 
a judgment of an inferior tribunal, does not rem it the case to it to cor
rect its own errors, but sends it to another court of equal authority, which 
is supposed to be more free from bias or tendency to err a second time, 
lie  this, however, as it may, the result of these decisions is practically 
the following;—

“ T hat when a  British subject, having proi>erty in France, executes a 
testament, perfect in all the forms of French law, and names a British 
subject resident in Frunce his executor, and directs him to pay legacies, 
and account for the residue to a British subject, the French tribunals, 
although they will recognise the validity of the testament, give him let
ters of administration to uplift the funds and put them into his own 
poeket, deny the British legatees all title to sue him for payment, and 
cull him to account. They consider themselves competent to order him 
to consign the exceutry fund for safe custody, and will receive it  if  be 
choote» to comply with their o rd e r; but they consider thomsercs to havo 
no power to compel him even to consign.

“  The importance of these decisions to British subjects who arc resident

•  [T his is no t the precise shape In w hich the m atter stands, though the fact is 
substantially  us here represented. The order o f  8 th A ugust 1812, not having 
been nppealed uguinst, never was before the  C ourt o f  Cassation at «11; b u t it  
is as final and im perative as i f  th a t court had  confirmed it  on appeal.

I t  may be added, th a t  U r V erity 's  allegation  o f tho Phrenological .Society's 
hav ing ceased to exist, has te e n  refu ted  by the most satisfactory and conclusive 
evidence.— El). F . J .]
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in and have property in Franco, cannot be over-estimated. W o are in
formed that D r Verity is Physician to the British Embassy in  Paris, and 
that the Phrenological Society has laid a statement o f the case Iwfore 
Lord Palmerston. W e shall be anxious to learn the result o f their ap
peal to the British Government. According to our information, the law 
o f France rests on the Code Napoleon, which »'as framed nt a time when 
all Europe was combined against France, and was intended to deny to 
foreigners o f every nation, residents in that country, the aid of the French 
courts to adjust their claims against each o ther; and i t  remains un
altered to the present day. The Americans. Germans, Russians, and 
Italians, are all, equally with the British, denied the benefit of tho 
French tribunals, in such cases as the present. This is the more into
lerable in the cose of British subjects, because the courts, both of E ng
land and Scotland, exercise jurisdiction over foreigners who have acquired 
a domicile within their territories, and open their halls equally to fo
reigners to sue each other and to natives.

“ In  this narrative we have intentionally abstained from entering into 
any of the minor details of the case. D r Verity, for example, alleged, 
in  his pleadings before the French courts, th a t Dr Roberton had left 
sisters living in Scotland, and that, on tho advice of the Lord Advocate 
of Scotland, ho had paid the residue of the estate to them, and obtained 
their discharge. The Phrenological Society denied that D r Verity had the 
right, on the opinion of any legal adviser, however eminent, obtained 
not in an arbitration but in private consultation, to set aside the testa
ment under which he was appointed to act; and they, moreover, denied 
the fact o f his having paid the residue to tho sisters, and called on him 
to produce the discharge, which he never did. They therefore affirmed 
that the residue had not been accounted for, or paid to any party what
ever, but was and is still in his own possession. Into none of these ques
tions, however, did the French courts enter. They rested solely on their 
own incompetency to judge of the rights of foreigners in any form what
ever ; and it is in consequence of this abstract result that the case oc- 
quires its great public importance. As Dr Verity is domiciled in Frunee, 
and has no known property in Britain, the British courts cannot call him 
effectively to account, and hence there appears to be no remedy in law 
applicable to the case.”

Sheffield Phrenological Society .— The following is extracted from a 
Report of the Council of this active and flourishing society, road before 
tho members nt their F ilth  Annual Meeting, held in the Museum, Bank 
Buildings, April 1, and adjourned to April 0, 1847 ;— Samuel Eadon, 
M.A., Vice-President, in the ch a ir :— The Council of this Society have 
now the pleasure of laying before its Members, not the gradual progres
sion, as heretofore, but the rapid advancement o f the interests of Phreno
logy, made during the F ilth  Session, not only with reference to the 
increase o f Members, but also in the greater interest taken in the sub
ject generally, as evidenced by the numerous attendance a t many o f the 
Meetings.

One of the most desirable objects sought for without success by former 
Councils, has, this Session, been obtained ; namely, a suitable Room for 
the depositing of Busts, Books, &c., and for the delivery of Lectures.
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For the purpose of throwing more energy into the Society, your Coun
cil deemed it  expedient that W eekly Meetings should be held, when p ri
vate Lectures or Papers might be read to the Members, oj>en to discus
sion. The Society has in consequence had nearly double the number of 
Meetings enjoyed by former Sessions, ns the following list will show. I t  
must be determined by future Councils whether these weekly meetings 
bo continued.— Oct. 16. Introductory public Lecture on Education, by 
W . 11. Hodgson, Esq., L L .I)., of Liverpool. Oct. 21. Private Lecture 
on the Relative Importance of Poetry, Music, Painting, and Sculpture,!))' 
M r S. Eudon. Oct. 28. Private Lecture on Capital Punishment, by Mr 
J .  Yeomans, jun ., solicitor. Nov. 4. Private Lecture on the Connection 
between Phrenology and the Philosophy of the Human Mind, by M r S. 
Eadon. Nov. 11. Roport o f the Case of John Pallett, who murdered M r 
James Mumford, Dec. 8, 1823, taken from the P hrenological J o u rn a l, 
vol. i., with remarks thereon by Mr S. Eadon. Nov. 18. Private Lecture 
on the Connection of the Mind with the Body, through the Medium of the 
Nervous System, and on certain Combinations of Phrenological Organs, 
by M r S. Eadon. Nov. 25. Private Lecture on the Advantages of the 
Study of Phrenology, by Mr Robert Roper, jun ., surgeon. Dec. 2. P r i
vate Lecture on the Condition of Adam in Paradise, by M r H enry 
Bach. Deo. 9. Private Lecturo on the origin of Oratorios, by M r John 
Rhodes. Deo. 1C. Private Lecture on Common Sense, by M rS . Eadon. 
Also, a  communication from M r E . T . Craig. Jan . 20, 27, Feb. 3, and 
10, 1847. Course of Four Public Lectures on the Mutual Bearing and 
Tendencies o f Phrenology, Mental Science, and Christianity ; shewing 
tha t Phrenology is the only system of Mental Physics ever propounded 
to the world that fully harmonizes with the Religion of the Bible, by Mr
S. Eudon. Fob. 17. Private Lecture on the comparison of the characters 
o f Danton and Robespierre, Phrenologieally considered, by M r Derby. 
Feb. 24. Private Lecture on Self-Knowledge, by M r F . Scott. March 3 
and 17. Two private Lectures, consisting of some IBustrations of the Use 
and Abuse of Phrenology, by M r J . Ilarm ar Smith, surgeon. March 10. 
Communication from Mr W . C. Corsan, o f New York, on Capital Punish
ments. March 24. The concluding public Lecture, on the Philosophy 
of Taste, with Strictures on the writings of Jeffrey, Payne, Knight, Alison, 
and Brown, in reference thereto, by M r S. Eadon.

W ithout desiring to be personal, the Council cannot but express how 
much they are indebted to M r S. Eadon for his numerous and highly 
interesting lectures, and trust tha t other gentlemen will follow his ex
ample in the succeeding sessions. W ith  a view to encourage members of 
this Society to deliver lectures, (many of whom are well qualified,) the 
following list of subjects is added for their choice :— Advantages of P hre
nology— Objections to Phrenology— Education, enlightened by Phreno- 
logy— Marriage Phrenologieally considered— The Temperaments— Bio
graphy illustrated and proved by the science of Phrenology— The Study 
of the Organic Laws— The Moral Laws— The Physical Laws— Practical 
Phrenology— Anatomy of the Brain— H as Anatomy unfolded the Func
tions of the Brain ?— The Harmony betwixt Phrenology and Christianity 
— W hat is Materialism ? and has Phrenology any connexion with it ?—  
W hat is FutolLm '< and does Phrenology load to i t? — Is man accountable
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for his belief?— The Theory of the Memories— W hat is the duty of So
ciety with regard to Criminals ?— O n the nature of the Sublime and beauti
ful— On the Laws of Association— The best mode of cultivating a Taste 
for the Fine A rts— The N ature o f Evidence— On Reasoning, and on the 
Baconian Method of Induction— The Relation between Mesmerism and 
Phrenology.

The number of Members transferred from the Council o f 1845-4G to 
the present, was eighty-five, thirteen of whom withdrew themselves from 
the Society, leaving a nett number of seventy-two. The Council have, 
however, great pleasure in stating, that the present number is 127, fifty- 

five having been added during the present session— a number far exceed
ing that of any former period in the Society's h is to ry ; and your Council 
doubt not tha t the number may be further increased, if  individual mem
bers will take an interest and exert themselves.

Another improvement made during the past session, is the publica
tion of a Descriptive Catalogue o f Busts, Masks, and Skulls, to the Mu
seum, in which remarkable developments and peculiarities o f formation are 
pointed out, with historical details o f the most extraordinary crania. This 
has been arranged for the use of the members, by M r S. Eadon, Vice- 
President.

W ith all those improvements and additions, it is evident your Council 
have had a large amount of expense to meet, yet they are able to say that 
the financial state of the Society is favourable, considering the heavy out
lay, and tha t the balance duo to the treasurer will be easily met in the 
ensuing session. •

The following gentlemen were elected as Officers during the ensuing 
Session :— Honorary President, George Combe, E s q .; President, Cordon 
Thompson, Esq., M .D .; Vice-President, Mr Robert Roper, j u n . ; Secre
tary, M r H enry B ach; Treasurer. M r Roger Broad head ; Curator, Mr 
R . C. Sm ith; Council, Messrs Robert Roper, sen., John Moss, Charles 
Milner, Richard Kitchen. George Schofield, W illiam  Rhodes. James 
Sewell, W illiam Ilorridgc, H enry Poarce^Thomas Eyre, George Barnard, 
and John Yeomans, jun.

Aberdeen.—Presentation to Mr Straton.— The friends and supporters 
of Phrenology in this city met on the evening of Tuesday lust, in the 
Museum of the Aberdeen Phrenological Society, for the purpose of bestow
ing upon M r James Straton a substantial mark o f their esteem, for the 
able manner in which, for years past, he has conducted tbo studies of the 
Practical Class ir. connection with tho Society, and of their high appro
bation of his literary efforts in the cause of the science. The President, 
after alluding to M r Straton's services to the Society, during the whole 
period of its existence, and the important character of his late investiga
tions, and their bearing upon the future progress ol' Phrenology, presented 
him with an elegant copy of Burns's Life and W orks, and a purse of 
sovereigns. M r Straton made a suitable reply, and the meeting separated, 
much gratified with the opportunity which had been afforded them, indi
vidually and collectively, of acknowledging the generous and praisew orthy 
labours of the oldest und most indefatigable phrenologist in Aberdeen. 
Aberdeen, Avgust 115, 1847.
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Phrenological Quackery in London.— To the Editor.— Sir,— The fol
lowing delectable piece of quackery which I had the fortune to meet with 
a few weeks since, may not be uninteresting to your readers.

W o have here, in  London, a person named M rs Hamilton, who lectures 
and practises as a phrenologist, She professes to be in possession of a 
discovery which is calculated to rectify all defects in  the cerebral organi
sation, as the sequel will shew.

Passing by her rooms the other week, I saw a bill announcing a lecture 
on Phrenology, with practical demonstrations at the conclusion. I entered, 
heard the close of her discourse, and witnessed the examination of several 
persons' heads. I  then presented my own cranium for her inspection : she 
made some “ hits," coupled with some gross blunders. The point, how
ever, on which she dwelt most, was “ my decided suicidal tendency, aris
ing (as she said) from an excessive Cautiousness and a deficient Hope." , 
She then told both myself and the persons present, that she had in her 
possession a prescription which would speedily cure my “ disposition to 
self-murder.” Immediately u small phial was produced, containing a trans
parent mixture, and a portion thereof applied to my organ of Hope in a 
twinkling. She rubbed it on the head with considerable rapidity and 
violence, to tbe no small amusement o f the audience, who testified their 
gratification by the most unequivocal signs. She then asked me if  I felt 
a burning sensation on the p a r t ; this I could not deny, for the heat was 
most intense. The audience were told that this was a proof the mixture 
hud taken effect. The lecturer now treated us to the following explana
tion of the modus operands of the lotion (for something of this sort it ap
peared to be). She said tha t the heating sensation was an evidence that 
the preparation was penetrating the bones of the skull, passing through 
the membranes beneath, and coming into direct contact with the convolu
tions of the brain in the regions of Hope and Cautiun, the former of 

%which it would greatly improve, and the latter decrease in pow er; and, 
further, the blood would be drawn from the extremities of the body into 
the organ of Hope, thereby increasing its vigour. How it was to act 
upon Caution was not explained, and in the general amusement I  for- 

'  got to inquire. However, the general result was to be the reduction of 
roy " suicidal propensity.” Mrs H . then stated, that the mixture was 
equally effective with all weak or poorly developed organs, but in some 
extreme cases it would be requisite to use a daily application, for which 
purpose bottles o f the preparation could be obtained. A person here en
quired “ what the stuff' was made of,” and was told that the principal in
gredient was a secret, but it was a preparation of metals and acids.

The whole operatiou being by this time completed. Mrs II . told me 
tha t I should not bo annoyed on the morrow with gloominess, c.r thoughts 
o f self-destruction ; and I escaped from her hands amidst a general burst 
of laughter, which I could not help joining in with.

I shortly got into conversation with some of the persons present, two 
of whom, I soon learned, had been using the lotion, and that for a defect 
similar to the one Mrs II. hail found out in my own head. These two 
persons were ladies apparently single (that is, matrimonially shak ing ), 
and about forty years o f age. They informed me that they found con
siderable benefit from the lotion when applied by Mrs H . to their heads, 
bu t when they used it themselves they experienced no relief. This fact 

they communicated to Mrs I I , , who told them they did not rub enough in,
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and if  they would come to her on the following day, she would again do 
it  for them. They therefore agreed to come and undergo the rubbing.

A thousand little explanations relative to the cause of nervousness 
(which, it appears according to Mrs H .’s philosophy, is consequent upon 
to o  much blood in  the fe e t a n d  too  l i t t l k  in  the head), and the peculiar 
power of the “ elixir o f life” (this is the name which Mrs H . gives to the 
lotion) in regulating all this, wero being given when I left, pondering on 
the wonderful discover}’.

This is the la test im provem ent in  the a r t o f  p ra c tica lly  a p p ly in g  phre
nological knowledge to the bettering the m e n ta l condition o f  m a n , th a t I  
have m et with.

I f  we for one moment consider the numberless persons tha t may be 
benefited by this discovery, and the consequent advantage resulting to 

,  society from its general adoption, we cannot avoid placing the illustrious 
discoverer on the muster-roll o f benefactors o f humanity.

No individual need now mourn, even for a day longer, his want of 
talent or capacity. Brilliant talents and dazzling genius, which the world 
envies and admires, may now become tho personal property of him who 
will but venture a few shillings for this “ e lix ir ,” not of more life, but of 
m in d  also. Our illustrious founder, G all, has secured for himself a great 
and enduring name in the annals of philosophy. But even he will ba 
eclipsed by this later genius, wbo not merely explains to us the secret of 
mind, but actually places a t our disposal the means whereby we can con 
f e r  upon ourselves the talents of which the great German only understood 
the philosophy.

As respects the application of this discovery to the m oral improvement 
o f society.— Let an association of benevolent persons be formed to sub
scribe for a  wholesale supply of the lotion, and distribute it with dircc - 
tions for use amongst their badly organised fellow-men and women. 1 
would suggest that a committee be appointed to carry on the work of re
generation with our criminal populat ion. Let tho tenants of our jails, peni
tentiaries, penal settlements, &c. &c.,bo subjected to a d a ily  applica tion  
on their coronal regions, and, in a very short time, a most gratifying 
change will become evident.

The diffident, the timid, the indiscreet, the wavering, the spiritless, 
and tho procrastinating, all, all should be provided with this most potent 
“  elixir.”

But, to be serious. I b it not. Sir. astonishing, is it  not lamentable, that 
in the nineteenth century, and in tho British metropolis, such detestable 
quackory should be preached to the public in the name of science, and 
that, too, by a person professing to be one of its disciples? W ell may we 
exclaim, "  1 leaven save us from our friends !” Such friends do our science 
more injury in tho minds of the public, than the severest satires or strong
est arguments of its avowed opponents.

Phrenologists ought to openly and publicly expose such empiricism, and 
put the people on their gnard against such impostors.

But, Sir, I must conclude, praying you will give some observations on 
this subject. 1 think that, for the credit and dignity of our science, tho 
Journal cannot bo too severe upon this matter. I now leave this in your 
hands, and subscribe myself, yours truly, Peter Jones.

4  ( ¡ o l o s m m i s '  Row, G o u g h  S o h a h e ,
F leet  Stuket , London, 9/A ilm j 1817.
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Dr W. D. Hodgson.—*• We are glad,” says the Manchester Examiner, 

“ to announce to our fellow-townsmen the acquisition, at no very distant 
period, ns a resident amongst us, of W. 11. Hodgson, Esq., LL.D., Prin
cipal of the Liverpool Mechanics' Institution, and head master of its High 
School. After an eight years’ connection with that institution, Dr Hodg
son now assumes the Prineipalship of the Chorlton High School, along 
with our highly respected townsman, the Rev. H. L. Jones, M.A., who in
tends ere long to retire from the duties of tuition, leaving to Dr Hodgson 
the proprietorship and sole management of the school. Dr Hodgson’s 
great oijierience in education, ns well as the advanced views which he is 
known to entertain with regard to both its philosophy and its practice ; 
his eminent scholarship, and the extensive range of his literary acquire
ments, render the prospect of his settlement in Mochester a subject for 
general congratulation. We have reason to know that Dr Hodgson's 
services to tho institution over which he 1ms so long and efficiently pre
sided, have received the wannest approbation and appreciation from its 
directors and tho public : and that in Liverpool, where he has gained the 
esteem of all parties by his intelligence and public spirit, his removul to a 
new sphere of duties is regarded with very great regret." The fol
lowing resolution has been [>assod unanimously by the Committee of the 
Liverpool .Mechanics' Institution :—“ That this Committee accept with 
great regret the resignation by Dr Hodgson of his office as Principal of 
this Institution, and in doing so record their high sense of the benefit 
which the Institution has derived from his able and zealous services 
during the period of eight years in which ho has been connected with it. 
and express their best wishes for his future happiness and prosperity in 
life." Among the various honours which have been paid to Dr Hodgson 
on the occasion of his departure from Liverpool, was a soiree given on 
the 25th of September, at which were present all the teachers and of
ficers of the Mechanics' Institution, amounting to about sixty (including 
tho lady superintendent and teachers of the Girls' School in connection 
with it), and also a number of Dr Hodgson’s personul friends. Mr 
England, now head master of the High School, read an address by tho 
teachers and officers, expressive of the high rese c t and esteem in which 
he is held by them, and requesting his acceptance of a pair of globes. 
“ While for our own sakes,” they say, “ and tho sake of this Institu- 

* tion, wo regret your resignation, we rejoice that the change which you are 
now about to make will introduce yo'u to a new, and, we trust, a wider 
sphere of activity and usefulness, and prove advantageous in many other 
resjiects. Though the place of their action may be changed, yot we aro 
confident that your talents will continue to be exercised, with the same 
energy and discretion ns heretofore, in advancing the great cause of hu- 
umu improvement.” Dr Hodgson entered on his new duties on the Gth 
of October, and wo hourtily join with his other friends and admirers in 
the expectation that he will perform them with his ueuoI  great ability 
and success.

Family of Dr Spnrzhcim.— On 21st July 1847,1 visited Treves, and 
os DrSpurzheim was born in the neighbourhood, 1 mado enquiries after 
the family to which ho belonged. I asked the “ castellan" or custodier 
of the public library if ho know anything of the family ; but he had nover
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heard of Gall or Spurzheim, of Schädel lehre, or Phrenology ! He hod, 
however, been in Trêves only two years, and he offered to ask “ the pro
fessor,” who, as I understood him, was the chief librarian, if  he had ever 
heard of such persons ; and promised to call at the hotel, which was quite 
near to the library, and inform mo of the result. At 8 r.M. ho called, 
and mentioned that he had now seen Prolessor Steinberger ; that the pro
fessor knew Dr Spurzlieim’s family, and that last year a sister of Dr S. 
had lived in the suburb of Trêves, immediately beyond the Porta nigra. 

He kindly accompanied me in search of her residence. He enquired in 
vain in the street indicated by the professor; when an intelligent person, 
with whom we held consultation, suggested that we should go to the burgo
master of the district, who had a roll of all the inhabitants. W e did so; 
but he had never heard of the name. Having been told, however, that 
D r Spurzheim was a native of Longuich, near Trêves, that ho had had 
a great reputation in England, and that I desired to learn whether any 
members of the family wore still alive, and who they were, ho proposed, 
unasked, to apply to-morrow to the police magistrate, whose authority 
embraced the whole city, and to inform the castellan,— who, with equal 
kindness, offered to write to me in Edinburgh the result of their in
vestigations. I offered to give them pecuniary compensation for their 
trouble, but they both declined to accept of any consideration, being ob
viously gratified to assist in the enquiries. The castellan stated, that 
he had consulted the “Conversations Lex icon,” which contains an account 
of every man of every country in the least distinguished, but that Spur- 
zheim's name is not to be found in it !

At half-past 11 p . m . I  was roused from sleep hy a great knocking at 
my bedroom door. A person whom I did not know presented to me u 
paper, which he said was written by an individual who knew all about 
the Spurzheim family, and who had heard of my enquiries. As I had 
mentioned that I was to leave Trêves the next morning at 5 o’clock, ho had 
come at this late hour, lest I should not otherwise receive the information ; 
and before I had time to look at the writing he had departed. I send 
you a translation of it ; and I have given this history of its origin, that 
no more importance may be attached to it than it deserves. I have no 
means here of consulting Mr Nahum Capen’s Life of Dr Spurzheim ; but 
you will see from it how far this memorandum contains anything new, and 
how far it agrees with previous reports. The translation is nsfojlows :—

“ The family of Spurzheim were, before the time of the French revolu
tion, viz., before the year 1794, farmers upon the estate called the Max
iminer Gut” (or the estate belonging to the Abbey of Maximinian), “ at 
Longuich, near Schweig, on the Moselle. Old Spurzheim died in the 
farm. From that time, his widow lived in this parish. Afterwards, she 
left it, and died in 1802, in the house of her brother, who was a clergy
man nt Selters, near Limburg, in the Grand Duchy of llessen.

“ A son of the name of Francis died in this parish about the year 1797.
“ A son called Caspar was a doctor in England.
“ A son of the name of John Joseph is said to have died in Vienna.
" A daughter called Theresia was married in Schweig, who lias left a 

numerous family, still in existence.
“ Another son was a saddler and lived in Vienna, whose name I do 

not know.
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“ This is in  that is known of the said family.
“ The burgomaster of the parish,” (signed) “  P hoist."

He does not mention of which parish he is burgomaster, but it must be 
in or near Treves.

As n r  stay was short, I  h a i no opportunity of prosecuting these en
quiries farther ; bat even these slender memorials may perhaps facilitate 
the researches of some future biographer of this distinguished man.

• Geo. Conni.
Com ini, July 33, 1847.

Skull of Sir Thomas More__ A writer in The Gentleman's Maturine

for May 1837 (voi. rii. p. 494), signing “ V. S. 1).," and dating his com
munication from “ St Donstan's, Canterbury," states, that Sir Thomas 
More’s head “ was obtained (after its exposure on London Bridge) by his 
helored daughter Margaret, and brought to her residence in St Dunstan's, 
Canterbury, and deposited, by her request, in the same vault with her 
after her decease. Your readers are aware that she was married to one 
of the Roper family, who had a mansion in this parish, the gate of which 
—a curious piece of brick-work— is still standing, and is the entrance to 
a brewery ; but no vestige of the house is left. In the chancel of the 
church is a vault belonging to that family, which, in newly paving of tho 
chancel, in the summer of 1S35, was accidentally opened ; and, wishing 
to ascertain whether Sir T. More's skull was really there, I went 'down 
into the vault, and found it still remaining in the place where it was seen 
many years ago, in a niche in tho wall, in a leaden box, something of 
the shape of a bee-hive, open in the front and with an iron grating be
fore it. In this vault were five coffins, some of them belonging to tho 
Henshaw family, one much decayed, no inscription to be traced on it. 
The wall in the vault, which is on the south side, and in which the skull 
was found, seems to have been built much later than the timb of Sir T. 
More’s decapitation, and appears to.be a separation between tho Roper 
chancel and the part under the Communion Table. In the same chancel 
ore two venerable altar tombs, of Betherdcn marble, one of them partly 
within an arch in the wall, which was probably that of the founder of 
the chancel, and from both of which, brasses have evidently been re
moved. * * ♦ Opposite to these tombs is a beautiful monument,
erected by a grandson of Sir T. More, sacred (as he calls it) * P i e t a t i  
e t  P a r e n t ib c s  it has been lately cleansed from tho dust and cobwebs 
of ages, and stands forth now in all its former chaste and simple beauty.” 
A wood-engraving of the grated niche is given, but only the facial bones 
are visible, the rest of the skull being hidden by tho box. The editor 
adds the following remarks :— “ In illustration of the interesting dis
closure made by this correspondent, we have made the following ex
tracts from the several authors who have noticed the late of tho Head of 
Sir Thomas More. The first is from Cresacre More’s Life of his illus
trious ancestor (p. 289, Mr Hunter's edit.) :— ‘ His head having remained 
about a month upon London Bridge, and being to be cast in the Thames, 
because room should be made for divers others, who in plentiful sort suf
fered martyrdom for the same supremacy shortly after, it was bought ' 
his daughter Margaret, lest (as she stoutly affirmed before the Couit 
being called before them after for the same matter) it should be food



fishes; which she buried where the thought fittest; it was very well to be 
known, as well by the lively favour of him [». e. the expression of his coun
tenance], which was not all tills while in any thing almost diminished; 
as also by reason of one tooth, which he wanted whilst he lived; herein 
it was to be admired, that the hairs of his beard being almost grey be
fore his martyrdom, they seemed now as it were reddish or yellow.’ 
The next is from Lewis’s Preface to Roper’s Life of Sir Thomas More 
(Singer's ed, p. xx i.):— ‘ W ith this excellent woman Mr Roper lived 
about sixteen years, she dying 1544, nine years after her father, when 
she was buried in the family burying-place at St Dunstan's, with her 
father’s head in her arms, as she had desired.’ But still more precise, 
and doubtless more accurate, is the account given by Anthony a Wood 
in his Athens; Oxonienscs (vol. i. p. 86, Bliss's ed it.):— * As for his head, 
it was set upon a pole, on London Bridge, where abiding about fourteen 
days, was then privily bought by the said Margaret, and by her for 
a time carefully preserv'd in a leaden box, but afterwards with great 
devotion 'twas jiut into a vault (the burying-place of the liopers) under 

a chapel joyning to St Dunstan’s church in Canterbury, where it doth 
yet remain, stauding in the said box on the coffin of Margaret his daugh
ter buried there.’ And lastly, as confirming the chain of proof as to the 
identity of the skull lately seen, the following note in the same place is 
very satisfactory:— ‘ Dr [then Mr] Rawlinson informed Hearne, that 
when the vault was opened in 1715, to enter into one of the Ropers 
family, the box was seen enclosed in an iron grate." W e hope that a 
cast of this skull may be obtained.

Importance of Cheerfulness in Childhood.— I  may be permitted for a 
moment to urge the high importance of preserving in children a cheer
ful and happy state of temj>er, by indulging them in the various pleasures 
and diversions suited to their years. Those who are themselves, either 
from age or temperament, grave and sober, will not unfrequently attempt 
to cultivate a similar disposition in children. Such, however, is in 
manifest violation of the laws of the youthful constitution. Each period 
of life has its distinctive character and enjoyments, and gravity and se
dateness, which fond parents commonly call manliness, appear to me 
quite os inconsistent and unbecoming in the character of childhood, as 
puerile levity in that of age.

The young, if  unwisely restrained in their appropriate amusements, or 
too much confined to the society of what are termed serious people, may 
experience, in consequence, such a dejection of spirits as to occasion a 
sensible injury to their health. And it should furthermore be considered 
that the s;iorts and gaieties o f happy childhood call forth those various 
muscular actions, as laughing, shouting, running, jumping, &c., which 
are, in early life, so absolutely essential to the healthful development of 
the different bodily organs.

Again, children, when exposed to neglect and unkind treatment,— for 
to such they are for more sensible than we are prone to suspect,— will not 
unusually grow sad and spiritless, their stomach, bowels, and nervous sys
tem becoming enfeebled and deranged; and various other painful infir
mities, and even premature decay, may sometimes owe their origin to 
such unhappy source__ Sweater's Mental Hygiene.

454 Intelligence.
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Education of Idiots in Paris.—On the 20th of September 1847. at 

10 a .m ., I  went to l ’icetre, the great public Pauper Lunatic Asylum of 
Paris, where Dr Voisin (who is an enlightened and avowed phrenologist) 
received me most kindly, and conducted me to his school for the educa
tion of idiots.

There were about 100 of them, of ages varying from 10 or 12, to 30 or 
40 years. Their heads were of all forms and sizes. There were idiots 
from pure deficiency in the size of the brain— with small narrow fore
heads, small in the eoronal region, and some of them small also in the 
region of the propensities ;— idiots from extreme deficiency only in the 
intellectual organs, with predominant propensities : idiots from epilepsy, 
with brains well formed but diseased; idiots from hydrocephalus ; idiots 
from structural weakness of brain, members of families in whom insanity 
is hereditary, and in whom mere weakness of structure begets idiocy, in
dependently of deficiency in form and size; and, lastly, children who are 
mischievous from great predominance of the organs of the projxmsities 
over those of the intellect and moral sentiments, and whose brains are 
liable to excitement and abnormal activity, without, however, being in
volved in what can be properly culled either insanity or idiocy.

The object is, to waken up the dormant powers, to restrain the over- 
active, and to bring all into a condition of regulated action, approaching 
os nearly as possible to the state of reason.

The means followed are, the enforcement of cleanliness and order; 
the supply of good nourishment, in proper quantities ; a great deal of 
muscular exercise ; and unceasing appeals to the five senses, the faculties 
of observation, and the moral feelings. Kindness, vivacity, and intelli
gence, characterize their teacher in an eminent degree. Dr Voisin said 
that it is necessary to knock a hundred times on the deficient faculties, 
before they will respond ; but, if  you constantly present to them their 
natural objects, persevere, and solicit them by kindness, they will open 
more or less by degrees ; and when you have once obtained access, you 
may convey to them much more information, and train them, by imita
tion and repetition, into habits of action, much more closely approaching 
to reason, than you could have anticipated before making the experiment. 
The first grand object is to fix the attention; and this is done by bringing 
down the wandoring and glimmering faculties to deal with realities. He 
has bottles containing a variety of odorous substances, which aro presented 
in succession to the organs of smell, and the idiot is taught to discriminate 
the differences, and afterwards to name the substances; Figures of vari
ous forms are presented to educate the senses of sight and touch. There 
are music, and marching, and dancing, to teach them to discriminate 
sounds and intervals of time ; military evolutions, gymnastics, and fen
cing, to educatethe faculties of Order, Individuality, and Eventuality, and 
to invigorate the corporeal functions generally. Moral instruction, read
ing, and any other kind of knowledge for which the individuals shew a 
capacity, are added ; and, at length, those whose faculties are sufficiently 
developed are employed in trades, I saw them making shoes, and tables 
and chairs.

The results are very satisfactory. In nn ordinary asylum, these idiots 
would have been lolling about the wards, with open mouths, vacant 
wandering eyes, slouching gaits, mid countenances destitute of intelligent
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eluding some of her extraordinary sostenuto notes, with all their Inflections 
from pianissimo to forte crescendo, and again diminished to thread-like 
pianissimo : but in all these fantastic tricks and displays of genius by the 
Swedish nightingale, even to the shake, she was so closeiy and accurately 
tracked by the somnambulist, that several in the room occasionally could 
not have told, merely by hearing, that there were two individuals singing 
— so instantaneously did she catch the notes, and so perfectly did their 
voices blend and accord. Next, Jenny having been told by Mr Braid 
that she might be tested in some other language, this charming songstress 
commenced “ Casta Diva,” in which, the fidelity of the somnambulist's 
performance, both in words and music, was most perfect, and fully justified 
all Mr Braid had alleged regarding her jiowers. Indeed, he said, he had 
never known this patient fail in such feats. The girl lias naturally a 
good voice, and has had a little musical instruction in some of the “ Music 
for the Million" classes, but is quite incapable of doing any such feat in 
the waking condition, either as regards singing the notes or shaking the 
words with the accuracy she did when in the somnambulist state. She 
was also tested by Madlle. Lind in merely imitating language, when she 
gave most exa t imitations; and Mr Schawbe also tried her by some 
most difficult combinations of sound, which he said he knew no one was 
capable of imitating correctly without much practice, but the som
nambulist imitated them correctly at once, and that whether spoken Blowly 
or quickly. When the girl was aroused she had no recollection of any
thing which had been done by her, or that she had afforded such a high 
gratification to all present, by proving the wonderful powers of imitation 
which are acquired by some patients during a state of artificial somnam
bulism ; she said she merely felt somewhat out of breath as if she had 
been running.— Mr Braid attributes all this merely to the extraordinary 
exaltation of the sense of hearing and the muscular sense, at a certain 
stage of the sleep, together with the abstracted state of the mind, which 
enables the patients to concentrate their undivided attention on the subject 
in hand ; together with entire confidence in their own powers. By this 
means, he says, they can appreciate nice shades of difference in sound, 
which would wholly escape their observation in the ordinary condition, 
and the vocal organs are correspond ¡ugly more under control, owing to the 
exalted state of the muscular sense; and the concentrated attention and 
confidence in their own powers with which he endeavours to inspire them, 
enables them to turn these exalted senses to tiie best advantage, lie  says 
it is no gift of intnitiou, as they do not understand the meuning of the 
words they utter; but it is a wonderful example of the extraordinary 
powers of imitating sounds, at a certain stage of somnambulism. And 
wonderful enough it most ussurcdly is, that, by human art, an individual, 
such us that referred to, should, by such a simple process, and in a few 
minutes too, be invested with such extraordinary powers as above de
scribed, by which she could instantaneously catch the exact sound of both 
words and music, so as to accompany the others as if  she had pre
viously been perfectly familiar with both."— Mr Braid writes us that he 
can vouch for the foregoing account being “ substantially correct, and no 
exaggerated picture." One or two of those present thought they observed 
the somnambulist fail in one of Madlle. Lind's highest notes, which was
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beyond the compass of her voice : Mr Braid thinks this likely enough, 
though he did not himself observe it.

D r  i f  C a ll o n  th e  effect* o f  D isease a n d  P ressure  o f  the  B r a in .— The 
principles of Phrenology ore strongly inculcated in an “ Annual Addross 
delivered before the Medical Society of the State of New York, in the 
Assembly Chamber of the Capitol, at the city of Albany, Feb. 3, 1847, 
by John M'Call, M.D., President of the Society," published in the T r a n s 
a c tio n s  o f  the  N e w  Y o rk  S ta te  M e d ic a l  So c ie ty , vol. vii. We subjoin a 
short ex tract:—

" Diseases of the brain, whether functional or organic, together with 
injuries or lesions of its masses, affecting their delicate structure and 
healthful actions, disturbing, as they often do, and even suspending or 
effacing, for a time, every ray of mental thought and feeling —as in the 
case of Jones, detailed in Sir Astley Cooper's work on Surgery -  prove, 
as I humbly conceive, most conclusively, the use and importance of the 
brain in mental manifestation. Jones was a sailor, wounded in the head 
in taking a prize in the Mediterranean, Juno 1793. and lived, to use 
the words of Sir Astley, 1 a year, unconscious of his existence.’ Mr 
Cline, a distinguished surgeon in Loudon, performed on him the operation 
of trepunuing, a year after the injury. The portion of bone that had 
been driven in, was raised ; and thus the patient recovered perfectly, in 
a few days afterwards, the uso of his brain, and mental faculties.

"  W hilst surgeon in the United States army, during the last war with 
England, I  had nn opportunity of witnessing the effects of compression 
by my hand on the brain of a soldier, whoso skull had been extensively 
fractured, and a portion thereof, as well as brain, cut away on the upper 
part of the left hemisphere, by an Indian, with his tomahawk. The 
intellects were scarcely at all impaired. Yet, on compressing the brain 
with my fingers, loss of consciousness and insensibility supervened. On 
removing the pressure, perception and understanding of what was being 
done around him returned, after a short time. Several such cases have 
been met with, and detailed in medical and surgical works. A patient 
of mine lived two yenrs without knowing the fact. He had been insane, 
and the last two years of his life wore spent in a stute of profound idiocy. 
This was called a disease purely of the mind, and many so regarded it, 
as the patient was fat and plethoric at the time of death. But on u care
ful post-mortem inspection of the brain, in the presence of Drs Brigham 
and others, it was found extensively diseased. This pathological state 
accounted most satisfactorily to our minds for the failure of mental mani
festations, as stated.

‘‘ W e have no evidence that the mind is over affected, or diseased, or 
crazed, in any case. Our opponents, I  fear, are not aware of the di
lemma in which they place themselves, when they maintain the notion 
that tho mind is thus diseased. I f  it be thus subject to affections and 
ailments, like the body, what evidence have they of its immortality t

•' In this, as in the other notion respecting the immortality of the mind, 
or soul, depending necessarily on its immateriality, I think great injury 
has been done in both cases. I would have tho whole of man immortal. 
The doctrine of immortality is to me delightlbl and consoling. I am 
one of its firm believers.'’
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Phrenology in Mexico.— I need not tell you, tliat in Mexico there are 
but few cultivators of Phrenology ; yet the number is much greater than 
it was ten years ago. This accession of strength is owing chiefly to the 
members of the medical profession. Every year a number of Mexican 
young men go to Paris to study the healing a r t ; there they hear of, and 
become convinced of the truth of Phrenology; and on their return to 
Mexico, they disseminate their opinions amongst the more candid and in
telligent of their countrymen. Several Englishmen, residents in Mexico, 
have, within the last ten years, strongly battled for Phrenology; amongst 
them, a Mr \V. Canning and a Dr Macartney stand conspicuous. W hat 
a pity it is that Phrenology is encumbered by tile support of so many 
ignorant and knavish pretenders. One of that class came to Mexico 
whilst I was there. He was an American, and unable to write a dozen 
words in correct English. W hen he left Mexico, ho took some books 
with him, which belonged to a friend of mine. In the United States, 
Phrenology has mode great progress— greater, I fancy, than anywhere 
else. W . M. M.

5 Papdingtoj), E dgehtll, blVKIirOOL,
21»! September 1847. |

Varieties.— A Phrenological Society, consisting of Hindoos, lias lately 
been established in Calcutta, and in August last included fourteen mem
bers, of whom two are schoolmasters, four belong to the medical profes
sion. and the rest are engaged in mercantile pursuits. They have sent a 
remittance to Edinburgh, to be expended in purchasing a suitable collec
tion of casts, books, &c. W e wish them much success, and shall be happy 
to learn that the study of Phrenology becomes general among the Hin
doos.------ Mr Solly, in the second edition of his excellent work on The

Unman brain; it* Structure, Physiology, and Ditease*, just published, 
p. 339, thus avows his opinion of Phrenology :— “ My reasons for believ
ing that there must be a great deal of truth in Phrenology are fourfold. 
First. I have received from practical phrenologists, and especially the lute 
worthy Mr Deville, such accurate characters of individuals known to me. 
but unknown to them, that I cannot believe the accounts I received could 
lie the result of accident and conjecture, which mnst have been the case if 
Phrenology is untrue. Secondly, Phrenology alone— ns it appears to me 
— can account for all the varieties of insanity, especially mouomunia. 
Thirdly, The facts which have been collected by the lute Mr Deville, 
shewing that the brain will alter its form at any period of life. Fourthly,
The existence of longitudinal commissures."------ In a late rc]>ort by Mr
Allen, accompanying the Minutes of the Committee of Council on Educa
tion, the cheering and elevating influence produced by the cultivation of 
music in schools is thus mentioned :— “ Scarcely any school visited 
in my district, in which music is taught successfully, fails to rise to 
considerable eminence in other respects. The schools at I.ongparish and 
1'orton, where great attention is paid to this art, are excellent specimens 
of a strong moral influence being exercised thereby. Our forefathers 
reckoned music among the seven liberal sciences: and I hope that we are 
making a considerable advance in the right direction, in bringiug back 
into our schools an art which, under proper management, cultivates a cer
tain delicacy of feeling ami gentleness, greatly needed by the children of
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tho poor,— making their tempers plastic, and contributing in various waj
to harmony and order.” W ith these remarks we cordially agree.------ M
Prescott, in his lately published History of the Conquest of Peru, speal 
thus of the Inca nobility:—“ It was the Inca nobility who constituted tl 
real strength of the Peruvian monarchy. Attached to their prince h 
tie* of consanguinity, they had common sympathies, and. to a considei 
able extent, common interests with him. Distinguished by a peeulic 
dress and insignia, as well as by language and blood, from the rest of tl 
community, they were never confounded with the other tribes and natior 
who were incorporated into the groat Peruvian monarchy. After tl 
lapse of centuries, they still retained their individuality as a peculii 
people. They wore to the conquered races of the country what the R< 
uians were to the barbarous hordes of the Empire, or the Normans to t) 
ancient inhabitants of the British Isles. Clustering around the throne, the 
formed an invincible phalanx, to shield it alike from secret conspirât- 
and open insurrection. Though living chiefly in the capital, they wei 
nlso distributed throughout the country in all its high stations and stron 
military posts, thus establishing lines of communication with the cour 
which enabled the sovereign to act simultaneously and with effect on tl  
most distant quarters of his empire. They possessed, moreover, un ir 
tellcctuul pre-eminence, which, no less than their station, gave them at 
thority with the people. Indeed, it may be said to have been the prit 
cipal foundation of their authority. The crania of the Inca race shew 
decided superiority over the other races of the land in intellectual powet 
and it cannot be denied that it was the fountain of that peculiar civilizi 
tion and social polity which raised tho Peruvian monarchy above evei 
other state in South America.” These nobles acted as provincial gi 
vernors and judges. The laws were in accordance with the large orgai
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W e are glad to learn that Captain Maconochie's views of criminal treat
ment (to which we have often referred) have now, at least in gTeat part, 
been adopted by the Government, and that their experiment in Portland 
Island is to be committed to Captain Maconochie's own superintendence. 
This is a step of very great importance, and the announcement of which 
will be very welcome to many who have long struggled for the reform of
our penal system.------ Sir G. Simpson, in his “ Narrative of a Journey
round the World during the years 1841 und 1842," reports some inter
esting particulars that were told him by an American missionary named 
Monger, who had been two years on the Columbia along with his family. 
“ This gentleman,” says he, “ was grievously disappointed with the coun
try— a feeling common, in his opinion, to most of his fellow-citizens. 
Hut the ministers of the Gospel, moreover, had a grievance peculiar to 
themselves; for, instead of finding the savages'eager to embrace Chris
tianity, as they had been led to expect, they saw a superstitious, jealous, 
and bigoted people. They soon ascertained that they could gain con
verts only by buying them ; and they were even reproached by the sa
vages on the ground that, if  they were really good men, they would pro
cure guns and blankets for them from the Great Spirit merely by their 
prayers. In short, the Indians, discovering that the new religion 
did not render them independent of tho traders any more than their 
old one, regarded the missionaries as nothing better than impostors. 
Under these discouraging circumstances, Mr Munger was desirous of 
returning home." This account corresponds with what is recorded of 
Thomas Adams the Flathead Indian in our eighteenth volume, p. 191.
------ E. S., writing to us from Malaga on 7th July 1847, proposes that
those who recognise the value and importance of Phrenology as a 
guide in education, should proceed to act according to their convictions, 
by establishing " one or more free schools, which shall be conducted 
entirely according to phrenological doctrines. I would further suggest," 
he adds, “ that the more particular object of such schools should be to 
qualify young men to become efficient teachers, and apostles of a superior 
educational system. To attain th:s end, subscriptions from believers 
in the science are necessary, and I, although merely a young employe of 
a Manchester mercantile House, shall have plensuro in subscribing an
nually a couple of guineas towards the support of such school or schools. 
More wealthy men, who may, like myself, entertain strong opinions on 
this matter, will doubtless subscribe more largely; and I trust that if  
committees bo formed for the purpose, a sum will shortly be obtained suf
ficient to put at least one school in full operation. I leave to abler hands 
the task of chalking out the system to be pursued ; merely suggesting that 
the end desired is, the most complete and harmonious development of all 
the faculties, intellectual, moral, and bodily, und to shew practically tho 
working of an educational scheme as complete as can be devised. I en
close my address, so that in case the idea is realized, you may put me down
as a subscriber for the amount named."------ We learn on good authority
that 18,000 copies of the American Phrenological Journal are ifsued 
monthly, by the publishers at New York ; and that 200,000 copies of tho 
American Phrenological Almanac for 1847 have been disposed of. The 
publishers (Messrs Fowler and Wells) intended to reprint our own Journal 
regularly from 1st January next, but the susjicnsiou of its publication has

Intelligence.
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of course led to tlie abandonment of tills design.------ Mr C. Donovan de
livered three lectures on Phrenology at the Greenwich Institution in Sep
tember, to large audiences, and three at Bexley Heath Institution in Oc
tober. Ho is to lecture at the Woolwich Institution in November____
Mr George Combo has in preparation a pamphlet on the question, “ W hat 
should Secular Education embrace?" It will appear in January next. 
Mr C. intends from time to time to publish pamphlets on topics of public 
interest to which Phrenology can be applied. They will be printed uni
formly with this journal, and may be obtained from the publishers of his 
other works. AVe may add, that an eighth edition of his “ Constitution of 
Man," carefully revised, corrected, and enlarged, has lately appeared. It 
is a goodly post 8vo volume, more handsome in its appearance, and more 
agreeable to the eye of the reader, than any of the previous editions. 
Since 1828, above 80,000 copies of tho work have been printed in this 
country.

Hooks Received.— The American Phrenological Journal, vol. viii., 
edited by O. S. Fowler, 1846 ; also, Nos. 1 to 6 of vol. ix.—Preface to 
“ Mesmer and Swedenborg; or, The Relation of the Developments of 
Mesmerism, and the Doctrines and Disclosures of Swedenborg. By 
George Bush. New York, 1847.— Annual Report of the Belfast District 
Asvluiu for the Insane Poor, 1847.— A Few More Words on the Duality 
of the Mind, and some of its Corollaries. By A. L. W igan, M.D. 
(Printed for private circulation )— Annual Report of the Directors of the 
Dundee Royal Asylum for Lunatics. 1 -4 7.— Physiology and Phrenology, 
for the Use of Children and Youth in Schools and Families. By Airs L. 

Fowler. New York: Fowlers and Wells, 1^47- 2 vols. post 8vo.—



ADDRESS
TO THE READERS OP THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL, AT THE 

CONCLUSION OP THE NEW (OR SECOND) SERIES.

W hen the First Series of the Journal was brought to a 
close in 1837, its conductors drew up a brief statement of the 
circumstances under which it had been carried on during the 
preceding fourteen years, and of the reasons by which they 
were influenced in then transferring its publication from 
Edinburgh to London. That statement, subscribed by the 
gentlemen who were then the proprietors (James Simpson, 
Andrew Combe, and George Combe), was published at the 
beginning of the first Number of the New Series (vol. xi., 
No. liv.), and was to the following effect:—

“ Mr William Scott, Mr James Simpson, Dr Poole, Dr Andrew Combe, 
and Mr George Combe, were the original proprietors of this Journal, and 
by them its publication was commenced in December 1 823 ,~ a  time when 
the force of public prejudice made it almost impossible to obtain a hearing. 
The enemies of Phrenology confidently prophesied that its first Number 
would be its la s t; yet its conductors have now completed fifty-three quar
terly numbers, forming ten thick octavo volumes ! The first four numbers 
were edited by Dr Poole, under an engagement with the proprietors, at 
the close of which he ceased to have any connection with the work. The 
subsequent numbers, down to No. XXI. inclusive, were edited by the pro
prietors themselves. Mr Scott then withdrew from all connection with 
the Journal; and, from that time, it was continued under the management 
of the three remaining proprietors, down to the 53d number, published on 
the 1st September 1837.

“ From the first moment of the undertaking, the proprietors have been 
actuated solely by the desire to cultivate and extend the knowledge of what 
they considered to be a science fraught with the most beneficial consequen
ces to the human race; and they have endeavoured to accomplish this 
end in that spirit of moral and intellectual purity and peace which Phreno
logy so strongly inculcates on those who embrace its truths. Wherever 
they have fallen short of this aim, as in many instances they have done, 
it has been from the imperfection of their own faculties, and the unfavour-
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able circumstances in which thoy were placed. From the beginning, all 
the proprietors have been actively engaged in professional pursuits, and 

I could boost neither of pecuniary independence nor of literary leisure. 
The conducting of the Journal, therefore, was the work of those hours 
which professional men generally devote to pleasure and recreation. Far 
from being cheered in their labours by the hopes of gratifying their ambi
tion, they were warned by their friends that they were laying a suro 
foundation for their individual ruin, by opposing public opinion with such 
marked determination. They were spumed as weak and mischievous en
thusiasts, by the men w ho then took the lead in literature and science; 
some of whom, nevertheless, rather inconsistently put forth their most 
powerful efforts to extinguish them by argument and ridicule, and, whore 
these failed, by misrepresentation. Amidst these ditlieultics, they wore 
not sustained by the approbation even of any considerable body of followers 
animated by principles congenial to their ow n. The views of human na
ture brought to light by Phrenology were so new and unexpected, that few, 
even of the most enlightened minds, were prepared to embrace them. 
Their consequences were obviously important, but they were shrouded in 
so much obscurity, that the public shrunk back from investigating them. 
The conductors of the Journal, therefore, laboured amidst obstacles and 
discouragements of the most formidable description, and for many years 
the circulation of their work was so limited that they hod the painful ccr- 

| tainty of having fewT supporters in the world. It was only the conscious
ness of the purity and dignity of their motives, and un irresistible con vie- 

of the importance of the cause in which they were engaged, that sujk
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deemed. These facts are mentioned to enable the readers to form a pro- 
l>er estimate of the difficulties with which the conductors have had to con
tend, and having stated their case, they leave the value of their etforts to 
the verdict of the public ; expressing only their sincere regret for any 
imperfections with which the work has been chargeable, and which they 
would have been happy in removing if it had been practicable for them 
to do so.

•• Their reasons for transferring the publication to London, now when 
its success seems no longer problematical, are entirely personal, and do 
not imply any diminution either of zeal or confidence in the cause in 
which they have been so long engaged. In January 1837, Mr Robert 
Cox ceased to reside in Edinburgh, and his valuable assistance was with
drawn from superintending the printing of the work. I)r A. Combe was 
prevented by impaired health and his indispensable avocations from 
lending that aid which otherwise he would gladly have afforded, Whilo 
Mr Simpson and Mr Combe were frequently called from •borne, to tench 
1’hrcnology and its applications in distant parts of the country. In those 
circumstances they could not ensure that regularity in the conducting and 
publication of the Journal which are essential to its success,

“ They have now transferred the copyright and management o f the 
work to a gentleman resident in the vicinity of the cupital, whose contri
butions have often enriched its pages, and who has distinguished himself 
by his writings in other departments of science. They confidently believe 
that he will infuse into it fresh vigour, while he will preserve unimpaired 
those moral and practical qualities with which its past conductors huvo 
aimed at imbuing it.

*• They return their warmest thanks to those readers, whose zeal in the 
cause has led them to continue their support through the season of diffi
culty. and respectfully solicit their future countenance to the work ; at the 
same time, they pledge themselves still to lend their best assistance to the 
new Editor in rendering it worthy of approbation.”

Mr Hewett C. Watson, of Thames-Ditton, was the pur
chaser of the copyright; and for three years he conducted the 
journal with great ability, and an improving circulation. At 
the close of the third volume of the New Series, however, he 
withdrew from the position of editor, for reasons stated in 
p. 386 of that volume ; and, at the same time, the copyright 
was re-purchased by Mr George Combe. In January 1841, the 
editorial duties were resumed by Mr Robert Cox, who had 
again taken up his residence in Edinburgh; and under his man
agement all the subsequent numbers of the Journal have 
appeared. In carrying on the work, ho has not only been 
aided by the three former proprietors, but received many able 
contributions from other phrenologists, in England as well 
as Scotland, whose names have in general been prefixed to

/
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throws on the subject of education. The influence of the 
writings of phrenologists on many subjects now agitating 
the public mind, will be most readily acknowledged by those* 
who know most intimately the merits of these questions.

In this state of matters, however, the effect of the ridicule 
and opposition with which Phrenology was treated during 
the first ten years of our labours is now painfully apparent. 
While there is a growing conviction in the public mind that 
it is true and of great utility, and an increasing desire to ob
tain the practical advantages which it affords, there are com
paratively few individuals who are sufficiently acquainted 
with it to be able either to teach it or to reap from it important 
advantage. By that ridicule the students of those days were 
deterred from devoting serious attention to the science; and 
the consequence is, that a generation of medical practitioners 
is now in the field, who have been educated since our labours 
commenced, and who possess no such knowledge of Phreno
logy as to qualify them to judge of its merits, or to impart to 
others the benefits which it is calculated to bestow. We re
gret to add, that, notwithstanding the endowment of a lec
ture-ship of Phrenology in Anderson’s University at Glas
gow, two years ago, by Henderson’s Trustees, the medical 
students of that institution have availed themselves but 
little of the excellent opportunity thus presented to them of 
gaining phrenological knowledge; and that, in consequence 
of a report from the lecturer to this effect, the endowment 
has, after a trial of two sessions, been withdrawn, and the 
course will not for the present be repeated. We cannot doubt, 
however, that a farther advance in the general appreciation 
of Phrenology will present sufficient motives to a future 
generation of medical students to devote to the subject that 
minute and earnest attention without which it cannot be 
sufficiently mastered or adequately applied.

E dinburgh , 30tA  October 1 8 4 7 .
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